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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

11' phing ton, May 8, 1918.
Sul: I am submitting herewith for publication as a-bulletin of the

Bureau of Education the report of a survey of the schools of the city
of Elyria, Ohio, which was made under my direction in the fall of
1916 and early spring of 1917 at the request of the board of educa-
tion of that city. The report will, I believe; be useful not only to-
the- board of education and the citizens of Elyria, but to school
officers in many other cities of about the same size and to students

-of education generally.
The report should have been printed much earlier, but there was

unavoidable delay in its official preparatiotr
Respect ftillY submitted.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

P. P. CLAxrrom,
C annzisy-ion cr.
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EDUCATIONAL SURVEY OF ELYRIA, ORIO.

INTRODUCTION.

pming tit' fall of 1916 the Chamber of Commerce of Elyria, Ohio,
invited the United Stales Commissioner of Education to make a
survey of the Elyria public-school system.

The invitation was accepted upon the following conditions:
1. That the. Bureau of Education shall be invited by the Elyria

Bbard of Education and that the invitation shall be indorsed by the
Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State.

2. That the survey commission mt be-permitted to find the facts
as they are and to report them as the find them. ,

:t. That the survey commission and The Commissioner of Educa-.
tion may make on the basis of the sfar t found such recommendations

ifor the improvement of the schools u may seem wise, these recom-
mendations to be not only such as may be put into operation imme-
diately, but also such as may be put into operation from year to
year as opportunity may permit: in Other words, that. the survey
commission and the Commissioner of Education may be pettuitted to
outline a constructive program which 'will receive at least the careful
consideration of school officials..

4. That the Bureau of Education shall be permitted tb publish the
repOrt of the survey, including .the recommendations and reasons
therefor, as a bulletin of the bureau, for distribution in the city of
Elyria and also for general distribution.

5. That the necessary expenses shill be paid, which include the nec-
essary traveling and local expenses of the members of the bureau en-
gaged on thit wolc and the necessary hotiorariums for such iwrsons

%as it may be necessary to emplby to assist/it the work. s
The secretary of the board of education wrote the Commissioner

of Education: . - .
.

I have been unanimously Instructed by Mc' board of education to request
you to make a complete survey of the Elyria city sOools. We wish to assure
you that, you will have the hearty cooperation of the hoard, superintenthla, and
teachers in entryIng.on the work. The'lsihrd of education can not assume any
of the cost of the.survey; however, we understiwid that the educational corn-
mitte0 of the chamber of commerce has a plan Whereby the expenses of the
survey will be fully met.

ri



8 EDUCATIONAL SRVEY OF ELYRIA, OHIO.

The secretory of the chainber of commerce then notified tlie Com-
missioner of Education that the chamber of commerce would hold
itself lialiEe for expenses.not toexceed $2,500.

The United-States Coaapissioner of Education named as a survey
commission-the following pars ris:

From he Bureau of FAlucation

; ' T. M: Ave L'Alleinani.-LEduclation of the Immigrant.
William T. Bawden.Manual t rai ill 1 lig null vocational education.
Mrs. Henrietta \V. Calvin.Home economics.
W. S. Deffenbaugh.Administration, supervision, aod instruction, di-

rector of field work of survey commission.
F. B. Drecslar.School buildings.
Miss "Florence C. Fox.Primary education.
Anhui' W. Dunn.Clvic education.
John L. Itaudall.School and home gardening.

From outside the Bureau of Education
Will Earbart.Music (director of Music. public schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.).
August Ililler.Finance (chief accountant, public schools, Pittshurgh,

l'n.).
C. Valentine Kirby.Fine arts (director of art, public schools, l'itts-

burgh, Pa.).
W. C. Ruediger.Elementary education (dean, Teachers' College, George

Washington University, Wasi)Ingion, C:).
William F. Russell.Secondary education (professor of secondary edu-

cation, George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.).

Three members of the survey commission spent two weeks in
Elyria in the fall of 1916. The other members spent from one to six
weeks during the months of January and February, 1917....

ti



Chapter I.
THE CITY OF ELYRIA.

Elyria, Ohio, owes its name and its existence to Tiernan Ely,
formerly of West Springfield, Mass., who acquired the land do which
the present city stands on Match 27, 1817. The tract compriked
12,000 acres, and it was known as No. 6, Range 17, Connecticut
Western Reserve. Mr. Ely spent his entire life after that time in
developing the resources of the locality. He established sawmills
and gristmills and similar industries and.organized the Lorain Iron
Co. in 1832.

The location of the city is distinctly favorable. It is about 25
miles southwest/of Cleveland and 8 miles from Lakes Erie at the
nearest point, the city of Lorain. 4I'wo trunk railway lines, the New
York Central and the Baltimore & Ohio, pass through the city, and
five trolley lines radiate in five directions and connect Elyria with all
the principal towns and cities of Ohio, Indiana, -and west Pennsyl-
vania. Two electric lines and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad afford
excellent facilities for Lake shipments via Lorain.

The industiial and social community of Elyria includes a number
of villages or towns, the chief of which are Grafton and Wellington.
Both of these places were formerly centen of active sandstone quar-
ries, but this industry has, declined because of the increased use of .1
cement and concrete in building. The greater part of the high-grade
sandstone now quarried ifOuseci for grindstone. As a result of the
industrial change in the 'chief industry in these villages, their work-
ing population had to find employment in other fields, and naturally
went to find it in the developing industries of Elyria, the nearest city.

A featore reflecting the intimate interdependence of the communi-
ties in the vicinity of Elyria is the large number of young working
women, mostly Poles, who live in Lorain but work in Elyria, because
the city of Lorain offers but little desirable factory employment fot
young women.

In 1900 the population of Elyria was 8,791; in 1910 it was 14,825;
in 1917 the estimated population was between 20,000 and 25,000. There
are 3,239 dwellings and 3,519 families. Fifty per cent of the popula-
tion are native born of native parZnts; 30 per cent are native born
of foreign parents, and 20 per cent are foreign born. The nationaW.

.ties. represented by the foreigners .are German, Dane, French, and
9



10 EDCCATIONAL SURVEY OF ELYRIA, OHIO.

Hungarian, the Germans predominating. Of the foreign born
represented in the industries the Hungarians predominate. This
nationality furnishes the basic industries 9'f the city with the greater

"portion of "roustabouts "; that is, workmen who do common labor
Of a rough and heavy nature.

The fact that the industrial development of 'Elyria is of recent
date and has taken place to a certain extent against the wishes and
under the prptests of the older residents has caused the location of
the industrial establishments near the outskirts of the city, in a direc-
tion' west, northwest, or,nortteast of the main residential district..
A separate foreign settlement has developed which is called West
Heights, the dominant nationality of the settlement being Hungarian.
Elyria, however, has no slums and no congested district, and the
pressure of the problems which ordinarily affect an immigrant com-
musky is not so great as it otherwise would be. ThW problem of
educating the children of foreign-born parents and of educating the
parents theniselves is an important problem, nevertheless.

The efforts that are made to educate the foreign-born adults are
under semipublic auspices at the settlement house at West Heights,
where an active settlement worker, a kindergarten teacher of the
public schools, and a teacher in the rnnhual- training department of
the night school are teaching classes in English and civics.
'/ The first school in Elyria,was opened in 1819, and the first church
was organized in 1824: There are now 15 chtfitfies, representing all
the principal denominations, a 1:oung Men's Christian Association
building, which cost $141,000, and a Young Woman's Christian As-
sociation building, wEich cost $16,000. There are nine public-school
butidings, a German school, two Catholic schools, and one business
college. Oberlin College, only 6 miles distant, may be col sidered
one of the educational institutions of the Elyria Communi The
Elyria Memorial Hospital, representing an expenditure of $2. ,000,
consists of a general hospital, Gates Home for Crippled Chil n,
and Nurses' Home. An additional $100,000 is not being expend
on buildings. The Elyria Library was founded- in 18701upon a be-
quest of Mr. Charles Ely.

Cascade Park, a beautiful natural park, is a place for recreation
not only for the children of the city but for the adults as well. For
the wealthy inhabitants of the city there is a country club, which
maintains -golf links, tennis courts, etc. In the city there are halls
maintained by the Elks, Knights of Columbus, and other social and
fraternal organizations usually found in cities.

There are four'banks, which have on 'deposit about $9,000,000; the
community is by no means a poor one The chamber of commerce,
which is responsible to a large extent for the growth of the city, has
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commodious quarters in one of the principal buildings of the cityand employs a secretary and several clerks.
There are 63 factories, employing 6,000 men and-300 women andgirls. The principal products are steel, sheet steel, tubing, bolts,nuts, screws, invalids' chairs, dies, tools, enameled ware, hosiery,electrical goods, chemicals, ammunition, automobile motors, etc:The factories represent an investment of over $10,000,000 and theirtotal annual output is more than $9,000,000. Much is done by thefactories to insure the contentment and permanent residence of theiremployees; and clubs, bowling alleys, lunch rooms, etc., are providedin most cases.

4



Chapter II.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION.

1. The minimum educational and professional standard for ele-
mentary teachers should be the completion of a fouryear high-school
course and a two-year normal-school course.

2. Salaries of teachers should be increased and the salary schedule
revised, making the promotion of teachers depend upon improve-
ment rather than upon length of service.

3. A card system for keeping a permanent record of pupils should
be introduced.

4. An. attendance officer should be employed on full time.
5. There should be more supervision in the elementary grades,

which can be accomplished by the employment of a supervisor for
the kindergarten and the, first six grades and the employthent of a
supervisor for the junior high school. Provision should be made
for the supervision of music and art. A supervisor, teaching part
time, should be employed to supervise the work in manual arts, and
one, teaching part time, W supervise the work in home economics.
School gardening should be under the supervi!ion of the teacher of
agriculture, who should be employed for 12 months in the year.
Provision should be made for playground supervision.

.43: A cost-accounting system should be introduced to show ex-
penditure for each building and for each kind of school.

7. The State tax law should he revised so that it would be pos-
sible for Elyria to obtain more funds for its schools.

8. Tho number of failures and the rather excessive retardation
could be reduced by

(a) A course of studybetter suited to the development and inter-
ests of the children.

4) More and better supervision.
(c) The advanceinent of the teacher with her class for three or

four years. "'
(d) A summer school for pupils who have-failed.
(e) The division of each primary grade into three or four groups

instead of two, so that pupils may be promoted more frequently.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

131

1. The Washington, or old high- school building, should be recon-
structed and renovated or else torn down and rebuilt.

2. Floors should not be scrubbed, but treated with hot linseed oil.
3. Cement walks should be built.
4. Humidifying devices should be provided.
5: All shades should be removed from north windows.
G. Teachers in east-rooms should be required to roll up shades in

the afternoons and those in west rooms should do so in the forenoons.
7. Conferences for janitors should be instituted.
8. Ventilation in mild weather should be improved when the fans-

are not running.
9. More drinking fountains easily accessible' to small children

should be provided.
10. The method of seating which places children too far from the

front of the room should be corrected.

HIGH SCHOOL.

( 1 ) The three present curricula should be expanded into at least
six,.providing definite preparation for classical- general, and scien-
tific work in college, and for industry, commerce, agriculture, and
the home.

(2) The board of education should issue a booklet giving detailed
information about these curricula and about the prospects of chil-
dren electing each kind of work; the booklets should be distributed
some time before a choice is to be made, so that teachers, principals,
parents, and children may hive information upon which to choose.

(3) The principal shouldItike up with the teachers, through ob-
servation and in teachers' meetings, the findings of this survey in
regard to mechanical errors in teaching.

(4) The board of education should make much more ample pro-
vision for teachers to visit the classes of other teachers.

(5) The practice of giving one teacher a number of sections of
the same subject should be discontinued, and teachers should be en-
couraged to teach sections in several different classes and of several
closely allied subjects. We especially recommend that each teacher
have at least one first-year class.

(6) A number of teachers' meetings should. be given to a con-
sideration of the theoretical study of methods 'Of teaching.

(7) A regular system for purchasing books for \the library should
be devised; the library should be catalogued and better supervised.

(8) The faculty should give consideration to the system of mark-
-ing, tathe end that there may be more unaniinityas to standards.

(9) Salaries should be increased.
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(10) Thi I/zap now existing between the elementary schools and
the high schools should be bridged by the interpolation of the junior
high school.

ELEM E N TA BY SCHOOLS.

Primary grades. -1. The subject of reading should be adapted to
the individual pupil to a greater extent in order to lessen the failures
in the first. grades. More freedom for the teacher is needed in her
use of methods and devices and a greater emphasis placed by her
on the reading lesson which trains for appreciation.

2. Arithmetic lessons are developed logically rather than peda-
gogically. More application of number to measurement and con-
struction work is needed. Reduce the time given to this subject.

3. A definite, systematic assignment for .oral language should be
placed in every program. The teacher should cultivate literary
appreciation and the art of story telling.

4. New songs and new methods are needed in the primary singing
exercises, and the use of music as a mode of expression closely cor-
related with the subjects of study is recommended.

5. A closer application of phonics to the !yelling should be made
and emphasis placed upon the auditory image rather than the visual
image.

6. Materials and adequate desk room should be proVided to make.
effective the instruction in penmanship.

7. More varieties of material should be provided for seat work,
and a, carefully prepared program for this work extending through
at least one term of the school year should be prearranged by the
teacher in every grade.

8. There should be more spontaneity in games and grea oppor-
tunity for initiative in these exercises.

9. An assistant nurse should be emyloyed to make the wo of the
school nurse wholly effective.

10. Consideration should be given in the course of study to the
out-of-school activities of the children in the lower geade.i. These
interests should be collected and used as suggestive material for the
daily program throughout the year.

11. A primary supervisor is recommended for these grades, who
shall-be prepared to direct all the subjects of study enumerated in the
curriculum.

12. Kindergartens should. be reestablished and the work done in
them integrated with that of the primary grades.

Intermediate and grammar-school grades. Introduce more of the
spirit of delight in reading; give more practice in silent reading;
provide more opportunity for relatively free reading for pleasure,
and transfer much of the nonliterary makiial to other subjects.
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Recognize nature study as a distinct subject in the curriculum and
correlate especially with language, geography, and gard7ning.

Reduce the time given to formal grammar and correlate the work
more Intimately with the other school subjects and out-of-school
interests. .

Adopt either a good series of spelling books or a standard word list.
Dispense with the teacher of penmanship and hold the classroom

teachers responsible for results.
Vitalize the subject of gefigraphy through the adoption of a series

of geographical readers, through the use of geographica magazines,
pictures, specimens, and observational astronomy, a t ough a more
liberal use of globes and maps.

Relate arithmetic more closely to the pupils' interests in and out of
school; let the children weigh and measure; correlate later with earlier
topics and develop thoughtfulness by studying how to solve.

In general, vitalize the work by enlisting more generally the ac-
tivity of the pupils and by relating the school subjects more intimately
to those phases of the world outside to which they pertain.

1. Provision should be made in both junior and senior high-school
periods (or grammar school and high school) for adequate instruc-

designed explicitly to train for citizenship, and care-
fully both to the civic and social needs of the present time and to
the capabilities and experience of the pupils; and to this end the
social studies of the periods in question should he thoroughly
reorganized.

2. Training for citizenship should be recognized more definitely
as a conspicuous aim of the entire work of the elementary and sec-
ondary schools, involving the cultivation of civic habits and traits
as well as civic intelligence; and instruction in all subjects, the in-
school and out-of-school activities of the pupils and the participa-
tion of the pupils in the control of such activities should be mad. to
contribute to the fulfillment of this aim.

3. A head of a department of social studies should be appointed
who shall be a director of the civic educational work of the sehgels;
regular conferences of teachers of social studies and directors of
pupil activities should be provided for, and other means adopted for
the training and guidance of teachers in service for more
methods of civic training.

4. Adequate provision should be made for the Americanization and
civic education of the foreign population, both through the channel
of the day schools and through evening classes for adulta.

5. A closer. relation Ould be established between the school and
the community' in nition of the interdependence of 100 per visit
efficiency in comm unit life and 100 Or cent-citizenship, :and OP!.
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pressed in a closer coordination between the schools and the public
library and other public institutions, the use of the schools as com-.
munity centers, further development of the parent-teacher associa-
tions, and the closer adaptation of school work to actual community
needs.

Smoot AND HOME CARDEN MO.

Elementary schools. -1. -The high-school agricultural department
should .be the central influence in the promotion and direction of
school-directed home gardening in the elementary schools.-

2. The high-school teacher of agriculture should conduct practical
after - school classes for the training of home-garden teachers in the
grades.

3. One rep, ilar grade teacher, after having received sufficient gar-
den training, should direcethe home gardening of the children in the
school to which she is assigned. This work should be done after
school; on Saturday, and during the summer vacation, and the teacher
should receive additional compenstitionfor it.

4. A part-time garden teaCher should be provided for each of the
following schools Jefferson, Gage, Franklin, McKinley.
One teacher should conduct the work in the Garford. and Ridge
Schools.

5. 4 careful record of the money value of the crops raised should
.be kept in order to prove the financial as well as the educational.
success.

6. The gardening should be made as intensive as possible, and
should continue through the maximum number of days possible in
this climate._ Winter gardening should be encouraged.

High 'school. --1. A course hariculture should be offered in the
high school instead of electives ir several courses, adopting the Mas-
sachusetts plan of arranging studies and home projects.

2. -11 high-school instructor in agriculture should be employed for
12 months in the years, who should also direct home-. gardening of
elementary school pupils and train his assistants.

3. Extra coMpensation.should be. provided for six grade teachers
assigned to tedch gardening outside of regular school hours.

. MUSIC.

1. A manual and course of stud y for the elementary schools should
be prepared. The school board should provide copies of rote song
books for first and second year teachers;Ritch pipes for all teachers,
and a liberal supply of music for high-school orchestra and glee
dubs. Orchestral groups should be developed in the elementary
schools. 4

2..Requirementa in music for elementary' teachers should be in-
creased.
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3. In the high school there should be two periods a week of 45
minutes each devoted to chorus practice.

4. There should be strict control over credit for Music taken out-.
side of school.

5. The high-school auditorium should be open onq night each
week for community chorus singing.

fl. It is desirable to havC a piano for each floor of each elementary
school, a reed organ and supplementary slig books'in sets of 45 or
50 for each elementary school, and in the high school a course in
harmony and ,a course in musical appreciation and history, elective
three recitations a week with the saine credit as academic-Subjects.

ART.

1. The supervision of art should be restored at the'earliest possible
moment.

2. Art 'work should appear in the eighth grade.
3. There should be better equipment and more supplies of teach-

ing art in the elementary schools.
4. Some art study should be planned and continued through the

grades that will create a love for the 'world's best art, and some
acquaintance with the principles and facts underlying it.

5. Elective courses should be offered in the high school so that any
boy or girl may select, under guidance, any work in drawing, design,
color, or any of the crafts that would be of service.

HOME ECONOMICS.

1. Make of arts and crafts a separate elective, course in the high
school, open to boys as well as girls.

2. Give a prevocational aspect to the instruction in home economics
in the grades and in the lint high-school year.

3. Make home economics a required subject for all girls from the
filth grade to the first high-school year, inclusive, and an elective
in the second, third, and fourth high-school years.

4..Make the necessary changes gradually over a period of three
years.

5. When the new conditions are fully established, employ one su-
pervisor, of home economics, teaching part time, six special teachers
of home making in the grades, and three special teachers .for home
-economies in the high school, and for night and special classes.

6. Shorten the noon intermission for-high school, and provide hot
lunches to high-school teachers and students.

7. Organize afternoon and evening classes for adults.and for young
Women employed dur3pg the day. .

8. Provide n4o43 sewing. machines, better equipment -in particulars
enumerated, andlneke specified changes in the use of rooms.
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9. Include laboratories for home ccononites in all plans for new
buildings. .

10. Construct a " model cottage" in the "Hungarian section of the
cif", and equip a " practice apartment in the high school.

/SIANum, TnAiNi NG.

1. Appoint a supervisor to have charge of all manual training and
Noe: Annuli classes, with an assistant to direct the hamhvorkin grades
one to six. These two should give not more than half-time to
teaching.

°. A scheme of handwork throughout the grades should be care-
fully organized, with a time allotment ranging from i0 or CO' minutes
per week in the first years. to te-fifth or mu-fourt of tlic present
school time in the tipper grades.
. 3. Some rArganization of the elementary school course of study
is desirable in order to give handwork a due proportion of the
school time.

4. Tile manual arts should .not be limited to general educational
aims, though these should receive the, greatest emphasis in the carry
years. Beginning with the seventh school yea r, the prevocational aim
for most chihlen and the vocational aiiii for some children should
have definite rtz.ognit ion.

5. Shop and laboratory equipment should he adapted gradually
to the new point of view, which conceives of problems or projects
to be worked out by the ripils.

6. A librar of lhe 111,4 current literature pertaining to the manual
*arts. vocational goidance.- and vocational education, should be made
at once available to teachers and pupils. '

voc.vrioNm, EnucvTios.
..., . I

I. School irrsi ruction, especially in shop and drawing, should 4.)e
related more definitely to real life situations and should function

'more definitely ivireparing young people for living.
2'. Th.c special six-year vocational course and the technical voca-

tionai.couSes in the high schooi should be strengthened arid ,ex-
tended, with .the twofold aim of assisting young .people to choose
and prepare for vocations, while tg, the same time prepOing for in.-
telligent citizetiship and the discharge of individual and social

.

ob li-
gations

li-
gations a I

3. Evening cltsses di the lands enumerated should be organized
for enifloyed workers. , ' , I. . .

4..,Advisory committees representative of emplOyers' *id employes
,should be organized. . ... . .

.,..

6. Part-time day continuation schools Would he:organized in 'cer-
teiv lines of business and industryi : 1 , .

61----;...,...



Chapter III.
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISIO N.

FINANCES.
. - '

The chief obstacle to the adequate,fiiincin,g of,the public schoolsof Elyria is the limitation imposed by State law on taxation. Thedirect tas for operating expenses for all purposesState, county,city, and limited to 10 mills, with atiother. 5 mills foi,in-
tereM anti sinhing fund. The tax levy for, all school purposes maynot exceed in any year 5 mills on the dollar of taxable property inthe school district; the aggregate of all taxes levied by a municipal-ity for corporation purposes may not exceed 5inills; the aggregateof all taxes for township purposes maynot exceed 2 mills.

The levy in Elyria is up to the distributed fol-lows: Sta,te. 0.15 mill; county, 1.85 inilht; township, 6.02 road'.district, 2.57 mills; school, 3.5 mills for general purposes, 1455 Ilia,'interest and sinking fund; city, 3.3-PnAlls forgeneral purposes, 2.135 '*-mills interest and sinking fund, 0.1 upill:floOd-emergency. For tlifcpast three years the tax for the roacrdiseriet and for interest andsinking fund has reduced the.10 mills, leaving only 9.146 mills in1914.; 6.036 m ills.in 1915; and 9.16 mills in 1916 for the State, county,city, 'and school.
Wilk the tax rate for Elyria, both for city and. school purpose,

is compaPed with that of other cities of about the same size as Elyria,it is fomftto.be low, as niay.be noted from the following table:
Tar rate on each $100 assessed raf;tation.

FOlt 8C11001. erarost:s.

Duhols. Pa
Maitcatine. Iowa
Fargo, N. Dak_At.
East Ch Ica go Ind
Beaver 'Falls, Pat.
Meadville, Pa
Homestead, Pa
Mankato, Minn
Goshen, Ind
Helena, Monty.

$2.00
1. 75
1.02
1. 54
1.30
1.80
1. 20

_ 1.20
1. 12
1.10

Foil 8C110411.

Tonawanda, N. Y
Hackensack, N. J
Nilsson's, Mont
Conntskville, Ind
Bethlehem, Pa
Trinidad, Colo
Greensburg, Pa
Lewiston, Idaho
Spartatibtirg, 8. C
Morriatowat N. a

'

._ - --- .......

_______ ____

$1.04
.96

.. 05
.92
.90
.88
.8$
85

.85
.85

.1

19
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7'a. otte 1111 er117441611a,*;(sed re/4114111411 - Continued.
. .e is

'' . von stiloot: ri.ttitosrs*--Tegintol. 1011 GENERAL (Tr)' INItl'OSES-rOntil
-II .. g . ,

CAliAllile, 31101 . ......$9. SO 2 Jarkson, Nliss $1.:;:iw

SITIleir alb., ,. 8. I ink.. , , . . 70 marshal', Tex 4 r 1. :t4 .11(r

. Plainfield. N..I _. 21... ".'78 Greenville, Miss a 1. ::o
Fairalont. 'W. Vac.-. .7" roniursville; Intl___. 1. '-o
.11001.1444.1:.14411.___1,_ _____ , .70 ekidillat., Nlieli _ __._ 1.
litwronce. tiaus___ :__ __:'..,...,_ .,(114 urtatilourg., S. 1' I. '25
IlitirkliNom,.liaiv:._:- (10 Missoula. 11out 1...:,
Adriaa. 31i411 ' '' .. .02 Helena, :11ont ,_ ... ., 1 . 212:.

1.41111114 ham. ----- L..___20__ ;O Itisettife, Iowl
Boise, fditho :. GO Meadville, 1'a 1.p)
Chickasha, fildAk! .110 Beaver Fulls, Pa c.. 1. 211---

Ilentlerson, f' y-- _ -- - -. ' - 1. 1)
MorrIlown, N .T__ 1.08
Boise, Idaho L. .. 1.07
Chickasha, (*IN.,* 1.116
Trinidad. Colo .',. 1. 00
111111i1..4t1,:lil pn
Sioux Falls, S 1):,i;
111ffitiold N I r

:114.11.NO, 31 ttss :10

Wiatiel. 41:atts 11;
IronwoodI Mali . l' - -40

11ender.-.011.KY .:-.0
A01(1,4, Ill! .7,41

41.44-114. Of14__14._ ' 4 ,};.;
PlquA, t Alio .15
311(Idletoti, !Italy

7 , :i
Iiirsliall, Th -- -.. .40

111irietlii, Ohio 4_,. , 0
Sandusky. Ohio _a. 'I

2:17
(44.4c11011e, iliss
Selina, Ala..
Jackson, Miss .30,I

.
}On

Furgo. 1.4,11111( ' Zy 01
East 11111

Dubois, I'n
floslYti,aVul
Athens, -
Lewildtc. Math°
Tonaw40111n, N. 17

A more nearly equitable co14patison of tax rates iv different cities
is ern real wealth rathev .than on assessed valuation, since:there .is-no
Uniformity .thrQughout the country ankbut very little in the same
StArte in asSessilfoperty The thief diflu.hlty in making a com-
parigein of this is the fact that few city officials know the real
valuation of their cities. Superintendents in several cities of less
than 25,000 popttlatipn ha. ve furnished this bureau with statistics
giving the,estimiited wealtIr of their respective cities. The followint,

'table shows*for these cities the tax rate on estimated real wealth:

Bethlehem, l'n
Greensbu rg

Emporia. Kam:
Ilrallilock, Pa
Ilackenstiek, x, J

idns
1:ans

411
Lau.notee,
Iron11 Mieli

/priu, ()hit,
Mallet ta, Ohio

Fairmont, NV. Vit

1.(10
. 99
.97
.90
90

S7

s7- .85
S."

SO
4

.72

. 70

. 69

.02,

.47

.41
40
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Tat rate for school purposes on $100 cationded rivrirettlth.
Keokuk. Iowa $0. OS
Sioux Falls, S. Dak .79
lioinestead, Pa 72

-lnibois. Pa .70
Meadville, Pa 65
Plainfield, N. J 62
Poise. -Idaho .60
Chickasha, Okla_ - . GO

'Mich .00
Tonow:oula. N. .55

57
ilelena, 'lout_

21

Adrian. Mich $11.52
Parkersburg, Va 49
I Itilehinson, Kilns .4;
Elyria, Ohio .41;

Piqua, Ohio -15
Mankato. Minn .40
Henderson. Ky
Fargo, N. 1)ali 2:1
Selma, Ala 21411.,
Ma rslia I I. Tox 20
fireenville, *Miss 20

.1 further comp:16:0n is made with a group of cities of between
'25.000 and ;0000 population.,showing the tax rate on assessed and
e,linnited real valuation for the city and the school corporal ion.The data.- except for Elyria, art' front the United States Census
1:tiort for 191,1..

Tax rote on nAsisgerl olontion.

Volt slit oOl: 1.1.1tPOSEti.

.1110, Ill $3.75
Nebr 3. 70

Cedar Rapids, Iowa 3.53
Sioux City, Iowat 97
.Toplin, MO.. 1.50
Springfield, 1Clo I. 12
Everett, Wash 1.15
Pasadena, Cal '1.07
Terre Haute, Intl 1.0
:tiount Vernon, N. I .99
Anistertbou,'N. T .95
Fresno, Cal .90
Butte, Mont 1 .70
Little Hock, Ark .70
Wichita, Knits .69
Flint, Mich .62
1:alatitamiti, Mick f
Huntington, W. In .55
Springfield, 01110 .51
Muskogee, Okla .50 .
Colorado Springs, Colo
Elyria, Ohio . 455
TAM-11D, 01110- .35
Austin, Tex .33

I on CENEIIAI, CITY PCRPOSIA

1.111C0111, NON' SO
Cedar Rapids. Iowa 3.61
Sioux Q..,lou a_ 3.(14
Joliet, III 2.02
Butte, Mont 1.52,
Amsterdam, N. 1.51
.Toplin, Mo 1.50
Austin. TON - 1.50
Everett, Wash 1.30
Fresno, Cal 1 29
Pasadena, Cal 1.09
Springfield, Mo I. 17
Terre Haute, Ind. 1.15
Mount Vernon,N. V 1.23
Wichita, Nuns .95
Jackson, Mich .90
Flint, Mich .90
Viuskogee, Okla .74
Lorain, Ohlo '.11S
Colorado Springs, .67
Huntington, W. Va .64
Springfield, Olitot .(V1
Kalamazoo; Mich . .00
Elyria, Okla
Littleiltock, Ark. *tit
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Tax rate on each $100 estimated real valuation.

FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES.

Joliet, Ill $1.25
Cedar !Wills. Iowa .98
Sioux City. Iowa , 81
Mount Vernon, N. Y .79
Lincoln. Nebr. .74
Amsterdam. N. Y .73
Wichita. Kans 69
Terre Haute, Ind .62
Flint: Mich 62
Joplin, Mo 60
Kalamazoo. Midt- .59
Springfield, Mo
Fresno, Cal
Pasadena. Cal .52
Springfield. Ohio .51
Colorado Springs. Colo . 50
Jackson, 311(.11 .48
Everett. Wash . 46
Elyria. Ohio .

Huntington. W. Va :44
Muskogee, Okla 38

'Little Bock, Ark .35
Lorain, Ohio .

Austin. 'rex 25

FOR GENERAL CITY PURPOSES.

Amsterdam, $1. 17
Austin, Tex 1. 13
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 1.011

Mount Vernon, N. Y 98
Wichita, Kan, .95
Jackson. Mich 90
Flint. Mich .90

Sioux City, Iowa S3.

Fresno...Cal .78
Lincoln. Nehr .76
Pasmiena.'Cfl .73
Terre Haute, Ind .69
Lorain. Ohio .

Joliet. III .67
Colorado Springs. Colo .67
Springfield. Ohio . 63

Kalamazoo, Mich
.Top lin, Mo. .60 .
Butte, Mont_ 61

Springfield,-Mo 59

Elyria, Ohio .1575

uskogee. 01 la 56

Everett, Wdh 54

Huntington, W. 51

Little Bock. Ark .25

From the foregoing table it will be noted that the tax rate in Elyria,
both on assessed and on estimated real valuation, is low when Amu-
pared with the tate in other cities.

When compared with these cities Elyria has a little more than the
average amount of wealth for each dollar of tax raised for school.
purposes.

By meanie a questionnaire addressed to some city superintendents`
in different sections of the country it has been made possible to present
fairly accurate data for it few cities regarding thg amount of tax
raised for school purposes per childin average daily attendance. .The
following table shows these Acts for a list of cities selected at
random:
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Amount of tares raised for school purposes per pupil.

28

Missoula, Mont_______________ $81.21 Plainfield, N. J $45.91Lakewood, Ohio 73.11 Elyria, Ohio 44.70Sioux Falls, S. Dak 68.54 Parkersburg, W. Va 44.64. Trinidad, Colo 57.37 Hutchinson, Kans 41.46Morristown, N. J 52.42 Adrian, Mich 42.46.Keokuk, Iowa r 52.00 Melrose. Mass_ 42.03Fairmont. W. Va '51.80 Beaver Falls, Pa 4L 28East Chicago, Ind____.______ 51.59 Piqua, Ohio 4L06Filego, N. Dak rio,,lii Oreenshurg,`Pa 40.40Hackensack. N..1 47.20 Warren, Ohio 39. 01.'Sandusky, Ohio 46. 64 Lawrence, Kans 39.47Boise. Idaho 46.61 Middleton, Ohio 39.02Muscatine, Iowa 46.36

In this list Elyria ranks beloW the median.
Again Elyria may be compared with other cities as to the cost per

pupil based on average daily attendance on current expenses.'
Cost per pupil. 1915-16, for elementary and high school compared witelhat in

certain other cities recognized as haring good schools.'
Hibbing, Minn. $108.80 St. Cloud. Minn $3.1. 47Montclair, N..11 83.00 Solvay, N. Y 50.70Alhambra, Cal 79.33 Lincoln, Nebr 30.43South Orange, N 73.24, East Chicago, Ind 50. 10-Eyelet b. Minn 69. 35 Ann Arbor,Ilich 49.39Boise, Idaho' 63. 50 Nutley, N. .1 48.93Stockton, Cal Fresno, Cal 48. 18Everett, Wash 58.34 Lewiston, Idnho 46.90Alameda, Cal 58.84 Elyria, Ohio 46.77Houghton, Mich 57. 72 Beverley, Mum. 47. 13Lend, S. link 57. 59 Richmond, Ind 44, 04Bloomfield, N. J_ 56.90 Kenosha, Wi. 42. 97

When compared with filth 22 representative school systems the
cost per'pupil in Elyria is low. ...;.

More evidence might be presented to sho4lhat comparatively
Elyria is gpending less than other cities that maintain good schools.
The table on page 34 shows that salaries paid to teachers in Elyria
are not high.when compared with those in other cities.

From these comparative data and from observations made of school
cotRlitions in-Elyria, the committee believe that school expenses inElyria are too low. Asa resukof the limitations imposed by the law
the board of education has found it necessary to discontinue seven,
kindergartens, one special Achool for backward and defective- chil-
dren, one playground supervisor, special teachers Of music, drawing,
physical training, sixth-grade manual training, and to reduce the .1time of the supervisor of penmanship to one-half time. It has also

Current expenses include' cost of salaries; supplies, acid oxpenies for Instruction .andopenuon, sad maintenance of School Plantir
1The cities were selected before It wait known whit was the cost per pupil'in each.
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been. ecessary to crowd some of the high-school work and to omit the
appropriation formerly made by the board of education to the city
library, which has been rendering excellent .service to the schools and,
tothe city. -._/ .

It is doubtful whether there are many persons in Elyria who
think the school board has been extravagant. Some have- thought
that the addition of the technical high school was a mistake. For a
discussion of this phase of the school system see page.-, vocational
education. That chapter shows the schools should have more, not
less, work in industrial subjeeK

The school board, the chamber of commerce, and others deplore
the fact that so many activities of the schools had to be discontinued.
If was only a question of which to eliminate.. The school board's
estimate for the year was $-10,000 more than was allowed by the board
of estimate. This was not allowed, because the city had reached its
taxing limit of 15 mills.

The'question arises: Does the board of estimate apportion a fair
share of the taxes to the schools? The following table presents the
percentage of the city funds apportioned to the schools in certain
cities, and the comparison shows that the board of education of
Elyria receives its just proportion of the tax receipts, when judged
by the standards of other cities of the same ciao. z

Percentage of city fonds apport ioned to schools.

Fairmont, NV. Vat
Muscatine, Iowa ,
Dubois, Pa
Homestead, Xa _

Per cent.
0.04

.... .59
58

.54

rer \t.
East Chicago, Ind 0.43
Missoula. Mont .43
Winfield. Kans .43
Goshen, Ind .42

Hackensack, N. J .54 Adrian, Mlefi .41
Parkersburg, W. Va .54 Emporia, Kans_ .49
Beaver Falls, Pa .52 Spartanburg, S. C_.:4, ..40
Meadville, Pa .52 Tonawanda, N. Y .39
Bethlehem, PO .50 Fargo, N. link .38
Lawrence, Kilns . .49 Chickasha, Okla .30
Greensburg, Pa .48. Lewiston. Idaho .30
Marietta, Ohio .47 Boise, Idaho .36
Trinidad, Colo .47 Bloomfield, N. '.I.

Warren, 01110 .40 Melrose, Mass .30
Hutchinson, Hans .46 Selma, Ala .30
Piqua, Ohio .45 Plainfield, N..T .29
Braddock, Pa , .45 Athens, Ga .25
Hlyria, Ohio .45 Mankato, Minn .24
Ironwood, Mich .45 Marshall, Tex .... .28

-Sioux Falls;" S. Dak 44 givenville, Bliss .19
Morristown, N. J. ,... .44

In the median city 44 per cent of the city funds are for *school pur-
posesin Elyria .45 per cent are for school purposes. .It appears, there-.
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fore, that the schools in Elyria are receiving a fair share of the cityfunds.

The problem is, nevertheless, lo obtain more money for the schools.
The possible increase under the present law is only 0.045 mills. This
slight increase, would, however, on the present valuation of .$24,000,-
000 yield $10,800 additional. That would support the kindergartens
or some of the other services of the schools that have been discon-
tinued. A decrease of a half mill on the road tax would mean a
few miles less of good roads, but if that half mill were applied to theschools it would mean much to the children of Elyria.

The Question has been raised whether the attendance t the Elyria
I igh School of pupils from outside the school district i not impos-ing a financial burden on the city. According to the I ws of theState of Ohio no more shall be dulyged ronresident high-school
pupils per capita than the amount w,certained by dividing the total
expenses of conducting the school, exclusive of permanent improve-
ments and repair, by the average monthly enrollment.

To arrive at the exact cost per pupil in the high school is difficult,
since many items of expense for elementary and high schools have
not been . kept separate. Salaries for instruction and supervision,
which constitute the greater portion of high-school expenditures, are.known exactly, but the amount ex liended forfnel and supplies is not
separately recorded. The total running expenses of the high school

he 1915-16 was $34,923. The average monthly enrollment
was 583. The ost per high-schoo.1 pupil was therefore $59.90. Dar-
ing'the past year esehool board raised the high-school tuition from$50 to $59 per annu 1. or to approximktely the cost per pupil based
on average monthly/nrollment It is doubtful whether the board
can legally charge much more. If elementary and high school ac-
counts were kept separately, as they should be, the cost of running

'

the high school might be known exactly.
The question may be raisedIts to whether property in Elyria is

assessed at full value. If it is so assessed, values have not increased
in nearly the same proportion as the population. In 1912 the aver -
age daily school attendance was 2,008, and :in 1916 it was 2,595, or an
increase of 25 per cent, which is probably the rate of increase in the
population of Elyria...In 101:1 the assessed valuation of the city was
$22,315,400, and in 1916 it was $24,500,000, or an increase of only .9 per cent. In 1912 the-ainount of assessed wealth per child in aver-
age daily attendance was $10,790, and in 1916 it was $9,441, or adecrease of 2 per cent. These have been years of rapid increase of
wealth throughout the United States and of great prosperity forElyria. It is probable, therefore, that the wealth of the town has
increased much More rapidly than the population. . The Assessment
should be .earefully examined to determine what properties are not
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assessed at full value. If the assessed valuation were increased only
$1,000.000, the schools could at the prdsent rate obtain about $5,000
More revenue, which' would pay the salaries of the'special super-
visors and of others whose services have been discontinued. If the
assessed valuation were increased, the rate for the road district and
the city might possibly be lowered and the rate for schools' increased
to its highest limit. One method of obtaining,wore funds is to in-
crease the assessed valuation.

The logical solution, however, of the problem of financing the city
and the city school districts in Ohio into repeal the present tax law
and permit cities to levy more than 10 mills for current expenses. If
the State legislature considers that city officials should not.be empow-
ered to levy more than 10 mills, it should at least permit the electors
of a city to vote whether the tax rate can be more than this amount.
The people of any city can surely. be trusted .not to tax themselves
beyond their willingness to pay and should be permitted to support
as getierously as they will the schools for the education of their
children.

Costs within the sptem.-When compared with 25 other cities, the
ratio of the cost per pupil in high school to cost per pupil in the
elementary grades is about the average, as may be seen from the
following table:

rost per pupil in 14 school to $1 of cost in elementary mehool.

,yirghila. Minn
"bloomfield: N. 3

$3.37
2.07

Champaign. _

Elyria, Ohio
$1.117

1. 06
Ironwood, Mich 2.58 Beverly, Mass 1.03
East Chicago,- Ind 2.34 Moline, Ill 1.00
Kenosha, NVis- 2.33 heavenwort.h. Knits 1. 5s
Redlands. Cal 2.30 Hackensack, N. .1 1. 5,7

'Wausau, NVis 2.18 Attleboro, Mas' 1.51
Ithaca, N. Y 2.12 Ala meda,. Cal 1.41
Rome, Ga 2.11 cioneester, moss 1.87
WinstonSniem, N. C _2 09 'Burlington, Iowa 1.30
Long Beach. Cul 1.94 Danbury, Conn 1.22
Owensboro. Ky 1.8.1 Muncie, Intl 1. 10
Bristol, Conn. (median) 1. 81

The generally accepted ratio is 2 to 1.
Elyria is spending less for instruction and more for maintenance'

than the median for 44 other cities- of between 10,000 and 25,000
population, as may be noted from the following table, which shows
the per cent each item of expenditure is of the whole:

Myst& In 44 coin.
deperat control 3.0 4:5
Instruction 70.2 80.0
Maintenance and operation of plant 11°. 4 15.0
Auxiliary agencies, libraries, etc 2.13 .6

Total - ,, 100.0 100.0
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For comparison of cost per high-school subject see page 112.
That there may be More definite data in the office of the superi&

tendent of schools regarding costs, it is recommended that the clerk
of the board keep his accounts to show unit' costs.

The cost of fuel per 1,000 cubic feet in each building should beknown. If it is costing much more to heat 1,000 cubic feet in onebuilding than in another, an investigation should be made to dis-
cover the cause. If the current expendiW is morerper pupil in onebuilding than in another, why? Thestre some of the problems
that a unit cost accounting system would present.

The following table contains comparisons of certain fiscal itemsin 191 and 1916:

emnpfli-i8o0 v)1 fixcal ilmx for fire -year period c 'fling August 31. 191G.

1912 1916
Percent

of in-
Crease.

School tax rata.(mills)
Average daily attendance

eTotal expe nditure
°ducting schools (current expenses)...

nterest paid

3.76
22,105

$12.5 ,9u5
640,937
66,491

4.93
2,595

6143,673
6121,373
0,539

32
25
15
so

Z12Bonded indebtedness paid
86,000 $7,500 2.5Revenue from local taxes -. 67s,607 6116,004 47Revenue from State school fund
$6,135 66,499 36ReVelIlle from other source*:
10,962 610, TUG 30Valuation of ro rty

Wealth per e II in average dell v.attendtutr e S72,315,460
610

134,509,(610
69,441

9
112Cost per pupil for conducting schools based on average daily attend-

ance, excluding capital outlays and debt ser vast
647 19

I Decrease.

THE _SCHOOL BOARD.
,

City beards of education in the State of Ohio are organized tinder
a general statute which provides that in cities of less than 50,000
population the board of education shall consist of not less than three
nor more than five members, elected at large. The law provides that
members of school boards shall he elected in thld years. for a term Of,four years. In Elyria the board consists of five members, the term
of two members expiring at the end of one biennial period and threeat the end of the net County, Sttite, and National elections are heldin even years. The purpose is to divorce school and municipal elec-
tions, so far as possible, from the dominating influence of some strongState or National candidate or issue, so that the local offices may be
filled with men selected because of their qualifications rather than
because of their patty affiliations.

A better ptovision would be for five members elected at large for
a term of five years with a member elected each year at a special,
school election. Under the present provision it is possible for three,
new mernbarnto be elented:at the.same time 'who might at once
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tirely reverse the policy of the board and of the superintendent. It
usually takes about a year for a new member of a city school board
to learn what the function of a school board is. By electing one
member a year he will, if a new member, have an opportunity of
becoming acquainted with school conditions by the time another
new member is elected. This plan is considered safer, since it pre-.
vents 5uclden breaks in the policy of a board and makes continuous
development more certain.

Powers and duties.The State law gives the school board full and
complete'power over the schools. It has no power, however, to levy
taxes nor to fix the amount of money to be appropriated; but-aftei.-
the funds have been appropriated to the school board, it has full
power to use these funds.for school purposesas in its judgment seems
best.

Relation to The szyerintendent.A most commendable feature in
the administration of the Elyria schools is that the school board
places full responsibility on the superintendent.

Until recently the school board ha-s employed a director of schools,
as the State law pei7mits. This office. was responsible directly to the
school board and not to the board through the superintendent. The
law empowered him to appoint, subject to the approval of the board,
all employees except teachers. supervisors, principals, superintendent
of instruction, and clerk of the board, to have the care and custody
of all pi.tperty of the school district. real and personal (except
moneys), to oversee the construction of buildings in the process of
erection and repairs, to advertise for bids. and purchase all supplies
authorized by .the board. By granting the director these duties and -

. making him responsible directly to the board there were-two execu-
tiV7Officersthe superintendent of instruction and the.director, or
'business manager.

When the office of director of schools was established the thought
of the school board no doubt was that there is no relation between
the educational and business matters of the 'board. There can be no
such divorcement. The purpose of the school is to educate children.
'Every phase of the administration of the schools must have this end
in view. The superintendent should have general supervision of
even the purchase of.supplied and the erection of buildings.

' The Elyria school board has therefore u'isely placed the entire
management of the schools in the hands of the superintendent. There
ere no longer two executive heads. The director has been retained as
clerk of the board.and as business agent. His-duties are still practi-
cally the dame as they were as director, but he reports.to the board
through the superintendent and is subject to the orders of the super.
intendent in busineSS matters, just as principals and supervisors Are

.. in matters of instruction.
t.
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The members of the school board say that they employ a superin-tendent to conduct the schools, that they give him much freedom,oud hold him responsible. The minutes of the board for e pastthree years were examined, and this statement is borne on by thefact that the superintendent's name is frequently mentioned ain; this or that recommendation. He has recommended the electionof teachers, changes in the course of study, transfer of teachers, andthe adoption of textbooks. This policy of the board in giving. full
1power to the superintendent in these matters is in accord with the Ipresent tendency in school cdministAttion. It would be much easierfor a superintendent whb has no ottrinterest than that of holdinghis position or of drawing his salary to permit the -school board toselect teachers and textbooks on its own initiative, but the, superin-tendent. who wants to secure results and to earn his salary is willing1

to assume all the responsibility.
A point worthy of commendation is that individual hoard metvbersdo not listen to flit, complaints of parents and others, but refer. themto the superinten ?entt If the complainant is not sotisfied with thedecision of the superintendent, he may appeal to the school board asa' board. This is the only workable policy for a school board toadopt. Individual members of school boards should never attemptto settle difficulties between pupils and teachers or parents 'andteachers, nor to dictate policies to teachers or principals.The school hoard holds a regular meeting once a month. Duringthv past three years there has been,-iin an average, one special:meet-ing:each month. The length of the board meetings is usually from.one to two hours, sometimes more than two hours. Evey important ..proposition is discussed' at length. Often there occurs in the min7utes of the boa d the sentence, "After a thorough discussion of thequestion the roil was called." Though there are several standingcommittees, the reports of these committees are usually discussed inboard meeting.

.There are on the Elyria school board the following committees:Finance, buildings and grounds, sanitation and hygiene, textbooks,advisory. It is doubtful whether a board of five members that em-ploys expert executives needs any standing committees. However,from a study,of the Manes of the board and from conversationwith members of the board and its clerk, there Is no evidence thatthese connnittees have undertaken to do the work for which the boardemploys an executiveanfficer; nor is there any evidence that theSecommittees have furnished the board with informntio at' couldnot have been provided by the superintendent of schools.
.The budget'should be prepared by the superintendent and stab-flatted to the entire board for its careful study. ..The clerk of thbboard should,of, course, assist in preparing the budget. The su-
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'perintendent and the business agent should report to the qftd the
condition of buildings and grounds and haN'e authority to hake all
needed repairs without having to consult a cominittee. The super-
intendent should collect information through the school physician
and the school nurse regarding the sanitation of the buildings and
report to the board.

Textbooks should be adopted by the board only on the recom-
mendation of the superintendent. lie can recommend to a 'board of
five as well as to a committee of three. ' -

Every committee could be abolished without. lessening the effi-
ciency of the board as a legiSlative body. The school board is small
and should act as a committee of the whole. Each member of the'
board Should be informed upon every phase of the school, work, and
not only upon one phase, if he is to vote intelligently upon all meas-
ures, Though there has apparently been no abuse of the committee
organization of the Elyria school Itarikt,here are no valid reasons
for its continuance.

The electors of Elyria. have, as a role, elected men and women as
school hoard members who are well known for their interest in public
affairs or for their ability as business managers. The present board
is composed of four men and one woman. ,They, have shown their
interest, in education by giving their time and attention to the schools,
often at a sacrifice of their own private business interests.

1:1,EM EN T.121" TEMA I ERS.

The generally recognized educational and professional standard.
for elementary teachers is font. years' high-school work and two
years' normal-school work. When -measured by this standiird the
schools. of Elyria fall short. The amount of schooling the ele-
mentary teachers of Elyria have had beyond the eighth grade aver-
ages only 4.8 years, including all attendance in high schools, State
normal schools, city normal courses. summer schools,' and extension
courses.

The following table shows the number of years attendance beyond
the eighth grade on the part of the several tachers:

2 to 1 3 to 4 4 to 5 5 to ti C -to 7 7 to 8.
years yearn years years years yearn

3 3 29 20 . 4 . 2

Only 10 elgmentary, teachers have had two years' Professitmal
work beyond the high school, 24 one year's wait, and 15 of the latter
number haie had but little more than the work offered in the ode-
year city normal coursq, a term at a suminer school or an extension
course. Those who have not ha& the city normal-course or who have
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not graduated from a regular normal school have usually had twoor three terms of -summer school work and several years, extensionwork.

The following table shows how Elyria ranks with 23 other cities,in respect to the average number of years' schooling- beyond theeighth grade:

Average nntuberof years of schooling beyond the eighth grade.

cities Poplars-
ion, IWO.

(--------"'

Years' II
schooling i
beyond ,

eletnen- ,I
lacy

grades. li

1

Cities.
.

I Years'
schooling

Pont! la- l hryond
lion, 1910. (le:nen-
-

I

tare
grades.

Norfolk. Nehr
Itocfnatt, Mont
Moreau Park, Ill
Whiting, Ind
Winnetka, Ill,
Gallipnlis, niSio
Boom die, lio
eb'ion, Art,
Po.,elas, Ari 7
Oak lark. III
itu...11, 1<ary
East Chicago, Ind

6.000 6.5 Aurora, Ill
5.107 0.4 .Cave n woo h, Kam4.000 6.3 I 'etister Groves, /do6,3.7 6.0 1, Ntiqtawaka, Ind
3,1100 6.0 I! Noblesville, Ind
5,500 6.0 ;, Rockford, III
4,232 5.8 ll Joliet, Ill
4,000 5.7 II Maria, (Min
6,000 5.6 1 South Rend, Ind19,000 5.6 I San Antonio. Tex
.P, 1151 5.6 ielount Carroll, III

19,000 5.5 Ii Granite City, 111_es

30,1)00
lo,o111,
7,050

12,010
5,0116

45,1110
35,400
14,000

96.
7.000

10,1110

5.4
5.4
5.2
5.2
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.8
4.4
en
4. 7
4.3

Measured by the.stand rds maintained in a majority of these citiesElyria ranks low, falling in the lower fourth, or S ven-tenths of a
year less than the median and one year less dim the ni er quartile.

As a further compri the following table, show g the per centof years' attendance beyond the eighth grade on se part of the
elementiiry teachers of Elyria and of 24 cities in Arizona is presented:

,

Pet' cent of attendance beyod the eighth grade by elementary trachesys.

Teachers,
LeSs
thanI

Ito/
years.

21.3
years.

Ito4
years.

4to3
years.

5t68
years.

328

22.8

0(07
years.

.

8.8

37.8

71°8
years.

3.3

8.8

1 years 1

More
than

8 years.

Per rent of Elyria'
teacher;

Fir rent of teachers
In 24 Arizona ci lies.

.

0

0.4

0'

1.6

4.9

5.5
.--

.

4.9

3.9
.

47.3

11.3 4.1 4.1

Only 'D.9 per cent of the teachers of 'Elyria' have attended school
si.listg. more years beyond the eighth griu ri. 54.6 'per cent of the city
teachers of Arizona have attended school that length of time. Ifit is Possible for cities in a new State like Arizona to have standards ,
so high that more than half the teachers have had six .or more years'
schooling beyond the eighth grade, the same should be possible for a-city like Elyria in an old State like Ohio. '.

The old idea that teachers are born, not made, has nothing to jus-
tify it except the fact that some persons are born with an altitude.
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. for bzitellini.± just as "some are Lott. with an Aptitudg for law or medi-
cine. No one would advocate permitting any petgon. to 'practice
medicine without special .trainingl The 'teacher is-n.4-:mory," Vow "
;than the lawyer, the doctor, or tke Oigineer.

$1.

icrws if ref Ef111:111 I rflehlri.f.
,

Jr.
1. r

I Years of experience,.

11-15

19

31.2

16-21t
.

144

s.

or21-2,1.

"40

0'.

2

9.8

3

7

11.1

4

, 6.4

5 6

2

3.3

a:_

9

0

8 9

3.8
e

I 10

Number' of
.unebetc

Per rept of
teachers

2

3.3

2

I,. 3.3
I

2

3.;
4

3.3 6.5

ox

When Aln pitred with °7 other cities Elyria rat41:+11igli with re-.
spect to-the erxperience' of its teachets's, as k shown by the following
table," ranking third with 2.1 years more than the 'median:

A reruire.atemitt r p. .a

''Grelinsburg, lad s
Morgan Park4I1 ,

4, Elyria, 014 ..,.

Rookfortl, Ill :,
1irtnetka, IN
Oak Park; Ill 4.

Boonvillti, 'Mo
.TunetIon City, Kans
Jot iet, Ill ,
itunsell, IlOtns

.Mishawaka, Intl
Pe Kalb, Ill
Atfrorn. III . . _ r _ ;11,

crpurience

'4 Years.
' 13. 0

1'2.5
t1/,1

._ 10.9
10.8
10. 7

.yr 110. 3
10. 1

a, 0
9.0
9.7
0.5
9. 3

by 0,hrrs of (Trion, ej jeg. .

,s Vence.
1:ravenworfit, Fans 9. ''
Mount carrer4 I'll 8. 4
Gary. and , 8. ''
clarvey. 117 870,
lolister Grovet:, Nto ' 7.5
'Norfolk, Nein. ' 7. 0
East ChWago, Intl. - 0.Q i
Granite City, Ill -i= 0'11South -Bend; Intl 0.7
Noblesville, Intl 0.2
Willting Intl

.

Maple Lake, Minn_ 5:2
Bonner Springs, Kane 3.7

.
.. .

The following table shows the number and per cent o+ is
teachers who have taught in the city of Elyria their first year, second
year, etc. .

. s
,

Years taught in Elyria by cicmentary tenehcra:bf Elyria.

1 2 3 t

. Number of teacher 7 8 8 2
l'er cent of teacher. ILI 13.1 13.1 3.2

Years of experience in Elyria:

3
4.9

7

J 2
4.9 3.2

8

2
3.2

°9

2
3.2

10

1

1.6

11 -t

14
22,8

16-

4t 2
6.413.2

21 -25 26
morpe.

4
6.5

4
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Of the 61 elementary teachers, 24 have taught in the city ofElyria 11 or, more years. The average tenure is 7.8 years. Thepower of the Elyria schools to hold teachers' is good when com-pared with 24 other cities, as shown in the following table:

Accragc.tcnure of elementary teachers..

Aurora, III
Rockford, Ill
Juliet, III

Tenrs tnught
in city.

9.1
p.1
8.7

Junction City, I aus
.rsZoblesvIlle, Ind
Bonnerville, Mo

Tears taught
In city.

3. 8
5. 5
5. 4Leavenworth, Kona 8.0 1)e Ka lb, III_ 5.2Elyria, Ohio 7.8 Granite City, III 4.2Greensburg, Ind 7.0 South Bend, Intl ,^ 4.0Moitan, Park, Ind 7:0 East Chicago, Ind 4.0ishawaltn, Inty 0. San. Antonio, Tex 3.5Mount Olive, III 0.6 'Webster Groves, Mo 3.2Russell, Runs 0.5 Bonner Springs, kans_t. 2.4innetka, III 0. Norfolk, Nebr 2.01Ibunt Carroll, Ill G. '' Maple Lulu., 'Minn 1.4

The teachers of Elyria, average two more years of experience inthe same city than those in the median city of the; group. The'average amount of experience of teachers before entering the Elyria-schools is 3.5 years.
This amount of expericiu. es may. ofTset to a certain.extent the lackof professional training. On the other haml, much experience maydye a handicap to some teachers. Experience alone does not make ateacher. °Experience counts for but little unleSs there is a back-;

ground of knowledge of subject matter and of the best methods ofpresenting it. Then, too, experience gained by teachers in a ruralschool without supervision counts for but_little in the improvementof Vaching power. Such teachers may have succeeded as disciplina-rians and classroom organizeri. Some -ven without professionaltraining. may employ good methods of teaching; but the only safeplan is to engage teachers who have had professional training.Salaries.The salaries of-elementary teachers in Elyria are, nothigh wheirl'eompared with those paid in 32 other representative cities'in different sections of the count y.
The following table shows le median salaries of elementaryteachers in 33 cities of betty n 10,000 and 25,000 'opulation(1912-13).

6154k-1s--3
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'iledian salaries of elementary teachers.

Alameda, Cal
Mlasonla, Mont
Fresno, Cal
Boise, Idaho

$1,110
1,080

950
900

Fargo, N. !Ink
East Chicago, Ind
Ansonie, Conn
Elyria, Ohio

$713
7(N)

70.)10
O'r

Crest Falls, Mont________ 900 Ann Arbor, Mich 7;1)
Item), Nev 94$) Sandusky, Ohio - 1:7.;
Cheyenne, Wyo 840 Oreg
Phoenix, Ariz 810 Denville, 111

Gary, Ind 800 nuncle, Ind 04)i
Mantle hl, N. J 8110 "11.1111e, Ill 030
Morristown. N. J 775 Marshalltown, Iowa GOO
Aberdeen, Wash 770 Dunkirk, N. V 000
Oak Park, Ill 750 West Chester, Pa 04 N)
Hackensack, N. J_ 750 I:enosha. wk 543
Kearn6., N. J 750 st. Cloud, Minn 503
Trinidad, C o l o _ . _ _ _ _ _ 750 Alexandria, \'a 550
Norwood, Ohio_ .740

The-Mediatilsalary in Elyria in l912-13 was $000: now it is $700.
If the median salaries in the other cities hav'c in4case4 in like pro-
portion,.Elyria ranks low its comparison. The minimum salary paid
at present is $500, the maximum $700, except teaching principals,
who receive the salary of the gentle they are teaching, plus $12.50
per room used.

When compared with salaries of city officials in Elyria the salaries
of teachers are low., as norybe noted from be following tabl

Salaries ofrity offiiats in Elyria.
tiCider of police $1, 500 Lieutenants, tire department._ $1, 150

Captain of.. puttee 1,120. Master mechanic, fire depart-
Patrolmen, clam 1, 120 meat Jr- 1,240
Patrolmen, class 11 1,000 Engineers, the department__ 1,180
Patrolmen, class C 1,000 Firemen, class A 1. 120'
Desk sergeant 1, 000 Firemen, class II 1, 000
Chief of lire department 1,500 Eiremen, chis.s C 1,000
Assistaut chief, tire depart- City-hall janitor 810

went 1,240 Cemetery superintendent 90Q
Captain, fire department_._ 1,180

Since these tables were compiled the salaries of city officials have
been increased in some cases as much as $1.10 a year. Salaries of
teachers have been increased $47.50 a year:

The salaries and wages paid the city 'officials and employees are
by no means large. The point is that teachers are not paid enough
ht comparison. A teacher mnst -spend five. or six yeaiir preparing
for: her work' and expend from $50 to $100 every few years attend.-
ing school, She must attend educational meetingsied purchase

In 19184T.
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books and magazines. Her salary should be at least as much as that.of a policeman.

The minimum wage of day laborers for city work in Erily a is$:t a day ;. counting 180 days to the year the minimum for teachersis $2.78; counting 300 days to the year it is $1.67. The maximum
for day laborers is $5 per day; counting ISO days to a year the maxi-
mum for teachers is $3.87; counting 300 days to a year the maximum
is $2.34.

It is also interesting and significant to compare salaries of teacherswith those of janitors. The janitors are not overpaid, but theteachers are underpaia.
Salaries of schoolhouse janitors in Elyria:

Janitor A
$1,200

B
1,020

.1101iior C
990Jatliti)r D Q 924Janitor E
$40

.110111or
840

The median salary of janitors in the elementary schools is $975,or $:275 Inoue than for elementary teachers. The highest salary paid
a principal of elementary sinails is $887.:50, or $37.2.50 less than the.highest -paid janitor, and only $47.50 more than the lowest-paid

Promotion of teacherx.The plan of pronioting teachers in Elyriais to give an increase of $50 a year until the maximum of $700 isreached.. A teacher brought in from another school at a salary of..$1;0, say, would receive but one increase. Teachers employed firstat $500 a' year would receive four increases. After 'a, teacher hastaught three or four years in a school system aid there is but littleor no prospect of further increase she is likely to become discontented
and to seek a position elsewhere. If there is a tendency on the partof the teaching. corps to seek other positions, the result will be thatthe better teachers will secure positions elsewhere and the poorerones will be left.

A salary schedule should be prepared with a minimum salary suffi-ciently high to secure the services of the best normal-sehoolgraduates,
or normal-school graduates with one or two years' successful experi-
enee. The maximum salary should be sufficiently high so that there
may not cease to be an increase after three or lour,years' service in the,Elyria schools. The salary schedule should provide for three -or fourclasses, so that it will take anyone beginning in the lowest class froMsix to eight years to reach the maximum, and increase in salary shouldhave some relation to.prevon ability in teaching'.. Increase in 'pay should be based on experience, additional prepare,tion; and merit. A teacher who atteivis slimmer school should, asi
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rule, have a larger increase in salary than a teacher of equal ability
'and experience who does not. The attendance at summer school may
fairly be taken as evidence of interest and of desire to improve. A
teacher who does not imp.rove after several years of experience should
not be given a larger salary, and if she makes no effort to do better
work, she should not be reelected. No teacher can afford not to at-
tend school every. three or four years, and no school board can afford
to employ a teacber .who does not attempt to Improve. The board
should, however, provide substantial salary increases for all teachers
who are makiipg further preparation and who ire growing In effi-
ciency. No others should be retained.

The teachers' training class." At the opening of each school year a
class of high-school graduates is organized to secure the professional
training and experience required by law of all who would become
public-school teachers." Five ;iris comprised the class of 191-6-17,
although at the time ofethe survey only three were in attendance.
These received instruction in school management, methods of teach-
ing, agriculture, physiology, and physical culture; reviews in arith-
metic, grammar, geography, and history; 10 lessons each in music,
drawing, and penmanship;.and practice teaching. This work, to-
gether with a six weeks' course at the Kent Nbrmal School, entitles
the students to a year's normal-school credit..

Two days a week are given to classroom work and three to obser-
vation and practice teaching in the schools. The students are also
used as substitutes in the city schools, for which they draw regular
pay: The work in agriculture is taken' with the high-school class, the
students attending on their classroom days. The pedagogical work is
given by the supervisor of primary grades.

If this'training class fed its graduates directly into the city schools,
there would be no hesitation in recommending that it be

ued; but as it does not, it must be judged merely as a teachers' training
class, sanctioned by the State, for the purpose of preparing teachers
for the rural schools. The education given is meager, to be sure,
but 'it is better than nothing. The graduates usual; do.their first
regular teaching in rural or stnall city schools, and some of them go
on to complete the full normal-school course. Many, however, return
to the Elyria school's as teachers before completing the normal course.
This should be discontinued,

The clagsroom work could be strengthened by letting more teachers
take part in giving it.. One or two of the elementary-school prin-
cipals and perhaps the superintendent might conduct classed. This
would not'only give the students more varied. instruction, but would
also react facorably on those who give the work.
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SUPERVISION.

SUPERVISION Of INSTRUCTION.

87

One of the great problems in Elyria is how to provide effective andeconomical supervision of instruction in the elementary grades. Thegrade buildings have from 3 to 13 teachers. There ace in the Frank-lin Building 13 teachers; in the Jefferson, 9; in the Gates, 10; in thellanii,lton, 9; in the McKinley, 11; in the Ridge, 6; and in the Gar.ford, 3. The principals of the Garford and the Ridge School teachall the time; the principals of the other schools have an hour a dayfor supervision of instruction and for matters of routine. A substi-tute teacher is employed to teach an hour a day. for these principals.
It is evident that the principals can do but little supervising in onehour. Since each principal hasthe same period each day free forsupervision, she can observe only the teaching of the sultets thatare on the program at her free period, unless the teacher visited isrequested to change her program. If the present plan of supervisionis continued the programs should be changed so that the principal&

may obsery the teaching of different subjects.
Most o the _time of the priwipals is, however, sis taken up inroutine airs that supervision d instruction is a secondary matter.A g the details attended to by the principals are: Investigationof cases reported for discipline; talks with pupils who are delinquentin their work; reporting cases of illness of children to school nurse;reporting absentees to truant officer; talks with parents by tele-phone; answering telephone calls from main office and from parents;making out reports; ordering and distributing supplies; keeping sav-ings-bank books; writing notesto parents; assisting parent-teachers'associations. The principals while teaching..are often interruptedby children sent from other .rooms for information regarding somephase of school work, by telephone caps, or bypersons coming to thedoor to ask where a child or teacher may be found. One principalreports that she has had as many is 10 interruptions during a recita-tion. With all these details to look after, no time is left for super-vision. Some of these details, however; could be attended to beforeand after school hours. Arrangements should be made so that aprincipal while teaching. will not. be interrupted by telephone callaIt is suggested that all callS be made through the superintendent'soffice, and that no principals be called while teaching.

. Practically all the supervision of instruction must be done by thesuperintendent and the primary supervisor. heretofore there.havebeen supervisors of music, of art, and of penmanship. As statedelsewhere in the report; the services of the supervUf music andart were diecOntinued, owing to a lack of funds; o cpsuperTisorof penmanship is retiined.
v.
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A supervisor of music and a supervisor of 'art are no doubt neces-
sary in a school system of the size of that of Elyria, but it is very
doubtful whether the school board is justified in employing a super-
visor of penmanship, If results in this subject are to be obtained,
the teacher must obtain them. A lesson once in two weeks by a
supervisor who does nothing more than teach accomplishes but little.
if any, more than the regular teacher can accomplish. Every child
writes much of the time in school, and if the teacher does not require
the child to write well in his regular work, a weekly drill by a super-
visor will accomplish little. The principles of the system of pen-
manship used in the schools are easily acquired. It is then'a.'matter
of attention to the daily written work and to a few aiinutes of drill
exercises.

The need of the following supervisors is xecommended in other
sections of this report: A supervisor of manual arts, teaching part
time.; a supervisor of home economics, teaching part lime; a super-
visor of home gardening, who should be the teacher of agriculture in
the high school; a playground supervisor; a supervisor of music;
and a supervisor of art.

Many teachers need instruction in the teaching of music and art.
The position of supervisorship of these ,two subjects should be re-
stored at once. If, however, the tax rate can not be increased or
more funds provided, provision should be made for instruction in
music and art by departmentalizing the work through the grades
sufficiently to permit the teaching of music and drawing by special
teachers and the other subjects by the regular classroom teacher.
This plan saves the overhead :charge for supervisors. The regular
'classroom teacher would Wye her subjects reduced by two, thus
allowing her more time for the preparation of her lessons in other
subjects. At present some teachers exchange work, teacher A, for
example, taking teacher B's pupils for music, while teacher B takes
teacheiA's pupils for spelling. This plan could be extended so that
one teacher in a building would teach all the music and another all
the art.

The plan for general supervision provides for supervision by, the
superintendent. of schools, a primary supervisor, and the building
principals each for an hour a day.

With small buildings it is apparent that the cost of supervision
would be excessive if each building were in charge of a supervising ,
principal wholly relieved-of teaching.

Two plans for more effective supervision may be suggested for
(11,210 supervising principal fora group of buildings or (2)

a priukary and upper -gra'e supairisos with a headeacher or teach-
ing principal. in each building. -
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By the former plan three group principals would be necessary.The Hamilton and Franklin Schools would form one group with 22

teachers; the Gates and Jefferson Schools another group with 19teachers; and the Ridge, the McKinley, and the Garford Schoolsthe third group with 20 teachers.- The additional cost for these threesupervising principals, who should be trained supervisors, wouldbe approximately $4,800 a year.
The latter plana supervisor of primary and of grammar

grades-ewould require only two supervisors at a minimum cost of
S3,200. or somewhat less for principals for a group of buildings.From the standpoint of the improvement of teachers in servicethe latter plan is no doubt the bettef of the two, because srising principals for groups of buildings often have so manyproblems that they fail t9 supervise. There is this advantage,
however, they are in a position to be the leaders of the communityinterests in their respective districts. They would not., however,devote all their time tothe improvement oof teaching as the grade
supervisors relieved fromJill trivial Affairs would do, for the latter
con lelrlevote all their thought, skill, and energy toward unifying andvitalizing instruction throughout the entire system., All teachersin every part of the city would be lorking with the same end inview. If there/Irtesuperviing principals, there may be as.-manyaims as there are principals. Standards will be higher in one dis.,trict than in ahother, depending upon the ideas of-the supervisor of
the district.

It is recommended that the position of supervisor of primarygrades be retained nod that the position of supervisor of intermediateand grammar grades be established. These supervisors should bepersons of goal generaland professional education and ['moven skill.
in teaching and special traiMng for the work of supervision.

If, however, it is thought that financial conditions in Elyria willnot at prasentpermit the employment of both these supervisors, it isrecommended that the position of primary' supervisor be-continued.
If the recommendation on page 122 that there be six years in the'elementary grades and three yed.rs in the junior high school.he

adopted, one supervisor for both the kindergarten and the first sixgrades and a supervising principal for the junior high school wouldprovide all the general supervision needed. It is recommended that
this be the plan fo bo adopted.

The question arises, What would remain for a superintendent to doif a primary and an upper grade supervisor were -employed4city. the size of Elyria the duties of a superintendent are multi-farious. He must decide upon the policies of the school, keep thecommunity in touch with the schools, address different organirationsin the city on educational or other topics, make a careful StudY of-
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textbooks, visit schools in 'other cities, study the qualifications of
teachers employed, visit teachers who are applying for positions in
Elyria, consult with teachers and others, hold teachers'.meetings.
These are only a few of the- things that make demands upon the time
of a supbrintqndent in a city the size of Elyria.. His visits to the
classrooms of 100 teachers must ne"essarily be brief. Even if he
were to give his whole time to supervision he could not spend more
than five or six hours during the year in a teacher's classroom. In
addition to classroom visitation there mustobe the personal confer-
ence after each visit. .

Ii there were a -primary and a' granimar.gradc supervisor or only
one for all grades, the superintendent should. not make any fewer
visits to the classrooms, lie would visit classrooms and itlie nolod
any teacher that needed help he would assign the supervisor the task
of improving the instruction of that teacher, or if the supervisor by
means of objective tests or even by observation discovered that a
teacher is not obtaining good results, the superintendent cot!, by
visitation ascertaip the cause and suggest methods for improVement,
Supervision would not be haphazard, but more nearly oh a sciZn-Trifie basis than at present. 'There shouldbe ore than mere inspec-
tion and observation. There should be fro time to time a careful
testing of results. In a city the size of Elyria the superintendent
himself can not do much of this kirid of worknot enough to be
-effective.

In brief; the schools of Elyria aa undersupervised, as the toM-
inittee has found bf-observing and testing sfassroom instruction.
BAs compared with other cities the cost of supervision in .Elyria ii
low. For- the year 1915-16 the cost of teaching in Elyria was
$87,587, or 72.16 per cent of the total current expenses; supervision;
$4,877.07, or 4.01 per cent of 'the total current expenses. In 44 cities
of between 10,000 cold 25,000 population the median percent Ifor
teachers' salaries is 66.76; for 'supervision $.17.. For the present
year, since the services of two supervisors have been dispensed Vith,
Issathan 4 per cent will be spent in supervision in Elyria. ,.

if #
.

EISALTH SUPERVISION.

The school nurse.An efficient school nurse is one of the admir-
able features of the school system in 'Elyria. Regular "visits are
made by her to each building and home visitatibns in case a pupil
is out of school with illness.

Baths are fitted up in three buildings, and are used by the pupils
under her direction. The children are Weighed once a month, and
careful records are kept -by the nurse of their physical well-being.
All pupils who need. medical advice can consult the school physician,
who is one of the city's leading practitioners. Operations at the
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hospitals can be arranged for by him at the suggestion of the schoolnurse, and no charge is made for consultation or for treatment.The following report of the school nurse-shows the extent of thework done by her department:
Number of children examined since October 1, 2.221..Number having physical defects:

Defective teeth _ 6-12 Defective vision 144Enlarged 'tonsils 183 Anemia and malnutrition 85Adenoids
Orthopedic defects 18Defective hearing_ 69

Parents are made aware of physical defects In their 'children by notices o*physical defects, referring them to their handy physician, dentist, or hospital.dispensary. If no attention is laid, the school nurse makes home calls.Defects corrected since October 1, 105. This does not Include defective tedhcorrections except indigent cases taken persomilly to the dentist. tither cor-rections will be noted on the pupils' health card at second examination.According to my regular schedule each building is visited three to four hourseach week, us solar as school opens. Teachers send in any children that mayneed treatment or dressings. Regular routine examinations begin . after-wards. Each child is exapined twice a year. Every child. brings his or herhealth record Pont and sbservntions are made while the child faces a goodlight. near a window. When the child opens his mouth the condition of teeth
s

and mucous menthcane are noticed. The tonsils are inspected. Mouth breath-ing or signs of nasal obstruction are noted. Ears are observed for impactedcerumen or any discharge. Eyes are inspected for any Inflamnintory diseases.*'the hearing and vision are then tested; the hearing by menitS of the whis-pered voice test and the vision by means of the Snellen test cards. Anydefect found is noted on the pupils' health card for future reference. If thedefect Is a marked one, n cross Is made after the defect and it is called to theparents' attentb a for correction. Health talks are fr.equent44 given In theelassraom, especially on dental hygiene. Certain grades are inspected forhead lice and skin diseases.. Home visits are made in the afternoons whenhot at any school. One afternoon n week is usually set apart to take childrento the specialist, physician, or hospital.

Enlargement of this department needed.The nurse quite evi-dently had too many calls on her time to .do full justice to all thechildren under her care. An as"Ntant, trained in the service, is rec-ommended for thi§ department.

scnciot POPULATION AND PROGRESS THROUGH THE .ORADES.

According to the school census' taken in 1916, there are jn Elyria4,561 children from 6 to 21 years of age: The enrollment in the pub-lic schools is 2,614, and in the parochial schools 651, making the totalnumber of children between 6 and.21 years of ago attending publioand parochial schoolS 3,265. To this number should be added thosewho are attending business school, normal-school, and college. Just
I The school CCONUA wee male several months befoitNahe

enrollment in this report waseeMpared with the school census.
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what this number is is not known, but a conservative estimate would
place it at about 100. There are, therefore, approximately 1,200
children between the ages of 6 and 21 years not in school. Some of
this nunlber have graduated from high school and gone to work,

.others have left school to go to work at 16 or 17 years of age and be-
fore graduating.

According to the school census there are in the city 3,248 children
between the ages of 6 and 16 years. There are 2,826 children of this
age in the public and parochial schools, leaving 422 unaccounted for.

,-.The enrollment of child'ren froM 8 to 14 years of age is,1,848, while
the-cenSus shows 1,825 children of this age in the city. It is there-
fore safe to assume that practically every child between the ages of
8 and 14 years ago is enrolled in school.- There is no definite way
of knowing er this is the case without a continuous census and
without compa g the school enrollment with the census.

The attendance of the children enrolled in the elementary schoolA
is good, ns is shown by the following table:

Number of children in each sthonl ,,ho attended front I tos90 days during the
first half of the school term.

Days.

Schools.

Gates. 11 idge. I 0 arford. I Franklin.

1-10
11-15
16-21
31-25
26-111
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-30
51-SS
56-60
61-66
M-70
71-75
7640

.81.65
86-90

Total

Par rent attending
more I han

SO days 73.5 72.5
85 days 83.1 :5.3

2
2

2
0
6
2
3
2
3

11

11

72
187

O 1 1 2
1 0 3
ft 1 I 4
2 Oi 4
O 1 4
2 0 5
I 0 4
4 1 R
1 0 2
4 0 5
7 1 7
2 2 12
3 1 12
7 3 41

16 2 5.3
35 21 89

I13 56 208

362 2041 90 463

QS.

62.2
64. 1
44.0

letterson.
Mc Kin-

ley.
TIArn

ton. Total.

6 7
,"4/

19
2 It 3 17
2 4 «1
4 3 2 17
3 5 0 13
2 2 1 IS
2 1 2 12

5 6 28
2 1 9
4 0 17

4 3 1 34
6 36

10 49
IS 17 0 103
17 31 24 172
54 84 47 372

187 237 210 1,218

one 414 326 2, 137

76.2 75.1 78.8 73.7
00.7 64.4 56.5

Some schools maintain better attendance than others. The com-
paratively poor attendance at the Franklin school is explained by the
fact that many foreign children attend that schooL Unless there is
sickness among them, the foreign children should attend as well as
any others. It may )..necessary to call upon the attendance officer
oftener,than the other schools, do, but it is the function of in attend-
ance officer to keep children in regurarittendance. The law does nOt
permit it regular attendance of foreign childrenany more than it does
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of American children. Tlie fact that the foreign population is con-tinu,ally shifting may accTunt for the low percentage of children inFranklin school who attended more than 80 days during the first halfyear.

It is noted, too, that attendance in some rooms is almost perfect,while in other rooms in the same building with children from thesame environment the attendance is poor. Evidently some teachersknow how to secure attendance better Wan others. The teacher whokeeps a live school has but little difficulty in securing regular at-,endance.
Rut there are always some parents who must be compelled to sendtheir children regnlarly. An attendance officer isemployed part timefor this purpose. In a city the size of Elyria it is scarcely possible toenforce the compulsory law with only part-time service of one officer.This officer, when interviewed by a membor of .the survey committee,

stated that there is enough work to keep one perSon busy the entiredap for five days.in the week. This does not mean that there is muchtnuany. The chief duty of an attendants officer is to visit parentswho are inclined to keep their children out of school to run er ndsor for occasional work. If the attendance officer had n r 'dutythan that of looking up cases of truancy, he would aYe but littleto do. Though he 'reports 121 cases of truancy, for a period of eightmonths, only.6 of these were serious enough in refer to the probationofficer. The other cases may be classed as " hookey cases," a sort oflapsing for a day into freedom from artificial classroom restraint.The following table presents the report submitted by the attendanceofficer for a year, the months of September and October being omittedbecause no attendance diver was employed during those tw6 months:
Attendanm officer's report.

Item January. rehru..
ary March. April. May. JUDO. Norm-bar Doom:

.

Absence reused by
Shit neas
Kept out by par-

ents
Truancy
Late at school
Left to work
Poverty

, Lett city
i Working without

permits
Referred to probaUon

racer
V11144

6

ft
7
1
2
9

27

5

It
3

6

-
7

10
9

2

6

37

15

12
2

1

5
1

4
34

16

21
21

i
10
1

2
84

14

49
50

..

a
122

..

12

17
17

,

69

'
.

14

7
13

2
2

40

The enforcement of the attendance law would be made epsier 'if' the school enrollment at the beginning of the term were checked withthe school census. No use is made of-the school census as a means of.locating children not in school. One of the most useful factors in
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compulsory-attendance law is the school census. This census should
be taken by the attendance officer just .before school opens in Sep-
tember. The enrollment list in public and parochial schools shouldt
by the close of the first week of school, be compared with the census
list to see what children are not in school. The attendance officer
should then ascertain why those not in school have not enrolled and
should take steps to serum tlfe enrollment of all those who are of
the compulsory. It hool age.

The attendance officer should keep a permanent census, after he
has once made up it complete list of all the children in the city.
Whenever children move into the city their names and addresses
should be placed in the census list, and whenever children move out
of the city their names should be taken from the list. This can be
done easily if a card system is used.

It is recommended that the school board employ an attendance
officer on full time that he take the school census, and that tie com-
pare, the enrollment lists in public and parochial schools with the
school census for the purpose of determining what children are
not ill school.

The Elyria schools hold children in school to a later age than
many other schools do. The number enrolled at each age is practi-
sally the same up to 16 years, as may be noted from the tollging

°table:
Dixtribution of pupils by age, June 1, 1!117.

II

g
Nu Mber

of pupils.
-Per cent
of total. Age.

.

,
c

1

Number
of pupils.

.

Per cent
of total.

6 pens
7 years
8 years
9 Years
)0 years
11 years
12 years
19 years
14 pears

t
.,

'

,.

.4

100
213
243
256
242
221
222

: r,

7.2
,e8.71

9.2
0.6
8.6
8.-4
8.4
8.6
8.3

15 year '
16 years '
17 years ..r
14 years -
10 years
20 years,
21 years

Total

....

_

182
183
117

63
27
3
2

6.9
6.9
4.4
2.3
1.0

2,032 100.e

The holding power by grades is comparatively good. The follow-
ing table shows distribution of enrollment by grades:

Distribution of pup f/a by grades, Reptemkr,

1

2

3
4

5
6
7.
8

Grade.
.

Enroll.
ment.

Per cent
of total. .

Oradi. . Enroll,
moot.)

Per (tent
of total.

Elementary. ,

A.

Total

376
323
270
2n0
212
218

s 185
187

,t

14.2
12
10
10.4
9
8.1
6.9
6.9

IX
X

XI
XII

- -
Mph shoal.

,

Total high

Total elementary and
high 's

233
182

- 135
78

8.7
5.41
6is

698 4 =.1

2,681 150.02,0'3 77.9
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Dfita were collected to ascertain the number of child en underage, of normal age, and over age for their respective'grades. Theages were taken as 'of June 1, 1917. -Children in the first B g'iadefrom ci to .7i years of age are congidered of normal age; all 7or more year of age in this grade, as over age; all less than.as under age. In the first A grade, children fpm 7 to -8 years ofagtare-classled as of normal age; all 8 or more,years of age, as oi-er

age ;. and aJess than 7 years of age, as tuider''age.
This report on retardation' is not as complete.as it sbould be, ow-ing to the fact that it was impossible to.procure data to show whether

progress throUgh the grade has been rapid, normal, or slow.
An attempt was made to colt data showing tlinumber of yearseach child. had been in school, but owing to a lack ott, records anno

the inability of ninny -children to furnish this information,: thispart of the study is claitled. To present statistics' shoiing only thenumber of years a child is behind his:grade (lees not:show all the-facts. A pupil may be old for his grade and be making normal or' even sapid prokress. If a pupil enters school late,' lie may jje everag"e; but he may be making a grade a year. If so-otlie retardation of' that pupil should not lie charged to the. school, nor should the.pupil
, be considered slow.

The following .table*, shows the 'we:grade distribution of ele-mentary school pupils: .

+The tens retardation la used only 111 the pt use of overageness.
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Chilthxn under age, of normal age, arid over age.

Grade. Uago.nder Of normal
1380.

Over age

Per cent. Per rent. I'er cent.In 27.7 62.0 10.2IA 43.0 43.4 16.6214 22.7 41.1 ,30.22A
213 3 42. 8 21.43 IS
20.0 43.5 36.53A. - 23.6 10.6 33.648 Ia. 1 39.5 44.44A 23.6 43.4 32.9513 9.4 38.7 51.95A 22.9 31.4 45.2OR 20.4 3.4. 8 40.86 4 1;.0 44.7 3k3111 12.7 39.2 44.17A i
27.4 30.1 42.5814
2.4.2 44.6 32.15A 2,3 5 39.8 33.7

Total 24.3 42.5 33.1

Childrm underage, of normal age, acid over age in each school.

O. Schools. l'nder
age.

Of nor-
mal age.

Over
age.

Per cent. Pre rent. Per centFran': Iln 25.3 36.5 38.2( arlord 36.0 46 0 24.0Cates
26.1 44..1 27.7lIaruillop 24.. 3.4.7 36.6Jefferson. 30.3 .47.3 .* 22.4McKinley ' 26 6 34.9 34. 2Hideo
43.9 47.4 26.1City 24.3 42.5 33.1

rl

47

In a study of retardation in 29 cities, in which the ages were alsotaken as of June 1, it. was found that 29 per cent of the school chil-dren were under age, 34 pee cent of normal age, and 37 per cent overage. In Elyria 24.3 per cent are under age, -42.5 of normal age, and33.1 per cent over age. There is but little retardation in the first
grade in Elyria, the greatest. amount being in the fifth grade.

The table following shows by gradc the number of children re-tarded less than one year, one to two pitars, two to three years, andthree or more years.

identlecatloa of the MUIR Child. A,yres.
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Retardation in the schools of Elyria.

Grades.

Number relanal.

Less
than one

year.

Ono to
two

years.

Twn In
threo
years.

Three or
romo

) ears.

In
IA

12
21

1

6
1

3 1

211 31 3 2
2A 11 2 2
311 32 2
3A 4.1 Is 2
411 27 13 8 4
4A 25 15 7
511
SA 20

11

24
4
s 3

S11 21 11 q
SA 36 14 4

1711 27 a
7.1
lilt

2i 12 12 6

8.1 :21

Total 43.s 142 71 10

The 14 children below the seventh grade retarded three or more
years should have special w There is no doubt:that many of the
children retarded two years or moreilkileitild be placed in what might
be termed "opportunity classes."

Though the amount of retardation in the Elyria schools is not
excessive .when compared with other schools; there should be fewer
over-age pupils in each grade.

From a study of promotions made in February, 1917, it is evident
that too many children failed, the average promotion rate for the
city being 86.9. Since the per cent of over-age children is small in
the pzinfary grades and large in the upper grades it is evident that
few children enter school late and that they become over age, partly
at least, because of failure.

The following table shows the per cent promoted in each grade in
each school:

Rate of prifmotion.

Se h Gol s

Grades'.

Average.
1 2 4 6 . 70 8

6,Per Cent. Per coil. P,r cent Per tent. Per rent. Per cent. Per cent. ref Per cent.
Franklin
Jefferson

71.8
88.6

81.8
92.5

83. 9
M. 8

83.3
90.8

NO. 4
'Pl. 8

$1.4
90.0

94.3
06.8

84 b
93.6 2::

kfelanley 91.0 RO. n 95.0 89.0 86.0 83.9 86.0 88.0 88.0
llamI lton - 79. 4 54. 7 R0.0 79.0 87.9 66.8 84.6 83.2Rnhi
(lanai

77.0
72.9

100.0
83.3

93.0
R8.8

100.0
92.0

95.0
94.1,

96.0
93.1 90.0 90.8 8/.2

Gafford 86.2 78.3 100.0 90.0 88.8

Average 78,3 80.0, 88.9 89.4 8&4 811 8891 88.4 06.9

. With an average annual piomotion rate of 783 per cent for the
first grade; only 783 children out of 1,Opofentering the first grade
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would be promoted to the second. That the average promotion rateof 86.9 per cent for all the grades is low is evident from the 'factthat, out of 1,000 children entering the first grade, only 325 wouldcomplete the eighth grade without failing. A promotion rate ts highas 95 per cent permits only 663 children to complete the grades with-out failure. Of course some of the children who fail repeat and grad-uate in spite of failure, but why should 675 of 1,000 children inElyria fail while going through the eight grades? This is basedon the supposition that the average promotion rate for the past eightyears bas been 86.9 per cent.

Other causes it is true operate to produce failures, as irregular at-tendance and sickness. The former can be a charge against the
school unless caused by-iickness, and it is unfortunately true thatsickness may frequently be charged to the school. The cause of alarge amount of failure must be charged to the school. It may bedue to a poorly prepared course of study or to poor teaching. If 25per cent of a class fail there is evidentlio something wrong with theteaching or with the course of study. Whenever a teacher Says:thather pupils fail because they take no interest in school that teacher isacknqwledfing her inAility to arouse interest or possibly the teacheris held to a threadhare course of study to such an extent that it isimpossible to awaken interest in the class. From obsertations theconoittee is of the opinion that some of the failures are due to poorteaching, and thatther9 would be fewer .failures if the course ofstudywere better suited to the needs of the pupils.
The following table shows the per cent of failures-'in six subjectsin each of the eight grades:.

Failures in si.r subjects in each of. the eight grades.

Subjects..
Grades.

A verage.
1 2 5 6 7 $

Per cf. Per el. )'aft. . Per et. Pad. Perri. Per d. Per d. 'Spelling 0.3 0.7 4.8 1.5 2.8 6.2 3.3 4.0 2.6Language .0 .0 2.6 3.1 6.0 6.6 12.7 33.3 3.9Reading 20.3 10.1 6.1 1.6 1.4 3.2 1.1 .0 6.6Arithmetic 17.7 8.8 11.5 11.7 12.0 13.3 17.2 0.8 12.0Geography
10.6 8.7 11.6 8.3 9.6latory

3.0 7.6 5.9
k

There is an excessive number of failures in arithmetic in most ofthe grades. In the first grade 17.7 per cent fail,in this subject. No
child in the first grade should fail of promotion because of arithmetic.It is generally agreed that arithmetic shouli not be taught formally.below the second grade. )4any authorities would .not `have it taught
except incidentally below the third grade.

61504°-18--4
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The following tables show the per cent of failures in six subjects
in each grade for the different schools:

Failures in reading.

Schools.
Grades.

Average
1 . 11 r 4 , 6 7 8

Per d. Per d: Per et. Per d. Per et. Per d. Per d. Per d. Per cr.Franklin . 26:7 66.7 4.7 L3 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.02Jefferson 13.0 7.5 3.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.5McKinley IC 6.0 5.0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 .0 3. 1Hamilton 23.04 13.5 11.12 4.7 .0 15.8 .0 11.7Ridge 72.0 .0 2.0 .0 .0 .0 5.8Gates 27.14 13.0 2.2 2.8 3.0 3.4 .0 .0 8.9
Average 23.34 10.14 5.1 1.6 1.4 3.2 1.1 .0 6.6

Failures in arithmetic.

Grades.
Schools. Average.

2 3 4 6 6 7 8

Per et. Per re. Per et. Peed. Per et Per d. Per d. Per et. Per d.Franklin I6.3 15.00 15.00. 14.00 13.00 18.6 5.7 10.7 14.3Jefferson 4.0 1.6 6.0 6.25 2.0 20.0 3.1 9.6 6.05McKinley ' 8.0 6.0 9.0 7.0 10.0 13.0 14.0 11.0 10.0Hamilton 21.4 133 15.56 28.0 21.21 0.0 11.5 15.83Ridge ' 22.0 . .0 7.0 .0 4.0 .0 7.3Gates 20.0 2.2 5.5 It 18.0 20.0 26.6 6.2 14.7Garbed 13.8 21.74 .0 10.0 11.39
Average 17.66 6%3 II. 45 11.7 1.2.0 13.7 17.2 9.0 11.98

Failures in spelling.

Schools.
Grades.

Average.
2 3 4 6 6 8

Per et. Per d. Per et. Per ee. Per et. Per et. Per et. Pe; et. Pa ct.1.3 0.0 7. R 0.0 10.0 8,4 0. 4.0 4.2arson
.0 .0 .1) 6.25 .0 0 .0 .0 .7McKinley .0 20 9.0 .0 .0 .4 7.0 & 9 3.6Hamilton .0 I. 2.2 2.4 3.04 10.55 .0 2.0Ridge .....

Oates
Oseord

.o
.0
.0

.0

.o

.0

2.0
.4.5

.0
.0

2A 0
.0

4. 0
.0

, 3.0
.0 6.6 .0

1.6
1.5

Avenge .3 .7 4.8 15 6.2 3.3 4.0
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Failures in geography.

SchooLs.
Grades.

4 6 7
Average.

Franklin
Jifleram
McKinley
Hamilton
Ridge
listed

Average

Per CO. Per et. Per et. Pa et.. 7.0 10.0 13.5 8.56.25 2. 0 3.0 .010.0 9.0 14.0 12.02&0 12.2 7.9 7.6
. 0 4.0 rs 0

8.1 8.0 17.3 10.0

Per et.
Ut4 °
3.0

11.3
13.9
4.6

10.3
10.6 &7 11.8 &3 9.6

Failures in history.

5C110013.
Grades

Average.

Franklin
lelTerson
Stetilnley .
Hamilton
Gated

Average

Per ei. Per ct. Per rt.
5.7 7.7 7:0.0 3.2 1.5
1.0 6.0 3.0.0 . .016.6 9.3 12.7

3.0 .7.5 5.9

Failures in language.

Schools.
Grades.

3 6 6 7
Avenge.

Franklin
3e1Terson.
McKinley
Hamilton
Ridge.
Cato

Average

Per Cl. Per rt. Per re. Pe rt. Per et. -0.0 5. 5 4.0 8.4 6.7.8 .0 . 0 6.0 3.1I.0 .0 -AO 9.0 16.011.12 &0 15.16 5.3 11.5A0 :0 .0 . 02.2 2.8 3. 0 6.8 28.6

Per d,
13.6
6.4

13.0

2. 6 3.1 5.0 6.6 12. 7 13.3

Pa et.511
4.7
1.6
&2
6.9

6
5..3

3.9

It may be noted that there is a wide variation arming the schools inthe Proportion of failures in several subjects. In the Jefferson- Schoolonly 4 per cent of the first grade failed in arithmetic, while in theFranklin School 25 per cent of the first grade failed ip that,subject.In the Jefferson- School 3.1 per cent of the seventh grade :failed in'arithmetic, while in the Gates School 26.6 per cent of the seventhgrade failed. Inthe Hamilton School 15.8 per cent of the seventhgrade failed in reading, while in four !other schools there were no .failures in reading in that grade.

.
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Among the remedies to reduce the number of failures and the
amount of retardation, the following may be suggested:

1. A course of study better adapted to the needs of the children.
2. The elimination of formal arithmetic in the first grade or the

adoption of a better and more concrete method of teaching it.
3. The reduction of the amount of technical grammar in the sev-

enth and eighth grades.
4. More and better supervision.
5. The advancement of the teacher with the class for three or four

years. Aluch time is wasted by teachers at the beginning of
each term in getting acquainted with new pupils. Few of the
teachers know what the children in the grades below study, or
how well. If teachers were advanced with their classes for
three or four years they would become intimately acquainted
with each pupil, and would not be teaching merely first grade
or second grade, but teaching childen.' This plan slso would
permit children to be grouped differently in different subjects.

6. The organization of a summer term for children who have failed
in one or two subjects. In cities where summer schools are
maintained about 7/ per cent of the children who fail in one
or two subjects at The close of the term and attend summer
school make up the work.

7. Children in the primary rooms should be divided into three or
four gro,ups instead of two. The slow-moving pupils should
be in one.group, more rapidly moving pupils in another, and
so on until about four groups have been formed. If there
are two first grades in a building, eight groups can be formed,
so that there will be only an interval of about a monbf be-
tween each grouP. A child need not then he held until the

. end Of the term and required to repeat a half year's work:
He can be dropped back to the next lower group when he
shows that he can Mot keep- up with the group that ho is in,
or if he shows special ability, he can be advanced to the next

-higher group. This plan does not cause a collection of the
dull pupils into a class by themselves from the fact that the
best pupils 'from below are allowed to rise _as fast as their
ability can carry theni. Bright.pupils are continually added
to the different groups. In every group tliere will be its
quota of .bright pupils, some leading the class and some just
sustaining.themselves in it, having'recently joined it.

See U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin, 19113, No. 42, The- Advancement of th
Teacher with the Clue.
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RECORDS AND REPORTS.

One of the fundamental principles of school management is thatonly those records and reports that contain data usable for adminis-
trative pufposes should be made- If the teachers 'are required torecord too much, they tend to become mere clerks-and to. lose sightof the art of teaching. In Elyria, however, there is. too little ratherthan too much attention given to records. No permanent records arekept in the elementary schools to show the entire school life of eachchild. Steps should at once be taken to prepare a card-record system
to show for each child the number of days attended during the year,scholarship. etc. The following forth. which was recommended bythe department of superintendence of the National Education Asso-ciation, is suggestive:

{Face./

1. Last name 2. First name and initial 'I ELEMENTARY SCHOOL RECORD SYS-
TEM ADMISSION , DISCHARGE, AND
PROMOTION CARD.

3. Place of birth 4. Date of 5. Vacci- to be kept for everfpupll and sent,birth We° with the pupil when he is transferred
to any school, either public or pH-' vale, in the city cr outside the city.,
Great care should be used to have the,6. Name of parent or 7. Occupation of parent names COMPLETE and CORRECT.guardian or guardian Write all dates as follows: 1912-.9-25.

8. RESIDENCE. (Use ore ociu;nn at a time. Give new 1 9. Date of 10. Ageresidence when pupil it transferred.)
discharge. Yrs. hAths.

. .

.

illr

, .

. ,

When a pupil Is permanently discharged to work, to remain at home, or because of death,permanent illness, or commitment to an Institution, this card is to be returned to the pr nclpal'ssluice and a full statement of-the
cause of the pupil's discharge is to be made In the blank space

`iemaining
above.

. . (over)
.

,
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The card would be improl:ed if it contained on the reverse side a
scholarship record by subjects.

In the high school a permanent record,, for each pupil has been kept
in a large book. A card system or a loose-leaf ledger would be more
convenient. .This card or ledger should show essentially the same
facts as the card for elementary schools.

In the grades and in the high school it is the custom to send
monthly report cards to parents, showing days attended, times tardy,
grades made in each subject, etc. A bimonthly report would be as
effective as a monthly report. Special reportS asking cooperation
should be sent parents whose children are showing signs of weakness.
This special report should,state causes cf the pupils' falling behind, in
theii. work. Or, better than a' written report in serious cases, would
be a personal visit. If reports are sent out each month, much time is
wasted by the teachers in compiling.tlir. A teacher no sooner has
one set of reports made out than she must 'begin another, There
should be a breathing spell between reports.. There should t.,ie fewer
reports, or some one should be employed, to record the grades. In a
large high school it is a difficult problem to keep track of pupils dur-
ing the day. There must cif necessity be some way for to
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report to the principal's office whenever a pupil is absent from herclass. The Elyria HighSchool seems well supplied with blanks andcards for this purpose. Each teacher is provided with a blank onwhich she reports the hour a pupil is absent from her class. If apupil "cuts a class" he is discovered. A form is used for pupilsIvho wish to consult with the librarian or with a teacher in anotherrown.\ By the use of this ticket it is definitely known whether apupil has loitered on the way to or from the library or other room.There should be more data regarding the children of Elyria intho office of the superintendent of schools. At the close of each termthere should be sent him from each room the number of failures bygrades and b:s, subject and causes, distribution of leavings and with-drawals by ages and grades and causes, and distribution of attend--mice.'
Fur the teacher to furnish the superintendent ..wiith the data neededwill require but little time.' All tabulation should be made by clerksin the superintendent's office. He and his atsistants should then in-terpret the data for administrative purposes.
The attendance officer should keep a file of the school census cards,

as recommended in another part of this report.
It is also recommended that the superintendent each year issue areport covering the work of the year. In this report he should havedata showing the exact conditions as regards attendance, progress ofpupils, costs, etc.

SU PPLE EN TA RY CLASSES.

Prori.ion for exceptional children.Provision for exceptional chil-dren is made in three syecial schools or classes: One* for crippled andconvalescent children, one for subnormal children, and one for motor,minded boys who do not take suffi gient interest in the academic workalone.
A school for crippled and convalescent children is conducted in thecity hospital.' Seven children of varying ages and attainments werein attendance when the survey was made and the city course of studyIva.; followed. An experienced primary- school teacher was in charge.The children took great delight in their work and Were making com-mendable progress. This school is obviously a boon to children whoare either temporarily or permanently kept from attending the regu-lar schools by 'their afflictions, and the city and State deserve highcredit for maintaining 'it.

The schools for backward children and for motor-minded boys Areboth conducted in the old high-school building. The backward chil-dren; of whom 12 were in attendance, are in charge of a woman whohas had special training for her work. She teaches the children in
For a full dlseusslon of records and reports, see U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin.1912, No. 8, Report of CoMmittee on Uniform Records and Reports.
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small groups and adapts the work well to their capacities. While
some. are receiving instruction in reading, writing, spelling, len-
guage, arithmetic, or geography, others are engaged in studying or
in sewing,, knitting, weaving, crocheting, making baskets, or caning
chai

The school is in session from 8.30 to 11 a. m. and from 1 to 2 p. m.,
with a recess from 9.45 to 10. On the program all the fOrenoon time
is set apart for work in the academic subjects and only the oneihour
in the afternoon for handwork. Although some handworleis done
incidentally in the forenoon, it scorns clear that too much time is
spent on the academic subjects, in which the pupils are but little
interested, and not enough on the handwork in which the pupils are
much interested. Shopwork in manual training for the older chil-
drencomes only once a week and can not now come oftener because
the shops are occupied by the high-school pupils and by the voca-
tional class.

The teacher in charge realizes that the facilities fox...manual train-
ing and handwork are inadequate and has ,requested_more. Iler re-
quest should be heeded.

This class not only does good work for the pupils that are in it,
but it assists the schools generally by relieving the teachers of those
pupils who can not keep up with the regular work. In this respect
the class does not reach far enough.. Unduly backward children
were observed i number. of schools, and some of the teachers volun-
tarily spoke of their presence. These were usually remote from the
building in which tl. 3 special classes are housed. Elyria should pro-
vide an additional class for backward children.

An elementary school population of 2,100, such as Elyria's, would
ordinarily be expect -1 to furnish about 30 children sufficiently back-
ward to require special instruction.' Not more than 15 of such pupils
should be assigned to one teacher.

p



Chapter IV.
SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

THE WASHINGTON SCHOOL.

The Washington or Old High School building was very badlyplanned. but apparently was well constructed as measured by the
standards of its time. It. is now in many respects unfitted for
school purposes and should either be put in a more-sanitary con-dition by thorough renovation or reconstruction or in part aban-
doned. If it is decided to reconstruct the building the roof should
be taken off. all the inner walls should be taken down, and a com-
petent architect familiar with school needs should be asked to re-phut wid reconstruct it. The lighting in most of the rooms is'bad,the rims are impractical in size and shape, and the curiously con-
structed assembly room is dark. Any plan of recdnstruction which

retain the outside walls will necessitate the disuse of the spacein the center of the buitding except for halls, and these will be of
necessity unnecessarily wide. The building is too wide in either Of
its main axes for two classrooms and a hall between; but an inner
room could not be properly lighted and ventilated, and this waste
will be necessary. Under the laws of Ohio, if a general reconstruc-tion is undertaken which would affect or change the vital feathresof the building, it is necessary to comply with the present law infull. The statute, says:

It shall be unlawful for any owner, officer, hoard, committee, or other per-son to construct a schoolhouse or to make nny addition
thereto.or alteration thereof, except in case of repairs without affecting theconstruction, sanitation, safety, or other vital feature of said building orstructure, without complying with the requirements and provisions relatinglo this act'

Because an unusual number of heavy brick walls were built fromthe basement to the attic'and the support of the roof distributed
rather irregularly in certain parts, it would be a difficult task,
though possible,. to support the roof when some of the supernumerary
walls are taken down to Make a greater number of classrooms. Fur,
thermore, the location of the windows in the outer walls is bad, ana
if the proper lighting were provided, the appearance .of the build,

Laws of Ohio, voL 102, 1911, p. 580.
67
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ing from the outside, which is now pleasing, would be marred. The
best thing to do is to tear the whole building down and use the stone,
brick, and other salvage materials to construct an entirely dilArent,-.
type of building. If this can not be done now and it is desired to
get the most service out of the building at the least cost,'the present.
hot -air heating system should be taken out -andthe classrooms and
offices should be fitted with indirect-direct steam radiation, steam for
which car. possibly be supplied from the new technical bur ng. .The
laws of the State demand, when steam heating is used, at what
is known as the "split system" shall be used; that is, a part of the
radiators, shall be situated in the classroom and a part in the bast (\
ment, through which fresh warmed air may be forced through ducts
leading to the rooms.' In case this would overtax the boilers in the
latter building, it would- be necessary to install an independent
heating system in the old building, and this would introduce the diffi-
culty and the necessity of reconstructing a part of the basement,
which is now in a very bad and insanitary condition. It would be
poor economy to install in thii damp basement an 4,.xpensive heat-
ing.plant, and the State laws would not permit the installation except
inn thoroughly fire-proofed room? ,

Whatever plan is adopted, it will be necessary, both for the he:tin-I
of the children a9d the safety of the building, to render ;this base-
ment dry and to throw into it more light and sunshine.

There is another plan which might be considered to make this build-
ing further useful. The rdom immediately back Of the stage can
easily. be made into a serviceable recitation or laboratory room, and
one or two of the small rooms on the cast side could be transformed
at small expense into recitation rooms, which would alwaya_be useful
for the advanced classes in more or less specialized work. It is pos-
sible also to fit up at comparatively slight expense, if the authorities
of the State will permit, a room in the attic in the central' part of the
building. This would be especially adapted for mechanical or free-
hand drawing. ...If this is attempted it would be necessary to make
a safe passageway from the top of the steps to this room mentioned,
AS well as to render the room safe and warm in cold weather.

There is only one effective way to make the bakment of this build-
ing or that of any other school building dry, and that is to surround
it with an open-jointed farm-tile drain, set lower than the-foundation
walla, and at a distance of approximately 6 feet away. Naturally
this drain must have a clear outflow -either to the surface of don'er.

..- ground or else, .where perinitted; trapped into a sewer. ' The method
of placing this drain is as follows: .

%Laws of Ohio, vol. 102, 1911, p. 830.
Bet. 12800-48, p. 822, Laws of Ohio, 1911.
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1. Dig a trench about 6 feet from the outside walls and at least 6inches deeper than the fouplation wallsa foot would be better.

The purpose is to conduct all ground waters away from the building
and to keep the footings of the walls frOM standing in water-soakedground from which moisture would ke carried by capillarity intothe walls above. Once the ground under the walls and basementfloors is thoroughly dry no more trouble will be experienced if thedrain is set properly. Naturally the tiles must' be set *carefully, sothat the water which will gather in them will be carried off imme-diately.

2. Well-burnt '4-inch farm-drain tile, which should cost from 3to 5 cents a foot, will be large enough.
3. If a shovel hill of medium coarse gravel be carefully pouredover each joint after the tiles have been set and fastened on the bot-tom of the drain, no broken stone or cinders need be put over the tiles.
4. In undertaking to dFain deep basements it will be found neces-sary to run a level from the proposed outlet of the tiles to all points

in the coarse of the.drain about the building so as to be sure that it
can be dgep enough and have sufficient fall in all parts to cause thewater to flow away readily.

5. It is far better to put a d in round a building than to put itunder the floor or against the walls. By the use of the former methodthe water is caught before it is forced under the building and thedangers of damp walls and floors are greatly lessened.
6. The joints between the tiles must not be cemented together orjoined any closer than 'necessary to prevent the infiltration of sandor silt.

WoRKMANSHIP.

The never buildings, with perhaps the mceptiOn of the GatesSchool, show in various parts that the workmanship was not of ahigh grade. The cement work, plastering, finishings, and plumbingin many instances do._not show good Work. It is difficult at times
for boards of education to command the Means to ao, what they are/both willing and ar4ious to 0o; but great care should be taken in
drawing specifications, and then it should be demanded unflincli-.ingly that the work when coinpleted shall be an exact fulfillment ofthe contract. Furthermore, the best economy in perrnaneht school
buildings demands good material and the.best of worknianShip, forwhere hundreds of children spend n great part of their workinghours there is bound to be' hard usage.

As an example of poor workthanShip or improper specifications,
or both, the cement floors in the McKinley School and the cementwork in The Technical High School may be cited: Other` buildingsshoW the same defects:

. There is a great wear and teamn basement
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floors, especially when the only toilets. available are located there.
The Technical High School gets harder usage than any hotel in
Cleveland, for its daily attendance is greater and the expense for
its Dare is small in comparison;. hence the need for great,care in con-
struction. An example of bad planning occurs in the plenum cham-
ber of the Technical High School building. That plenum chamber
consists of a set of large tunnels and passageways under the lowest
floor of the part of the buirdsingi-delipted to classrooms. Into this set
of caverns a medium-sized fan delivers tempered air, and is sup-
posed to put it under sufficient presSure to force it equally into the

'classrooms without the loss of its heat. Theoretically and practi-.
cally this is not possible in cold.weather. There should have-been
built at a suitable place miller the building a plenum chamber of
the proper dimensions to receive the air, and film this all the ducts
leading to the rooms should emerge. The ducts should be properly
covered to prevent the loss of heat, and the plenum chamber should
be air-tight to. keep the air within it under pressure and to insure
its rapid exit into the rooms. As it is, the space under the lowest
floor is absorbing most of the heat in cold weatheu, and it seeing
certain the fan is unable to meet the demands on. it, Adequate tests
should be made during cold weather to determine the best method
of correction. Perhaps the least expensive- and 'most practicable
plan wwild beto install additional radiators in rooms and halls and
depend on the windows for some of the ventilation. This would he
theoretically erroneous advice if the rooms were supplied with suffi-
cient fresh warm air, but since this is not true some other method of
heating and ventilation must lie provided.

The -down spouts from the eaves troughs should have been set in
the walls to prevent them from ,fillitg with ice when the snow
partially melts on the roofs in midday and freezes in the night or
afternoons. The drains from outside areaways and stairways are
improperly constructed and are doubtless overtaxed during -heavy
rains or thaws. These and many other details show the lack of care-
ful planning or poor construction. Such faults should be prevented..
in future-building.

THE SELECTION OF SCHOOL OROUNDS.

The selection of a good site for a school building is extremely
important. Comparatively few boards' of education realize how
intimately the size, shape, position, orientation, and contour of a
school lot may affect not Only the sort of building it is to carry,
but somewhat intimately the whole educational usefulness of the
building. Satisfactory lighting for classrooms can only be had when
the windows face either east or west. Suppose, therefore, that *
iet is chosen fronting a street or roadway running.noith apci south..

.
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The lighting could be properely arranged under these conditionsonly if the broad sides of the building should front east or west.;hence kwhole side of the bulling should open toward the street.This might be all right provided the lot were deep enough from eastto west to set the building well back from the street, otherwise thenoise and dust from the street would be a constant menace to thequiet and healthful condition of the classrooms. If, on the otherhaneca lot be selected fronting t street running east or west, thenthe end or narrow part of the building would have to face thestreet and the windows on the broad sides of the building face eastor west. Generally speaking, this is the best direction in which toface a building. It permits the main entrance to be situated ha oneend of the main hall so that the classrooms mass-be located on eitherside of this, opening to the east and west for their light. This, then,would shield the rooms somewhat from.the noise and dust of thestreet and allow the long axis of Ile building to run at right anglesto the street. Furthermore, it is advisable, if Possible, to select alot on the south side of a street running east and west rather thanthe north side.. The reason for this preference is that the playgroundback of the building will receive the sun better and be drier andmore acceptable as a playgrOund than if. it were in shadow of thebuilding.

PThe necessity of selecting a lot which can be easily drained is-illitstrated by 'the loCation of the high-school building. Here, be-cause the basements are deep and the ground nearly level, the diffi-unity of placing the tile drain about the buildings sufficiently low tokeep the foundations and basements dry is evident. If a playground
runs oft into low ground which receives the drainage from contiguousterritory., another difficulty is encountered. All considerations, there-fore, demand a lot which lies higher than the ground about it atleast in one direction, with ample opportunity for thorough subsoildrainage.

Large grounds for schoiol buildings are.itnportsnt'eVen though thechildren must walk for a greater distance. Play Is one .method of --teaching children, and it is their legitimate riifit. The games. ofchildren meet the' instinctive needi of child life. Through .. theirvariety* they have given the children almost an unlimited opportunityfor exercise which tends to develop all parts of the body. Instinc-tively boys have taken to those games which temand strength andtleetntss, while girls' games are more individualistic and less strenu-ous, especially upon the muscles of the shouldervand back. Besides,games are the most democratic institutions about our schools. Thehero of the playground is not measured by any family or social rala-tions, bat by his ability to surpass in playing the game according torule. They -learn to work togother, to cooperate as a team, and tai
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adjust their tempers. It is poor economy to stint. childred with
sctint playgrounds and to fail to give them the needed opportunity
for cooperative effort. The problein in America is to learn to sub-
ordinate individual desire when this rims counter to the best insti-
tutions of the group. Well -regulated and well-ordered playgrounds.
are fundamentally necessary for an education in a democracy which
we are striving to attain. It is better to economize in many other
things rather than in spaces for playgrounds. Five or six acres cr
ground around the high-school group of buildings would afford

Apace for tennis courts, baseball diamonds, and football grounds, and
would add greatly to the educational importunities. A playground
at a distance from theschool building is better than none, but the
lack of necessary supervision and care always detrdtts from the
value of such games as may be. organized. Furthermore, shower
baths, lavatories,'and drinking water are more easily supplied at the
'school building Quin at a detached playground. All successful.
democracies have counted heavily on games and plays as a funds-.
mental part of the preparation for citizenship.. A boy who has no
opportunity to learn to p ay at school is deprived of one of the
essentials of education, both hysical and social.

A school lot, if Possible, should always be away from busy thor-
oughfares, from business houses, from railways and noisy car lins
of any description. It.shotrld be a quiet, clean, safe spot where chil-
dren. can be gathered together, free from disturbance and from the
dirt and dust of modern commercial life. --

4 The Elyria school board is to be commended for its policy of mak-
ing a careful study of the city and anticipating as far as possible the
needs in its several districts by going into the market early and select-
ing the best locations, and thus forestalling exorbitant prices usually
demanded forhool grounds.

By -way of reopitulation it play be saidthat school grounds de-
mand the folloWing conditions:

1. They should be large enough for ample playgrounds.
2. They should be dry and capable of thorough underdraicage.

. 3. They should preferably face a street running east and west and
situated on the south of the street.

, 4. They should be'away from busy thoroughfares, manufactUritig
places, street railways, steam'railways, and any other disturbing or
injurious environment.

5. The soil should be capable of producing lawns, flowers; and
trees, and suitable for playgrounds.
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When new buildings are Ao be constructed it desirable that a
C0111111ittee of teachers, with he superintendent as its .chairman, be
selected to cooperate with the architect in working out every detailof the plans. The architect should make pencil sketches for pre-
liminary studies unt full agreement is reached between the com-
mittee, the board; an the architect. Before final plans arc made it
would be well to subm eliminary plans' to specialists in .this
field. and then, of course, to th State authorities for approval. The
architect should never be allow d to make final drawings until these
preliminary studies arc carefully made and approved by all con-.ce'rned. Teachers kndw, or should know, what conditions are de-
manded for comfort, convenience, and health in school buildings, and
they have a perfect right to he heard. They know more about school-
houses from the standpoint of fumtkni than architects do. Archi-tects should be field respOnsible foNsafety in construction, for
honesty in workmanship, for wise specifications, and for knowledge
of markets and tabor, and for planning t2 meet a given budget !mkt
to eliminate waste space. An honest and capable architect canalways
save more than the amount of his fees. School architecture isunlike
any other line of gadding, and -demands special prepaiation and a
true conception of the purpose of education.

SIZE. OF CLASSROoli;+.

The classrooMs in many of the,older buildings of Elyria are un-
necessarily large. The policy seems to be to set the number of pupilsfor classes in the elementary school at about 40. Naturally, high-
school classes will vary with the subjects taught and with the ad-
vancement of the classes. classroom 31 feet long, 23 feet wide, and
121 feet high is 'large enougr for a-class Of 40 elementary pupils; to
make it larger than this not only inc-reases the initial cost, but adds
to the expense for upkeep, heating, and cleaning. A room of thissize is easily lighted-from one side, brings the teachers and pupils
sufficiently near together fyor easy instruction and good control, and
tectis to prevent the mistake sometimes made of burdening theteacher with too large a class:

Classrooms in high-school buildings should be of varying sizes, forit is poor economy to teach' a small class jn advanced Latin,_forexample, in siarge mom. On the other hand, classes in first-year
English, mathematics, and history require a room large enough for
from 20 to 30 students, which should ..be the maximum size of a class.
High-school children usually pass frdm room to room for their recita-
tions, and programs can be Made so' that the smaller rooms can be
used for the smaller classes and the hirg&rooms for the larger classes.
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It is a mistake to mike classrooms higher than 124 feet from finished
floor to finished ceiling. With room's of the size indicated good light
and ventilation can be obtained with a ceiling of that height, money
can be saved in construction, and the fewer steps in the stairways
would lessen the danger in case of fire and relieve adolescent girls in
a measure from what might be a severe strain. The newer buildings
are approximately correct in this particular, and no further em-
phasis need be placed on this point.

CLOA KROOM S.

The various methods employed in providing cloakrooms are iIL
general.satisfagtory and no suggestion or criticism seems necessary.
Usually it is better to open cloakrooms for the elementary classes
into the classroom only, Where fans are used, an exhaust duct
should be set well above the clothing, so that these rooms may be
ventilated directly outward and not into the classrooms. The plan
of opening cloakrooms into classrooms makes it possible for teachers
to prevent many. mistakes in clothing, umbrellas, lunch boxes, etc.
If must be remembered that mortil Stmdards of children are in the
making, and unnecessary temptation, to say the least, is a useless risk.

COLOR OF WALLS.

- Walls or wainscoting below the level of the children's eyes when
seated should be of some 'nonreflecting color, as a neutral brown.
This harmonizes well any other coloring and is unoffensiye and
not easily MATO, The walls above the level of the eyes of children,
save, of course, the blackboard spaces, should be a light shade of
gray or slightly buff gray. .The color of the ceiling should be some-
what lighter, but so applied as to eliminate blotches of high light
that might cause trouble. Hallways should always be of ,a lighter
color, in order to prevent the absorption of light. A good plan is
to use white-enameled brick for a rather high wainscoting and white
plasterfer the want and ceilings above. The halls of the McKinley
School are too dark.. The wainscoting is made of glazed brownish
brick and the ceiling and walls of other shades of brown.or green.
The small rooms back of- the landings of the'stairways shut out
Much of the light. The condition would be improved at little ex-
pense by painting the walls and ceilings a clear white. If that is
not suffcient, more windows should be placed in the wall between

,

the landingg and the small rooms back of them. It is not advisable
to u§e wall ',Paper, especially dark paper, in classrooins. Such rooms .
are more wholesome with thepioPixFtiitering, refinished when

.

necessary with a good quality of kslsomine. Most wall psper, ab-
sorbs too much light, is easily defaced or soiled, and in a short time
will present an uhkenipt appearance:
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FLOORS.

In the main, the buildings of Elyria, especially the newer ones,have good maple floors, and with proper care they should prove
entirely satisfactory for an indefinite period. Such floors ought tohe scrubbed rarely, and then with as little water as possible. If these,ftoors are frequently scrubbed, as now seems to be the practice, thealternate shrinking's and swellings will cause cracks to open andfill with.dirt, the boards to cup and to loosen from thejoists below.The- pbres of the wood should he closed with some.unobjectionablefiller and the floor should .be surfaced with floor wax to preventundue wear and tear. It appears that the Ohio law does not pro-hibit the use of hot linseed oil in such quantity gs the floors willfidly and readily absorb. After this is dry the floor should bewaxed and polished and daily swept with some acceptable sweeping

compound or with a combination ..of clean, fresh sawdust properlydampened with water and wax or a light nonodorous oil. To thismixture maybe added also a portion of salt or clean, white sand.Good brushes should be supplied to all. janitors with which to doIlse sweeping. They are now "complaining of lack of these. Stickyoil as a floor dressing is objectionable in many ways and it is not to /he recommended.- The wood floors in general, under the presentmeted of treatment, ate rapidly deteriorating and' will soon beunsightly and more and more difficult to keep sanitary. It is always
poor economykto neglect eke floors of school buildings, for they atbest receive hard usage and are 'a vital element in the liealth ofchildren as well min the general appearance of the building.

The_method of treatment which has been suggested will not only
preserve the floors but will prevent much l)f the fine dust from lift-ing into the air and falling again on desks. books, and all the fur-nisliings of a schoolroom. While it is impossible to keep down all

., dust, it is very important to reduce this menace to health to the lowest
possible point. Dusting should be. done with so-called dustless mopsand brushes, rather than with rags or any sort of a feather duster:

.for these latter only scatter the dust, again to cause trouble.
. Much wear and tear on floors can be prevented by..,well-caredifor

playgrounds, especially if cement walks are, constructed all aboutschool buildings. The children would gather less mud on their shoesate carry in less sand and fine gravel to cut and grind out thefloors. Plenty of scrapers should be furnished, and the children
should he thined to clean, their shoes carefully. Thig habit, willbe useful through life. ,Without some device to hold and balance
themselves, children can not clean their shoes.voll. Stakes or rodsoi a pipe railing properly placed, for the, children to hold would bevery useful.

61864=-18:.4
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LIG HTI N G OF SCHOOL BIT I LDI NOS.

The best natural illumination for classrocfms is obtained through
/windows opening toward ?he east or west. Offices, libraries, labora-

tories, manual training rooms. domestic science rooms. and other
rooms for similar purposes may have south light, while drawing-
rooms and art rooms in general are well situated when receiving
north side light or north skylight.

There are several reasons for preferring east or west light for class-
rooms, and two of the most important ofthese-may be stated as fol-
lows:

East exposure on clear days affords opportunity for the warming
and purifying influences of sunshine in the rooms before school time,
and also allows shades to be completely rolled up as. soon as the sun
is high enough for the direct rays of the sun to leave the desks near-
est the windows.

A west exposure receives the direct rays in the afternoons for only
a shOrt time before school closes and on sunny days shas-will have
to be used at most about an hour and a half. Immediately after
school adjourns for the day these shades should be rolled up and left
so dntil the direct rays of sunlight come the next day. Such Manage-
ment of shades will greatly aid in keeping classrooms wholesome.
..An this discussion it has been assumed that classrooms are pro-

vided with unilateral lighting; that sufficient glass area isprovkled;
that the windows are set in the correct place,' and that the class-
room is of the proper size and proportion. Most of the old buildings
were constructed with windows on two sides of classrooms, and this
was done more for the sake of outward appearance than for the
comfort and health of pupils and teachers. - Architects have been.
compelled to set themselves to the task of planning, first for useful-
ness and for the best outside appearance afterwards. A good ilitis-
tration.of .unilateral lighting is the Gates School. Unfortunately,
the window* in this building while properly groped are set so low
that in most of the classes the children's eyes are in a strain because
the reflected' light from without shines directly into their eyes. ,fire
lwex.Part of the sash of all classroom windows should be above'the
level of the eyes a the children when they are seated at their desks.
The windows in the rooms for the first grades should never be set
lower than ait feet above the floor, and those for all the higher classes
shOuld be set at least 4 feet above the floor.\ The windows of most of the buildings are long enough to reach
"tear the ceilings, and-this plan should be consistently followed. In
unilateral lighting the ratio of glass to floor surface is &ifty
stated as one to four, one to five, or one to six. The variatiii4 is de-
pendent_ on latitude, local environment, and general weather condi::
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tions. In Elyria where there is apparently not enough smoke to betrodblesome and no hills to raise the horizon line, properly setglazing in the ratio of one to five ought to be sufficient. We sug-
gest that a. room 31 by 23 by 12i feet, which is large enough for 40
elementary school. pupils, would be well lighted by five windows .8
feet long and 3i feet wide, set 4 feet above the floor.

SEATING.

Bilateral lighting of classrooms makes the _problem of seating
much more difficult than with unilateral lighting. The law of Ohio
specifies the width of the aisles, both next the window side and be
tween desks. Possibly this is in general a wise precaution, and yet
the specification for the aisles next the window seems to be unneces -'sarily large. When buildings are properly constructed and windows
set as they should be, an aisle 18 inches wide next the windows, free
from all obstructions, is sufficient. Of course if buildings are poorly
constructed and the windows are badly fitted,' so that'much cold air
blows through. it is better for the children to be at a greater distance"
from the windows. It is better to arrange the desk§ in rows parallel.
to the longer axis of the room, provided, of course, this does not com-
pel the children toEface the windows. The reason for this demand isto prevent the children furthest from the windows from having towork in poor illumination. The main light should come from the
left of the children when seated at their desks, so that they will not
be troubled with the shadows of their own bodies or hands on their
books orpaper. If children were generally left - handed, it would be
proper for the light to come from the right side. In a corner room
with windows on both outer walls, it is extremely difficult either for
the teacher or the pupils to be placed so that one or the other will not
be forced to face glaring windows, for usually in such rooms the
windows on one side are insufficient for light when the others are
closed. Moreover, cross shadows are produced, and these are un-
necessary distractions. Generally speaking, no seat should be further
from the main source of illumination than a distance equal to twice
the height'of the top of the window above the floor. For example.
if windows 12 feet high are placed in one side only and with the
longer axis of the, room, then the room may be 24 feet wide. It. is
better, however, to group the desks as close to the windovi side of the
classroom as possible, taking into account all conditions. Where -40-
children are to be accommodated in one classroom, usually the beat
arrangement is file rows of desks with eight in each row. Tgis will
give sufficient space near the blackboard for workers and Will also
bring the children into the best light available. .

In some of' the primary classrooms whe the desks are small
they are grouped. far to the rear of the c with very. large.
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space in frOnt for the-te her's desk. There are some advantages
in this plan, but there are also some serious disadvantages. One of
these is that it removes the children so far from the teacher' black-
board that it may be very difficult for some of them to see antr,under-
stand the work she places there. A more serious difficulty is th:Ft
when the children are so far in the rear. even with 'unilateral light-
ing, too much light shines into their faces. It is sometimes difficult.
too, for the children to understand what the teacher says'and for
the teacher to understand the children. Of course, there is sonic
advantage to the teacher to he able to bring the children before her
in groups for certain exercises or recitations. This; however, does
not fully offset the difficulties enumerated.

Those who set the desks should be directed to put them at a minus
distance apart; that is. if a N-ertical,line is dropped front the edge
of the desk toward the .tloor it should cut the seat about 2 inches

_from its front edge. This..of course. should vary somewhat with
the style of desks used. .The purpose of this is to give the children
the use of the back rest while they are busy at their work.

-In the study room of the Lincoln School the desks should be tinted
toward the north end of the building with the left side to thr west.
This would necessitate closing the. windows on the north side bv
opaque curtains and keeping them closed; but this arrangement
would certainly bring great relief to the students, especially to those
students who are farthest from the light and have to work in 'their
own shadows. The desks are now placed so that file backs of the
pupils are to the west, which is the main source of light.

BLACKBOARDS.

There is comparatively little to be said regarding blackboards
eAppt to commend the wisdom of the board in installing a good
uality of slate. In certain buildings, however, the blackboards are
t set at the proper distance above the floor. Generally speaking,

kboards for the first and second gradeS should be not lower
26 inches from the floor; for the third and fourth, 28 inches;
e fifth and sixth, approximately 30 inches; and for all other

3 feet. If blackboards are set too low the ,children must

al
tint
for t
grad
kneel on the floor or else their writing is done under great. difficulty.

Some of the slate panels were badly set and have loosened from
their backing, thereby making uneven joint's. Such a condition ig '
'troublesome, .because in the.hands of children erasers are likely to
strike the' uneven joint, fall to the floor, and scatter dust in the
room. Very careful supervision should be given to workmen who
are engaged, in installing blackboards to see that, the panels are all
fastened securely to the backing and Abet the joists are true and
smooth. 4
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Some of the buildings are still using composition boards, andthese seem to be in a fair condition, but in the long run such boardsare more expensive than good slate, for they will constantly needrepairs. ,Besides, composition boards after use for a time wear'sleek, and are liable to reflect light in such a way as to make thework on the board illegible from some parts of the room. goodslate is free from this defect, and if properly cared for will lastindefinitely. It is good economy to use the quality of slate that isinstalled in most of the new buildings.

BEATING.

,
n

By reason of the fact that the buildings were examined when oheat was need(-;(1 the.only information we are able to get concerning
the effectiveness:.of the heating systems was derived from janitorsand teachers and from a general examination of the apparatus. AllIre newer buildings are supplied with steam-heating systems, whilesome of the .older buildings use hot-air systems. This was to beexpected; for much progress has been ramie since the old high schoolor the Ridge Street bilding was constrixted. Certainly the fow-pressure steam heating is best for winters as cold -as.thoseat Elyria.With good boilers well set, liufficient radiators properly placed andequably balkanced,. and with a. satisfactory system of thermostatskept. in good repair, there should be little trouble in getting suffi-cient heat.

It may be of some use to suggest at since the watetiPpressure inthe city is no very high at times the air puitips supplying the pres-sure tanks for the thermostats may notgive the pressure needed tothandle the da rpers effectively. It. is easy to learn if this is true.Complair.t w s made by the janitors at several buildings that somerooms were insufficiently supplied with radiators. This was trueespecil?Y for the Technical High School. the Gates School, and oneor two others.. Sometimes ineffective heating is due to insufficientdischarge of condensations rather` than to a lack of radiating sur-face. At the Gates building are some very long wall -type radiators.which at best are not very effective. They are so set as to sislow drairfage, and that would, of course, result in smaller steamcapacity. If this be the source of the trouble there, it.canbe easilyremedied. The deficiency at the high school seems to be lack ofsufficient radiating surface, especially in the halls and assemblyroom, bectitise the heat from the tempering coils in the basementis largely absorbed in the cavernous ,plenum chitmlier beloW. Itwould be possible to meet the deficiency'by adding td' the indirectradiation by multiplying the tempering coils, but this would belosing much of the heat under the floors without effect in the rooms,And also of increasing the load of the fan through added friction.
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If the heating problem is serious, the best thing to do is to employ
a- competent engineer and let him make a thorough examination
during very cold weathedand report the best means of correction.

None of ttSe buildings is supplied with humidifying devices. A

higher temperature, therefore, is required in the classrooms than
would be required if the percentage of saturation were raised by
intrdducing moisture. For example, in zero weather, when air out-
side has a high degree of saturation, if it is heated to 68 or 70° F.,
it expands to suchfan extent as to reduce the saturation to a very
low degree. The airis dry and harsh and will quickly absorb moist-
ure frpm.the skin and respiratory tracts. As evaporation is always a
cooling process, children and teachers are chilly in a roum supplied
with such air, when with more moisture they would be comfortable
at the same temperature. In all futttr, buildings some inexpensive
and yet effective humidifying avice should be installed it would
not only save expense. but it would add to the health and comfort
of all concerned. A temperature of A° when the saturation is as
High as 51 per cent is more comfortable than 70' when the per-
centage of saturation is as low as 25, which is not at all infrequent
in. classrooms in cold weather

VENTILATION.

Under the topic " workmanship." attention was called to the defects
in the. plenum-fan system of the main part of the Technical high
School building, and no further diseussiim of the ventilation of that
building is necessary here. Attention should be called, however. to
the general need of more careful ventilation It the other building*
especially when the fans are at running. At the time of the exam-
ination the weather was mild, and since little or no heat 'was needed

.the fans were not running. The ventilation 'of the classroom
pended on the thoughtfulncr of the teacher, and her knowledge of
handling the windows. Most of the classrooms visited were badly

SrHated, and the air Was foul and unfit to breathe. Both teachers
janitors should be carefully instructed on ths best methods of

managing windows for ventilation. One of the difficulties incident
to the use of windows fO'r supplying theclassrooms with fresh air is
in the kind of shades .used. Those teachers who have classrooms
with .a southern exposure are compelled to draw down the shades
during all sunny days to protect the t hildren from the glare of direct
sunshine,on their desks: hence they must opon the lower half of the
windows for .ventilation, and the pupils are subjected to drafts.
Those rooms with windows on the north have;no need for shades, and
those supplied ought to be removed, unless th; teadier is compelled to
face the windows. Rooms depending wholly upon east windows
have need for shades in the early part of the day. only, and aftdr the
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direct sunlight passes, the teachers should be instructed to roll up the
shades, both for the sake of light and in order that the sash may bedrawn down from the top .for 'ventilation. Classrooms with west
windows only should 'have the shades rolled up until the sunshine.1,egins to be troublesome, and as soon as school closes they should beagain rolled up until the next afternoon. This "will not only insure
better light during school hours, but will also afford.an opportunityfor the sunshine to sweep the room and purify it after school hasclosed for the day. .

Many of the top sashes Nave no catches into which window sticks
may. be inserted to raise or lower the sash. ThiS defect should beremedied at once and all the windows made easily manageable.
Teachers are very busy people, and women are not able to handlewindows as easily as men can. Either a type of shade should be usedwhich permits easy adjustment to all partS.of the window openings.or else those now in use should be fastened to the bottom of thecasings so that they may be pulled up from the bottom rather thandown from the top. At any rate it is essential to the health of
teachers and pupils that the ventilation should be better than it waswhen the buildings were examined:

Much has been said recently regarding the value of fans for drivingfresh air into classrooms.- The State rode specifies or permits theuse of fans and presumably asimthes that suffi ient fan power willbe supplied. ..

Unfortunately, many school boards th ughout the country have
failed to supply sufficient fan power to meet the theoretical require-
ment, not to mention practical demands. In the main, and especially
in the larger buildings of Elyria. the fans are too small to drive in
sufficient fresh air and km) it in motion in the classrooms. ,Underthese conditions teachers must either keep the children in impureand often superheated nit, or else resort to open windows for help.If some eacher§ dd this and others do not, then the balanct in
pressure is destroyed, and some rooms are profiting at the expense ofothers. If fans are to be used, by all ,means put 'in fans too largerather than too small, for the latter endanger the health and comfortof.the children. The most expensive thing in school work is bad air.

DRINKING WATER.

The board of education is to be co:trended in supplying sanidrinking fcyttains easily accessible to the children, where they ayA ,have good wafer withOut danger of contamination. The only tg-gestion to be made with regard to this service' is that fountains forthe smaller children be set at the proper height, so that th ay'drink without climbing on boxes or stools and without 'mg tostand too erect. Thoughtful care of the Mile folks demanclii adapts,'
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tions to suit their needs. Appliances are frequently purchased with-
out this care.

Ton.E.rs.

The boys' toilet. in the Lincoln School is in a very bad condition and
should be remedied at'once, One plan would be (1)' to move the
partition between the girls' and boys' rooms farther south, so as to
add another window to the boys' room, and (2) to set the seats so as
to face the windows and place the urinals under the windows, so that
both the seat stalls and the urinals may have light and sunshine.

. The best of fixtures should be installed in both rooms, and the floo,r
should be set with white tile or made of terrazo. Back of the stalls
in the boys' room, if they are set as recommended, a small storeroom
cart be made, and a door, into the boys' toilet should be opened front
the passageway leading to the space where bicycles are now kept.
Alt the walls should be thoroughly cleaned and either painted with
white, Water -proof paint or set with white tiles. If another and
larger room can be round in a convenient and private place in the
building and supplied with sunshine, it would he far better to install
new fixtures for the boys' toilet there, for, with the best adjustment
possible in the room now occupied, and even with the enlargement
suggested, it may be too short for a sufficient number of seats and
urinals.

The partition's between the stalls are, in both the boys' and girls'
rooms, unnecessarily. high : they impede ventilation and make the
rooms dark. Five feet is high enough for the partition in the girls'
toilets and 5j feet is high enough for those in the boys' room. They
can be braced by teeing together rods from the front corner post to
a rod or pipe running across the front, sufficiently high to give bead
room for the tallest students. This method is now in use in some of
the buildings.

These rooms should he put in better condition, for they new invite
defilement and careless usage. The toilet rooms in the Ridge School
building and in the Jefferson lAilding are also in bad condition and
need remodeling and refitting. The rooms. t4 the Franklin School:
while not in such bad condition as those in the other buildings men-
tioned, are supplied with old-style furniture, set bask. to back, and
the light and ventilation are insufficient.. 'All these rooms should be

. renovated at the earliest possible (late, and modern .filtures should.
be- installed.

At this point it may be well to make some suggestions touching
the proper location of toilet rooms arid:the best method of equipping.
them. First; the toilet roou should have direct eunshine, and plenty.
of it, to keep them sanitary and light. Second, the stalls should f ace
the light and never be'set back to .back; alLparts of the room should
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be open for quick inspection. Third, the best sanitary fixttires shouldbe installed under guaranty, preferably direct individual washouts'for the seats, and white porcelain urinals. Fourth, the/rooms shouldbe set in tile or terrazo and should drain to an 'outlet, sv that thefloyrs may be washed out every day after the close of school. Fifth,either an exhaust fan should be installed 0 discharge the aiefro theseat and the rooms as a whole into an 'independent duct leading tothe outside through the roof, or else ample window ventilatron shouldbe afforded. Sixth. sides of the stalls should he as low as privacywill permit and braced as indicated before. Seventh, the fixtures forthe little folks should be of juvenile size and so placed that auto-
matic segregation of the younger pupils from the older would takeplace. Eighth, a mechanic should he* charged wifh the duty-of keep-ing the closets in repair, and the janitor should he required to keepthem in good sanitary condition at all times. Ninth, a private roomshoild be supplied. for the older girls, and in this a self - closing sinii-
tary receptacle should lie placed. For high schools, a nickel-in-the-slot machine from which sanity ryinapkins can be had has proved
very acceptaCle. Tenth,-toilet rooms need not be c'er 12 feet wide,for largeNos invite congregation. tend to prevent the sunshinefrom reaching, all parts, make unnecessary labor in keeping themclean, and increase the initial cost. Eleventh, if proper privacy canhe had, toilets should be installed on all the floors and not in thebasements only. Twelfth, long Mr Vow rooms with windows at onend, such as those in the Technical High School building, are notsatisfactory. Finally, in order to set high 'standards of decency and
decorum, especially amongst the boys, turn in the light and keep
these rooms above reproach.

VACUUMTLEANING.

Vacuum cleaning devices for school buildings, properly installed
and regularly, used, are of gr'eat service in keeping flows clean, pre-serving them from the wear of sand And grit that are difficilt to
sweep up, and preventing the rise of dust in the air to settle again ondesks. and .other school furniture. If, however, the attempt is made,
as it has been in many places, to install a vacuum engine in the base-
ment with ducts leading to hallways only, and depending on longhose connected with these to clean the classrooms, they prove unsatis-factory for the simple reason that the hose is so long and heavy thatjanitors can not or will'not Besides, a long hose offers somuch friction. to the passage of the air that its suction power isgreatly redueed..and it is much less effective. The only proper way toinstall a vacuum clearing device of'this type is-to put an opening infront of each room, so that, a short hose will. be sufficient. Underthis conditiOn the floors.can be,irept in almOit perfect sanitary condi-
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t ion. When such a system is used regularly, school children suffer
less from colds and are less liable to other fornis .of contagious
troubles. Unless vacuum systems are correctly installed, strong.
cnough to give vigorous suction, 'and used consistastly, it is scarcely
..orth while to go to the expense of installing them. When they

have failed to meet expectations. the failure has been generally due
to .false economy in installing apparatus too small and with ineffi-
cient piping.

JANITOR SERVICE,
la

'Ile janitor service of the Elyria school -department is properly on
a civil-service basis. This means security of position so long as the
service is of standard quality, and advmice in wages when the work

'dojo/either in quality or quantity increases. One of the most- impor-
tant officers. connected with a school. especially an elementary school.
is an intelligent, careful. and painstaking janitor. His work is not
confined to sweeping. dusting. and providing heat and ventilation,
!An there are literally score,' of-duties for him to perform which are
not nguallyaconsidered by Those who employ him. Moreover, the
machinery in a modern school bniltling demands intelligence and in-
itiative of a high degree. A janitor who is skillful with tools and has
ability to construct needed devices. to repair minor defects m equip-
ment, aril meet all sorts of eergencies is a public servant who
deserves appreciation and commendation. There are .dally oppor-
tynities also for moral service which must be tactfully and wisely
performed. No teacher in a school comes into more vital moral con,
tact with the boys than the 'janitor. The janitor has a profeSsion
which should offer incentive for promotion and progress.' It would
be well to haveregular meetings of janitors, for which specified pro-
fessional programs should- be .arranged and better waysOf- doing
their work diActissed. Such a series of meetings might be organized
into a sort of janitor school, to improve tho.,e Ivho are in serviee, and
to prepare candidates to enter- the service. There are always better

. ways of doing things: and as new conditions-arise new adjustments
must be made. The programs should include lectures from the
school superintendent, the inspeCtor of buildings, health -offict.rs.
plumbers, engineers, and also opportunities for the janitors them
selves to set forth the special devices or meth° s which they find use-
ful. They should have hooks.anil magazines elating to their dutiek,
and a consistent effort should be made to de clop a real professional
spirit. Some janitorsuse more coal than necessary, through lack of
Understandibg of combustion and stoking; ethers -waste water;..ias,
and electricity some are skillTul ip sating, and. in making the most
of Conditions. .1f all such experiences were brought to light and ex-.
amined intelligently. and sympathetically, saving and better Service
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would result. Besides, a trade or profession which does not commandintelligent interest will degenerate into a mere task, more or lessloathsome.

, During the One the buildings were in.speeted the janitors wereuneasy and many of them were complaining of this or that. It is im-possible to say whether these complaints were well founded or not.The janiats repeatedly volunteered the statement that it was verydifficult to get the supplies they needed, or in ease repairs were im-peratively needed that relief came very slowly. There were no ?nit-ward signs of disloyalty. but.therexan be no doubt of the uneasiness.Whether as a result of this general state of mind or other conditions
we found the jani6r service in some instances not of the hightest
standards. In a number of buildings, for instance, we found thefresh-air intake dirty and used as a storage place for oil cans, brooms,mops, and the like. It should be clear even to the most thoughtless
that this space should be 'kept scropulously dean. for through it thefan is drawing the air for the-classrooms, Any dust or odor allowed
to gather there will be dri'Ven into the classrooms to the detriment
and discomfort of the teachers and children. Besides., any mate-rial stored in these intakes will bean obstructionto the passage of theair and hence lessen the effectiveness of the fans. Lack of. storage'
room was frequently given as the reason for thus rising this space,
and there seemed to be in some buildings a real laik of storage spacefor necessary supplies.

It would be well to provide same. central storage place where allunused or- .-broken furniture supplies in use might be stored untilneeded. Furthermore, a good deal of combustible material would
thus be removed from basements and fire hazards.would be reduced%In every new building a fireproof closet should be provided in thebasement for the storage of paints, Oils, and mops which are more
or less saturated with 'oil or was. It was observed that a fire hadstarted from such materials in one of the closets in the Technical
High School. Caution in all things of this'sort: is of more value thanfire escapes.

The grounds about
itthe_sehool

buildings were 4iot in good condi-tion. It is hard to ml4rstand why ash piles should be banked up
against the -west side of the old high-school building or in the court .of the new Technical High School building. These piles keep the
ground and walls damp and are not in keeping with the neatnessfor which the schools strive. Some of the playgrounds look ragged. I.and mikempt A systematic attempt ought to be made to put themin circler immediately. A number of the buildings leak and need re-pairing. A janitor can not keep a neet.building when leaks marwalls, Ceilings, and floors. The roof on the Jefferson building'poor ,condition. It not otily leaks, but seems rather weak and uh-
steady. It should be examined' for the sake of safety.
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'-,The program of the studies of the high school at Elyria, °hid. is
divided into three curriculate classical, commercial; and industrial.
The cla&sical curriculum ig described as ti straight road to the col-
lege of arts. Colleges geberully require four to six credits of foreign
languages, Latin or GC1111:111. or both. one or two of history. two of
science, two or three of mathematics and three of English: the re-
maining units may be elected. as shown below, making a total of 15."
The commercial curriculum aims to giVe a practical course,
and to broaden the mental horizon by valuable supplementary aca-
dt.mic studies." The industrial .curricultn. according too printed
course of study, leads ." directly to such technical schools as Case,
Ohio State, o1 Boston. which will accept four credits in manual train:
nig. Without 'looking forward to the nuiyersity, it fits the studeht
formore effective work in various industrial lines." The three "cur,
ricula

CLASSICAL. COMMERCIAL. INDUSTRIAL.

Eng Ikli, eenerni history.
Latin.
Elect one: General science,

m rafanutsal training, or arts and

English, genetal h , general
science. and manual. training.
or arts rind crafts.

.

English, general history. greets!
science.

Boys: Meehan leal drawing 01.
pattern making, and melding .

Glr is: .Iris and crafts (j), draw;
in:. pottery, modeling, has:
ketr ... and rookin; (f).

X-
English.
Algebra..
Latin.
English history.

English.
'Dewiness forms (j)
Bookkeeping (4).
'Typewriting.
Business arithmetic.
Industrial history.

,
English, algebra, horticulture. s
Boys: Architeetuial drawing (41:
-forgifig, pattern, and founding:
elect as an extra (4); electricity
or pipe fitting.

Girls: Cooking (4), drawing (fn.
sewing (li.

Plane geometry.
Latin or licnnan or both,.
Elect: Physics or horticulture.

Stenography.
Bookkeeping. a
Commercial geography.
English icommerch0).

- .

Plane geometry, physcs.
German.
Boys: Machine design, pattern

and founding.
Girls: Metal woe Jewelry, house

designing int or decorating,
bookkeeping, printing, or
horticulture. ,

English.
Latin or German or both.
Solid geometry and algebra, If

preparing for college.
Elect: American history or civ-

Ica or chemistry or physics..

.

.

English.
Stenography,
Commercial law (3).
Bookkeeping (3).
Elect: OwMan or dries or

ptlyMOrk ,

-
.

English, nennanoiolid geometry,
and algebra (for college) OT
ohemIstry.

Boys: Brafting, machine shop,
pattern, and founding. cabinet

. or agriculture. .
(11th': Household economy, metal

work, jewelry. posters, ours-
care otehlldren,-making of

Children's clothing, or agri. .

culture.

76
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The distribution of the pupils among the seVeral curricula is asfollows:
Prreentope of pupils enrolled in no Hone curricula.

Curricula. Total. Boys. Olds.
ei

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.e'lar.sical
43 34.. illconenerri.11. Is II 23i nd aside,

Mixed 38
--'' '1 54

1
23

I

The prig ciple upon which these curricula wet forMed is obvi-ously a good. one. There is not a wide elective system, trusting thework of the pupil to the v..ried whims and unfoun led choices of shepupils. An effort has been made to group the course, of stiidy in anorganized series leading to certain specific, types of work to be fol-.lowed after leaving school..
To test-the efficiency of this distribution certain .questions must benuswered: .(i) Are too many curricula offered, dissipating the en-ergies of -the school? (2) Are too-few curricula offered, sacrificingthe interests of any considerable numbers of pupils/ (3) Are the .curricula as they are arranged at present composed of tin wisestselection of courses possible under present conditions? (4) Are thepupils receiving. adequate guidance in 'their selection of the partic-ular, curriculum which to pursue? -

J. ire too inanjf curricula offered?
There are two valid reasons why, under certain circumstances, avery few curricula should be offered. In a small school Where there,very few teachers the Multiplication of sections dissipates theenergies of the school. In a school where all the children come fromfamilies of the smile class, and are bound for similar occupations,

niultiplication of sections and curricula is unnecessary. Elyfia:HighSchool fulfillS neither of these conditions.
a) Th'e school is large enough to give many more curricula with-.mit dissipating its energies. In.the fall semester, .1916,128 sections .were offered,, with the following distribution:

Number of sections offered_ is the .sercral ,courses of study.
Sections.

Seiko's..A griceltern II
IV

Drawirig I
English I

It
IVHistory 1
III
IV

Commercial geography HI
Home economics I

II

'IV
II

Latin. J.,
II.. .......
IV

.

/..

....

3
2
3

6

9
3
2

4
8
4
3
53
2

Mathematics 1
I le.in......1

Commercial arithmetic II .
German HI
li I v

usio. I
II'

111
IV

Soienoe ,1.nt
Inclustrial arts

I
I

V

,. it
II and III

III
IV

...

.7.
7
a
I
I

4
a
1
I
1
1
3
4

S 2

2
1

it
1
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(b) The School draws its pupils from such a variety of honks that
wide variation in its program of studies is highly desirable. A ques-
tionnaire was addressed to the pupils of the high school, asking elicit
tor' the occupation of his father. Replies were received from Z410
pupils, with the following results:

Occupation of parents of children in the Elyria High Sc ?tool.

Professional

Civil engineer'
Lawyer
Minister
Teacher
Dtntist
School administ , )r
Electrical engineer
Mechanical engineer
Chemical engineer.
Experimental engineer
Vocational engineer
Probate judge:..
Doctor

Trade

Merchant
sale quan

Manager.
Real estate agent.
Contractor
Tailor ,

Bookkeeper
Silperintendent
Livestock broker.
Grocer
Jun% dealer
Jeweler ..
Miller
Florist
Puichaaing agent:
Lumber yard Arram
Shoeman A

Monument dealer
Road bitilder.
Meat cutter
Shipper
Tie dealer
Stock and bond dealer...4
Hide dealer
Wholeetile crinfectioner
Branch manager
Infirmary superintendent
leather inspector

. Automobile agent.
(las and electric company

1..

.....

,

52

14

7

II

6

2

2

1

1

PP,

1:v)

1.)

lU

5

5

4

3,
2

2
`p7

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I
. I

1

1

41111

TadeContinued.
Insurance agent
Paymaster

Ilantijacturing and n
tries I.

Machinist 3!i

Carpenter
Foreman
Mc clrauic 9

Toolmaker A

Electrician 8

Fattory worl&cs 7

Millwright 6
Molder 6

Blacksmith 6

Plumber. 5
Painter 5
Steam engineer 4

Pipe cutter 4

Laborer. 4

Stonecutter 3

Baker 2

Automobile tire mender 2

Garage man 2

Lacernaker. . 2

Pattern maker 2

Roll grinder 2

Inspector 2

Superintendent machine egm-
pany

President foundry company....
Care hardener
Steal mill foreman
Motor assembler
Roll turner
Mason 1

Foundry manager 1

Metal mixer 1

Timekeeper 1

Motor teeter lir. 1

Inner tube inspeetor . /
Polisher
Steel tenge manufacturer. ... 1

Bkoe.repairer t

a

.

-
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Occupation of parent& of children in the Elyria Hh SchoolContinued.
Transportation 6. 35

Conductor. 10
8

Motorman 3
Car in,. peer. .. 3
Ili-patcher.. 2
chief clerk 2
A gen t 2
Porter. 1

Brakeman 1

Limman 1

. Section foreman 1

Freight agent.
1

Express, postal, telegraph. ,te

Railway postal clerk
Mail carrier
Telephone operator

Public service. 6

S

3
2

Fireman..,.,.
Count,- officer..
Fire waran
Probation officer ju enile

court

1

Public spriceContinued.
Deputy sheriff
Member industrial commission

Domestic and personal scr

Barber
Saloonkeeper
Watchman .

Janitor
Chef 1

Owner dance hall 1
Owner theater 1

Owner sample room 1

Owner lunch counter 1
Owner hotel 1

Clerical serti,e 10

Clerkq TO

Agriculture 118

fa.rmerq 111
Gardener .3
Horse trainer. 2

Others 49

Dead 46
Retired 3

Tile children in the Elyria High School come. thn. from all sortsof homes. The types en onsTank in the following order:

Industry
° Agricultur

Trade
Prole onal
0th.

Per cent.
31.2 Transportation...

Per cent.
... 6.0

19 8 Personal senice ., 4.1
17. 1 Express, eLtc ' 4.-

2.2
8.9 Clerical sewage I 1.7
8. 7 Public nice 1.0

0. re too feto.extrrieula offered, sarrifsoatej the interests of any con-
riderable number of pupils?

t is of course out of the question to providefunder a systerni ofgro instruction the very best possible curriculum for every.stude . The question is whether'or not the classical, commercial,
and ind rial curricula as they now stand are taking care in the

. mosteffici it way r 'soups ofpupils who are likely.$ to engage In ar work after caving school. The ideal wa
.test thiiivoul be to procure the history of all the children wllo had'entered the, high school during the past, 10 years, trace their ex-.
periences afterleiving school, andatfpon that as a bags obtain anidea of thefixperispcis which it is probable the pupils now in schOol..will hip after they leave. S,o far as the i:apt:or .ria. Ole to..
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determine, no such information is available. The following data
were procured, however, which will serve almost as well:

Occupations which the boys of Elyria figh Seim! plan to follow.
Prof cssionch 86

-Electrical engineer_ 13
Doctor., 13
Lawyer _ *13

Mechanic:II engineer__ 9
Civil engiiteer._ 6
Englneeri
Architect , 4
CheinJost 4
DI usician 3
Journalist 0

Y. M. C. A. workei
Actor

Mining engineer 1

Music teacher..,. 1

Violin teacher 1

Financier 1

Vocational enginees_ 1

Minister 1
Forester

.Army officer
Dentist
Cartoonist 1

1

Trade "3
Pharmacist 0
Contractor 4
Merchant ' 3
Advertiser 2
ClothlaiLbusiness 2

' Banker . 2
Lumberman 1

Business 1
Oil man 1

Salesman 1

ilanufaii-nring.an'd lime/la/tied?
dustrics 3:t

Draftsman 12

Master mechanic 7.a
Electrician
11Ia chi n ist

Etigineer 1

W I reless operator 1

I nspeetor 1

Printer 1

Pattern rim ker 1

Tool maker' 1

Transportation

Railroad wan.
Rnilroad engineer

Clerical occupations

Bookkeeper ______-__________
Office boy
Stenographer

====
Agriculture

Farmer 21,

Market gardener

Undecided

Seniors 10

Juniors 4
Soplimores
Freshman 37

Sillomdry of preceding table.
Boys planning to i:',. ' Per cent.

Enter professional life, -- 31..1
Enter trade _., 8..4,,Enter industry 4

12.0,
Enter transportation .. .7
Engage in clerical work --,----------:,----- '8.8
Farm.---___t_ _ ---- 8.0,r

' a .
Undecided 80.2.

,

18 out of 84 seniors, or 47 i)etcnt are undecided.
18 out of 54 Juniors, or 83 per cent are undecided.
20 out of 82 sophomores, or'85 per. tear are undecidei
srout of 118 freshmen, or 81 per clout us undecided.

,

6
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Occupations which the girls of Elyria. High School plan to follow.

Teaching
Missionary
Illustrator 2
Author

-.-
Lawyer
Musician 14

Trade
7

Business woman
Milliner 6

Manufacturing and mechanical
in-dr/Africa 1

81

Domestic and personal serrice____ St
Nurse
Settlement worker I

Home maker 3
Social secretary
Costume designer.'

7.;

Stenographer GO
Bookkeeper 9
Librarian 5
Reporter 1

Undecided 107

Clerical service

Garage repair work... 1 Seniors 19.

Juniors 19
Sophornbres 24
Freshmen . 35

Summaries of preceding table.
Girls planning to enter

Per centPraessiona4 life
W.. 2Trade
2. 2Itahtstry

.3
1.0Clerical service

23.9Undecided
SO. 919 out of 45 seniors, or 42.2 per cent, are undecl cl.19 out of 82 juniorft, or 23.2 per cent, are undeci ed.24 out of 70 sophomores, or 34.3 per cent, are oleeilled.35 out of 117 freshmen, or 30 per cent, are ateeided.

Present occupation of the boys who graduated In 1915 and 1916.
Profs R.eionni 18

Engaged in further study____. 16
Working with a 'dentist 4
Lawyer , 1

Trade
4

Working in a hank 4

Manufacturing and, mechanicalirl , .
industries , 19

Draftsmen, National TooLs__ 4
Willis factory 3
Standard Oil , 2
Steel plant__ 8
Garford:...
Rubber factory
Workiig in 2.
Carpenter

urbirt
131884-1848 ,.

Transportation,
Ezprcas, etc

Mail clerk _

Personal service 0
Clerical atcupations_ 5

Clerks

Miscellaneous

At home- 411
Dead

1
Farming r

I
sui'veyor

1
'Seidler and pugilist
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Summary of preceding table.
Boys engaged in Per cent.

Professional life or iu ftirther study 34.6
Trade 7. 7

Industry_ 34. 4
Clerical occupations
Other occupations 11. 9 .

Present occupations of girls who graduated in 1915 and 1916.

/Waged in further study 33

At college 17
Business college 9
Teacher training course 4

Study ltSg music 3

Professional 2'

Teaching 22

Trade 2

Milliner 2

14ctory worker
Telephone operator
Domestic and personal service__ Is

At home 13

Married 5

Clerical helpers 19

Slenog-ropliers 17

Office %voi. 1

Clerk in a store 1

Summary-of preceding table.
Girls engliged in Per cent.

Further study 34.0
Professional work 22.7
Trade

.Factory work 2. 0 .
Telephone operating 1.0
Domestic service - 18.0
Clerical Work 19.5

Pre.smit occupations of older brothcs; feho'It least entered high school.

In college
Pkfcssional

28 PO

10Business
Archite'et 5 Salesman 5

Teacher 2 Banker
Artist_ , 1 Broker
Civil engineer 1 Insurance. 1

Chemist 1 Druggist
Minister 1

Industry__ 99 Transportation 4
Public service_ 13

84in Industry
7XlectrIclan 6 Mlle service

Summar 4 Army and Nary ___ _ 6
Carpr 2 1112121.11

Rallo-operator 1 4aupationa 26
Plumber
penter 1

Agriculture
t

a
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Summary of preceding table.

Older brothers engaged In .
Per ( ent.h irther study %.

12 4
Professional

4 16Trade
0Industry

I. 1
Transportation

1. 7Public service
SClerical work 1.

Farming
U. 9

Present occitpationa of older sisters toh9 at least entered high to.hool.

Further study_ 17 Clerical occupations__ 53Professional 36
Stelrograph4Ts 52Teachers 35 Librarian 1Organist 1

Telephone operators" 5
99Personal serrice Miscellaneous

Married. 75
Eceping house 21
Nurse 3

Summary-of preceding table. .. )Girls engaged In
Per cent.Further Rudy, 7.0

workork - - 16. 6
Personal service (married 34.9 per cent i '44,7Stenography and office work 24:2
The Occupation' s of all pupils who entered with present senior class. '

BOYS.
I

BOYS --.0010001141.
Slit/ in school 47 Industry --_____. 18

In Elyria 11. S 41. In Willis plant .0In business college 2 CarpeiJer 3Studying in Paris 1 .Lace. factory 2In ichool elsewhere 3 Steel plant .1
Garfora S 1Trade 12 Goodyear 1

_

Garage 1Drug store 5
Grocery 2 Trinisportation .1

Furniture dealer --- 1 Personal service_
Bakery 1 Rell toy 1Bicycle shop 1
Luke Terminal 1 Agriculture .5Mee sted, plant 1 Unksosen-----

seam Lesibef

.
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Th4, occupations of all pupils 'who entered

GUMS.

OF ELYRIA, OHIO.

with present senior class-Continued.

ontLe-continued.
4Still in school. 59 Pet.sonal sertiee 9

In 'Elyria H. S 53 At home tI

Business college 2 Married
In school elsewhere 3 Nurse
Graduated

Telephone operator
3Industry Clerical. work 9

lu fajto 3 Unknown__

Sum:vary of preceding table.
Per cent pet cent

a of bane.. of girl ,.
Still In school
Trade
Industry

___s

4 ,10.6
1:2. 9

19. 4 .

66. 1
__ _ _

3. 3
Transporta Lion i. 4,j _ _ . _

Telephone 9.0
Personal, service : 1 10. 11
Clerical workwork , 10. 1
Agriculture 5.4
Unknown 4.3 1. 1
Loafing 1. 1

These ae series of datti-afford about as good bases on which to ,

predict tine probable occupartaons of the pupils in Elyria High School.
as it is possible for us to find, for the records of the past are ?at
complete.

What the boys and girls of Elyria or likel to do.

Types of occupation.
Parents'
occupa-

tion.

What
the

pupils
say they
Mill do.

I)
BOYS.

Professional and college. to

Trade
Industry
Transportation

Mr:ph, eta 4
service

Personal earth*
Clerical occupations
Agriculture

CURLS.

Taseilig and college

Mrstry
?alpha's. W.

Moto makers, nurses, eta
Merkel ooeuplatleris

9.9
17. 1
31.2
6.0
2.2
1.0
4. 1
1.7

19.8

49.6
13. 1
18.9
1,2

5.4
12.8

32.2
2.2
.3

Ill. 9
38.9

What
the
uates

of 1915
and 1916

-are
doing.

what
those who
left the

1917
class are
doing.

Wiut
older

brothers
and

sisters
are now
doing.

25. 8
38.9
10.8

2.2

10.8

17.3
9.0

44.
1

5.4

11.9
9.9

24.6

10.0 3.3
22.0 9.0
30. 1.1
30.3

3
100.1

.
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On the basis of these data it is probable that most of the tioys andgirls in Elyria High school will fall into the following well-defined

gropps and that each group will have a sufficient titimber of mem-beis to Niarrant consideration:
(11 Boys who will go to college

(a) In the classical course, as In Ober lin_or Kenyon.
(b) In the general course, as at Ohio State, Western Reserve, OhioWesleyan, etc.
(c) In the engineering or scientific work, as at Case or Ohio State.(2) Girls who will engage in further study
(a) In the classical course, as (la).
(b) In the general Course. as (1b):
(c) In the.Ohlo Normal School, at Kent.
(d) In the Elyria tralnimicourse.
(c) In the Oberlin Conservatory of Music.

(3) Iloysho will engage in Industry.
(4) Boys who will engage in business, mostly clerk work.
(5) Boys who will fac,m.
(6) Girls who will teach without further preparation.
17) Girls who will be married or help nt home:
(81 Girls who will engage in husltiess! mostly as clerks or stenographers.

Ilaving these well-defined groups in the student body, let us nowconsider the manner in which they are served in the present cur-riculum of the school. In investigating this question each pupil wasasked why he had chosen to enter elle curriculum which he was fol-.
lowing. The results are given in the following tables: lit

Reasons given by boys for electing the variburricula.
Classical

95

.Planning to go to college_ s_ -.. . 3" May go to college; and If I do, I wish to prepare"
12Gives the best general education .
12To be a musician
3_

To help In specific work, such as pharmacist, doctor, lawyer, writer,etc
. itVogue and Indefinite rengons

11I..
--.=---Conlmerclal

2,1

To engage in office work
,. 21° Vague and Indefinite

1 7
. ,,Industrial

,.....1.. 140
,,," Fits meifor the Wolk I am planntng to do"

.
03.. "IleCause I like It it- .-1- 34To prepare for college :wy....
17

a
.To prepare for ,farming

'14rTo ..gain an idea of various lines .of wore . 10Vague and Indefinite t Id
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Reasons given by girls for electing the several curricula.

Classical _____ 153

Planning to go to college 66
May go to college, and would like to be prepared 33
Prepares for teaching 22

Prepares for the normal' school 4

Have to have four years of language for the Oberlin Conservatory of
Music 2

Best general, training. "(One 9;1 said : "Best training for an unde-
cided person ") 13

Best tralning.for a prospective nurse 6
Vague and indefinite 16

' Commercial 70

To prepare for stenography or lio,.0;,,,phit: .. 50
To go to tusiness college 3

Vague and Indefinite: ("By takklig this course.' I'll get it rather titan
let it get me, because I am poor in mathematics")__. ,_ 14

Couldn't stay more than two years in high school_ 3

Industrial 60

"Because I like jt "._ 27
To be a inIlliner,,lamsewife, etc 29
Best for a nurse
Best general training 3
Vague tial indefinite 7..

Under the, present condition,, choices of curriculum are made for
widely varying reasons. All wtio plan to go, to college or xonnal
schoo' 1 -(except the'cogineers) select the classical course. Those who,
are undecided select tile classical course. A smaller number that
have other fairly definite ambitions, go into the otherlines. There
tfre more sighifieut groups of pupils .than there are curricula pro-
vided. This brings us to our third question:

3.Are-rhs curricula as offered as efficient as they might be in meeting
the Mtn. re. necds of the pupils therein registered,

The classical curriculum enrolls those *ho are planning ,to go to
college (except the engineerini students) and those who think that
there is some slight probability of their going on to further academic
work.. It enrolls boys and girls whil are planning to go.to the coo-.

__eery:story of.music;girls planning to teach, with or without addi-
tional training. It also enrolls a grop of doubtful students. How
well does it meet their needs
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The entrance, requirements of the colleges in northern Ohio most
often attended by Elyria High School graduates are as follows:

College entrance requirements (arts ru lege) in northern Ohio.

kindred.. OhioOberlin
Stale.

Ohio
W

Ie) an.
I

Kenyon.
Western
Reset ye'(I) (2) (3)

Enclish ,3 3 3 3 3 3 3Idathemittlel 3 2 3 3 3 3Foreign languages (Latin and
Greek, 2)

4Latin and Greek
4Foreign language

4 4 4 4History and civics
2Science

2Elective 3 4 4 2 2 2

Oberlin (8 nines from Elyria) and the classical course at Kenyon
require two yea's of work in either. Latin or Greek. The others
allow the candidate to present any four units of foreign-language
work, provided, of course, the' it is presented in blocks of not less
than two units. Elyria High School, through its present offering in
the classical curriculum, is compelling every child who plans to go I

to an arts college to offer the Oberlin. program of entrance. This
is an injustice, in our opinion, for the following reasons: (1) Three
representative northern Ohio colleges specify only four units of lan-
guage work without spNifying ancient languages; (2) only the
group bound for OArrlin or Kenyon are _thus served;. (3) those
planning tego to the normal school are compelled to study ancient
languages, wh.ich will be of relatively little help to a teacher. All
that is required for entrance is graduation from a standard four-
year high school. (4) Those planning to enter the conservatory of
music need four'units of foreign language. The re,quiremaits run as
follows: English (3) ; mathematics' (2) ; foreign languages (4) ;
history and civics (1); science (1); foreign languageS, science, his-
tory, solid geometry, advanced algebra, or fourth-year English (4).
These music students who obviously need much study of modern
foreign languages are thus forced to study ancient languages for
at least, two years. (5) The curriculum as at present arranged .is.
unjust to those -who are undecided and to that great group of am-
bitious' high-school students who start a curriculum which they
are destined never' to finish. Of every 100 boys who entered Elyria
.High School in the past five clasps but 19 to 26 have graduated;
of 100 girl's, only 35 to 56 graduated. (Ss table, page 90.) The sig-
nificant results of the study' of ancient languages come onli in later
years of study, particularly in, the upper high - school classes Band in.
further work in college.. The boy or girkwho drops out,durinitithe
high-seihoo' 1 course hie pitifully little t4allt for his effort.
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It seems wise, therefore, for the Elyria High School to divide its
classical curriculum into at least two parts. One, preparing for tht.
classical course'at Oberlin and Kenyon, shoutd remain substantially
as the curriculum is at present, with the possible addition of another
Year of work in English. The other should substitute two years of
some modern foreign language f'br the two years of work in begin-
ning Latin. and Cresar. This would do no harm to the college-pre-
paiatory group and would be of more benefit to the music students
and to those wilt; are compelled to:leave. There is every reason to
suppose that. anotlwr curriculuni is needed. Many of the girls elect
the classical curriculum with the. idea of using it as preparation
either for teaching directly after leaving high school or as prepara-
tion jOr the normal school Fork. Those who made this survey have
grave doubts as to whether either- a foreign language. or abstract
mathematics, such as algebra and geometry, furnishes the best prepa-
ration for prospective teachers within the brie? time involved. We
suggest, therefore, that the schools' officials dismiss the type of prepa-
ration needed for that line of work with the authOrities at the Kent
Normal School And with the leache of the 'training class" in
Elyria. Surely such preparation would not be had in ito highest
form in the present classical curriculum.

The commercial turriculum enrolls but one significant.group of
students, those who plan to enter business as clerks, bookkeepers, or
stenographers. It appears that a few siudents are taking the com-
mercial and other curricula with the idea .of going to a business
college. Why is this? . it

The indirstrial curriculum enrolls a variety of groups. They in-
clude boys planning: To enter the en4ineering or scientific courses in
college, to enter industry, to become fartriWs, market gardeners, and
dairymen; and girlsplanning to specialize injurious phases of home
economics or art work, or to conduct homes of 'their own or to help
at home. The curriAlum:as at preserit arranged is not sufficiently
.diversified to meet all these needs. Those preparing for the engineer-

. ing schoois-'needli certain distinct distribution of courses. For
exa 1.1 t iste School of applied Science requires thet,followiteg
for entrance:

. tank
Algebra. to quadratics 1 0
Quadratics, binomial theorem, and progressions . fig
Plane geometry A. 0
Solid geometry
English
German, French, or Spanish 2,0

- -e- 1, 0
Chemlatry
Optional (Including mechanical drawing and shopwork),---.......: 5.0
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.The curriculum as at present arranged does not quite meet thisneed, requiring a choice betv::;en solid geometry and algebra andchemistry in the senior ye:ir, both of which are need for entranceto Case. With this exception, the currict um is satisfactory for thist

group. In all probability this curriculum, ..ith its five optional units,
four of which may be in drawing and shopwork, will also prove to hea good course for those who plan to enter industry. The nearer theIwo groups can be kept together the better, for un4oubtedly there are4; manly boys who plan to go to Case or Ohio State who will be com-
pelled to enter industry before graduation from the high school.The English, rnathemati9s, science, and industrial work all have greatvalue for tl)is group.

More than 80 boys in. the Elyria Iligh School liVe in rural .com-munities. Neirly one-fourth of the older brothers of these children/
who at least entered high school, are farming. A separate curriculumis needed for this group.

. .. .

On the basis of the experience of previous, classes, it seems that a
large percentage of girls should have more work in.luirne economics,' and that a compiete Curriculum designed to prepare for home making
should be devised. The value of matheniaticsrsnehliis algebra and.geometry, for girls preparingto be home niakOrs is doaptful; chein-
istry and physics, more adapted to the needs of girls, should be in-troduced. When there are four sections oflthysics and two of
chetnistwy, one section in each weight will be specially adapted tothe needs'of girls. .

. .
.In pardeular the course's weak failing to provide as much'as

ppssible for the boys and girls who are forced to drop out of school.
The teachers. and administrators of high schools must' keenly realize
that less thati one-half of the children who enter as freshmen will
ever graduate. Elyria High School is no exception to this rule, as
the following shows: .

Elimination in Elyria 114nh School in elassen of 1912-1916 connIdering only chowwho entered with the class.

Students.
-

f
I ' 61,,

.,1,912
. .,

'1913' 1914 1901 1913

tlinmber of students who
:#1:nterai with the rlas

Left at end of first year
,-.1.1:ett at end of wend year

TAqt at end of third year
Graduated on time
Graduated one year later
Graduated two yoars late
Graduated one year early

'Total number of gradiartee'

F.", ,'7-
. ,

r .

-195
';.419

104
86
67

i11

183
-. 132

.,' 116
88
69
12
2

'. a., ,

200
174.
127
106
68
1

193
151
116
93
69

01
as-

.

-.

131
10
31
61
40

',.
----

i
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Elimination in Elyria High School during the past live years, based upon every
100 that entered.

Students.

. Total. Boys. \

1916

(1irls.

Inl3

79

58

I n1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1912 1913 1911 1915 1912 1913 1911

93
(19
56
40

Number rerunning at
end of--

First year
Second year
Third year
Fourtiryear

82
53
43
29

R3
63
48
32

87
64

334

64
52
38

, 74
; 62

49
30

81
50
37
19

74
61
39
25

79
56
49
26

74
51
33
20

74
62
411
19

82
55
49
39

88
83
54
40

The group that seems to be treated with th cohgideration is
the group which leaves school-before-graduation; t se pupils receive
the smallest return for their efforts, in proportion to time spent. Thfii
group must of.necessity be more or less neglected. Any plan, how-
ever, whitli wil) strengthen and make. more vital the work of the
earlier years will improvethe arrangement of the program of studies.
The commercial curriculum anl the agricultural phase of the indus-
trial curriculum 'especileilly sin in this particular. No vital commer-
cial, wOrk is given in the first year, nor is there any ?ri agriculture;
yet of the older brothers who are farmers, 11 graduated and 11 did
not; and of the older brothers who are in bil§iness. 10 graduated 'and,
10 did not. Of 52 older *sters engaged in office work,:only 3gradii-
nted. Further treatinea 's problem will be found under the sec-
tion which discusses the -est hment of a junior high school.

4. Do the. upils roceive ad eqUote guid.a?the in their choice of a curric-
ulum?

The organization of studicrsis into a series of curricula, each deised
to meet some definite need in an effort to steer between the elective
systein and the system of hard and fasrequirements. It seeks to avoid
random and aimless selection* of courses of the one and at the same
tithe to eliminate the hard Ad fast nature of the 00141, which has its
only jlistificalion in poverty or in a beliit in fckrtnat dis6pline. Under
the curriculum plan each pupil has free choice of the general line
which he *ishes. tc pursue, but having made this choice, he is coin-

. gelled to follow that specific line.of work 'for the. rest of his years in
high school that he may achieve the results which followthorougline,..
and continuity of attack. It is meeting', important for the succ(t:,s
Of thid'system, however4hat tRe pupils receive just, impartial, and
.pdequate.guidance in their selection of n curricultim.

It is necessary that Elyria :High School take more vigorous steps
in this direction in the future. At present a little booklet giving the
curricula offered, the words of 'desLiiption quoted, and certain other
rules and regulations are distributed to thethildren of theeighth
grade shortly before they are ready to entew high school. The city

Itt
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superintendent visits each eighth-grade class and makes a little talk.The teachers try to help. This guidance is insufficient- There areseveral reasons for this. The teachers in the grades are not inpossession of sufficient information to guide their children wisely.One teacher told the investigator, with some pride, that nearly all
of her children had elected the classical course, so that they mightenter college. Upon being- asked if she knew which colleges inrnn'thern Ohio demanded such preparation she admitted that shedid not -know, but " supposed that they all did." Too many of the.,,children, in answering the questionnaire previously mentioned, were.indefinite and vague in their statement of the reasons .whichprompted them to enter a particular course. 'This is natural, since.they had never been put in possession of sufficient facts. to warrant'a satisfactory judgment. Further, the parents need enlightenmentin this matter. Too often the children are advises by parents wh6
have not sufficient facts at hand to know which cirri glum 4.,dhildought to elect. Still-further, .childre-n.need to be prot ed from the
propaganda advanced by alert, intelligent, but too i.sguidedand partial teachers.' Too many childre.n_have_ been enticed intoclassical or industrial @urriCula by organized camPaikris.ear?Sed onby teachers of these subjects. The only remedy is to acquaint teacla.ers, parents, and pupils alike with such facts -as have boen 'deter-mined. It would be highly desirable for the board of education -to
have a booklet prepared giving each curriculum in detail, just atit leads to, just what preparation is needed,' what the rewar tirelikely., to be; 'what modifications, if any, call lie inade: Some of thehistory of preVious classes could well be introduced, and the obuble-,:experience Of present classes in this light could.be ptledicted. Dis-tributiu thismateriil well in advance of entrance to hig school,

iiikencouraging discussion of it in class. arliome, and at pare teacherMeetings, and eliminating scattered tid casual.. recommendation
would help to present misfits; to puts re pegs.in square holes, and,
round pegs in round liolas: At least Aetelous discussion of this Koh-)ern should occupy several faculty meetings: It. can'not be hopea.that every child will be served with equal adequacy,...lnit only thatmore children will be served efficiently than at present: ...The following are. therefore recOmAiendeth

)..1. That the present thred curricula be expanded and melded moredirectly. with certain results in mind. The fOiloving is sulk:gested as a minittilim< : , ' .. . - .

a. The ..,7e.lassical course entrance cuiticull4m, prepati.ng for
The'
:Oberlin and Kenyon. .

, ' - e..__
b. Tie genital eurricultimi prepaiinglor other colleges of 'arts..\\...
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c. The scientific college preparatory curriculum, preparing for
, Case School of Apy lied Sciense, Ohio State, and the liI e.

This course should also provide for most of the ,boys pre-
paring for industry.

d. The commercial curricalmn, arranged substantially a,
present.

e. The agricultural curriculum. giving more thoro4i wort: i

agriculture.
of. The home economics curriculum, givint a definite line of

work for home makersreliminating abAract mathematics.
' and including science work* better designed for The needs

of girls.
2. That the authorities consider the need of a curriculum better

adapted than these to the needs of prospective teachers.
3. That the authorities consider whether there is suirfcient facility

and demand to warrant a special course in arts and crafts.
4. That every effort he made to put more vital work in the earlier

years of the high school.
5. That the board of education, in cooperation with the high-school

faculty, publish a booklet giving much more detailed information
about the courses Offered and probable demands and results, in
order at more adequate guidance may result: and that the
big . chool faculty_consider this problem with care.

It is recommended that the various curricula be made. up somewhat
as follows:

.

YEARS.

pear

Second
year.

Third
net.

Fourth

CI. %SS'.
CAL. t:ENE It A L. izELF. N

Enclish.

CoNIM ER-
CIA L.

A alitICUI,
TCRAL.

HOME
ECONOMICS.

Enclish. IEnglisit. English. English.'clews). Science. science. 1.1 ist or y. Illstory. History.1..ttin ?Indrrn
language.

Ilia ory. Seisms,. Science. S41111CP.

history. hishmv Industrial
'work.

Cuminerclal
work.

Apiculture. Home econotu
les.

English. English. English. English English. English.Algebra. Alpbra. .1Igeltra. Business
arithmetic.

Arlth met
anti accounts

Arithmetic
and amen tsLatin. Mod e r n Keunomies Industrial Indust'', al Horticulture.language. and indus-

trial history.
history and
commercial

work.
history. History. industrial

work.
work. (2) Apiculture. Home conom-

English. English. English. English. English. English.Plane geom- Plane geom- Plane geom- Commer cid Eh )sles. Householdidyl. etry. etry. geography. physles.!Attn. Modern
language.

Physics. Bookkeeping. Agriculture. nomeoconom-
ics.German o t

Physics.
Elective. Merman or In-

dustrial arta
Stenography. Elective. Elective.

N

'English. English. English. English. English. English.Latin. Modern Solki geometry CommerPal Chemistry. Householdlanguage. and algebra. wok (2). chemistry.Solid Elective (2).etry aid. Chemistry. Elective ( 1). Agriculture. Home econom-
ies.algebra.

Elective.
Vern= or he

dagtatals arts
Elective (1). Elective0(1).
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SCLENC6.

_ There are three courses offered in science, not including the agri-culturewhich is discussed separatelygeneral science in the firstyear, physics in the third, and chemistry in the fourth. The work waselected by 190 students. 57 electing general science, 90 physics, and37 chemistry. The textbookss are: SnyderGeneral Science; Mc-Pherson and HendersonFirst Course in Chemistry.; and HoadlyPhysics.
There are two outstanding needs in the science work-better equip-ment and a wider application of the work covered in class.The general science is taught in a room not well adapted to the'teaching of science. . It is merely an ordinary classroom with onerow of seats left out to provide a tittle space for experimentation.A few additional closets ore- available for extra material. Thephysics work is carried on in a very poorly lighted laboratory in theoldest of three buildings. The chemistry laboratory, while none toolight,-is better than the physics.- In the near future, however, it will Ceither,have to be moved or extensive repairs must be made, for theplumbing is giving way to the attacks of acids that have bpen passingdown the sinks for years. The result of these conditions has beep tolimit the usefulness of the other laboratory equipment. In the gen-eral science, the very nature of the room compels Ihe experiments tobe dtmonstrations by the teacher and not experiments by the class.In physics,.while there is considerable excellent .material provided insufficient quantity for 24 to work at once, the bad light limits its use-fulness. The chemistry classes are not as bad off now as they will bein a year or two.

The way in which the science work in Elyria High School can bemost improved, however, is in a wider application to the life whichthe.pupils are to lead. The work in general science gives only about15 out of 450 pages to problems of health, probably th most-neededstudy in the entire program. Physics is taught largely in):tieoreti--) cal way. A topic is taken up; the class is given a series of directionsfor experiment; a double period or more is spent in the laboratory;then its significance is treated. There is relatively little excursionwork and only a meager amount of direct application to any of thegrowing industries of Elyria. The work in chemistry is open to thesame criticism.
There are two ways. of remedying this difficulty. The scienceteachers can, through conference, discussion, and study, enliven their,work far more than they are now doing. ' It is perfectly feasible forthorn to give more time lo applications and to allow the class to spend'a considerable phrtion of the time on the use of the work in questionin the locid.industries.
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It would be tar more easy, howeVer, to make application of the
science work if the classes were composed of more homogeneous
groups. Three great groups need the science work particularly ; boys
who will need it in indUstry, boys who will use it on the farm, and
girls who will need it in the home. Under the present arrangement
it would be practicabkt to'-divide the sections in such a way. that
persons with similar interests would ake the work at thd same time
For instance, in two of the four sections of physics there is a majoriti
of girls; in one, 18 girls and ¢ boys; in another, 14 girls and 9 boys.
Ten girls are taking chemistry with27 boys. It is suggested that the
six sections of chemistry and physics be divided as follows: That one
section of physics and chemistry, each, be taught with special refer-
ence to the home, one section with special reference to the farm, and
one section with special reference toindustry:

1 The separation of the pupils into groups of this sort ought to im-
prove the work. It will continually remind the teacher that there
are applications to be made. There need be no vital change in the
content of.the course. The needed change will be nine by more and
better applications of the material studied.

We also s(iggest that a greater importance be granted to the study
of health. The high school has no higher duty.

GERMAN.

Two years of German are ntre d in the Elyria High School. 113
taking first-year German in the th d year and 53 taking second-year
German in thafoutth year, Stud nts who wish to take four years )f
language are compelled to elec two years of ancient language,
whether they wish to take it or not. Elyria is partiallarly fortunate
in having teachers who speak-the German language, whose pronuncia-
tion is excellent, and whose knowledge of German does not stop with,.
the language. We believe that Elyria should make more of modern
languages. We suggest that four years of one modern language h.'
given. It may be that with additional time, the teachers, who are
amply prepared for it, may be able to. make more use of the "direct
Method " and still rest assured of proper college preparation.

Four years are 'offered in Latin. the usual sequence of Caesar;
Cicero, and Vergil being followed. In the fall semester there were
101 beginning Latin, 64 reading Cesar, 81 reading Cicero; and only
19 reading Vergit. Four out of every five who begin this course
never begin the fourth year's ,work. If the rewards of the stpdy
of Latin Were to come otrly in the work, this would not cause com-
ment. It is believed thSt the results from the study of Lalln come
in the increased appreciation for the culture and 'literature of the
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Romans and in the added knowledge' of our own tongue which
comes from a familiarity with the language which makes up so larg.:
a part of it. The first value-comes only to a small number, roughly
20 per cent. The second comes only. after methods of teaching are
employed definitely to attain that end. We suggest that-the Latin
teachers strive eagerly for two goals: (1) To keep out of Latin the
children who ought never to take it and (2) by early and constant
effort to show children how the Latin helps the English. This ought
to be a part of every classroom exercise.

KNOLISH.

.Three years' work in English is offered, the usual program beingto omit it in the third year. It is taken by 231 in the first year, 158
in the second year, and 106 in the fourth year. Twenty pupils inthe third year .are taking a course called commercial English and
salesmanship. Literature is commonly studied three days a week;
comp)sition, oral and written, two days. Herrick and Damon's New
Composition and Rhetoric is used in the composition workthrough-
out the school, although some of the beginning classes are using
Lewis and Hosie's new book.

The literature work is arranged as follows:
First year:

First half
Ashmun, Prose Literature for Secondary Schools.
Ashniun, Modern Prose and Poetry for Secondary Schools*Second half
Ivanhoe.
Merchant of Venice.

Sermui war:
Silts :darner.
Julius Caesar.
Speeches of Washitieton. Webster, and Lincoln.
Idyls of the King. '
Vision of Sir Launfal.
Mine of the Ancient Mariner.

Fourth year:
Macaulay, Essay on Samuel Joluison.
Shakespeare. Macbeth.
Hawthorne, House.of keven (bibles.
Selected American Poems. .
Hoktnes, AUtocrat of the Breakfast,Table.

Several things stand out in striking manner in this course:
1. The work is not as. efficiently related Within itself as it might he.

TVs is shown' ifn several ways. There is not sufficient correlation
between.the work in oral composition and the wo 'tk of the remainder
of the week. As-shown belowin the study bf methods of teaching,
one of the most striking things is the brief and fragmentary char7:
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aeter of the answers given by the classes; the English classes on days
when oral expression was not definitely provided for were no excep-
tions to this rule. Thr children talk when they are having "oral
expression." The rest of the time they do not.

The same thing is true of the relationship of the classics studied.
If the teachers were to take advantage of every opportunity, there
would be more reference to other works that had gone before. In the
classes in which comparisons were made. and the various works
of literature were connected, better work was done.

There is not sufficient empasis upon the use, to which the English.
classics are to be put. Obviously, the study of 'English literature
should have as its main object the instillation of a love of reading,
particularly the reading of hooks of the best sort. The Elyria high
School properly starts with two collections of rather short selections;
and then settles down to intensive work for the rest of the course.
When children spend 19 weeks on Ivanhoe and The Merchant of
Venice progress must of necessity be so slow that the children do not
"see the forest for the trees." Much time is spent on the author's
life, unessential details of construction, and unimportant niceties
which might just as well be spent on much more extensive reading
of a pleasurable sort. We suggest that many more works be read,
just for the fun of reading them.

By starting with the short selections at the beginning, it is clear
that the teachers realize that the children have interests of their own,
and that the old-time way of-beginning with the long novel was not
successful. The particular selections which are used as a beginning
are too abstract and too much without adventure to appeal to the
average high - school beginner. We suggest that these dry and prosy
selections be reserved until later in the course, when the student will
have developed more taste for them. Begin with modern short
stories and read "Treasure Island" before very long.

There is probably not sufficient connection between writing or
speaking and the study of technicalities of writing. Grammar as
such is the stStly of the elementary school. Rhetoric comes in the
high school. It is hardly likely that the errors warned against
early in the course will be recognized in their new setting late in the
course. We usually learn when the need for learning arises. It
grammar were reserved until need for it arises in connection with
compositions, the problem of teaching it efficiently would be greatly
simplified:

2. There is a healthy tendency to make literature more readable.
Burke has given nay to Washington, Webster, and Lincoln; the
Idyls of the King to American poems. Milton's Shortel Poems
have been postponed until-college, and pieces of, literature have been
deemed.worthy -efleading which are less than 100 pages in length;

1r
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8. There is excellent use of objective aids. Bulletin boards arefound in every room. Illustrative material gathered from currentliterature, picttires from all sources. maps, charts, etc., are foUndin the English classrooms in proftision._
4. 77frre i. great need for experimentation. There is little of thegrowth apparent in the English department which comes from theconstant contact of alert and progresive teachers with one another.Improvements there undoubtedly have been. Good devices are un-quegionably in use. But the teachers are isolated from one another.One has all the senior English; another all the sophomore; severalothers divide the freshman Latin and English and history. Thereshould be more division of the work and more departmental meet-.ings, in order that good ideas may be disseminated and grow.5. Every clam should be a class in English. Good habits in writ-ten and oral English can not be gained from school work by occa-sional lessons in one subject only. Every teacher throughout theschool should require and demand accuracy in etiaression. Yet thisis not done at the Elyria High School. and it has rarely been accom-plished in an incidental Way.- We recommend that the English de-partment accept this as a problem for study. It seems to us that the.problem for proper cooperation in English has never been sade-.

quately solved.
EMATICS.

There were 352 pupils studying algebra. 92 stuerig plane geome-try and 27 studying solid geometry. More were studying begin-ning algebra than any other single subject. This was due to thefact that in previous years algebra had been given only in the sec-ond year of the high school, and in 1916-17 it was advanced to thefirst. Next year there will be a small group electing algebra and aoportionately larger group in geometry.
The mathematics work seems to be Ai done so far as it goes.There is little application of the work (' ine, but that is not usuallyfound in high - school mathematics. Much of it is abstract, but thatis what teachers usually want.
The Monroe algebra test and the Peabody algebra test were bothgiveri. The Peab4dy test was given by the writer personally. TheMonroe test.was left to be given March 1, when it was designed to begiven. Through a mistake in the time element, the test was notgiver} as directed, and of course the results are meaningless.
The Peabody test is better adathd to those who have had algebraa year. There were no pupils of this grade in Elyria. It was givento those who were just beginning their second half'.year's work.

61684*-18' --4
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The results, compared with pupils of similar advancement, are as
follows:

111
Elyria pupils in algebra compared with others.

Al I AZ

Per rent.

A3 A4 84

cent.

I 154

EiAt .chooln with 02tpupils of Per rent. Per rent. Per rent.' Per Per rent. Per rentn. her (if.es..... 57.0 51. 33.9 44 2 , 41.4 32 3Elyria n hit)? pupils 1 22 3 24 7 5.3 22.1 26.4 ..0 1I

Elyria is not doing the work that the scl oo14 in Nashville,Paducali.
Owensboro, Whitesville, and Little Bock are doing. Considerable
difference was found in the work of the indi% ideal teachers, but that
is a matter t.45 be handled by the principal and is not of special interest
to the general public.

II. 31E1'1108S OF TEAC11114.4.

Despite the emphasis that is placed upon matters pertaining to
administration, the program of studies. physical equipment, school
buildings, and the like, there 'is no more important phase of high -
school work than the methods of teaching. It is hero that the success
or failureof a particular line of work rests. The major efforts of the
principal should be directed to increasing efficiency here. Neither
school law, social pressure, nor finances stand in the-may of improve,
went in this particular.

. kaliiing this, the 4server made every effort to ()Main. as compre- 4'

hensive and as accurate knowledge as possible of the methods of
6aching useiby teachers in the Elyria High School. This is difficult.
to obtain. OficSsroom observation at best is bound to he unsatisfactory.
Teac,hers unaccustomed to visitors are apt to be nervous, especially
in the face of a surve. A stranger in the room often disturbs the
pupils. Chance observations of scaktered recitations or portions of
recitations often fail to reveal facts in their true light because of the
necessary lack of familiarity on the part of the observer with what
has gone before. These difficulties, while not eliminated, were mini:
mized in the following ways:

1. Before starting the survey the teachers were called together and
acquainted in a general way with the plans.of the observer. They
were told that their diffiCulties were appreciated; that -awhile o
mecjssity they were being viewed in a critical light, they were before
no "court of star chamber "; that every-effort would be made to
judge theii work by standards that all would accept; and that before
nay -definite recommendations were made, sufficient concrete date
would be Advanced to' substantiate the point. The teachers were

'asked to -pay no attention to the 'observer, who promised to try 'to
make himself a§ inconspicuous as possible. ,r
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2. During the' earlier days of the investigation and as 'much as
possible during the later days, the observer entered each classroom
with or before the class, took an inconspicuous place in the rear of
the room, and remained there bail the close of the period. Fifty-
three complete recitations were observed 'in this fashion, In some
of the work, particularly in language and mathematic.; classes amid
in laboratory periods, two and sometimes three classes were visitedin the same hour. Twenty-one classes were visited in this way.
Toward the close of the investigation several tours of the school were
made, the observer remaining but a few Minutes in each room, verify-
ing certaiteconclusions from previou- investigation and watching the
progress and connectedness of the work.

3. To obtain a more complete knowledge of the work, the observer
made a practice of seeing the teacher teach the same section for three
or four (lays in the same subject. In this way the cmitinuity of the
work was seen. and abnormalities of a -single recitation were seen
more nearly in their true light.

Five variations of classroom procedure were clearly distinguish-
aide in the Elyria MO School, namely, variations in

(1) The responses given by the pupils.
(2) The relative einikasis on memory and on thought ork,
(3i Theresponsibility for the work snared by teacher a pupil,(4) The application of material stalled In class, andif (5) The interest of the pupils In the class work.

These are to be considered by the faculty of the high school in athoughtful way to determine if such variation is efficient, to magnifythe strong points, and to eliminate the weak ones. There are a few
coinsiderations in connection with each, however, that deserve men-,t i(m.'

..
(1) The resporiRes !liven by ppil,.Other things being equal, we

should assume that longer answers by the pupils would be desirable.
It should make for continuity of thought and better oral expression.
It seems hardly right, in English for example, -to devote a day a
week to oral composition and then for the remainder of the time todiscourage it. Short answers, however, are not necessarily a bad
thirlg. There is no neeeksary objection to a rapid-fire review or to a
horried's.urvey of a field. Some of the short answers were the direct
result of bad questioning habits on the part. Of the teachers, and
where this is the case the short snser should be considered a signalof danger. These are discussed in orders: , .

(a) In the classes where short Ittnswers are -found many of the
feacherskaire 4 habit of ttsking _questions that -end iff'"isn't it,""doesn't t," and."`Isn't that the way it was," ph'. Questions Of this
type aro indieitloqa of cUreless .1.eparation, careless thinking, orthey may mean that the teacher is really lecturing while lie thinks
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he is conducting a recitation. Almost no effort is required of the
pupil,, either in remembering material or organizing it. Illustra
Lions of this are the following:

"A fort» of government, isn't thht what it was?"
"You found if NN'Orill while, didn't you?"
"Then, it was a matter of heredity author than environment, wasn't it':"
"Ootintion working place, wasn't it?"
"Ile has thus for succiWiled, hasn't lie?"
"The xvnr was net over here. was it?"
"fie sums it all up, doesn't he ?"
"It tells how the (roes are arranged, doesn't it?"
"There was it dislialged stone, wasn't there?"
"They usually were rVileged characters, weren't they?"
"Then. we praeticallyWzree. dou't we?."

Year figure proves it a trapezoid, doesn't it?"

A small number of questionst of this type. in a recitation can do
but little harm, and most teachers ask a rhetorical question occa-
sionally. But when they arc numerous they certainly do no good
And frequently develop bad habits. In general. a question of this
kind might just as well not be asked. Nine times out of ten but
one answer is possible. The teacher, in fact, makes an assertion to
which the class lends passive assent..

In some of the classes in the Elyria High School questioning of
th istsort is too frequent to be consistent with efficiency. For
teachers in particular sin in this direction. One teacher, for in-
stance, asked 26 questions of this sort in 1V5-minute period, another
18, another 21, and another 16. -

(b) Possibly more important- still in the encouragement of short
and incomplete answers is the inverted question that ends in " what."
The teacher who asks this question- has in mind not a query ,to be
answered, but , tt particular answer to be, achieved. The teacher
thinK first of the answer wanted, repeats a portion of it, and then-
calls upon the class tft till out the thought. The following series of
questions and answers from an English class illustrates the point:

Q. Then from there he went tu.What place?
A. Solent.
Q. What for?-
A. l's prepare for eollege.
Q. 7uder whom,
A. 'oreester.
Q. te went where!
A. 'o Bowdold-

LoLgrenow ins not such an Intimate friend, was het
A. No. .
Q. On Os fintshing,.he went where?

To Salem
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Here. is another series of questions that gave the same resuN, sofar as brevity of answers is concerned:
Ile held most of hi. positions through friendship with whom?"

"Anil the great product of his writing was what?"
" Ilk whole :dill wits to lame hack to what 10:141'?".
" If you had noticed. you would have found what about his roatmos?"

Ts o obliged to move to whai OA...?"
" Nearer still to %vhet pimp?"
" The name of his home was what ?"

Other questions to -how the same t vpe. which was found in silliest
every class in the school. are the following:

lj "Imo thing We learned :Meat faiigus yesterday? Another? What,ahouttheta' They are what?" .

The purpose of this experiment is' what 1"
"You put on here what? That will he whet*? That will be put where?""It all goes back to what?"
" The t will be the volume at whit t temperature? "
"fire Hie the formula for nioniehl self. That is the mime for Mott ?"
" That Is needed to get what? Talk about what agents?"

Swv;zen was followed by what ruler?'
" Forte 1110111fleS NVII:11

It seems that sufficient eviden. lulls been given to show the serious-ness of this habit. When t'lw what or ";Flora" is placed at the
end of the question, the teacher has already done a good share of the
Work; the sentence and setting are all prepared; the pupil has butto put one littleord into the !dace that is waiting for it. This doesnot require great ability. nor does it tend to develop it.

Nearly every teacher in the school, to a greater or less degree, has
the habit of asking questijns like this. One teacher asked 42 ques-tiais Of thissortio period. se,4ral others between 30 and 40.
In a few cases the observer would wait as long as five minutes for asingle question of another type.

\In one of the teachers the habit Itad become so ingrained that it"even iippeared in a written assignment. which was to be copied by
the children- from the board. The que,tion was, "Even without

Iliknowle4te of the historical setting. the reader of this address mustfeel what effects?"
(c) Another factor in encouraging brief Ind incomplete ansCversis the habit that several teachers have of askin.g questions that aresentences with a word or"two leffout. requiring through manner or

gesture thelaipils to,fill in the gaps. It is about the same as thein'erted "what question" with the wild left of Such teachingirt
reminds one of the puzzle page or of the "co etion tests" of the

,..psycholegist.- The teacher frames the pilule or the test; the pupilsupplies the missing word. It is needless to remark that in this
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cas1 the teacher does too me d. of the wOrk. Illustrations of this
habit follow (the portions spoken by the pupils being put in paren-
theses) :

twWhat did t1.4 menu? The right to (secede) from the (union).
That romans (stwession). The States tried to make it tnull and void).
Would there ha been any dispute if the constitution haul definitely ,pro

%hied certain thing,: th3t lito States iniglit -(10) or might not (do)?
Was the uolNitilifjon torlor against't he I Virginia mid Kentucky resomi
The things that are teoustitutiomtll and the things that are uultainsiiie-

tionall.
After It..shin hr %%it ht( itrookhmoit.

This habit is not found as fte'quentfy as smite of the others. but.
nevertheless. it is found :ill too e ft en.

(d) Another factor that contributes to the brief answers is the.
habit %vl.lich many of the teachers have of repeating the answer given
by the pupil. If the teacher \%ere to repeat the answer exactly as it
is given, the! habit- would not be t:,0 harmful, as it would make the
teacher realize the m,sential incompleteness of. that answer. But the
teacher, in his eagerness, usually picks (11411e fragment extracted
front the pupil, resets it, and gives it forth in a more complete sen-
.tence or in a new application. All this is work that the pupil should,
'do. Another danger arising from the repeated answer is that the
teacher, in his .eagerness to hear the correct answer, often fads to
note mistakes. The pupil is encouraged to " bluff " an answer or give
a portion of itjust eneugh to set the teacher going again. .

In every class where the answers are fragmentary or brief the
observer nd that the teacher .was repeating the answer. Nearly
all the teache did this more or less. So far as the observer could
estimate, one-tet her repeated practically'every answer given by the
class. He over 00 successive repetitions before turning his
attention to soviet ing else. Ile observed five recitations with more
than 60 answers epeated .by the teacher, four with. from 40 to 60
repetitions, am 9 with mbre than 20 .repetitions, not colting the
ones just-men mned.

In a few ses be noted places where the pupils' answers and the
teacher's re etitions did not agree. Such occurrences are particu-
larly bad. 'he following are a few illustrations of this: - .at

" Agree' i person and number." " Yes. in person and gender."
"A circle." "Yes, a circle is a plane figure, isn't it I r
"In the pl te." " When they lie in the plane. yes."
" Line." " A straight line, yek, or the side of a parallelogram."
"France." " Yes, Spain."

. " After the Revolutionary Waii",,.." Yes' during the Revolutionory
War."

durfte sprechen,":," Yes, Sie durften upreehen."
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"Er durf sprechen." "Ja, enaarf sprclien."
" Was soil das." ,"Ja, was soil dean das."
" Du sollte "Ja; lee- en."
(4,) Another bad habit, closely allied -to this, is the "Tes" habit.

1'he teacher in this case continually approves or disapproves of whatthe pupil says. The teacher calls upon the pupil to answer the ques-tion. Tlw pupil singled ont starts upon his answer leisurely. Theothers in the class sit back. kfutwing that they are not to be heldresponsible for the correctness-of the an-wer. Meanwhile the pupilwlo is reciting is eawrly awaiting, sonu sign as to whether or nota " yes" or a " no" is coming. Ile leaves his forked -road open aslong as possible. The teacher who can judgvs the correct-ness of the pupil's answers is like a-black cloth absorbing- the raysof sunlight. The teacher might Is well he a mirror reflecting to theclass the answers that are proposed, holding the class responsible as towhether they are right or wrong.
A few of the teachers in Elyria have a had attack of this habit.One teacher says yes" or " no" every time a child 1 uiswers. An-other does it every time that he does not repeat an answer. Thehabit is much too frequent.
(f) Another tendency which makes for brevity in response is thehabit .which some of the teachers display whin: after explaining apoint or nicking a short discussion, they inquire of the class, "that clear?" or " Do you see the point Of course the only answerusually given is " Yes." Only puce in all the classes visited was therea dissenting response given; only. once did the pupils indicate, anylack . of comprehension.

Most of its who have been high- school pupils at some time- or.-other in our lives remember with considerable wonder how often wewere called upon in class for the exact portion of the lesson whichwe did not know well. We were accustomed to give our teacherscredit for- almost supernatural insight into our-10114s. But thiswas probibly not the case. We supposed that we understood the
whole of the lesson, and only realized that we did not when we werecalled iipon fm- the results. This only goes to show thayve maythink we understand something IvIren we really do not, and theway ticcurately to- determine our understanding ig' not to ask uswhether we door not,-bitt,to.call for an pheation of the knowledgeiii question or to drill upon it.

This is a common educational principle:which several of ilk, Elyria. nigh School teachers have failed to apply. One teacher in par-ticular' conducts his recitations by interspersing a series of talks with
. a. few questions, many of which are of- the "Is that clear"type.Where such k question is asked the teacligr should atonce know thatto make -the, information *mute -further questions kas neede&

103
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(2) Thought versus memory workk.,A. recitation depending
mainly upon memory work is not in itself a had thing. Surely one
of the great aims of school attendance is obtaining and holding fast
nine!, knowledge of a great variety of things. Thought work itself
must bt dependent upon atcal of memory work, because one can
not think with accuracy er to good purpose without a solid basi,
fact. To that extent the tvtv types of work combine. Some of the
teachers, in Elyria High School. however, confine the greater part

pi the work to the mere recitation of facts from textbooks-or from
topical outlines. There can be but tce reasons for such procedure.
One is that the teacher believes firmly in the doctrine of formal
discipline, resting the methods of teaching upon the assumption that
all work. so, long as it is well done, will strengthen the mind and
yield discipline. The other reason is that those teachers have no
clear, idea of why they are teaching or of what they wish to
accomplish.

The mere fact that some of the teachers are doing more than mere
memory work suggests that others could do more in that direct ion.
The ultimate solution of this problem lies in a change of ideas on
the part of the teachers themselves. A teacher can teach successfully
by no method but his own. A teacher can aim in no direction but
hat which he himself deems worthy. The 'basic cause of this differ-

.ence in method lies, therefore, in the theory of teachings held by the
individual teacher. Improvement must be the result of changed
ideas. .

(3) The relative responsibility of teacher and pupil.This diver-
gence of method is also x result of diverging ideas on the: part of !;e

teachers. The one group apparently believes that the way to edn-
cute a pupil is-40. repress him. Education is 'a matter of holding
down the individual. of repressing the wrong responses, of encourag-
ing passive assimilation. To the other group, education is a matter
of encouraging an individual to act, to think for himself, to assume
responsibility. It is much like the old theological do trine of origi-
nal good and original sin. The one meant encouragement; the other,
repression. possibly the _truth lies between the extremes.

(4) The applied ion of material studied.The varying ideas back
of varying practice in this respect lie in the opposing theories in re-
gard to the use of subject matter. One grouV believes that any sub-
ject matter carefilly learned will be applied in time of need. The
other believes that the only way to be sure of the proper apulicat ion
of material is to make this application while the material is being

,learned. No individual can decide this question for all teachers, and
requiresiOnsideration. The growth of the case method in the

law schools, and- the development of the interne system in the study
of medicine, point to the growing:strength of the latter- ides.
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(5) Interest versus cifort.LTwo opposing ideas of successful

teaching have caused the differing practice in this particular whichis found in this school. The hard, distasteful -work that men arecompelled to do in the world, the impossibility of sugar-coating alltasks,. the feeling of triumph that comes from compelling people todo work that they .do not want todo have led teachers to advocatework that takes effort. The sluggishness .of classes driven by force,the stimulation of work done for the work itself or for its legitimate
Applications, have led other teachers to a belief in the doctrine of!merest. Here again time solution lies in a change of ideas. -The remedy.Many of these ,divergences are legitimate. It isentirely within.the bounds of possibility that these teachers nee doingright. in using one method for one group and another method foranother. It would be better. however, if methods were consciouslyadopted by the teachers in the light of the experiences and ideas ofother teachers. Each teacher should know what the practices of theothers are, and how his standards compare with theirs.

The biggest, obstacle to progress in the 'Elyria Iligh School is theisolation of the teachers. While a visiting day ,j4: technically pro-vided by the school hoard. Wn few have availed Miemselves of theprivilege. Many frankly say that they have norsseen a. class taughtby another in years. Day by day they go througl the routine oftheir tasks, hoping that they are doing the right thing. but having nostandard of comparison other than their own experience. Experi-nients in adjoining ropins, different methods of approaching, resultsof otherInethods are unknown to them. A physician or a lawyersimilarly isolated would be out of touch with-his profession in a veryshort time.
Coupled with this is the practice of giving each teacher as nurnysections of the same class as possible. One teacher teaches four sec-tions of senior English another four sections of sophomore roglish.another all the history taughtto juniors and seniors. One teacherteaches only beginning Latin, another only Caesar. This practiceapplies throughout the school.
This isolation has prevented growth. A teacher with almost nomechanical faults teaches within 30 feet. of a teacher who is asfaulty on mephanical details as any in the school. Another teacherwho teaches with the sole purpose of storing the memory of her;*pupils is separated only by. a partition from a teacher who is stimu-

lating thought in his pupils as much as any teacher the observer hasseen. Within the walls of the school are all the examples needed for *improvement. The remedy lies in breaking down the isolation.Frequent visits of the principal and frequent conferences. wouldhelp. .1Cl4e principal could direct .attention to mechanical 'imperf

'.;
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tions which the teacher could not see. He could relate the procedure
of other classes. Ile could act as a medium for the exchange of ideas.

Faculty meetings for the. study and discussion of opposing educa-
tional thecrie's would produce a more alert attack on educational
,problems. Departmental meetings and assigning different classes to
teachers would help. Three teachers were teaching Ivanhoe ho sec-
ond -term freshmen. One had a truly excellent idea for teaching it.
It would have been desirable for these teachers to discuss methods
of presentation before taking up the book; but each taught in his
own wa', and without knowledge of what the others were doing.
Had four teachers each,t;iught a section on Washington's Farewell
Address in-teal of one. and had there been discnksion before taking
it up, surely a better attack could have been made.

We therefore make the_following recommendations:
1. That the principal obsftve as many of the teachers as he can,

and that he spend as much of his time in supe.rvisionls possible in
order that he limy note and remove mechanical errors in teaching
and serve as a means of communicating successful practice from
teacher to teacher.

2. T.Ittit a series of faculty meetings he devoted to the'findiiigs of
this section of the survey. Improvement can only c6me f:om a frank
and full discussion of the points mentioned. A teacher can teach by
no method but his own.

't 3. That the problem of toemory.yersus thought be considered, and
that works like Dewey's How We think, NIcMrirry's //ow to Study,
and Strayer and Northsorthy's How to .Teach be read.

That the problem of the relative responsibility of teacher and
pupil be considered. possibly with the above hooks.

'II. That the problem of applicittions be given consideration.
6. That the problem of interest versus effort be considered in con-

nection with Dewey's haply's, and Effort.
7. That teachers be given entry. opportunity to visit the classes of

their colleagues.
S. That teachers he encourafted to pair off for mutual criticism

for the improvement of their teaching. - \
O. That teachers he given a greater number of diffeient sections

to tench. and that where this is done departmental meetings be en-
cou raged.

W. THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE HIGH SCHOOL.

LIBRARY.

There is a fairly good school library of some 1,20(1 volumes ar-
ranged along one side of the senior study hall. It contains a num-
ber of the usual reference works and cellections. It is stronger in
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history and science than in English. It has no regular librarian,the room teacher taking charge. It needs cataloguing. Some bind-ing should be done.

This library has two. sources of revenue. Abont $60 a year comesfrom an endowment left to the library years ago. A varying sum.is received annually from the sale of tickets to the conunencement
exercises.

No regular system appears to have been devised for the expendi-ture of the money. If thi' Elyria high School is to keep abreastof the times, a good, up-to-date library must be maintained. Werecommend that instead of buying books by the haphazard methodof the past, a budget system be introduced, with definite amounts
appropriated to members of the various deparnaents who need ref-erence material.

The present arrangement with the city library, whereby pupilswho hold cards may read there during the first period. is unsatis-factory. It limits the privilege to a few pupils, and for the num-ber who can take advantage of it, only a short time is left orreading.
SUPERVISED STUDY.

One of the 'latest ideas in high-school work is "supervised study.". There is manifest need of doing something to correct the aimless.kind of activity which is found in the din and tumult of the studyhall and in the family gathering in the home, where few pupilshave opportunity to study uninterruptedly. One remedy that hasbeen suggested for this is to lengthen the class period, and to devotea portion of it to recitation and a portion to study undo: the directsupervision of the teacher. This has been said to produce goodresults, and there are many advocates of this measure as there arereal opponents. Most high-school teachers are neutral.
The Elyria High School has an excellent opportunity to do sonicconstructive work in this regard. We frankly do not know whetheror not the proper sort of,study will result from lengthening theperiods and devoting class time to it. Probably more will comefrom better teaching. But the arrangement of classesaaffords oppor-.tunity for an excellent experiment. At present. of the eight periodsin the day. the first and the last are used only for assembly, labora-tory periods, and the like. We recommend that in certain classesof the second% and seventh periods,' a teacher' be allowed to startearlier or continue later. than usual, so that the periods may contain.60 to 70 minutes. This would allow supervised study to be triedout in those classes, and the principal could watch the results andcompare- with other classes. not on the stung. plan. In two :years

Elyria' would. know whether supervised study was *exited or not.
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THE MaRTUNO SYSTEM.

In the Elyria High School a percentage system of markingis used.
By that is meant that the pupils are ranked upon the .basis of their
work. absolute perfection being signified by 100 per cent, absolute
failure by 0 per cent. Grades are supposed to he entered nearly every
day. The average of these is turned in to the seation teachers once a
month. to be transferred to cards. _Pt strards are given to the
pupils to take to their pareuts".-- At the close of each semester the
monthly grades are tivr<ged. If the pupil receives a grade of 7:i
per cent. or aboxe:fie is considered to have completed the course
successfully.. Af he !Teel Ves 74 per cent or less, he fails in the course,
receives-110 credit_ and if he desires credit in that course he must
repeat it.

is a recognized fact that through the country as a Nhole there
is little uniformity in grading. Dr. F. J. Kelly in his study of
"Teacher's Marks" substantiated the conclusionsof many that had
gone before him, tharthere is the widest variation. Where courses of
study are determined for the pupils, and little choice is lAt to the
individual, wide variation is merely unfair to the pupil. He knoWs
that for certain results one teacher will assign a certain "grade";
with another, a totally different grade. He can merely 'resign him-
self to his fate, and hope to get an "easy " teacher during the next
semester. In a school like the Elyria High School. however, where
there are large numbers of pupils and only three set curricula, and
considerable eIe'tion within each curriculum. wide variation in
marking is not only unjust to the pupil, but it tends to handicap the
system of election. A pupil is often prevented from going on with
work that he knows he ought to take because of the abnormally high
standards of those who teach it.

. It was because of this phase of the problem, that the investigator
addreSsed himself to a study of the marking system and the varia-
tions in marking amOtt the various teachers.

Lists of the grades given for the semester's work (fall of 1916)
Nvere procured, arranged so that it was relatively easS, to determine
the teacher's name. the ,grade and sex of pupils, and subject in which
the mArk was given. 'These grades wore the final grades in the
courses taken, determining the promotion or failure of the student.
The grades were then tabulated according to several classifications.
It was obviously a. statistical task of too great extent to transcribe
and tabulate in several different...ways each numerical grade. The in-
vestigator arbitrarily divided the grades into five groups, namely,
100-95,\ 94-89, 88-88, 82-75, and 74-0. All the failures were placed
in the lust group. These'grades were'then transferred,on cards, of
which the following.is an illustration..
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l'eacher (Miss Terry). History III. 2.30.

100-95 94-89 88-83 82-75 74-0 Total.
I

Boys .....
.-

I

7 I II IIII 1111 II 13( l iris I I 1111 111 II 11 12
Total 2 6 7 6 4 25

10;)

The data, after bein; transferred to the cards, were assembled in'various- ways, in each Al se the total number of grades of a particulargroup being totaled before the _percentages were figured. Certainconclusions from this study follow :
1. The general distribution of grades for the school as a whole isas follows:

104-e5 94-89 85-83 52-75 74-06 per cent. 17 per cent. 25 per cent. 30 per cent. 13 per cent.
2. The teachers in Elyria high School do not vary widely in theirmarking either of boys and girls, or of freshnien, sophomores, juniors,or seniors; nor is there any special difference in the way men andwomen teachers mark. In other words, the general distribution-ofmarks for these groups is about like that for the school as a whole.3. It is much easier to receive a high mark in some departmentsthan in others.

Marks ist the Elyria IHigh School.

Pupils. 100-95 94-83 88 83

---.,.
82-75 74-0-

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.Per ceru. Per cent.f Omni as a whole
6 17 28 36 13110,,I
4 16 27 37 16

(His
7 17 29 35 12Fonlors 4 10 16 25. 39 '.10

ticlars
9 16 28 33 14

odliotnitras
4 19 27 33 IS

I r shn,en
5 18 29 35 13Min toachers
6 20 29 31 143% omen teacher,
7 16 28 116 13

Students receiving marks of 95 to 100 per omit.
In the department of

Per cent.
In the department of

Per centGerman 20 Home ecollomica 7Agriculture 10 Commerce 5History 9 English 4MR thematies 9 Science 4Latin .r. 7 Industrial arts 1
4. It is much more difficult to pass in some departments than inother& .-
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Students failing in the different departments.

In the 'depailttnent of-
Per cent.

Mathematics 01

Latin 18

History 18

Science 17

Commerce 13

In the department of

41111111

Per cent.
Engilskr
Mechanic' arts
German S
Agriculture
Home economics

5. One mark does not mean the same thing in one dei/nima that
it means in another. The following data show that:

Per rent of students receiving certain marks.

Dern Nits. 100-95 I 94-89 I. 811-83 82-76

I

.Poc I Pre -rut Pe cent.
Home eomo ids . 7 I 18 36
Commerce s 20 12

1

German 20 15 . 23
Mechanic arts . 1 1 24 33

Latin 7 13 31
English I4 1 16 28
II isiory . 20 19
A gricitture 10 I 1'2 47
Science . I I 12 27
Mathematics 9 19 23

74-0

Per cent.
36
50
34
33
29
37
33
16
40
27

Per cent.
3

13
8
9

18
13
18

5
17
21

6. A mark does not mean the same thing with one teacher that it
means with The following table shows that. Here each
leacher in the Elyria High School is deNignated by a letter. Coupled
with this is the percentage of his cla'ses which he has marked withiti
the group noted:

Markings

100415

of

etsti

the different

ss 3

leachers.

1.2-73 74-0

r

Per ct. Per a Per et. Per et. Per et.
P al n 28 R 47 I .51 Q 36
H Li F 24 I 17 It 51 I '49

K is A 92 F %I 51 V 24

T IS II 23 Li 37 Q 43 X Z1

D .. II , 21 N 37 H 41 N IS
0 12 F 20 A 37 0 40 M 17

M 10
It 10

2 20

iV 2[I

35
u 35
F 34

37
V 37
U 36

I 17
T 15

es.

7 K 19 /A 31 F 16 W ....13
7 19 K 30 I' 14 11 12
6 T 19 I) 28 F 34 -.0 12

W......8 -H 17 H 24 X 39 1 1 , 1 1

A 4 M 17 11 23 C.. ,.. 32 X ....j.10
C 4 q 1 .17 23 A 31 C 8

4 V 16 T 23 31 P 8
F 3 V 15 N 21 1 30 E It

2 G 14 T 28 A 6

U 2 U 14- L it 98 0 8
V 13 0 20 IC 28 R 5

Q .N

1

...0
_

1 11 J In

11 8 nt
S 23
N 23

le S
II 3

9 W . ..12 S 23 2
F 0 II 7 Q 11 It 18 11... .2
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Teachers P, H, K, T, D, and 0 are clearly giving more marksfrom 95 per cent to 100 per cent than the best judgment of all theteachers would warrant. In the same way teachers Q, L, V, X, N,and M are clearly "failing" many more of their pupils, in a simiqr

way, than the judgment of the entire gruup would indicate. When
one teacher " fails" 36 per cent of all the pupils with whom he comesin contact, while another fails but 2 per cent, something is wrong.One teacher is either exceedingly good and the other exceedingly bad.or one has standards'mt0 higher than others, and one has standardsnotch lower than others.. Pupils will gravitate from the classes ofthose high up in the last column to those low down, 'hile the move-ment will be in the opposite direct ion in the fi non. Surely itwould be much better for the teachers to have standards more nearlyalike.

7. Some teachers in Elyria High School do,pot mark boys and girlsin the same way. Some favor boys:, some, girls; some fail more boys;
some, more girls. The point is not as important as the other. imt itsinvestigation brings out several cases in which mention of it to theteacher may do some good. 'Teaches B. K, L. M. N. V. and X fail
a larger percentage of boys than girls, while teachers J, 0, Q, S, andT fail a larger percentage of girls than boys. It seems hardly prob-able that. such wide variations should exist. The other teachers arenot making wide differences in their judgments of boys and girls.S. The school at present has a wolf- defined standard of marking.There are not wide variations from this in large groups. Individuals
mid departments, however. do vae'y widely. It would be a good timingfor the principal to talk with the teachers who vary most widely
fri.m the standarils set down by the combined judgment of the restof the school, and try to ascertain the causes for either the poorteaching and high standards or.good teaching and low standards.There should not be such wide variation from teacher to. teacher.9. Experience in nin ny studies of marking. and in variations, in allother phases of human abilities, shows that peophi vary about as the"normal curve of distribution." \There a five-step scale is lisedthat is, A, B, C. I/ and Eit has been found that under normal cir-cumstances about perper cent fall into the A group, about 22 per centin the B group, about 50 per cent in the C group, about 22 peecent inthe D group, and about 8 per cent in the E group. It seems that thechildren in Elyria High School are marked both too high and toolow. hardly seems probable. that as many as 20 per cent of classwould be able to do perfect work; and we fail to see how a teacher,

could rest content with from 20 per cent to 49 per cent of the childrenfailing in the work, 'particularly when.a conference hour is Providedat the dose of the day.
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COST OF INSTRUCTION.

The cost of instruction in the Elyria High School is well balanced
in the various departments. Basing the cost of instruction on. the
.enrollment in the classes on September 20 (the end of the third week
as the nuanber of pupils for whoni places are provided, and estimatiwz
the costs on the basis of 1,000 sixty-minute student hours, we have

. the following cost, for the several departments. (For example. if a
teacher has 10 children in a class for 45 minutes, she has taught 30
studeqt hours.)
Cost per 1.000 student hours of the rariou deparittnents in Milo High School.

Conaneice $76. 28 Modern lan- History $57. 85

Latin 77.3G guages $60. 30 Natural science_ 51.04
Agriculture 67. SO Ionie o onouii English 53.65
Mathematics____ 66.81 Industrial ats_ 62. 60 Drawing 98.75

Music 38.34

It is rather unusual to find in a high school such an even balance
between the various types of work. The management is highly to be
commended 0.k) its efficiency.

At the same time the costs in the Elyria high School and also well
balanced no far as being within the "zone of safety," as Prof. Bob-
hitt calls it. Tke costs of various subject:4 compared with the data
tabulated by Prof. Bobbitt are shown in the following tables:

Costs p 1.000 student hours of rarious subjects in Elyria High School coin-
pored trIth other cities.

AGRICULTURE.

De 111111, 111 $118
Bonner Springs, Kans 106
Eloin, Ohio

IIIMaple Lake, Minn
Brazil, Ind _ 58
Russell, Kans 52
Mount Carroll, Ill 41
Noblesville. Ind 40-

Boonville, Mo 31
7

Grevsburg. Ind- 35
1Vashington, Mo 20

HISTORY.

Elgin, Ill __ A27
Maple Lake, Minn 100
De Kalb, Ill 103
Mishawaka, Ind flt
San Antonio, Tex 83
.Greensburg, Ind 82
Waukegan, Ill 79
Harvey, 78

ritRroav=continued.

Mount Carroll, Ill $73
East Chicago, Ind Ti
East Aurora, Ill 63.South Bend. Ind 6., -

Granite City, Ili_
Leavenworth, Kans
Elyria, Ohio .

Noblesville, Ind 51
Boonville, Mo 5:1

Bonner Springs, Kona 52
Russell, Kans
Brazil, Ind 96
Morgan Park, ni
Washington, Mo 41

Norfolk; Nebr A :13

Junction City, Kilns 26,

COM M Encr..

Elgin,
De Kalb, __________
San Antonio, Tex__t_

113
112
303
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subjects in Elyria High School com-ciliaContinued.

Larits7continued.

113

Junction City, Kano_ _ $79
Elyria. Ohio
Leavenworth, Kans
De Kalb. III F 71
Washington, Mo

(1".
East Aurora, Ill GI
Mount Carroll, Ill .62
Waukegan, Ill

61
Noblesville. Ind 61Brazil, Ind'
Morgan Park, III 53
Granite City, III
Rockford, III
Norfolk, Nehr_.,..

4:3
Boonville. NI° 4S
Greensburg, Ind c 46

M A TH EH ATICS.

Uniyeratty High, Chicago, Ill_ 161)
Mishawaka, Ind 112
Elgin, Ill 100
Maple Lake. Minn______________ 100
(.11:anite City, III 88
}Iasi -Chicago, Ind ________
De Kalb, III.
San Antonio, Tex
Harvey, Ill
Elyria, _
Waukegan, III
South Bend, Iad
East Aurora, Ill
Rockford, Ill
Boonville, Ind
Brazil, Ind______ _ _ ___________ 56
Leavenworth, Kans 56
Greensburg, Ind 51
Morgan Park, III "e... 53
Noblesville,
Norfolk, Nebr____ 42
Washington, Mo_ 41
Bonner'Springs, Kans &S
Russell, Kane 84
Junction City, Katy;
Mount Carroll, Ill

82
74
09
69
67
63
62
61
59
5S

83
so

Costs per 1,000 student hours of various
pared with other

cous Ennacontinued.

Washington. !do
Mishawaka, Ind
Boonville, Ind
1.3yrio, Ohio
Waukegan, Ill
Noblesville, Ind
East Chica0, Ind
Harvey, Kans
Leavenworth, Kans
Junction City, KnOs
Granite City, Ill
Bonner Springs, Kane
Aurora, Ill
Rockford,

Ind
Na v 1 Ile, .Tenn

South Bend, Ind
Greensburg, Ind

HOME ECONOMICS.

he Kalb, Ill
Sall Antonio, Tex_-_________-_-
Watikegad, III
tIroonsburg, Ind ______
Nashville, Tenn_
Illirvey, Ill _________
South Bend, Ind
Noblesville, Ind
Eivria, Ohio ___
Mishawaka, Ind
Figin, Ill________

Ill
Junction City, Kans______

-Bonner Springs, Kans_____
Maple Lake, Minn
East Aurora, Ill______ _
Last Chicago, Ind
Russell, Kans_,
Leavenworth, Kans

$100
83
81
7,;

73
72
72
69

54

52
49
49
47
46
43
23

174
83
83
81
79
77
72
62
At

60
48
46
45
41
30
36
86
85

LATIN.

Maple Lake, Ill 244
University High, Chicago, Ill 174.
Riissell, Kane 170
Elgin, Ill r -188
Mishawaka, 126San

103
Harvey, III 92
South,Bend Ind 86

81664148--8

ENGLISH.

De Kalb, Ill --- 105
Mishawaka, 96
East Chicago,
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Costs per 1,000 student hours of various subjects in Elyria High School com-
pared with other citiesCorinned.

ENOLISIIcontinued.

Wain,
rfarvey, Ill
Waukegan, ____

San Antonio, Tex __
South Bend, Ind
End Aurora, Ill

Mo _
Elyria, Ohio
Leavenworth, Kilns
Rockford, Ill :114

Greens Ilurg, Ind
Noblesville, Ind
Brazil, Ind
Maple Lake, Minn
Morgan. Park, III
Junction City, Kilns
Mount Carroll, 111
Granite City, 111_
Bonner Springs. Kilns

110DEIN L.kx(ium:E.s.

San Antonio, Tex
Elgin, Ili
Miattavnaka.
De Kalb, Iii
East Chicago. Ind
Watikegnti, III
Harvey, Ill
East Aurora, Ill
Noblesville, Ind

-Blyrio; Ohio
Greensburg, Ind
South Bend, Ind
Rockford, Ill
Leavenworth, K UK_
Washington, Mo
Brazil, Ind
Junction City, Kans.
Boonville, Mu_
Bonner Springs, Kans
Norfolk. Nebr
Russell. Kans
Maple Lake, Id inn _ _ _ _ 4..
Granite City, 111

asytra&t.. OCIENCII

De Kalb, III
University High, Chicago, 111____

71
69
6,1

58
7.1

$ $

51

.49
47

44

43

40
39

38

111

100

98

96
82

81

80

78
08
66

05

03
02

01

131

54

53
tsr)
43
43

42
87
83

140
180

NATUREI tiellImmcontinued.

Waukegan, Ill $1"7,

l'illeago, Ind
Iiiirvey,111
East Ann.ra, Ill
Elgin. 111
ItIorgan l'nrk, Ill
Sap Antonio, Tex_
Bonner Springs- 1::11e:

'Maple Lako.
Smith Bend. Ind__
Mklinwaka. Ind__
Mount Carroll, Ili_
Boonville. Mo
Granite City. Ind_

1<nns

Elyria, Ohio
Norfolk Nebr
Leavenworth. Eons.
1:razil. _

Rockford, Ill
'Nobli.srille, Ind ____
Greensburg, hid.
Junction City, KnIIS
Washington. \to
Russell, Kilns
Washington. Mo
Norfolk, Nebr

'NM:87111;i .%ItTti.

JutictisA City, Kans
Elgin, Ill
Aurora, Ill
De Kalb, Ill
Waukegan, hi
South Bend, Ind

San Antonio, Tex
Mithawaka, Ind
Russell, Kans
Noblesville, Intl
Rockford, 111

Harvey, .1.11
Leavenworth, Kans.
Norfolit, Nebr
Greensburg, Ind
East Chicago, --

127;

7
1-:

41-1

62.

tai
COI

.1

t

701

49
:14

an
:16

34
28

148
139
133
12'4

1'22

111

io:t

67
61

50
54
48
ft5
21
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A number of..factors might combine to determine the costs, the

salaries of the teachers, the number of periods taught per day, and
the size of the.sections. Are these well balanced?

The teachers do not teach too many hours a week. Prof. Bobbitt
gives a table showing the median length of the teaching week in the
.arious subjects in the schools lie studied, together with the quartile
range. diving this and comparing the average length of teaching
week (the median is inaccurate with so few cases) in Elyria HighSchool, it is clear that the teachers do not teach too many periods

compared with other schools.*

Length of teaching week per teacher and subject, alyrta and others.

Subjects. 7,os e of
safety.

lifed. 50
minute
hours
per

teacher
per week
In other
cities.

In
Elyria

fly ,choIrt oecupations 24-21
2,1-21

25.4
24 1

14. 58
22. .1.1ultimo:Tot

27-t1 24.1 30.00I i
28-31 23.3 18.04It ...heineUes
20-Z2 23.3 18.5814Li
2)1-21 23.3 IS. Si1.1. ler it laacuagea 320 18.54(mdustriai arta)
26-11 lit 30.415try
34 220 23 -0 18.58b: nnce
Z-22 22.5 23.50

In all but. commerce, shopwork, and science the teachers in Elyria
High School are well below the median and below the zone of safety*.This would increase costs, not lower them.

Nor are the sections especially large. The median section for the /scriool is 21 pupils. The entire distriGution of sections is given in thehilloing table:

Size of Iteiliintlt ff?

fr
Alive! s

lure
o,.reliiI Work

1:11C

t,'I
Ili liry. w

econoruies
I Oil..
\I t iionsotics
NI,lern Jangling°,
\l usie
Science
Industrial arts

Total

51i4haii
num-

24
14
17
21

1,5

24
20
41.5
21

1-4

177fria iti95 S;11001.

41uclents.11111k

10-14 15-19 39-24

2

2

23-29 30-34 4U

1

1

2

6
It
3
2 9

2

21 2 1 15

' iThe School ileview, Oct., 1915.

1
3

3 2

11
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Size of sections in ktpria High School compared with upper rind !ewer quar-
tiles of a number. of other cities (Babbitt).

f
Subj. ets.

Elyria. Otter cities.

Median. UPPer
quartile. Median. 1.owsr

quartile.
42
:In .4rNude

nglish
41.5
24

68
22

Malltornatics 24 24 21

lilstury 26 23 21 17

Science 21 22 20 10

Agriculture 24 25 lw li

Cominene 14 23 e

Draw ipg
Mulern languages

I7
20

24
20

.18

17 I ,

1..1tIn 20 19 17 ;

11, uschold uccupttione 15 23 17 1t
t;hupwork 16 18 14 1.:

Elyria is clearly at about the central tendency of the cities studied
by Babbitt. The expenses of instruction are well distriblited from
department to department. It is at about the median.

. kewtlary of the. principarThe latest available ,couipilation. of
sfittisties of salaries of high-school prineipals'is for the year 1913-14.
At -that time the'principal of the Elyria High &Allot received $1,600.
which was $100less than the median and $73 less Than the average
paid, to'lligli-shool. principals in the cities _of the country whose
population was between 10.000 and 25,000.

The Elyria principal now receives $1.,700, exactly the median sal-
ary in 1913-14. Since that title, however, salaries have increased
throughout the country, and undoubtedly the median salary is still
greater than that of the Elyria school. A reasonableincrease should

-be granted to him. The following table shows the 'salaries of 23
gighlschool principals: ,

Salaries of 1140h-school principals in cities of MOO to $5,000 Topulation in
1913-14,

, \
Principals Principals PrIn cina la

. receiving. receiving. reed, lug.
$3, 300 1 $2, 300 4 $1, 500 :II
3,1010 1 ''' 200 13 1. 400 ° 10
2, 9011 1 .2, 100 0 1, 300 III
2 800 2 2, 000 20 1, 200___ i 10
2. 700 3 1,900 9 1,100 0
2, 0110 2 1, 800 30 900 1. 2
2 500 7 1, 700___c 10
2 400 6 1, 600 20

e .-

Afedian, $1,700; average, $1,673. At that time Elyria paid $1,600.

II:ACIDRR. .
.

AptThe salarie he' teachers in the high school' at Elyritt,are sur-
prisingly low. 'he median satary is $1,090, or $100 more:jinni it
was in 1912-13. The distribution of salaries of 23 teachers etilploved.
in the fall of 1916-17 was asfollows:

, .

$1,350
1,250
1,200
1,150'
1,100
1,050

.r

Salaricft of teacher*,
Tea leers.

2
1
2

1

1016-17.

11, Ait.
050 ...A.
900
850

750 ' 4

,.. ,
..,

Tent"
5
1
1
2
2

ti
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Comparing the median salary in Elyria with the median salary of(441:tin other cities of about the same size (reducing the median tocon fornvto similarity of dates) we have the following;

Median sato ricg
el

Of hig"*"001 teachers In certain cities.
Alameda. Cal $1. 440 Kearney. N. J. t

$1,000-Plainfield, N. J 1, 300 Kenosha, WM
1, (100Norwood. Ohlo_ ,,,,_ 1, 300 Morristown, N. J 1, OnoFresno, Cal 1, 300 Ann Arbor, Mich 1, 000)Poise, Idaho .. 1, 300 Moline, Ill

950W.f Chester, Pa 1, 200 Adrian, Mlrl 950WiIkiii-ditirg, Pa 1, 200 Muncie, Ind 035Ilm loisark. N. J '1, 150 Leavenworth, Kan, 900Cary. Ind 1, 100 East Chicago, Intl '-
900'It I o idad. Colo 1 1, 100 F.ly rift. Ohio 900Port. Chester, N. T y 1, 100 Fargo,. N. Dak_,,,,,. 000Sioux Falls, N. Pak 1, 100 Sandusky, Ohlo?"..a 875Everett. Wash_ _., 1, 0,43 Burlington, Iovta 855Pi 11.-1-1 Ile. 111 7' 1, 000 Owensboro, Ky 855I imildrk. W. J 1, 000

Under ordinary circumstances, with such a low price paid fortrashing. one would naturally expect to find marked deficiencies inother lines, such as very yqung teachers, teachers without experience,poorly trained teachers. etc. But this is not the case.
1. The teachers of Elyria Iligh School are exceptionally welltrained. The median teacher has had a fou -year college course;

three. have done graduate work; while only seven have had less than acomplete college course.
Years of training beyond (denim:al

Teachers

school. Elyria high-school teachers.

Teachers.9 yes rs 1 7 yips 2ye;irs
- 1 64 years_

1s years 41 1 54 years
-c 1Mars 13 5 years_ a

2. The teachers of Elyria High School have had successful exPeri-
(give in high-school work. The teaching done and the amount of cactiIii1141 is given in the following table, in months;

Experience of Elyria High School teachers.

No.
Total

teaching
experience.

in present
l'''''PI'

In high school. In elementaryachool.

City. ' Rural. 'City. Rural.

1

:24

1,

I:

;
,,

,

1

t

I

i
7

,

MI

21
2'2

d"

Month*.
360
306f232
171
140
132
114
III
100
88
87
80
78
72
03
at
54
43
18
s

IS
IS'

Month,.
126

212
% 36

140
45

105
70
36
77
36
.27

0
54
45
54
18

I I
15
9
0

Months.
153
199
212

36
140
45

105
70

100
77
36
80

- o
54
93

a 54' 80
43
18
ig
9

._
0

Months.

-99

1011

27

32

9

it

IS

, d

Month.
207

9

zo

' '

A.

0 .0

Months..
g

20
77

CA

9

2
. 51

61
11

SK

9
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The mectiau teacher of the Elyria High School has had a total
experience of 80 months, 43 months of which have been spent in the
present place. All but 3 have had experience in high-school work
previous to the present year. and only 1 has had less than two
years' experience previous to the present year.

3. The teachers of Elyria High School are a mature group 0!
teachers. Their ages are as follows:

ito.1 of icae:aers in Elyria high School.

Teachers Teachers
Under 25 ___ 45-49 1

23-29 6 511 54 1

7 55-59 1

33-39 3 60-04 1

90-44 1

4. The teachers of Elyria High School have had considerable work
in education. The amount of work which each had done in education
and psychology, computed to a common standard, the semester-hour
basis, is shown in the following:

Prof( ssionql study by :cachet's.

Semester hours In edi.:141.1n: ,Te I ^hers.

0
5-10 3
10 17). 2

15-20 4

.5
25 and over . 3

Considering that the teachers of the Elyria High School are Well
educated, have had successful experience, are mature, and have had
training in psychology and education, it is surprising that they are
not better p:ii:l. The explanation lies in the fact that the great nia-
jority of them previously lived in Elyria or the vicinity, and that the
opportunillito teach at home among familiar surroundings and
friends outweighs the higher salaries that would be paid elsewhere.
Only a few of the teachers have any appreciable income outside or
sch6o1 work, but the fact that a good many live at home with inner
parents in effect increases their salaries a little: ..Eleven of the teach-
ers are graduates of the Elyria High School itself, seven from high
schools in northern Ohio, and only five from other. places. Nearly
every teacher in the school secured his place through the personal
knowledge of .,the former superintendent, showing that the school
was not bidding for teachers in the open market.

The. teachers take an active pakt in the work of the community,
only six not working either,- in the clubs, Sunday schools, Young
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Men's Christian Association, or Voting Wonien's Christian Asso-ciat

Ono noticeable feature of the attitude of the teachers is their lackof attendance upon summer schools. This is not so necessary as itmight he if they were not so well trained, but the fact remains that15 of the teachers have not been to a summer school since gr'adua-tion from college. The salaries paid, of course, do not warrant
much expense for study during vacations.

1. We recommend that the salaries of the teachers of Elyria High". School be increased to meet the demands on the outside. Ten teach-er,, have been ,drawn away from Elyria by Cleveland and othercit e, during the past 10 years.
2. We also recommend that efforts of teachers to increase theirworth to the schools of Elyria by study at summer schools and inother ways be given proper recognition.

PO8611112 ECONOMIES.

In addition to the plans previously mentioned, there are at leastthree ways in which the Elyria High School may economize the timeof the pupils who enter its doors. It is not peculiir to Elyria thatboy, and girls are entering professional life at a later age than boysand. girls in other countries: TweSty-five per cent of the presentsenior clasiOlbrts 19 or older lust June. The following "age-grade"table shows the maturity of the student body.

Ayes a id grades of pupils in Elyria Ipph School.

Grades.
Ages

13 14 1 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

First yrrtr. 7 49 59 37 9 2Sermai purr..
10 48 79 34 7 2- 1Third 'oar

39 43 30Fourth year
7 24 1/ 2 2

Anything which will enable the boys and girls to-finish school at anearlier age, or to complete more of the course before they are forcedto stop school, would be a good thing. Three measures may be more
,or less completely adopted to further this purpose: (1) The schoolmight continue for a longer time eacb year; (2) the pupils in certain
cases mighebe allowed to carry more work; and (3) a closer relation-ship might be made with the elementary school whereby the breakbetween the two institutions would be lessened, so that the boys andgirls might get an 'earlier start in the high school.

(1) Increasing the time given to school toork.The Elyria HighSchool has a term of 88 weeks, an unusually long teen. Many otherschools in the North Central Association run but 85 or 86 weeks, and: '.
11111111eb-- k.
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still receive the same credit for a yjerflwork. If Elyria High School
were to institute a summer term of nine weeks, and add to that two
or three weeks of the winter term, a summer course competing from
one-fourth to one-half of a year's work might be offered. If a-student
were to take one-third of a year's work every summer, the.course could
be completed in three years. a sat ing of an Nil-ire year. If com-
pulsory military training is adopted this country-some such plan
as this will be needed to make No the time to be lost in that way.
This, of course. will increase the total expense for salaries, but it will
be making a better use of the school plant. In time some such plan
as this should be adopted. /..
. (2) Allowing certain pupils to carry more ?rark.Individuals dif-
fer widely. On the race track we expect certain boys to run innli
ftster than others, in the declamation contest Nit, are not surprised at
inequalities in ability, but in high school we usually insist that every
boy and every girl carry four subjects, no matter whether he or she
is bright or dull, It is well known to anyone who has made any
psychological study of variations in ability that it is quite as easy for
certain children to carry five subjects as it is for certain others to
carry three. There is no good reason why the bright, healthy children
sho'uld not be permitted to carry-five subjects and graduate in three
years.

At present in the Elyria High School relaVely few arc carrying
more or less than the normal amount. The following table gives-the
conditions on February 15, 1917:

.Viimbr of impilx.in Ely, in High Rehool carrying 2. 3, 4, eked 5 courttc.

Two !

c
'

Three Four
CJIlttleS.

1 Iva
CJUI'303.

Freshmen

.
214 161

Soohomoreti. 13 170 13
Jonl >la 106 11

Fenton; '2 72 6

1 From lel lir luont school.
I Fzic taking music outside.
s Doing ollIce work outside. need but two units to graduate.

Taking music outside.

Most of the pupils carrying less than four courses are carrying
music in addition. Those from the delinquent school are carrying
but three. .In the same fashion, why should not the exceptionally
able, coming from the elementary school, be allowed to elect an
extra subject, or rather be encouraged, to elect it. It would make
for earlier graduation. It would save a year for many.

(3) A better organization'of the program of. studies. At present
the elementary selic;ols and the high school at Elyria are almost com-
pletely,separate. In %he grade-schools the children sit in one room;
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in the high school they move about; in the iiaae schools they havebut one teacher except in manual training and mathematics; in thehigh school they Lave many. In the elementary school the samesubjects are studied throughout most of the course; in the highschool new ones are taken up with relative frequency. One of thelarge elementar:;- schools is on the same plat of. ground as the highschool, yet the two are in no way connected. Few high-school teach- Iera have seen an elementary-school class taught since they left the Ieighth grade. Few elementary-school teachers have seen a high- .11school class taught since they themselves were in the high school.Nut a single reference was made in any first-year high-schdol class Ithat was visited to any elementary school work that might have gonebefore. The high-school teachers were quite as unfamiliar with anqof the details of the eighth grade work as the eighth grade teacherswere of the high-school work. One leacher appointed in Februaryhad a little work in both schools; a few of the manual training classesarc held in the high school. These are the only connections.No argument is needed to prove the-inefficiency of this organiza-tion. the result of accidental combinations of differing types ofschools in our educational system... There is no psychological, socio-logical, or practical reason why "elementary- school work" shouldcontinue for eight years and then suddenly give way to "high-schoolwork." There is no valid reason for a break between the two. Va-rious attempts are being made all over the United States to remedythis evil, which, Of course, is not peculiar to Elyria. Many element-ary schools have introduceddepartmental work in the upper grades,Allowing for greater specialization of the teaching force, with theconsequent increase in efficiency, striving to make the elementaryschool more like the high school. Other cities have tried to makethe first year of the high school more like the elementary school, giv-ing one or two teachers entire charge of a section. Some cities pro-mote the eighth-grade teacher with the class, making her a sectionteacher of the new first-year high-school class, and having her con-tinue the Latin and algebra which she started the year before. Inthis way all the eighth and ninth grade teachers teach one grade orthe other every two years.
Without doubtithe most successful solution of the difficulty hasbeen in the introduction of. the junior high school. This movementhas been viewed, as an unwarranted extension of the high schooldownward. In reality it is fully as much an extension of the ele-mentary school upward. The elementary school and the high schoolwere all right so long as one was for the training of followers andthe other for the training of lint the spirit of democracyhas grown, and the high school has changed from a.preparatoryschool to a real, college of the: people,beyond which not more than 4
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per cent of the people go. More than 50 per cent of those who enter
it leave before the close of the second year. &change, therefore, is
urgently needed which will wipe out the tine of demarcation between
the elementary and the high school. For the commercial curriculum
doe's not really start any conunercial work until the second high-
school year. Yet, as Van Denburg. in his study of the New York
high schools has showed, pupils leave in great numbers to enter
business before the close of the first high school year. For the col-
lege preparatory group, the four years of training are not sufficient;
nor do we see the like Of it in any other great country. German boys
start Latin in the class corresponding to our fourth grade, and a
similar condition prevails in France.

In view of the'foregoing facts it is recommended that Elyria adopt
the six-three-three plan of organization for its schools. In this plan
the first six grades become the elementary school; the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades become the junior high school; and the tenth, elev-
enth, and twelfth grades the senior high school.

It has been said that-it is the function of the first five or six years
of school to impart the tools and basal concepts of -education .by
means of interesting'subject matter. and that it is the function of the
upper grades and the high school to impart interesting subject mat-
tar by means of the tools and basal concepts learned in the earlier
grades. This shift in emphasis forms the logical transition from the
elementary school to the junior high school.

Impress upon the teacher the fact that pupils are leaving soli 1.

"I One great advantage`af the junior high-school idea is' that there is
a "graduation" at the close of the ninth 'grade, and the teachers do
not count on throe years additional. work' for every.child. Yet in
the usual high school. the program of studies and the ideas of the
-teachers are often based upon the thought that all children are going
to graduate.

One additional consideration. A "surveS, need not confine itself
to suggestions which are immediately practical. The one which fol-
lows is one which the adtninistrators of the high school should weigh
with exceeding care. considering its possible advantages and disad-
vantages. The suggestion is that at least a part of the Elyria Vigh
School be organized on a part-time plan like Aat of Fitchburg,
Mass., and the University of Cincinnati. A number of considera-
tions lead to this suggestion. -A great number Of the pupils are
leaving school before graduation. Much of the so-called vocational
work, particularly agriculture, is without point unless it is con-
nectedjith the actual operation of such work out in the world. , The
great majority of ,the boys and many of the girls are engaged
plaid Occupations during the summer:and on Saturdays and before

1
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and after school. If the "alternation plan" were adopted pf oper-ating the school in groups, one group to be at work in the industryor on the farlia or in the home, and another group to be in school,the groups exchanging places every week or every two weeks; prac-tical experience in the work would be had, the school work wouldhave more point, and many pupils otherwise unable to remain inschool would be enabled to do so:
The children at Elyria are already engaged in gainful occupations.The pupils were asked the folloaig questifIns: How much did youmake at work last. summer? W%t was the work? How much doyou make out of school hours and on Saturdays? What is the work?The resultb are given in the following tables:

Money earned by ATigh-school boys.

Nenresi-
Residentdent pupils

puphss hewho
earnel thecamel its'
a"°""

"t!.I 3.31e'stated In
column 3.ilumn

-

5
9

12
S

6
6

2
8

Amounts Ilde7Inetnrrispiii, Residentearned pupils whoduring
stilted the e'lmeti theslimmer
amounts amountsvae.tliun, 1, st,,,efi hi stated to1918. I column 6. column 8.

11

2 3
.

0
9 110410

24 11- 20
16 21- 30
6 . 31- 40

41- 50
11 51- 60
8 81 - 70

15 71 SO
8 RI- 00

91-100
2 101-110
7 111 -120
7 121 -130
7 131 140
9 141-150
2 151-160
3 161 -170
2 171-1M
2 181-190
7 111 -20'

4

4n

7
5

10
1

6

RarnIncs per
week durMg
school term.

8

84 0
3 30.01-9050

10 .51- 1.00
16 1.01- 1.50
25 1.51- 100
10 101- 2.50
lb 2.61- 3.00
4 3.01 -3.50
9 3.11- 4.00
3 4.01- 4.50

11 4.51- 5.00
1 5.01- 5.50
4 5.51- AA
1 6.01- 8.50

1 7.01- 7.50
2 10.00
1 13.00
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Profitable occupations of high-school boys.

Occupation In which
money was earned.

Nonresident pupils
who earned
money

Resident pupils
who eyned
money

During
summer
vacation,

1916.

During
school
term

During
summer
vaati ion,

1916.

During
school
term.

Clerking in store 3 49 49
Office work.... 0 0 fi 3
Form and garden 5R 29 15 1
Factors- 5 63 9
Odd Jobs
ChaufTeur and garage

0
1 0

20
3

Driving truck 3 0 0
Plumhinc n 0 2Shopork 1 4 0
Carpentry 1 0 0
Music 1

Theatrical wait 0 0
0 1

0
('eddying I 2 1
Setting ten phis 0 0 2
Delivering 1 0 2
Minor sales 2 2 13 26
Waiting and barbering.. 0 0 3Printing 0 0 3 2
Electric work 0 0 1
1.Prary 0 0 0 1

Drafting 0 0 0 1

_

Money earned by high-school girls.

1

Nonreid-
dent pupils

WDO
earned the
amounts
stated in

column 3.

pils who
earned the

aelated
Oolumn 3.

Amounts
earned
during

summer
racallon,1916.

Nonce-dent pupils
wnn

eern.1 the

columnst3t"'d in

Resident
pupils who
earned the
amou nts
stated in

column 6.

Earnings
per week
during
school

' term.

I 2 3

0
81-310
11 -20
21- 30
31- 40
41- 50
51- 6u
61- 70
71- BO

Indefinite.
Premiums.

Bcmrd.

_._
4

76
7
2
1

2
0
2
1

0
0
1

0
1

6

161
13
18

1
a
6
1
1
1

0
1

. 12
0

6-

37
20
12
11
I
1

0
1

1

6
0
I

127
44
17
II
1..
2
2
0
2
9
1

0

0
80.01-80.50

.51 -1.00
1.01- 1.60
1.61- 2.00
2.01- 2.60
2.61- 3.00
3.01- 3.60
3.51 -4.00
4.01- 450
4.51- 5.00

Indefinite.
Board.
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Profitable occupations of high-school Wrist:

Occupations in which
money was earned.

Nonresident pupils
who earned
money

Resident pupils
wh earnedm ey

During
summer

tldn,
1916.

lionsework
Clerking

lio work
Nursing
Fawn and gar.Irn
Factory work
1 kik ing and candy mak-

ing
Selling small articles
Theatrical work
En., .1.
Giving lessons (music or

dancing)
Garage
Literary work

Durin
Dora suyinaciim.

hoot
term. lion, term.

1916.

25 13 3R 23
3 2 15 10
1 2 10 2
O 0 9 1

30 0 5 0It 0 3 0

O 0 1 2
1 0 4 3
o o 2 1
o o 1 0

O 0 I 3
1 0 0 1
o o i 0

It is clear that:a large number of lines of wu :,4tre already repre-
sented inthis high school. The boys riarticularly are already at
work, and many of them are engaged in work which renders consid-
erable return for the effort. It is certainly true that the rapidly
growing industries of Elyria and the vicinity are drawing bays
away from school. A combination plan whereby boys could be al-
lowed to alternate between work and school would tend to keep
boys in school, would help them to earn their way, and at the sametime would tend to mn the school work of a practical nature that
no other plan would secure.

This plan has been successful in other cities. It is doubtful if the
work in industrial arts or agriculture..will ever amount to what it
sh((pld until some plan something like this is adopted.

81:00F.STIONS.

(1) That a curriculum better adapted to the needsof prospective
tachers be devised upon consultation with the normal school
authorities.

(2) That a curriculuth in arts and crafts be devised.
(3) That every effort be made to put more vital work in the

earlier years, particularly in the commercial and agricultural de-partments.
(4) Tlutt the three science laboratories be repaired and made moresuitable for their work.
(5) That more work in hygiene and' hee.,It be given..
(6) That science work, especially phy ics and chemistry be better

adapted to the needs of faimeis, industrial .workers, and housewives.

L__

(7) That four years of one modern language-be offered.
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(8) That every Latin class be also a class in English.
(9) That the pupils who are not doing 'well be encourir to drop

Latin and algebi.a early in the course.
(10) That instruction in "oral English composition" be extended

in a measure to all the exercises of the school; that frequent compari-
sons be made between the classics, and greater emphasis be laid upon
the reasonsfor reading particular books; that more interesting stories
be selected for beginners; that better application be made of gram-_
mar and rhetoric

(11) That algebra be postponed to the second year.
(12) That the hard and fast system of assigning lesson, 1,

abolished.
(13) That experiments in supervised study be (lied.
(14) That sonic part-time classes be introdu.ced.



Chapter VI
INSTRUCTION IN PRIMARY 'GRADES.

READING.

Fallure4 in reading.Twenty-one per cent of the children in the
first grade in the Elyria schools failed in reading at the mid-year
promotions in 1917. Ten per cent failed in 'the second grade, 5 per
cent in the third grade, and only 1 per cent in the fourth grade. ' Chm-
parison of this record with that of Cleveland for June, 1914, shows
that thefirst-grade failure in Oleveland was 15 per cent as against/21 per cent in Elyria; the second grade 10 per cent in both cities;
and the third grade 6 per cent as compared with 5 for Elyria; and

Elyria. Cleveland has a lower rate of failure in fir t grade by 6 per
rifin the fourth grade 4-.1 per cent for Cleveland, a 1 pbr cent for

cent than Ely a, but in the next three grades,second, third, andfourththe Cl .veland failures are 6 per cent greater than in Elyria.
Cleveland's curve of failure in reading is wer than Syria's in the
first grade, but still maintains a high per nt, while it follows the
same general direction through all the gra s. Elyria has a decided
gain on Cleveland in the middle grades, and ;t was demonstrated re-peatedly in the reading classes observed in Elyria that the children
in the middle grades read with fluency and accuracy.

A full discussibn of the probable causes which lad to tha high
percentage of failures in the first grade and the reasons for the
wideo.variation in, proficiency in reading between the first and the
middle grades will be given in the following pages.

First grade.Many influences work together to deter the, progressof first-grade children. For the first months they must adjustthemselves to new-eonditions and adapt themselves to a new enliron-ment. The language of the sehmilroom is very different, even for .

American-born children, from that of the home. The arbitrary
symbol in reading, as the sign of the spoken word, requires in itself
a remarkable adjustment. The chilli has. Rnown' language through
the ear and voice, and now it becomes a thing of sight. He seeslanguage and is expected to translate the symbols quickly and ac.'curately into the spoken word with which he is already familiar.This fundamental principle of learning to read is too often made
more difficult for him than it need be. He cornea equipped with a.
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large vocabulary of spoken words. Ho knows their meaning. He
can use them at will to express his thoughts on many subjects. These,
draughts and words are too often ignored in the early lessons in 4

reading, .especially. with children who speak a foreign language at
home.,- New matter and the strange syMbols confuse him, and fre-i
quently after five months of struggle to meet this requirement hey
fails.

Requirement in first grade.That the requirement for first-grade-
readineis much too larg,e7,is fully demonstrated by the number of
failures in all the first grades throughout the city. There needs to
be :a quickened conscience among the teaching force in regard to
failures in their classes, and- greater twe'should be made of the half-
hour period at noon designed for the special help of backward
children. -

Veth.od in first grade. .--The method used in the beginning classes
lacks the element of adaptability and elasticity. Children are held
too long on one unit, of work before they proceed to new mutter.
No provision is made within the method used for either the advanced
or the backward child.

01m(rratimt in first grade.The first grades throughout the city
were beginning a new term and the metbod was the same in all
reading' classes observed. A rhyme was vritteh on the blackboard
and the pupils went over the words with the teacher mit il they were
familiar with them. Then indiViddal,words were emphasized until
the children were able to recognize them gut of their setting in the
rhyme. Sometimes this analysis of the sentences into Word units

'became monotonous and tiresome, for the children were held on one
rhyme until all the words in it were mastered. In one first-grade
room there were 18 children, 10 of whodi were repeaters, and as they
had already fipent five months on the:same rhymes the repetition of
the process must have been most discouraging. Some individual
teachers made en attempt to vary the exercises` by singing the rhyme,
or by playing a game with bean bags and keeping time with the
tossing ofthe bags back and forth as the children chanted the rhyme...
This diversion ridded a fictitious interest to the exerdise but did not
seen to promote the real object of the lesson, that of functioning
words.

PHONICS.

Mechanical difficulties in reading.It is evident, both from Omer-.
ration and from statistics, that the work in phonics in most schools
is desultory and does not carry over into the reeding and spelling
lessons as it.should.,--;The time allotment in phonics in Elyria and
in 15 other cities .shOwilhat Elyria iano eiception to the rule.

01564*-48-0 Ica
I
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Fifty minutes per week in the first three grades are devoted to
phonics in the Elyria schools according to the daily program in
those grades. Ten minutes a day, extending over three years of
school time. mean a long-drawn-out study of a subject that needs
to be emphasized only during the first. year of school.' It'could be
virtually mastered in two or three months. In all his votalWary
the child uses IA -}:") ,cued.. and lie need. to learn but. :16 letters
and letter combinations to represent them.. It wool(' Sel`11 an easy
matter to analyze his spoken words into the -15 fundamentals and
then teach him to recognize the symbols which represent them. f
this could be done during the first few months of schOol. it wonl4
hive the child a mastery orthe tedinique of ntiing and greatly
reduce the percentage of failures in reading in the first grade.

Titer allotment for phonics in Elyria and in 1.1 other cities.

Minutes per week. Per cent of grade time.

7rn.los

filvris

-41---.---

Fifteen

sl. 72

.Ely Ito.

3 0
:N
39

Fif,een
cities.

6.9
54
3.3

The time allotment front 15 other cities ,entpared with that of
Elyria indicates that this plan has been carried out in some schools.
The 15 cities tabulated in the table above show an average of 105.5
minutes a week devoted to phonies in the first grade, as against 50
minutes in Elyria: 81 minutes in the second grade for 50 in Elyria,
and the same allotment in both case for the third grade.

Ti e- apportionment which these cities make. through the three
grades seems an equitable distribution of time for phonics. It
shows a high appreciation of the importance of phonicsats a subject
for study in primary 'education.

Phonics, or word drithr.-!-Unfortunately, net even the 10 minutes'
allotment for phonics per day in Elyria is absolute, for the daily

.Programs give a double assignment to this period whhit is listed hs
.phonics, or word drills," in all programs examined except one.
The choice lies With the teacher: she can teach either subject during
this period, at, mn.' as the '4word drill ", is ore closely related to ate
reading lesson than the "phonic drill" she often emphasizes the
forther at the expense of the latter.

Observation of a phonic lesson in first grade.Drill cards were
used in a'firli-grade phonic lesson observed. They were pi.esented

The data In this Recto!) Iarc not calculated on the game beets its the data Oren In
the section on Instruction Ih theintertneillele and greuunar grades.
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at random as far as the sounds of the letters were concerned. The
drills consisted of initial consonant sounds in blend with the letters
r, 11. 1, ete.pr, tr, fr, sh, th, and bi, combined with the endings
ad, ee, y, ay, ornr, and ound, to forM the words pray, tree, fey, shad,
?weer, round, etc.

This exercise, like many of the phonic drills observed, was ti drill
on tilt quick recognition of the symbol by sight and the promiuncia...4k
tion of its corresponding sound. There was no training of the ear
to the quick recognition Of sound apart, froi its associat km with the
visible symbol, a type of training which is much nemled by these
children and is greatly neglected in all grades. No observation was
made of a development lesson in whicr time sound of any letter was
first presented to the class.

In general all lessons inphonics that were. observed were used as
sight drills rather than sound drills. It is suggested that the symbol
be mi,ed only occasionally until the children become expert. in disco.
ming sound units. in the woAls they use ordinarily in conversation
in the schoolroom. The fawn charts, ttnd cards is apt, to be-
come perfunctory and to lose all spontaneity. It. is suggested that the
teacher originate and prepare new matter and new methods for these
lessons.

'Tests for reading vocabulary.The, Haggerty Scale. for Rending
Vocabulary was used in the first three grades in selected .schools to
determine the child's proficienCy in pronouncing words. The test
consists of lists of words, 25'phonetic and 25 sight words selected from
the Jones list, and printed on small cards in columns arranged in
groups of 5 according to a seal() of increasing difficulty: The first
group of words is numbered 50, and tha list consis$s of the words
would, Out, bit, that, and for; line GO, following line 50, is 10 points
more difficult than the preceding line and consists of the words ring,
cut, time, sce7, more; this is followed iv. line, SO, 100, and 120,-4 five
words each, time points of difficulty being indicated by the number of
the line.

Each. child was tested alone and by *the same person. A card 'was
handed to him and he was told to read the list Of words it contained;
if lm hesitated. ha was told to pass on to the next word. The child
was not marked in percentages on this test, but.mi careful record was
kept of his reaction on each word; a space left tf he pronounced the
word correctly, a zero if he made no attempt, and the word he sub-
stituted forthecorrect.word was written in the space reserved for the
record of his score in the test.
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HAGGARTYTint TEST FOR READING VOCABULARY IN PRIMARY GRAMS.

CHART I. Cla I-A, in school live months. PHONETIC WO EDE.

Pupils
Bey
Age

1

ti
6

2
(i,

6

3
0
6

4
It
6

5
Cl

6

6
B
7

7
0
6

A
71

, -6

9
0
6

In
n

C

Line SO.

would 0 1said.. so ode wind._ blow.
out 0 0 tno 0 but... not.
bit .1

0 big.... ball .
0 bit .... bite.

that
fox goat

U whit.. cat

..]

this 0 0
ox,

Lint 60.
ring 0 0 ray.... riders.. rocks._ tine... rain..
cut
time

0. 0
0

cout kat,
tay.

cat . cat
0

0
0

cat.
0

seed feed. see say feed 0 0
more 0 0 0 mow .. 0 0 0 0 0

Lint SO.

duck 0 0 0 old.... 0 0 0 0
sang sin^ sing... some.. some.... 0 sing.
dance 0

.

n pay... 0 0 0 0 0
feel 0 feed . s. fade feed Iced fall._.. feed.
hot 0 0 0 bole... toe.... 0 0 hote how hote.

1.1,e WO. 6

dig big... tirg.. big pie.... dice... ag 'dire dog... pig.
sled 0 slight . slid... sloe... 0 0 Sihki 0 sling.
SCI1 l 0 0 6 tie. .. 0 0 0 0 0
match 0 0 0 they.. 0 0 meadow 0 mage.
drive s 0 0 0 they.. 0 0 2 0 0

Line ISO.

snag 0 0, 0 snake . some.. 0 0 0 snug .. Cslope
rang

0
0

0 0
0 0

slow ..
run...

a
semen.

slopy..
0

0
ring

slopy..
0

Rimy,
sing.

lace 0 0 0 lay.... 0 lake... 0 C
care 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 carry.

Influence of -phonetic training sh,con in thii test.Chart I is the
record of the children of a.1-.A class in beginning reading who have
been in school five months, as tested by the Ilaggarty Scale. for Read-
ing Vocabulary. It throws an interesting light on the influence which
phonetic training has on the ability of children to pronounce words.
.Thepupils are numbered on the upper line and on the next two lines
below a record of their sex and age is given. The list of test words
is given at the left of the chart in a vertical line and each child's re-
action is recorded in the spaces at the right of the word lists.

An individuarpupil's record is read down the column and e:ich
child's attempt on a certain word is found by reading across the chart
from left to right. Of the 250 trials on this list of phonetic words
in this class of pupils 190 were missed, and of these 144 were at-
tempted. Nearly all these attempts show 'a- decided phonetic in-
fluence. They show, also, for this Ass, at leisst, a state of mind that
is " confusion worse confounded. ". The word " dig," Mr instance, has
1. Cornet pronunciation out of 10 trials and 9 attempts, in this
order --Sig, big, big,,Fig, dite, dog, dige, dog, pig. Tlie consonant
difficulty heie is strikingly apparent. Five substitutions for the letter
d occur, the letter ,1) three times, and the-letter p twice: The vowel

.-difficulty occurs four times,. long f confused with short i twice, and-
.
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with short o twice. One little -girl, 6 years old, whose record is re-
corded as No. 5, attempted every word in the list of 25 with 1 cor-
rect pronunciation and 24 incorrect. Her difficulty is evidently with
owels, for she gives the initial consonant sound correctly 13 times

out of 24 and the vowel sound only 4 times accurately. Her other
attempts are far afield and they show no phonetic influence.

T fiE RAGGAIITY TEST FOR READING VocA111:1.ARY IN PRIMARY GRADES.
CII.4 T Class 3-A, In school to 0 ye irF. PHONETIC WORDS.

ropily
Se
Ago

wnnld
nut
Int
that
lox

fine
rut
holes.1
ware

dirk
sang
d.Inre

hot

(112 '
s NI
gent
match
drive

slim
0 ,De
rant,
I, ..
Core

Zinc 50.

. Line 60.

Line

Line 1W.

Line 1E9.

. .

..

.

1

17

9

world.

nag...

2
IS

8

said.

dusk .

hit..

SPe
march.
driven

snail..

ring.
lake.

3
13

9

t

.,.,

0

4
0
9

hoot

slid.

5
II
9

world.

a

,

0

sang
0

ring

6
13

8

....

.

7
B
8

world.

hote...........

8
G
7

....

9.
BA

....

10
B

10

world.

PIts

rill.

dick.

dams.

hut.

dog.
steed.

drum

rain.

sore.

Chart II shows the results of tests in a 3.-B class who had been in
school two years. The same words were given to the same number
of children and under. the same conditions as before. Of the 36
words missed in 250 trials, 82 were attempted. Many of the attempts
indicate that phonetic analysis had not been utilized, but that the
flash-card method had been adopted. Many show the influence of
phonetic drills, ho-wever; the word "sang ", occurs three times DA a
substitute for snag, ring twice for rang, slid for sled, anti hit, hoot,
hote, and but for hot. Nearly all these substitutions show a.vowel
difficulty which should not trouble children entering the third grade;
A suggestion for a more suggestive and incisive treatment of phonet-

. 1 . ics has already been made, and may well be repeated here.
Value of reading vocabulary testa.These charts in the hands.of.

the teachers. of these. children should pOto be Most. illuminating
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and suggestive. Here is an opportunity for the teacher to put her
band on the weak spot in reading vocabulary for every member of
her class. Oue child needs drills on the vowel sounds, another on
the consonants. When a child has formed the habit of guessing at
words, like number 5, in Chart I, and is unconscious of making
24 errors in 25 attempts. a special analysis of words into sounds and
symbols is needed to create a con,ciousness of sound values in tlua
chilli's mind.

Rates of progress and the evidence of new difficulties will be
revealed if tests of this kind are given frequently. Comparisons of
proficiency of pupils in other school buildings of the same grade will
prove of value to the teacher when measured b' this scale,

The wevkly time allotment for reading for rho first grade in Elyria
is 207.5 minutes, while the average for 20 other cities is 3S8 minutes.
Elyria devotes one-third less time to reading than is usually given,
which may in part account for the per cent of failure in this subject.
In the second grade the time allotment is practically the same and
still much lower than for corresponding grades in other cities. In
the third grade, where the Elyria-curve of failure nrreading drops to
5 per cent, the time allotment is about nortuttl, It is suggested that
the time allotment for reading in the'first grade be lengthened and
that an effort be made by other means as well to lessen the number of
failures. In the section of this survey devoted to arithmetic it is
shown that number work is receiving it disproportionate amount of
time in the first grade. Some of the time given to arithmetic might
well by applied to reading.

Time allotment in reading in Muria and in 20 other cities.

rides.

Minutes per week. Per rent of grade
time.

Elyria. 20,11.1es. Elyria. 20 cities.
.

1 207.6 385 16.2 TO
2 215.0 356 16.81 23
3 195.6 276 15.4 18.

-

Development lessons in the study recitation. in reading. 'The read.
ing material in Elyria is drawn largely from the best sources, namely.
folklore, myth, and _fable. The reading lessons in all classes are
reproductions of the finest literature that the world has produced.
These lessons should be treated as more .than there oral reading exer-
cises; perfunctory_and formal, in which one child reads one para-
graph, another following with the next, on: Some of the
time sigiilk be taken for the development appreciation. The
socialize recitation is the type-of exercise for these lessons. The
follthving outline is submitted as a suggestion:
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OUTLINE UR THE STUDY RECITATION IN RIAD' NG.

I. Assignment of thegesson: Arouse interest by-
1. Questions.
2. Informal conversations.
3. Reading the text by puptis'and teacher

II. Reading the lesson. orally rind silently.
1. Section the story.'
2. Make an outline.
3. Retell important parts.
4. Visua
5. Dramatize.
6. Read silently for appreciation.
7. Read orally for expression. fluency. etc.
& Memorize choice phrases and sentences.

Divided periods in reading.In some cities the ne training
for appreciation is realized, and the time schedule has been changed
so that 30 minutes are devoted to each lesson in reading. Fifteen
minutes of this time is taken for a talk about the story, and the other
15 for training in proficiency.

Observation in second grade nor reading for appreciation.One of
the second-grade reading lessons observed dealt with the story of

The Three Billy Goats Gruff." from the Free and Treadwell Primer.
The. aim of this lesson was to read for appreciation. The children
stoodpauped about the teacher in an informal way, and the social
spirit strongly dominated the entire exercise. Dee children had
already read part of the story, and a review of this was being given
by the pupils in reply to theskillful questions of the teacher.

TI.: mit. What story did you have Yesterday?
Puen.. The Billy goats.

u ER. How many goats were there?
Prep.. There were three.
TEAenEit. NViurt were their names?
PUPIL. Little Billy Goat Gruff, etc.
TEACHER. Who Ilved under the bridge/
Pit.en.. A troll.
TEMA Whitt wits on the other side?
Pt en.. A hill.
TE %CHER. What, was on the hill? .

Pten.. Pretty grass.
TvAcitEtt. NViiitt did the goats want to do?
'Tett. Get fat.
TEACHER. What did the troll want?
PUPIL. He wanted to eat the goats up. That's what trolls like to Ao. .

TEACHER. Did he eat Little Billy Goat truff? Let's read and end out: .

(Children read.from page 83.)

together.

TEAcuna. Did the troll Bay that? Did the Dilly goat say It, Which Billy
goat said it? What is the second word? (little) I suppose you would not sty it T'that way, Would you? Just suppose some one was sows to eat you.
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The teacher's questions brought out the viral points of this fine old
tale and helped the children to appreciate much of its charm. The
oral reading was excellent. Reading for appreciation was empha:-
sized throughout the entire 'recitation, only one reference being made
to the mechanical side of the reading.

Recitations of this kind should be more common than they are in
the r.lyriaischools. The study recitation outline is recommended as
a guide to teachers who desire to improve their method of teaching
reading after the manner of this recitation.

I. Failures: There should be a quickened conscience among the
teaching force in regard to failurre, and greater use should be
made of the half-hour period at noon designed for special help
to backward children.

II: phonies: A
1. Longer periods should be allotted to the teaching of phInies.
2. A few weeks of oral training in sounds should be given

-before the symbols are presented.
'3. The work should be thoroughly systematized andjecome a

a regular part of the daily program.
4. There should be sa closer applicktion of phon ics to all

language subjects.
III. Reading for appreciation:

1. The time allotment for reading in the first grade should be
increased.

2. A period should be set apart each day for training in reading
for appreciation.

LAAtIAGE. a J.

Oral language.The lack o opportunity for oral exibbession was
the most noticeable defect in t school program. The indivaltial
pupils observed in thefirst three grades spoke less than 100 words
during a session of 260 minutes. This opportunity came only in the

;recitation period and consisted.of counting numbers and reading
words from the -blackboard. No time was given to free and spon-
taneous expression; no questions were asked by the pupil;,,!and no
opinion was offered by him on any subjeCt.

.

This table shows that little provision has been made in Elyria for
language training in primary grades. The daily program gives 10
minutes a day to oral language in the first grade,. and this is usually
listed as ".sense training or games," "dramatizing," games and folk
dances." In the second. grade a little over 8 'minutes devoted to .

oral. language. -In the third grade 20.thinutes three times a week: is
Set apart for nature study,"'" oral language," " poem," as wished,
which indicSteslhat the children are-not receiving any definite by. s-
tematie training in this important subject... One of the third-gr.-ail*
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daily programs lists one period of 15 minutes on Tuesday for
". language games," "talk of grammatical errors," "describe -a pic-ture," or " reproduce a story." The fourth grade lists a 25.-minuteperiod on Monday andWednesday for "language," but this con-sists of written work only.

Time allotment in language in ElUria and in !oact. cities.

c% Wm.

Minutes per week. Proporttiomneof grade

.. ( .
Elyria. reTtIenlY Elyria. Tesirasty,

1 . 31.0 133
Per cent.

3.9
Per cent.

8.82 43.0 144 3.3 9.63 62.5 170 1.0 11.3

In comparing Elyria with 20 other cities, we find that nearly threq
times as much attention is paid to oral lapguage in other cities as inElyria. We find, also, from 'Observation and reference to daily
program's that the work in Elyria is not language work, but that
the time allotted to this period is distributed over a large nurnber.of
subjects aiready4iitunerated in this report.

Importance of oral language training. Too much can not be said N;in favor of oral language training in primary grades. All authori-ties agree that the ear is the important organ to be considered in
teaching little children to speak, to read, And to write. "Addresi the
Car principally," Gouin exhorts the teacher of language, "afterwards
take as aiviliaries.the eye and hand in reading and writing." Illiey-agrCes, " The ear, and not the eye, is the arbiter of speech; thenith, not the pen, its greatest instrument."

It is hardly possible that the children in the Elyria schools arereceiving more than a minimum amount 'of language training with
such limited time allotment and suchindefinite a§signtnent of subjectma tier. '

Ritggestit:e material for oral language lemon.q.So far as observedin these grades there was no correlation of the work of the school
with the interests and experiefices of the, children out of school:- Thenumber M(ork, the language lesions, the games, and plays were all
too far removed from the immediate interests of the child.

Table of out -of- School activitits. table of Out:of-school activi-
ties is included in this report as suggestive material for.oral lan-
guage lessons: for number lessons; and:for the other activities of the
schoolroom to be correlated With the -regular' .subjects of Study.These data were gathered. from children in the first four grades inthe Elyria schools and tire "recorded under thesubjects of lietme

, '-wOrk, home games,- vaeation church enteitaitiment.14 and
books read. awing the year
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The table offers a wide range of subjects from which to select
material for oral language lessons. Interesting topics of study for
nature-study lessons are listed under vacation activities. One chili!
reports a -garden activity, "I break earth in pieces with the hof,
when father digs"; which suggests to the resourceful teacher 1
series of interesting lessons in the preparation of soils for.planting.
"I plant potatoes while daddy digs the holes" introduces the sub-
ject of germination and offers an oppOrtunity for valuable experi-
ments in sprouting potatoes, planting bulbs, etc. Another sug:
gestive rep'ort, "I pull carrots," leads the teacher directly to a series
of lessons on the value of the roots of some plants as a food supply,
and the best Hays of cooking carrots, beets, parsnips: and similar
roots..

The proportion of children in each grade who are engaged in dif-
ferent home activities is reported. "l'hese reveal in a concise way
those occupations and interests most common to the children of
Elyria. For instance. all the children in the first grile wipe the
dishes as a part of their home work, 50 per cent in the second grade,
and 25 per cent in the third grade. It is within the power of the
teachers in these grades to make these homely activities interesting
and to lift them above the plane of drudgety they so often occupy.
A practical, usable course of study 'on home economics'might be
prepared 'for the elementary grades from reports of this k,ind.

The reading interests shown in this table should be utilized in
various ways as a basis for oral language. The reports on books
read would be valuable; an exchange of books between pupils and
discussions of the story and characters should find 'some place in

-the course of study as a phase of the work in library reading. The
games. the vacation sports like swimming and fishing, the church
and Sunday. school interests, all make up the child's' world and
should find some place in his schoOl life.

r-SUCCEIMONS CONCERNING THE TEACHING OF LANGUAGE IN ELYRIA.

1:The time.alloinient should be lengthened in the p.ritnary grades,
2. A systematic course of study should be mapped out with a defi-

nite assignment of subject matter for each semester in each grade.
3. Each teacher should have ,the opportunity to study for herself

the best lite;ature for children, and should receive training in this
most necessary art, that of telling stories to little children.

ARITHMETIC.

.The number of failiires in arithmetic in Elyria is unusually large
in the lower grades. In the first grade,,17.5 per cent of the children
failed at the mid-year promotion in Februatyr. 1917; 6.5 per cent
failed in the second' grade, and'about: 12 per cent in the third and
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fourth grades. Cleveland's rate of failure for June, 1914, was 2
per cent jpii the first [rrade, and 4 per cent in the second grade. but
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in the third grade the Cleveland curve rises to 17.5 per cent. and-to
1per cent in the fourth.
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Bothin Elyria and Cleveland the difficulty, in the third and fourth
grades is due, no doubt, to the introduction of the principle of
carrying, which perplexes children more than it should. It is diffi-
cult to fix responsibility for failure in any subject, but probably the
lack of a pedagogical development of subject matter is one or the
chief factors.

Failures in the first grade:The difficulty in first-grade arithmetic
in Elyria, as shown by the curve in diagram 2, is undoubtedly diie'to
the lack of adaptation of subject matter. Number work in the first
grade should be largely a matter of -counting and measuring. De-
mands for measuring are found in .the manual arts, in nature study.
in the home and_school activities, and in the child's own personal
interests. The pupils in Elyria are weighed each month tattler the
direction of the school nurse, and this might well be used as illustra-
tive material in number lessons. The pupil's height, his age and
birthday dates, :ill afford excellent matter for applied number work.
During the ssrvey. in Elyria schools a request came to the teachers
for the children to report on the size of the back yards adjoining
their homes. Here was a demand for the measuring and computing

'of -areas, which would have been of vital impotance in the making
of home and school-gardens. No use was made, however, so far as
could be determined of this opportunity.

Logical development tf number emphasized.Judging from the
observation of many classes in arithmetic, from an examination of
daily programs, and from conferences with teaehersTthe--kogicra-devel-------
opment of the subject of arithmetic is the only one considered in the
pritnary grades. In the first semester the children count to-100 by
'ones and tens. They read and write these numbers and ad and
subtract in simple combinations. A marked rigidity characterize's
this work in all the primary grades, both in the recitation periods
and in theoutlines prepared by the teachers from the font-WE course
of study. The entire class in arithmetic moves through this required
work with lock-step precision; the bright children are restrained.
andthose who are backward join the ranki of the "repeaters" nt, the
end of the semester.

Time allotment in ,arithmetic.With twice as much time spent on
arithmetic in the first grade as in.20 other cities the ratio of failure
in Elyria is abnormally high.. In the second grade, where the.time
given is about equal to that of other cities, the lailiare score. corre-
sponds to that recorded' in Cleveland and elsewhere. In the third
grade the failures increase, and the time allotment is about 3 per cent
below the avarage.

It would seem then that the quality and not -the quantitiy of work
done in Elyria needs attention; that much of the time now spent on
arithmetic could well be given to rea lig and language and to School,

.
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room activities more in harmony with the -child's development.,at tlli
period of his school life.

Time allotment in drithmetic in lyia and 20 other cities.

. Oracles.

Minutes per week. . Ratio of grade time.

Twenty 1 Taenty1.'471a' cities. EI)Tin'

145.00 72.502, 135.50 148.75
3 148.jkj 215.00

Per erne.
11.3
10.8
11.5

Per eerie.
4.8
9.0

14.5

Skilled supervision needed.Applied numbe is difficult for anuntrained teacher. She must know how to find a legitiruate demand
for number in the several subjects of study and how to connect thefundmentals in arithmetic with the problems which arise in thosesubjects. .

.

it is evident that the social aspect 'of number is almost wholly
ignored in Elyria, and that the abstract treatment is overemphasized.
Illikst ration with objects was seldom used, and measurement with theruler was never made a part of the number' exercise. There is needof a supervisor in this -work who is especially.' trainei in:primary
methods to help the teachers iormulate a pragmatic course of study
in arithmetic...

--1415411KKIIHN:4 CONCERNING THE TEACHING OE ARITHMETIC IN ELYRIR.

1. A study of other courses of study in cities like Cleveland is
recommended to note the difference in requirement as a possible causefor the wide variation in per cent of failure.

2. Adaptation of the subject matter to the diffeeent grades in theprimary school is recommended, and greater emphasis should beplaced upon the social bearing which number. should have for thechildren. The child's need of number and his use of nuniber should%.be the basis of his work and not the logical development of. the
`subject wholly from the scientific standpoint..

. .3. Less time should be devoted the study of arithmetic in thefirst and second grades, and greater stress should he placed upon t he
'cultural subjects of reading and language..

,

4. A skilled supervisor is needed to assist the teachers in this work.

PENMANSILIP.

Method of teaching peninan4hip.--.The exercises in penmanship
consisted of drills on movement, sliding the hand back and forth over .the slate as dip arm rested On the _large muscle in the ,forearm::
Rhythm wits emphasized by the use of a small phonogrttph which

s
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was a source of great interest to the children and put considerable
enthusiasm into what would have been otherwise a dull lesson.
Ovals and circles, upward and downward strokes were practiced and
occasionally a single letter was given as a copy. The stre:s then a as
put on the form of the letter, and the movement was of the lingers
only.

A/0.1.W inadequate. Slates were used because of thelliillieulty in
obtaining paper ;intl pencils. It should .he pointed out that slates
and slate pencils are a poor medium for writing lessons. The fric-
tion of the pencil and the obstruCtion of the frame are hindrances to
ease, grace, and speed.

The tops of the desks in the primary grades are too small to allow
the aria o rest on them; the children hold their arms in the air and
used tP finger and Lain! movement. When the copybooks were tised
the writing became a painstaking copy. of a letter rather than a free
exorcise in movement.

SPE LLI NG.

Subject matter in spelling.The spelling lists used in the primal.
grades were taken largely 11.9 the reading lessons. The time al
nent amounted to about '20 minutes per day in the second and third
grades. The assignment for scat work in spelling was usually
inadequate; sometimes only two words were given for a second-grade
lesson to fill a period of 15 minutes.

Method of teaching spelling.The words were written on the
blackboard anti were spelled orally by the (lass in concert. Thee
were theft copied on paper, and finally written in exercise books from
dictation. The exercise W.a :1 totining.of the eye to recognize the

tkdifferent symbols in .ii word without, considering the .part which the
ear' plays in the functioning and the 1u9lysis of words.

No application of phonies to the jelling was observed. Sight-
words and phonet ic.wordi all received the same treatment, and were
allasrught in the same way.

Xilgyeation8 for the ,triling lesson.The oral exercise lc the
spelling recitations shobld he lengthened in orcir to train the chil-
dren's power to form auditory imfiges. There is no greater aid to
correct spelling than the,power to hear the different sound elenients
in a word and to represent-thosesounds with the appropriate symbols.

. I
GA 11 ES.

OBSERVATION OF BENSE GAMES.

First game. -- -The aitn.of tills game was to give u drill on the reeog7
nition of the three primary and secondary colors..

The metlaQd copsistS of calling six children to the floor, each hold-,,
ing a coloied bill in his hand. They stand in line, arranged according.
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to the order of color in the spectrum. First the-class are asked to
name the colors; then the balls are changed about and the class are
asked to rearrange them in their proper order. Finally, the balls
are hidden and the class are asked to locate the colors.

Second game.The aim of this game was to test the child's mem-
ory of thdlocation of different members of the class when they are in
their respectii-e seats.

One member of the class was blindfolded while four other
their seats and hid in various .parts of the room. Then the blind
was removed from the child's eyes and he was asked to name the
absent. pupils,.to locate their seats, and to describe their appearance.

Third !tome.- -This game was designed to test a child's sense of
bearing. A blindfolded child was seated with his back to the class
and two erasers were placed on the floor behind him. The child was

" watchdog" and the erasers were bags of gold." The game con -
sisted of individual pupils in the class "stealing" the bags of gold
without the watchdog's knowledge. If he heard, he.called out," Who
is it ? Is it John? " and John aeswered, " Yes; it is john."... When
the watchdog failed to hear. the children all clapped thei -hands.

The ',due of games.For an occasional exerci for sense training
these games were excellent, hut they lacked spontaneity and afforded
mr opportunity for the pupils initiative. There should he greater
freedom in any game than was allowed in these. A series of games
that cultivate resoureefulness,dnd give an opportunity for physical
exercise are, recommended as a part of the daily program in every
1'01 411.

RECESSES AND DISMISSALS':

117o.Nte of time.The children have a 20- minute period fop recess
in the primary grades in Elyria; both in the morning and in the
afternoon. They pass to the cloakroom and, get their wraps, then
back to their seats to pat them on, and. when all are ready they Pasa
out, first to a basement toilet; where the janitor assists in " keeping

" then in line to the school yard. .

During the snowy weather they stood about with their hands in
their pockets, shafting their feet in the snow or swinging on an
iron Car which formed the fence in the School yard.

Putting on wraps. The recess period was appreciably shortened
by waste of time in getting wraps'and putting them on, and in wait-

.

ing for all the school to pass out together. It may not be possible to
make this anindiVidual matter, allowing each child to leave the room
when he is ready, but it would greatly. lengthen this period for most
children, if this could be done.

611564.-48-10
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Some form of entirtainment'needed.Some entertainment sho-uld
13e provided for this period, both within and without the schoolroom.
Large yards and open spaces ,kurrounct most of-these schools and
afford excellent opportunity for games and exercises. In sonic yards
hn embankment had been thrown up, and the inclosed 'space flooded
so that the children might skate during he cold weather. Some
school yards were fitted up with a few pieces of apparatus for
physical exercises, and some yards were arranged for games and
sports, but -wliere no. one was especially designated to lead in these
exercises the children made little use of them.

An assignment for thi.g work needed.It is suggested that one
-teacher each week be appointed to provide some form .of recreation
for the recess period in each building. Valuable suggestions for the
recess recreation period may be found in the table of out-of-school
activities, included in this report, especially those designated by the.
children themselves under the head of home -games, for the first four,
grades. .

NEED OF KINDERGARTENS.

Value of kindergartens.Another cause of failure in the first
-*grade in Elyria is undoubtedly the lack of kindergarten training for

the children before they enter school.
English..The kindergarten prepares children for the work of the

first grade, and .this is especially true of children of foreign-born
parents who sperik a foreign language at home. In language train-
ing alone the kindeigarten is indispensable. In Elyria, .where so
large a proportion of the population is foltign born, the school
authorities can ill afford to weaken the school system 'at its most
vulnerable point. . .

School adjustment.=As.an introduction to the school-r6gime, and
as a training in school habits, it is most important, since his term in
the kindergarten saves the child a similar amount of preparatiOn
for school work in the first grade.

Social adjustments, the ability to work in harmony with his fel-
lows and his teacher, motor control, the ability to coordinate his

. motor activities with his will and understanding, obedience and
disciPline, these are only a part of the many lessons he learns under
the kindly guidance oY his school mother. Add. to those his acquisi-
tibn of knowledge and its constant application .to his social needs
and uses and we haye'a suni of indisputable arguments in favor of
this training. In no other school 'department will he find this im-
portant correlation: , 3

Data from inyesOgation.9.Th those who still do'nbt the efficiency
of kindergarten training we cite a number of itiliastigit-tions lately
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conducted in various parts of the country. Berry's statigticsi re-
garding the effect of kindergarten training on promotions in Michi-
gan disclose the fact'that the percentage of repeaters in first grade
is 69.5 greater in towns having no kindergartens than in towns Which
have them. Mrs.- Bradford found from a study of the Kenosha
(Wis.) schools,2 in comparing a group of 925 kindergarten-trained
children with a group of 738 children without kindergarten training,
that fewer retardations occurred in the first group. Supt. Bervey,
of Pawtucket, R. I., discovered that 60 per cent of children entering
fiyit grade without kindergarten training failed as against 35 per
cent of those having that training.

Conclusions.--It is especially recommended that the kindergarten
school system be reestablished in Elyria. There seems to be an im-
perative need for such training in Elyria on account of its large for-
eign population. Undoubtedly a continuation of these schools will
.do much toward raising the standard of instruction above the piano
of dry formality which it now occupies.

=Berry, C. S. A study of Retardation Acceleration, Elimination, and Repetition in
the Public Elementary Nchools of 225 lownii and cities of Michigan.

= Bradford. Mary D. The Kindergarten and its Relation to Retardation. N. IC, A.,1912, pp. ti24 -629.

.
. A



Chapter VII.
INSTRUCTION IN INTERMEDIATE AND GRAMMAR

GRADES.

1)1 Nt;.

The time given to reading in the schools of Elyria ranks approxi-
mately midway between that given in Cleveland and that in 50 other
American cities.

Time glefli to reading.'

1.1yrin.

1

r cent.
31'

Per cent.
30 5
30.3

Per cent.
43
363. ..... 21 27.7 32

4 16 17 1 22
5 13 17.0 186. 12 14.0 15

. ...... ........ 10 15.0 17
K 10 11.4 17

1%, r-go 17.4 20.4 25

in %I.: \ I's I 10 UPPER GRADtS.

An analysis of the reading material used in the upper grades
indicates that only about. one-third is of a literary natne or of a
nature calculated to lay. a foundation for literary selections, such
as the storja the Iliad. The rest may be classified as history, civics,
geography, hygiene, and nature study.

That some nonliterary material has a place in the reading class is
not questioned, but that this material should-.make up two-thirds of
what is read may well be questioned. It makes of, the reading class
&dumping ground for the overflow from other classes and for mate-
rial that should have an independent place in the curriculum. This is
unfair to the other subjects and robs the reading class of its proper
spirit. It is therefore recommended that the major part of the inis-

I The figures in this and succeeding tables for Cleveland are taken from liobbitt's volume In the Cleve-land (Ohio) Educational Survey entitled "What the Schools Teach end Might 'Pesch," end those for60 American titles from Lfolmea's paper on "'Time Distribution by Subta and (irides in RepresentativeCities," published in Part I of the Fourteenth Yearbook of the Bonet). for the Study of Education (nit'emits of Chicago Press, ISIS).
in ceiculetine the percentages for these tables the time spent in rem)r end opening eadases Wanteluded. Reeding, furthermore, ingludse phonics, literature, sad catimorisang postai, as well p. moans'In the narro AWL
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cellaneous material be transferred to those subjects in which it is
germane.

Nature study is not now scheduled as a separate subject in the
Elyria schools, but it should be. This subject should not lose contact
with the concrete, it is true, but in giving an appreciate understanding
of_the plant and animal world, books like " Plant and Animal Chil-
dren," " Ways of Woodfolk," and " The Bird,World," which are now
classed as supplementary reading, form an indispensable aid. These
books are written by people who love their subject, and are therefore
well adapted to inspire a similar love in the pupils. They fall.into
the class of natural history rather than science, and are indicative ofthe spirit that should pervade the science work in the elementary
school and even the junior high school. Here the method of scientific
dissection and analysis is not yet in place.

If the major part of the reading material .that falls in the fields
of history, civics, geography, hygiene, and nature study were assigned
to these subjects, it is clear that the time for reading could be mate-rially reduced and still more selections of a literary nature than nowcould be read. This reduction in ttme would also help to make room
fur such subjects as nature study and civics.

Some of the texts now read in the upper grads are clearly too diffi-
cult, for the grades to which they are assigned. Examples are Ilaw-
thorne's "The Story of Achilleg," assigned to 6B, and Mowry's
" First Steps in the History of England," Assigned to 7B. Such
texts should either be assigned to higher grades or be displaced.

The basic rending material, or some of it, may very properly offer
a fair amount of difficulty; but most, if not all, of the supplementary
itti.terial should be chosen for rapid reading. It is this type of read-
ing that brings the pupil into the spiritof the selection, that gives him
the swing of Ulf nd is therefore most likely to develop a love forthe nit.

The 17 classes in reading that were observed in the upper grades
were taught with widely varying degrees of merit. Approximately
une-fourth of the teachers get satisfactory classroom results. They
direct attention to the heart of the selections, deNTlop the setting, and
then follow the story or theme in a vital manner. Their pupils areinterested and read with good expression. Yet even these teachers

. restrict their work too much to the traditional study-and-recitation. type. Little reading for the joy of it, reading that is relatively 'free
0. and spontaneous, appears to be done in connection with the schools.

In the hands of approximately one-third of the teachers in the upper-
grades the classroom results in reading are not satisfactory. These
touchers usually have their pupils stand at their seats and read me,
chanically to the teacher; they appear to feel little or no interest in th
selections thejneelves and they fail to cause their pupae to feel '..,y;.

.

___
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they spend little or no time in bringing out the thought or setting, and
most of the criticisms they offer pertain to the pronunciation of words .

and the 'observation of punctuation marks... A few of these teachers
let their pupils stumble along one after another with practically no
suggestions whatever, and they assign the advance lessons' by pages
without even directing attention to the difficult words that will be met.

Perfunct61y resultS such as these can be remedied only by the
vitalization of the teacher's own attitude. The teacher must realize
what the significance of the selection read is; he must 'develop' 'the
historical, geographical, or other setting that ,brings out this sig7
nificance for the class; he must in the longer selections develop an
introductory outline of the theme or story; he Must direct the study
and discussion along the one central theme, lea.ving:.all else to give
support; and he must not hesitate, upon occasion, to read choice. or
difficult portions to the class himself.

In every class observed every member had studied the same selec-
tion. This must, of course, be the case when basic classics are studied,
but with much of the reading material suited to elementary school
pupils it is difficult to maintain interest under this condition,' Motive
on the part of the reader and variety and interest for the class may
be brought in by letting each pupil occasionally prepareft different
selection for oral reading. Such selections may be taken from news-
papers, magazines, library-books, and supplementary readers. If a
selection is too long for the time allotment of one pupil, let two of
more parcel it out among themselves.

Little, if any, attention is given to the development of facility in
silent reading. This is the type of reading most used in life, and
it should therefore receive attention in school. The slow but neces-
sary motor habits of pronunciation involved in oral reading are not
needed in silent reading, yet, if all emphttsis is placed on oral
reading, these habits are likely to become so indelibly associated with
the reading process that they will in a Measure impede silent read-
ing. What is needed is a parallel set of habits for silent rending.
The development of these habit's should receive attention all through

!thb elementary school.
In the upper grades about two-fifths of the reading time may.Well

be given over to relatively tree silent reading. Let the children
bring or choose the books they are interested in and let them read,
Primarily for their own satisfaction. It is through such free silent
reading, interspersed with periods for discussion and With more
formal work, that reading becomes easy and that a taste for it is
developed. .

'Something like this has already been attempted in tile Garfield
School, where only the first four grade are represented.1 A vacant
room is provided With chairs and a long table plenteously supplied
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with books and children's papers. 'It thisrobm the children repair
with evident enjoyment at recess and at noon wheneverthe weather
does not permit outdoor play. This is essentially a school library
or reading room, and it would be even more in place for the grades
above the fourth. A suggestive list of books for such a library, as
well as for supplementary reading. may be found in." The Sixteenth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,"
pages 33-59.'.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. More of the spirit of delight should be introduced into the read-
ing classes'..

2. Practice in rapid silent reading should be given and more oppor--
tunity for relatively free silent reading should be provided.

3. Much of the material now assigned to reading should be trans-
ferred to other subjects.

4. Selections too difficult for their grades should be reassigned
or. displaced.

.
Time given to language.

Grades. Elyria. Fifty
cam.

.
Clov e-
land.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
1 7.5 &8 10.9
2 8.0 8. 7 10.8

& 3 10.3 9.0
4 10.0 10.9 11.8
5 12.1 12.0 13.80 17.0 12.2 13.6
7 15.8 13.7 14.3
8 20.8 14. 1 14. 3

Avenue 12.2 II. 41 12.3

. The provisions of the course of study in language for the four
upper grades are us folhays:.

Grade 5 B.Parts of speech, forms of nouns, qualifying words,
4. degrees of comparison. Written and oral exercises suggested in the

reader.
Grades li.A and 6 B."Speaking and Writing No. III " is used

as a text, and emphasis is given to argumentation, description, rela-
tion of stories, topics about Lincoln, and debates.

Grades 6 A-8 A, reclusive. ".The Mother Tongue, No. II," is par-
celed out by pages and topics to the five divisions, and formal grani-
mar is. systematically studied. Oral and written exercises are balled
for. Although not mentioned in the course of study, at least.one
written composition a month is desired.

Sixteen lessons in language and grammar were observed in the
.four upper grades. Seven of these were grades 5.B to 6 B, and nine

I Public School Publishing Co., Bloomington. III.; 191T.
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in grades 6 A to 8 A. All of the latter were on formal 'grammar,
and the others were based on "Speaking and Writing," the pre-
scribed text. In no case was language or composition directly cone -
lated with the other work of the school. In fact, language study in
the upper grades of Elyria is made a thing apart.

Viewed as a formal study, grammar is on the whole well taught.
Tho pupils participate in the recitations, they ferret out the minute
subdivisions of the various parts of speech, and they analyze and
dingt:Mn highly complicated sentences. But the wisdom of devoting
two and one-half years, the language time in divisions 6 Aio 8 A,
to formal grammar, and some of the time in the fifth grade to
grammar more informally studied, may be seriously questioned.

The best thought of the present inclines to the idea that language
study, as such, need be given but little separate timenot more than
one or two periods a weekand that language and composition re-
ceive emphasis as part and parcel of all the other work of the school.
Oral expression is of necessity involved in all the situations of the
school, and many of the topics studied in geography, history, civics.
current -topics, nature study, and literature should be written up in
the interest of mere pedagogical completensis. The more sponta-
neous forms of composition, such as stories and letters, should grow
out of reading, literature, and preparation for Thanksgiving, Christ-
mas, and other special days. This provides an abundance of language
topics, places the attention on the content, where it belongs, and
gives language the interconnections and continual emphasis that it
inherently reqifires.

Easy and correct language control is acquired through frequent
and correct language use, and then only on the condition of having .

something to say. Habit and not knowledge is the immediate guide
rail of right construction, especially with children. Grammatical
and rhetorical knowledge function in expression only indirectly and
reflectively, and then with children almost solely through adult
assistance. It is seldom that even an eighth-grade child will correct
what he has written on the basis of his grammatical knowledge. This
is the achievement of the extensively trained adult and is still excep-
tional with high-school and college students.

This relation of language and grammar indicates the place that
grammatical and rhetorical study should have in the elementary
school. This study should be treated as the reflective support of cor-
rect expression and should be brought in only when it is clearly
needed and when the pupils themselves maybe led to feel this need.,
It is needed in developing control over such topics' as capitalization,

'punctuation, number, agreement, inflection, sentence structure, para-
graphing, and the correction of habitual errors. The rationalization
of thaw topics is for most pupils helpful and satisfying, but the factei
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and principles needed must be brought in again and again, for not
until the correct forms become habitual has the desired end been
achieved. -

Giving grammar a separate place.on the daily program before the
eighth grade can do little, if any, good, consumes valuable time, and
is likely to develop a dislike for the subject. By the time the eighth
grade is reached a sufficient number of language facts and princi-
ples may have been gained to make a systematization through the
specific study of grammar significant. But even here the study
should face in the direction of use rather than theoretic knowledge,
and should serve as an interpretation of expression. It should be
correlated not only with the written work done by the pupils, but also
with reading, history, and the like.

The conclusion that formal grammar has little or no effect upon
the clearness and correctness'of writing is borne out by the com-
position work of the children in Elyria. Compositions were col-
lected from .17 classes, 9 of which were in the seventh and eighth
grades. Composition scales are as ytt, not sufficiently specific to
make possible a comparable ranking of these compositions; neither
are standards available for the' seventh and eighth grades with
which these ranking might be compared. A study of the compo-
sitions, however, reveals all the faults, both in variety and fre-
quency, that are usually found in children's writing. Sentence
structure is often poor; clauses are strung together without proper
connections; verbs are sometimes omitted; quotation marks and the
sign of the possessive are frequently omitted; the rules of capitaliza-
tion are occasionally ignored; and the principles of punctuation are
not applied. Occasionally a whole composition is written as one'.
paragraph. and even as one sentence.. Done is used for did, seen for
saw, a plural subject is followed by a singular verb, and the tense of
verbs is varied within the same sentence or the same paragraph.
Different is followed by than about as often as by from, and such
words as person, pupil, teacher, one, and everybody are almost
invariably followed by a plural, instead of the masculine pronoun.
Pupils and many of the teachers alike seem to be ignorant of the
fact that in English the masculine serves as the common gender
pronoun. Such expressions as "A person should do their best"; " If
you see some one doing something unkind, what is the best way to
persuade them to be kind?". and "Let some one read it who thinks
tin y can do it well," are the rule rather than the exception.

Whether or not the percentage of grammatical and rhetorical
errors made by the Elyria children is greater or loss than that made
by children elsewhere it is impossible to say; but that many'errors
persist in spite of the extensive and intensive study of formal gram-
Mar is. clear. It also stems clear that the way to, correct' these.
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errors is not by the study of formal grammar, as suCh,lut by never
ceasing to correct the mistakes that ere made. In -making these
corrections the overt study and application of language facts and
pr,inciples may often be of assistance, but it is habit rather than
-knowledge that serves as the main guide of expression.

In the 5A and GB divisions lessons were observed on such topics
as Daniel Webster and-the woodchuck, Mercury and the woodsthan,
The cruelty of a knight to his faithful horse, "lie schoolmaster
persuading the farmers not to kill the birds, A frob, pleading with
,boys not to throw 'stones into the pond; and a fable from Aesop.
The pupils discussed these topics, read them from the text, aqed
them out with and without the aid of the text, and wrote dimposi-,
tions upon them. The reading was good as reading, but the acting
was usually so simple and artificial that it was embarrassing to the
pupils, who, it should be remembered, were in the fifth and sixth
grades. The compOSitions observed were of an argumentative nature.
They aimed to persuade a, person not to be cruel to a' faithful horse,
farmerS not to shoot the birds, and-boys not to kill the frogs. Most
of the pupils were interested in writing thesetsompositions and for
fifth and sixth grade.children tliey did well- with them. But why
not dispense with the text, at least in the hands of the pupils, and
let the composition grow out of topics of real concern, such as indis-
criminate Rilowballing, keeping the snow and-ice off the sidewalks,
and keeping backyards in order? In the sprifig such topics as killing
frogs, robbing birds' nests, walking across lawns, and picking other
people's flowers might well be taken up for discussion and corn-
postion.

When the language work is correlated with the other work of the
school and with the interests of the community, State, and Nation,
no special language text is needed in the hands of the pupils. Such
texts always tend to make .the work unreal -and forinal, to make
language a thing apart, arid.lo consume a disproilortionate atimunt
of time. They 'also tend to take the zest out of the work for the
eighth grade, whete a text is needed if forthal grammar is taken up.
The teacher, of course, should have a variety a texts for suggestive
purposes.

SPELLINO.

The following table gives the percentage of spelling time in Elyria,
Cleveland, and 50 other. cities. While Elyria sets no spetyt.ir time
apart for fipalling irk the.first grade, the average for the eight grades,
is still above that of Cleveland and the 50 cities.

1
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Time given to opelling.

Gra, lei:. I Elyria. neve-lend. Vi (ITcaw...

Prr cent. Per cent. Per cent.
1 . 0.0 tk 5 6.32 11. 5 7.2 7. 33

, 10 a .9.0 8.0
4

1 10.11 7. 1 6.95 7.0 5.7 6.36
I . 4 5.4 5.0

7 8. 8 5. 4 5.3Sc 6.5 5.4 5.1

Average 7.7 0.5 6.4

Si-wiling was tested in all the grades above the first with the lists
of words used in the Cleveland survey.' These lists contain 20 words
each and have been seleCted from the Ayres spelling scale.. This
scale is "made up of the 1,000 words.thost frequently used cpr-
respondence, newspapers, and books. The words are arranged by
groups in .their order of difficulty as determined by extensive tests
in 84 different cities.

On the word's used in Elyria the children. in these 84 cities made
average scores of 73 per cent correct. These scores were the same
for each grade and applied to those children that had completedelkone-half of the work of grades. As the tests in Elyria
given within 10 days of t e beginning of the second semester's work,
these scores are directly comparable with those made by the A classes
in }.lyrist. These classes began the work ,of their grades in Sep-
tumber. add had therefore completed one-half of it. The average
scores for the A Classes are given in the following table:

Spelling aeons.

Arranged for the A classes.

Schools.
2

Franklin
Garford
Gni e.

Jedersen
McKinley
Ridge

94
so

35
31

47
92
62
63
66
50
62

4

Grades.

S 0 7

69
92
57
67

os
so

71
es
As
74
As

74

F.
84
72

82 73

63

A cordite 48 t4 87 so 7$ 72 67
Arcg. 73 n 73 73 73 73 7t

.
Judd, Charles tittlibard. ."IleasurIng the Work of the Schools," p. 230, Cleveland

Education ,Bump, 191e. .
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Only 12 of the 38 A classes tested made scores of 73 per cent or
over, while 26 madescores below 73 percent. An exceptionally wide
variation is manifest. While 4 classes made scores above 85 per
cent, 8 classes fell below 60 per cent. On the average only one
group of classes, the 6 A classes, exceeded tke 73 per cent standard.
and these exceeded it by only two points. Why this relatively poor
showing?

It can not be astutixd that the children in Elyria are inherently
poorer spellers than FIVAin other cities; neither can the poor
showing be laid to an insufficient amount of time devoted to spelling.
On the average 7.7 per cent Of the recitation time in Elyria is

.devoted to spelling, as against 6.5 per cent in Cleveland and 6.4
per cent in 50 other ei;ies. Neither does it seem clear that the poor
showing can be laid to poor teaching. The members of the survey
commission observed the teaching of 40 spelling lessons, and these
appeared on the whole to be well taught. The words studied were
within the range of .cooreension of the pupils, ,their meanings
were brought out, they were used in sentences, they were divided
hao syllables, they were often pronounced and spelled in concert,
the results in the final spelling were usually exceWent, and the teachers
follow the practice of reviewing the more troublesome words a& the
end of the week.

The main cause for the poor showing in spelling appears to be in
the method of selecting the words for study. No spelling books or
spelling lists are used, the words studied being selected .from the
other school subjects or from newspapers, as the teacher may see fit.
This is excellent as a supplementary means of word selection, but
as the primary means it is too haphazard; it is likely to let too many
common words slip through without adequate study.

That poor word selection is the primary cause of the pbor showing
in spelling was corroborated by, the testimony of the teachers and
by the spelling in the composition papers. When the spelling lists
wen handed out a number of the teachers predicted that their
results would be poor, for, said they, " Our children haven't studied.
these Words." Most of the misspelling in the coMposition papers
were of such words as where,. there, goal, always, and receive.

To insure amore systeMatic word selection it is recommended that
Elyria adopt either a good series of spelling books or a word list,
such As that pubitshed by Pryor in the Sixteenth Yearbook of the
National Society 'for. the Study- of Education. (Blotimington, III.;
1917.)
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PEN DEANSHIP.

The following table shows the time given to penmanship in Elyria
as compared with other cities:

Ate. given. to penmanship.

Elyria. CI laenve-

land. .
Flit y
cities.

Per cent. Per eenl. Per cent.1 ' .., 5.8 6.5 6.72 5.0 7.2 6.73 6.8 7.2 6.74 4.9 7.2 5.55 4.4 6.4 5.16 4.0 5.4 4.87 4.6 5.4 3.08 3.5 3.6 3.7
Average 4.747 ---

6.1
---

5.1,.....

UPPER ORA MS.

Specimens of penmanship were obtained from all the pupils above
the fourth grade. The pupils were asked to write with pen and ink a
well-known senteuce, such as " Mary ha.d a little lamb." The sen-
tene was placed upon the board and the pupils were allowed pre-
cisely two minutes in which to write it over and over. The results
obtained are summarized in the two following tables':

speed of penmanship. (Median number of letters per minute.)
4

Schools. .

Grade.

A B A B A

Franklin
59 74 90 59 h 72. 62 62 72fines

59 70 72 77 81 78 70Jefferson
43 42 67 73 99 102 65 7056 63 85 85 76 79Ridge
54 4 50 56

Elyria .
65 / 69 68 73(lit eland
68 71 77 81Fifty -six cities'
59 63 gs 73

I Frank N. Emmen, "Handwriting." In thi8Lvieenth Yof Education, p. Si. Bloomington. 11, 1917.

4

k of theNational Society foe the Study
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Quality of penmanship.
(Thorn, llke scale, median scores.)

Grade.

Schools.

B A. 11 A B A B A

Franklin I 9 9 10 9 11 11 11
cater 10 9 10 10 11 11
Jefferson 9 10 10 10 9 10 11 10
McKinley 9 9 10 11 11 12
Ridge 10 10 11 10

sr
F.1yrio 9.5 1n.0 1 .n 11.0
Butte 5.9 11.6 11.2 12.1

The table on page 157 giv,es the median number of letters written
per minute for each half grade of the different schools, and the table
on page 15S ii a corresponding manner gives the median scores for
quality in terms of the Thormlike scale.

The Thorndike scale is made up of samples of handwriting differ,
ing in quality by equal steps from zero to 18. Samples 9 to 11 may
be considered fair, 12 to\,14 good, and 15 to 18 excellent.

A comparison of the Elyria scores ill speed with those of Cleve-
land and 56 other cities (p. 157) and in- quality with those oliutte
(p. 158) indicates*that.in penmanship the children,in Elyria are do-
ing about what the children in other cities are doing There is no
question in respect to the comparability of the scores in speed, but tile,
same assurance can not be expressed in respect to the scores in quality.
Iu Butte about 80 teachers scored the papers under the direction
of a member of-the survey commission, "' while in Elyria one mem-
ber of the survey commission did the scoring. Be was assisted by the
teachers itk two of the buildings, but found so much inconsistency that
he felt com\pelled to go over must of the papers again.

The fact that Elyria has. land for many years has had; an efficient
teacher of penmanship would have led one to expect that the city
would take Tank above the median in this subject. In passing judg-
ment, however, it should be remembered that this teacher haS time to
give only one lesson in two weeks in each room. \This. manifestly
leaves tlw teaching of penmanship to the room leachers after akwho
are nevertheless relieved, of much of the responsibility for results.
These teachers were hot observed to insist upon the arm movement and
good form outside of the writing lesson, and as a consequence only a
small proportion of the pupils are mastering. the arm movement.

With so many other urgent needs in the Eitiools unsatisfied, it is
recomniended that the 'teacher of penmanship be dropped; that a

1 Report of a survey of the school system of Butte, Mont., p. 79.

11
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standard system of penmanship be adopted; that manuals setting
forth this system be placed into the hand of tilt teachers; and that
the classroom teachers be held responsible for results. through the
general-supervision.

ag,ponnenv.

Geography as a distinct stud is begun in the fourth grade. It is
'given a daily p iod in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, and shams
the time with h'story in the seventh grade. Home geography in the
form of supplem ending is taken up in the third grade.

Ti le given to geography.

1 Grades. . '
ElYiift

Cleve-
land.

Flftv
ell le.q.

Per cent. Pcr cent. Per cent.
1 0.0 0.0 1.82 .0 .0

8. .0 3.2 t
5.4

4' 15.3 11.4 8.5
15.6 14.3 11.26 17.6 14.3 11.07. 8.1 6.4 9.99 .0 6.1 7.0

A verOos 7.1 7.2 7.1

From the preceding table it appears that the amount of time given
to geography corresponds precisely to the average time given to the
subject in 50 other cities. If, however, the time given to home geog-
raphy in the third grade and to geographical readers'.in the fifth and
seventh grades were counted here instead of in reading the average
would be raised from 7.1 per tent to abdut 8.5.

Geography is usually discontinued in the middle of the sev(*ith
grade. where it givds way to history, and. save as commercial -geog-
raphy in the third year of the commercial coarse, it is not included
in the curriculum of he high school. The wisdom of this may be
questioned. This subject is'-so fundamental in impoLtnnee that it
might, well be allqwed to share the time with history throughout the
eighth.-'ninth, and tenth grades.

But if a wider range of geographical- study is to be justified, fhe.
0teaching of the subject must be vitalized. The texts used are satis-

factory, but the work is based too exclusively up)n theme The -few
geographical readers that are- used are connected with reading anti
not with geography. This leaves only the 'relatively meager texts
as a basis for the work.... Maps.andgfobes are usually

used
the class,

but.theei are seldom referred to; -'pictures are used sparingly, and
specimens very rarely. Setsof Tiffany's "Nature cabinet" were
seen in.two of the buildings,.10t Derry one teacher was seen to Make
us@ of 'one. The fact that these cabinets were not even mentioned
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in the teaching material listed by .the principal appears to indicate
the place that they hold in the'minds of the teachers.

All the seventi grade teaches were teaching the mathematical or
astronomical phases of geography, but none was heard to direct the
attention of the children to the visible planet, the brighter stars. pr
the conspicuous constellations. Children delight in locating these
objects in the heavens, and the observation of their motions forms
the only direct basis for appreciating the motions of the earth. The
knowledge Rained, moreover, comprises that minimum astronomical
heritage that should be considered the right of every child. If the
teachers themselves do not now have this knowledge. they could
easily gain it while teaching' it by means of a manual like Bowen's
"Astronomy by Observation."'

Should it seem inadvisable to give the primary presentation of
these astronomical topics in connection with geography, this could be

.done as nature study during the winter months in the fifth or sixth
grades, and the knowledge could then be used in the geography
classes: Two periods a week for four or five months would be ample.
Into'esting and valuable language material would be fcaind in the
associated myths and legends, '

While it istrue in general that. the work in geography lacks real-
ness and vitality, it should not be inferred that no good work was
observed on the subject. A few of the teachers supplement their
work well with pictures, specimens, and the making of maps in
relief, and a 'majority of them enlist the thought responses of the
pupils in tracing geographiCal relatiopships without, however, mak-
ing thwork suflicieetly realistic. Those whose work is poor in
nearly all r4spects are again in the minority.

Recommendation4.

1. The work on home geography in the third grade should be
classed with geography and be taught in relation to the pupils' en-
vironment through exercises and .constant first-hand observation.

2. A series of geographical readers should suppleinent the formal
texts. .

3. Geographical magazines and articles of geographical topics
from other sources should be pla'ced in the hands of theolder pupils.

4. Pictures and specimens of geographical interest should be given
a position coequal with globes and maps, and all should be used
more abundantly. . .

5. The visible planets, about a dozen of the brighter stars, and the
chief Ohstellations should be located and their Movements observed
in 'correlation with general or. mathematical geography.'

I American Book Co., 1886.
For a detailed discussion of methods In' geography: compare the Ban Francisco Bar-

mu (Bulletin it the BUNN of Education, 1917, No. 46).

I

I.
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ARITHMETIC.

The following table shows the percentage pf time given to frith -
lactic in Elyria as compared with other cities:

_

Time given in tirif lunette.

Grades. Elyria. band
Fifty
cities.

1

2
3
4
S
6
7
8

A venire

I

I AT cent.
21. 1

I 19.2

ill. LI

1 2e2:
I 2o.5

21.1

Per cent.
5.2

15.5
16.3
17.
17.
17.5
16. 1
17.9

Per cent.
6.9

10.7
' 14.4

15.4
14.9
15.0
14.4
14.1

20.5 1.5. 4 13.2

urrEn osAnEs.

The ability of the pupils in addition, subtraction, multiplication,
311111 division was tested by the Woody tests, series B,' and the ability
in reasoning by the Stone tests in reasoning.'

The Woody tests are composed of problems arranged in an ascend-
order of difficulty for each of the four fundamental operations,

as exemplified by the following test for subtraction:

Subtraction scale.

(11 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
S 11 13 78 10
5 1 7 8 37 9

(7) 8) (9) (10) (11)
50 393 567482 21-1= Si
25 178 106493 51

(12) (13) (14) (lb)
27 5 yds. X ff.44 in.
121 2 gds. 2 ft, 8 in. 7.3-3.00081= 31.,--11-=

Ten minutes .i,s allowed for the-solution. of each set of problems,
and the scores are determined by counting the number of problems
solved correctly. The number of problems, which represent the pos.
sible'scores, in each set are : Addition, 19; subtraction, 15; multiplica'
tion, 20; division, 15.,

.

I Clifford Woody, "Measurements of Some Achievements in, Arithmetic." Teachers'
College, Columbia University, 8iew YOrk City, Mid,

'Cliff W. Stone, " Arithmetical AbUlUes. Teachers° College, Columbia Unlvetalli,New ,York City, 1908.

01584!-113.'-11
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As 10 minutes is more time than most of the pupils need for solv-
-ing all the problems in each set fur which they are prepared, die tests
do not test speed, but accuracy only.

. The results from the Woody tests are drnmarized in the tables on
p. 163. The scores are given in medians instead of averages for the
different grades or half grades of the various Schools. =I'he. median
is the middle score, and is found b§ arranging the scores under con-
sideration in an ascending series and then counting in from either
end to the middle. It usually corresponds very closely to the aver-
age; is found more quickly, and in studies like this is now very fre-
quently used. .
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Elyria Nem.'r cofopored with standord scores given by-WoodiA

Addition.

! Wo,dy.

Subtretion. MultiplicsUon. Inviqon.

Elyria. Woody. Elyria. Wood Woody
I

6.0 i 3.0 ...... . .:1.3
..(:),

3.0 4.0
'..I.0

3 Kfl'i 8.0 . 6.0 0.0 3.5 .1.0 :

1

4 11.1 : 11.0 8.0. 9. ll 7.0 7.7 3.11:',. . ......... . 1.1. 6 1 14.0 10.6: 10.0. 10.0 11.0 S.0 7.03 11.5 16.0 12.7 12.0 1 14.7 15.0 10.0 ..,7 36.0
10.0 I

13.0 13.0 1 12.0 17.0 I 11.21 13.08. 16.0 111 t. (51 14.0 . 14.5 1,.5 18.0 12.0 . 14.0
... 1 .:

An inspection of the table on page 'Ka reveals the fact that there.
are occasionally- wide variations between the scores for the different
buildings. For example. the scores for the 5A classes' vary from
12.5 to 16 in addition, from 9 to 12 in subtraction, from 10 to 14 in
Multiplication, and from 6. to 10 in division. As these variations do
not occur with any uniformity between schools, they may be of little
significance; yet they set a problem that the supervisors and teach-.
ers may find well worth considering. .

_
Another fact revealed by this table is a frequent lack of steady

progress from grade to grade. Beginning with 4B and ending. with
6A. the score's for the Gates School in addition are: 11n3, 11, 14,
13, and 16. Similar irregularities are found in the other schools.
This would 'indicate that the develdpment of skill in the funda-
mentals does not receive sufficient specific attention.

Data pointing in the same direction are exliibited in the table on
page I64. Ia_ this table the Elyria scores ari,'.set alongside of the

'standard scores given by Woody. In grades two, three, and four the
Elyria scores are better than the standard scores; in grades five and
six they are approximately ecialto them; and in grades seven and
eight they are poorer. .

not
lbw The main reasons why the good scores in the primary g1 ales do

n continue through the grades appear to be: The basic combina-
tions are .not sufficiently automatic: complicated thought problems
are introduced prematurely; and not sufficient time is gi'`en to :le-
curate and rapid work in the fundamental processes in the inter-
iediate and upper grades. It was noted. for example. that many

04pill in the eighth grade still added by tapping or by stunting i 1

a whisper.
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. Ability in reasoning problems was tested by the Stone test in
reasoning, which follow:

#RITIIMETIC ; REASONING.

. Solve as many of the following problems as you have time for; work them '
Iu order as numbered:

Credit.
1. If yim buy 2 tablets at-7 Cents each and a book for 65 cents, how

Much change should you receive from a $2 bill?
2. .101in sold 4 Saturday Evening Posts at 5 cents each. He kept half

the money and with the other half he bought Sunday papers at 2
cents each. flow many did he buy?

3. If James had four times as much money as Getirge, he would have
$16. How fetich money has George? 1

How many pencils can you buy fbr 50 cents at the rate of 2 for
5 cents?

5. The uniforms of a baseball time cost $2.50 each. The shoes cost $2
a pair. -What was the total cost of uniforms and shoes for the
nine? 1

6. In the school of a certain city there are 2,200 pupils; one-half are
In the irimary grades, one-fourth in the grammar grades, one-
eighth In the high school, and the rest in the night school. How
many pupils are in the night school? 1.4

7. If 34 tons of'coal cost $21, what will 54 tons cost? 1.2
8. A 'newsdealer bought some magazines for $1. He sold them for

$1.20, gaining 5 cents on each magazine. How many maghzines
were there?

9. A girl spent one-eightlr of her.money for car fare, and three times as
much for clothes. Half of what she bad left was 80 cents. How

k much money did she have at first? 2.0
.10. Two girls receive $2.10 for making buttonholes. makes 42, the

other 28. How shall. th !vide the money? 2.0
II. Aft-. Brown paid one-third of the cost of a budding; Mr. Johnson

aid half the cost. Mr. Johnson received .$50-more annual rent
an Mr. Brown. How much did each receive? 2.0

12. A lireight train left Albany for New York at 6 o'clock. An express
left on the same track at 8 o'clock. It went at thi: rate of 4() miles

4' an hour. At what time of day will it overtake the freight train if
t. the freight train stops after it has gone 56 miles?

These tests were givenin the grades above the fourth in. the Iirtknk:
lin, Gates, McKinley; and Ridge schools. The reiults are sum-
marized in the two following tables:

Phan' les-f is reememing-Aycrage scores by buildings.

1

2.0

Schools.

.

Franklin
Oates
Me Kinky
Aildge

Averages. .....

513

3.10

1.70

2.31

Orads.s.

5A 613 6A 713

4.08
3.19
3.92
2.4/

3.44
ss

5.58
3.83

5.44
5.13
8410
4.03

6.21
4.11
6.1)

7A 811

8.41 7.84
5.40 6.70
0.68

SA,

7.77
8.26

3.48 4.16 5.43 5.55 6.26 7.62 8.26
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Stone test in reanoningCoinporatire score..

Grades.
Cities.

5 i 6 7

liette, Brent
St rte.:tell. III 2.20 3. !gt

os
5.40 7. 7,1

an i II divisions 2 el 1.91 i.esI A di Non
is 6.2ti 2.Sleet: (median city) 5i

In scoring the papers credits were given :is indicated after each
problem on page 165. except that when a problem was reasoned cor-
rectly lint through a mechanical error a wrong answer was oh:
tained, a uniform credit of 1 was given.

The data for the Stone test,: were collected from sixth-grade
classes. some of which were in the first half of the school year and
some in the second half. The average scores front 26 systems tested
by Stone varied from 3.56 to 9.14. -The Elyria score that may be most
fairly compared with these score,. is that from the 6A classes, wiiii
-had just finished the first half of the school year. This score' (5.43)
ranks just below the median ,in S'one's table, there being 12 lower
and 14 higher scores. This would indicate ,that the result achieved
in reasoning problems in Elyria is abgut average. Elyria, ranks
considerably above both Butte. Mont,. and Springfield, Ill. 'Ile
Butte- score (3.90) is the average for the GB and GA divisions, while
that from Springfield 15.08) is for GA. taken. however, near the end
of the school veal'.

In vie" of the time given to arithmetic in Elyria one might ex-
pect that the scores ivouhl he better. Why .'Nre.they not better!

(1) 'The fact that complited reasoning koldems are introduced
too early is no doubt one cause. This tehds to deaden the sense for
thought relations. (2) Sufficient aftention iM not given to developing
clear. conceptions, thbughtfully understood, of how to solve prob-
kills.. the lion's share otiltention being given to getting the answer.

A....Qn 1 y one assignment was Seen over which the. teacher had written
IlIFStudy how-to solve." (3) The basic principles of handling cola-

. neon and.decimal fractions and.of percentage appear not to lite brought
'out in sufficient relief and apear not to be continually reviewed and
recognized in application. 'I he pupils appear nut to be led to be-
come clearly aware of the fact-that arithmetic, outside of the funda-
mental operationS, Comm cm and fleeimal fractions, and percenetige,

. contains nothing new of a mathematical nature, and that even these
mathematical phases are closely interrelated: (4), *Finally,. the
work in the applied phases.of arithmetic lacks in vital relationship

. to reality; ibis bookish, and so fulls short-in thQught-provoking mo-
five. All the sixth-grade teachers, for:exaniple,'were'teachin tshles
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of measures, but only one was seen to let the pupils measUre some-
thing. In the main the pupils are not getting concrete notions of
yard. rod, acre, and the like. In two of the schools the observer

ked about how many acres the school yard contained, but none of
the pupils could even give an estimate. The 8B classes were study-
ing stocks and. bonds, and while one teacher had present a stock
certificate which was pinned to fhe bulletin board, none made use of
the stock quotations in the daily papers or related the subject to the
commercial interests of the city or Nation in any way.

RECOM MENDATIONS.

I. The time given to arithmetic, especially in the lower grades,, is
excessive-and shduld be reduced.

2. The work should be made more concrete and should be mom
intimately related to the children's own experiences, both in and out
of school. The children should learn to weigh and measure, -find
topics like interost.and stocks and bonds should be used to interpret
business practices.

3.. The aim should be to make automatic the basic combinations in
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, and develop con-
fidence and accuracy in the use of common and decimal fractions.

.4. Bring into relief the common principles running through the
applied phases of arithmetic and place comprehension above the
use of formulas.

5. I lave study lessons on "how to 'Ave," and avoid introducing
complicated thought problems_pret tturely.

st7GorsTioNs FOR T111 J. PROVEM ENT OF INSTRUCTION.

The foregoing examination of the content and method of instruc-
tion in the elementary schools of Elyria indicates that the most gen-
eal faUlt that may be found is the fault of verbalism. Teitching is
done too much on the basis of words and not enough on the basis of
reality. Instead of interlocking with life at every point, of interpret-

lug the, wo'ild to the *child and giving him a meaningful and sys-
tematic conception of it. the school moves too much in a groove, by
itself. Textbooks are looked upon more as en end than it means.

1Vhile the teachers as a class possess a high grade of native ability,
and while, through their refinement and courtesy, they 'have a whole-
softie and elevating inthience on the :spirit and attitude of. their
pupils. in respect to the subjects that they fire teaching, they lack

They face schoolivird rather than lifeward, a too often
go through their lessons as so many routine inks to .completed.
That the exercises of the. school receive their sanction f tfie requine-
meats of life and thateffective instruction can go only on the
basis of interesting and meaningful activity on, the p of the chil-
dren, they often forget. As a consequence, they alfe,ok reading) Cotn7
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position, spelling. arithmetic. geography. etc.. too much as set mil
formal tasks and not enough through the creation of situations that

'elicit the usetand study of these sulljects through thesatisfact ion of
needs. Teachers Are interpreters of life. and only by leading their
pupils actively into an ever-widening control' over the content and
processes of life, and an appreciative understanding of these- ran
they initiate them into a meaningful mastery of the school arts. Any
other basis of instruction centers the attention primarily upon forms
and symbols and leads to the fault of verbalism.

The cause of verbalism in teaching is often said to be the promi-
nence of books in the schoolroom. This is true only in a superficial
sense, for the prominence of books is in itself only a 'symptom of
deeper causes that lie in the nature of the educative process itself.

The life-of the child and the life of the adult are in some respects
far apart. The achievements of the race in science, art. skill, and

ideals. which are the very foundation of adult actil'ity. are not
trnnsmitted to the child through the channel of heredity, but must be
.mastered by him anew.

The agency tliai has evolved to assist the child in mastering these
achievements is the school. It is the function of the school to-lead
the child into a rounded and meaningfol mastery over the life about
him. But in performing this function the school is beset with a num-
ber of obstacles. . These are inherent. and all tend to bring about
emptyand.formal result-R. They are (1) the isolation of the school;
(2) the symbolic nature of much of our subject matter: (3) the con-
finement of the child: an 14) the Inuit:it ions of the teacher.

In order that the school adequately may supplement the give-
and-take experiences of life and transmit the achievements in science
and art, it must be organized into a separate institution and housed'

its own building. This places the sch&il largely outside of the
very reality over which it should confer comprehension and mastery.
Yet this isolation is in a measure unavoidable.

The symbolic nature of subject matter is also hugely unavoidable.
The .achievements of the rare in literature and science and the de-
scriptions of events and places from other times and countries are
of necessity' preserved in books. Those contain the largest one of
those elements that the informal experiences of-life fail to give.

The isolation of theschool and the symbolic nature of subject mat-
. ter both operate_ to restrict the activity of the child while learning.

The child must of necessity spend much..of his kne poring over
hooks, and he must do this usually in the preSeme of others who are
likewise' engaged and must, therefore; not be disturbed. This tends
to elirainat6 motor experiences, without which basal meanings can
not be att4ined.

. . ' , '7.

The. ease in respect to the teacher is little better. He is a.product
,-.Of the routine of the schools, and he is, usually a person who enjoys
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this. routine for its own sake. Direct experience with the life from
which this routine gets its significance he has had but little chance to
ger. and his knowledge of history, sociology. economics, political sci-
'nce, and educational theory. which might illuminate his work from
the theoretical side, is usually very limited.,i Add fo this the fact
that lie has to teach so many subjects, that he has time to master
none. which is certainly the case fb the upper gra4s of the ele-
mentary school, and the picture is complete.

This diagnosis makes it clear that the educative process is inher-
ently exposedito verbalism. The obstacles in the. way can not be
removed once for all, but they must be continually met and overcome.

In the first place, the teacher must realize that the processes of
t he schoolroom are not sufficient unto themselves, but have as their .
goal the interpretation of the processes of life. The circle of in-
struction must not be limited to the schoolroom, but must he ex-
panded to embrace ,reality. The pupil must be led to see that the
problems that engage his attention, have their setting in the world
and not merely in the book. GeOgraphy treats of other people and
places with which we are interrelated; history traces the develop-
ment of the customs and institutions in which we are now living;. -
and reading. writing, spelling, language, and arithmetic are tools
that are needed both in and out of school. Educatiim is for life, and
must in its processes of acquisition interlock with life.
i.fn teaching of. this vital sort, books, have an important place, but

they must be viewed as means .and not as ends. They hold a place
in teaching similar to that held by guidebooks in travel. Just as
it is the function of guidebooks to interpret places and buildings for
the trayeler, so it is the function of textbooks to interpret nature,
institutions. and processes for the student. Both point beyond them -
selves to the realities which stimulated their existence. The teacher
am! the personal guide again occupy similar positions.

For the traveler to sit in his room and rest content with reading
his guidebook would be 'absurd. Ile means to. become directly ac-
quainted with the scenes described in his book, and he Means to do
his through his own activity. The same two aspects are present

in effective teaching. Tilt reality studied must in some way be
meaningfully present or represented, and the pupils' own sensory,
motor, and reflective activities must he enlisted in becoming ae-

,qoainted with this reality. What are the means available to teachers
for providing these two aspects of-this it'ork

On the side of'exhibiting reality the following means appear to be
available. They are arranged. in their order of nearness to reality:

I. Observation of reality--
Through field trips.

b. Through field assianntenti.
a. Through man of east eacperlinees.

. 4
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2. Specimens:
a. Temporary: Botanical, geological, (lass:experiments. etc.
b. Permanent : Seeds, minerals, manufactured articlei, etc.

3. Models: Mostly geographical and physiologicil; globes, maps in/rellef;
models of bodily organs, etc.

4. Pictures:- la

a. For class use: '.lotion pictures, slides,. wall pictures.
b. For individual use: Stereoscopic views, photograiphS, illustrations in

books,- etc.
5. Maps and diagrams: In geography and other- subjects.
a. First.hund th..scriptions or sources, mostly in history and geograPh.

.These means shoulii be. considered as supplementing. not. as dis-
placing. the' text. The text. aided by the teacher, is the depository
that contains the theory that binds the concrete experiences provided
for by these means. into a unified and meaningful whole. The text.

11, moreover, presents this theory in a rounded and systematic way and
in a form adapted to the educational developnwnt of the learner.

Field trips, sometimes inappropriately called school excursions.
are well known. They may he effectiVely used in connection with,.,

,home and physical geography,nature study, civics, local hiStory.
and industrial topics. but they consume much lime and are difficult
to manage. The same endsmay often be just as effectively gained
through field assignments in which the pupilsare held individually
responsible for their observations.

.Specimens, models, pictures. and maps, as well as scales, measures.
and books may all he classed together as teaching material. No mat-. ter how resourceful and efficient the teacher may be, he can not
work with h empty hands. In his own pecnliar, way he needs his
tools, just as the physician, dentist, or artisan needs iris: InVestments
in teaching material should 'be regarded in the same light as invest-

'Monts in buildings, grounds, and teachers' salario. Without an
adequate supply of this material and the will to use it, especially in
theelementafy schools, teaching is likely to degenerate into empty

. form. ,

. The Elyria schools are poorly supplied with teaching material,
and the little that is on hand is seldom u:sed. There are not enough
limps and. globes to supply urn all of its upper -grade teachers; set;
of dry and liquid measures were reported from only three of the
seven buildings; unabridged dictionarips are few in number, and
cyclopedias suitable for elmnentary-s loot pupils are lacking id-
together. Nature cabinets were seen itttwo of the buildings, but only.
one of these appeared to. be used, and hat by only one teacher.

Agrobe, a set of Maps, an encyclopedia, and reference. books suit-
able for the pado should. be foniid in each room above the third or
fourth grade, but speeimens,.such as grains, seed 'pods, woods,- min-
erals, metals, manufactured 'article,s, curios, classified pictures, and
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the like, may be gathered in one place for the entire building. This
means that in each building a school museum should be deVeloped.
The specimens and pictures should be labeled and systematically
arranged and.a card index of them should be kept, The needed cases
and shelves: could be made by the manual training department, al-
though some would no doubt have to be bought. Perhaps sone. of
the sncimees would also have to be purchased, but in the main they
mid(' be gathered by the teachers and plipilswith little or no ex-
peese. The activity of the pupils especially shduld be enlisted in
gathering them. This would be an interesting and educative ex-
perience for *thent. .1 ad as an added incentive the label for each
-peennen should provide at place kn. the name of the donor.

Elyria is fortunate in having vacant rooms in which the museums
t.ould kept. The school libraries could be kept in the same rooms.
in the feture a mitsetun and library, room should he definitely pro-
vided for in each. building, and the supervising officers should-see to
it that I1w teachers get into the habit of using the material stored
there. Merely to gather and store the material would be of little
Ilse. and there seems.tote an inherteittendency fo-r many teachers to
neglect the use of-the concrete.

The initiation of the school itrueutu !mist rest with the teachers
supervisors. but. (:he necessary .expenses should borne by'the

school board. In the elementary school, and to a large extent also in
the high school. the museum is quite as necessary as the library, and
it should be provided for and supported in the same way. The ad-
ministration of the museum must. be worked out by the teachers of
each building. Some teacher, usually sonic one other than the prin-
cipal, Should be placed in charge, and s_pecific provision should he
made to enlist the cooper:it ion of a few of the older pupils.'

In respect to enlisting the activities of the rupils to, a greater ex-
tent than is now done'the following means are suggested: (1) School
credit for home work; (2) school and home gardening; (3) shop 81x1
laboratory work; (4) dramatic expression; (4' dramatization; (0)
Supplementary reports in etas; (7) 'class discussion; (8) Compo-
sition.

It is now well. recognized in educational and psychological litera-
ture that the act- (*.learning requires exprission as well as impres-
sion. It requires the use of feeling, volitiOn.'and reaction as well as
that of the senses and the intellect. Things., processes, and princi-
ples are not known until they have been used.
\ School ,credit for home work.---7.1f the device known as school
ctedit%for- home Work is to become more than a mere fad in educa-,

' tit:* it gust be linked with the actual work of the school. Corre-
lated home work should be looked upon as an opportunity for using

1 Helga' suggestions may ho found la Perry's ,"Problyme of the Elementary School.
ch. T.
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al1(1.applying the knowledge gained in the classroom. It should hold
a position in physiology and hygiene, domestic art and science. nature

agriculture. and stock raising similar to that held by labora-
tory work in physics and chemistry. and U should be vide an inte-
gral.and required part of the work. Credit in hygiene .should be

,given more on the basis of hygienic living. such as washing and bath-
ing regularly, keeping the teeth and linger nail clean, and sleeping
with a window open, than on knowledge acquired. Similarly the
.home Work done in cooking and baking. in sewing and cleaning, and
in marketing and shopping should count in domestic art and science.
Gardening may he niade an integral part in the work of nature study
and agriculture.

,INhoptor.Shopwork has anestablished place in manual train-
ing and laboratory work in the high school sciences. More work of
this nature is being introduced into the elementary schools of many
cities through the adoption of the platoon system. generally known
as the Gary plan. olle"

Dramatic rxpreksion .and dromathalion.Dramatic expression
may dcasionally be used to good effect in history. civics, and litera-
ture, and with younger children lir practically all subjects. It cou-
siAts in acting out the topic unde.consideration. Periods in history
aild scenes in literature may be readily acted out. When the pupils
memorize set words and speak them in this acting, the process is
usually called dramatization. Both of these means are time-con-
suming, and so must. be used' in moderation. but as aids in gaining.
certain meanings they hold an important place.

. .Reports on topics supplementing the work of the text may often
be used in history. geography; nature study. art, and literature.
Cyclopedias and other reference books may here find a continual
source of usefulness. Either oral or written, these reports,alford
real opportunity for composition. CoMposition. however. has a
value far beyond givingpractice in writing. It compels one to think
a subject through, to organize it, and to make it ones own. It may
well form the capstone in the teaching of basal topics in all the
school subjects. Bacon placed the right value upon it when he said
that reading maketh the full man. speaking, the ready than, and
writing the exact man. Class discussion is in itttlf no insignificant
means for enlisting the nelivity of Ow pupils int& process,of
ing. Some yf the teachers in.Elyria are now using this to good.
ell'ect,.-but more rely too much on the question-and-answer method
and' do,:too pitch of the talking themselves. These should learn. to
lift out the problems and relationships in the lessons in hand and to
let the pupils. Wrestle with them. They should, regard theirfiselves'
more as leaders than masters. guiding: the discussion by suggestions`-
and questions but not monopolizing it...



n1 "Elyria, the 100 per cent city," is the slogan emblazoned at night

Chapter VIII.
CIVIC EDUCATION.

i electric illumination over the city of Elyria, Ohio, and its railway

2,-ronp was found at. the'blaCkboard working at problems in interest.
W -"

a pproaches.

Orr visiting the "special industrial class for boys" in this city a

When they had taken their seats the observer suit' : see you
know something about percentage." . '

"Yes," was-6(.2 reply. .
"Thim tell me the meaning of an electric sign that I see from my

hotel window every night. Do you know what the sign is?"
7"Is it 'Elyria the 100 per cent city?'" one boy questioned.
"That's it; what does it mean?"
"It means a perfect city," was the prompt reply.
-well; is true?"

! ". in emphatic chorus. '
is"Then why the sign ? ",
:'It meansthht Elyria ought to be a perfect city." one boy tentured

after a pause. .

.1

"In what Way does Elyria fall short of 100 per cella"
_"In cleanness," said one.

. .

I "What per cent clean do you think Elyria is?"
"About 70 per cent," one guessed. ,
"Are there other ways in which Elyria falls short of 100 per cent?"

. "In pavements," said one. "In taking care of garbage," said an- -,'
other.
vk'What.is the matter with the pavements?"

"Some streets are no paved at all, and the pavements in other
streets are bad."

.
. ft"And what happens to thegarbager

"Some of ,it is thrOwn over the bank of the rivet"
"What is wrong with that?" .

7 "It makes the river dirty." "It is not good for the health."
"Does it affect the city's drinking water?"
"No; the drinking water comes from 'Lake Erie and there 'isn't .:-.

.

...-any better water."
. "Is it purer'

wy e
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"It's good to find one way in Which the city apprOaches 100 per
isn't it?"

"Yes; and itls a 100 per cent busifess city, too. ,There.isn't any,
better business city in the country."

"Are the schools 100 per cent?"
"No."
"Is it possible-for a city to be a 100 per cent 'city without having

100 per cent citizens?"No.
Elyria is a fairly typical Atherican community: It is doubtless

above the average of cities of its class in SOMQ respects; it may lie
below the. average in other respects. It is not .imagined that the
.Elyrian believes in 100 per cent perfection Int the present time, or
even in the possibility of attaining to that pal literally in the future.
But at least an influential portion of the populatiomis ambitions to
approximate this high standard of civic efficieney..as closely as
possible. .

. The relation between 100 per cent citizens and a 100 per cent city is
indeed'a vital one. 'to, city cant° a 100 per cent city, nor hope even
to approximate it, that does not make provision for the citizenship
training of its youth. The public school is.par.exogllence the agency.
which the community has established for this purpose. How far it is
accomplishing the impose in Elyria this cliapter is to discuss.

THE SPECIAL 1NDLIFITRIAL CLASS FOR BOYS.

The specialindustrial class is compriSed of boys selected from that
group:of pupils who, according to the standards of the school, have

-,fallen furthest short of. 100 per cent perfection. They are corn-
mOnly known as " failures." The application of the word " failure"
'to school children is probably go more common in Elyria than else,
Acre, but it is-fxequently'made, A primary teacherremarked in the
hearing of her 27 children,'" This row [of 6 children, some of them
of foreign parentage] are failuies." Almost 25 per cent of this class
of 6 and, ear 'olds sare.Thusstigmatiied a9 failuties alMost before
they have Made a stnit in life.; A big boy in high school was painted
out as.aking ancient history for the fifth. time. His progress 'in
otherstudies was said to be about equally sloW. He is a "failure. "'
He has some excellent qualities and some " interests," but °they are
interests for which the school does not provide." In the elementary,
schools of Elyria 19 Pupils are reported (in addition to the 18 bays

"in the special industrial 'class) who are three-or more -years behind
their age grades; 71 who are two to three years behind;'169rwho are
one totWo-years behind; \and 488 who are one-half ttiOne4 year'behind.
Togeiher these ponstituteinore-than 80 per cent .of the enrollment in
the elemOnfar$.grtidee. .- .
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Has not the word "failure" been applied in thawro. ng,place?
Which are falling furthest short of the 100 per cert mark, the com-
munity's children or the community's schools? Of course,.failure ona,
the part of a pupil means failure only in the studies he is taking;
happily it does not necessarily mean failure in life. We know that a
boy will not neeessarily'lx a' failure in life because he does not learn
nor like ancient history or algebra, or any other particular subject.
But failure in studies does mean retardation, and retardation is very
likely to mean discouragement and therefore ultimately failure of a
more serious kind. It becomes extremely important, therefore, to
discover where the failure lies and to determine what the school and
t be community can do to remedy it.

Of the 18 boys in the special inthistrial class. 6 are designated as
" unreliable," " untrntbful," bluffer," "truant," "selfish," "lazy,"

witlout ambition"; 1 is reported as "criminal.". But even these
personal characteristics, to which is attributed in large measure the

failure" of the bo3:s, are thimselves the result, in part at least, of
physical and social conditions that fall far short of the 100 per eent
mark, and the boys can not be held r6ponsible for.them. Most of
the boys have physical defects that might easily contribute to their
backwardness in school. These are mostly preventable or remedi-
able,sech as bad teeth and eyes; 100 per cent medical inspection in
the early grades might have saved some of these boys. Fully( half
of the boys, including most of those with bad personal qualities, come
from homes that are far from 100 per cent good; in some cases almost
100_ per cent bad.

Moreover, there is nothing that is more likely to make a boy a
bluffv, or a truant, or lazy, or ambitionless, than. the daily grind of
Nv ork that makes no appeal to his interest in life, or that is not at
least relieved by work that makes this appeal. Of the 18 boys in
the class. 10 are reported as " fine boys" or `t g01 boys," and another
is "doing flue work in this class" aithough with a bad past record

'against him. They are in the class mtrely because they could not
"get along" in the regular system of the graded schools, and took no
interest. in the work offered there.

The special industrial class is inadeqtiately equipped. Ilk does
have the use of the well-equipped woodworking shops. of tha high
school; but the room whiob they occupy for their academic work,
while large and light, has not been made attractive for boys.. The
walls are barrt4 and dismal; There are .no pictures or "exhibit mate7
rials" that. interest boys; the furniture is old and miscellaneous,
giving a makeshift appearance and' calling forth an ipet(gy from

The teacher. Tliere is no playgroutull The blip have no gymnasium,-
work, the high-school gymniriuni not being available during
houra,-.and most of the boys laving 'work after school.
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Nevertheless, in some respects the work in this class is better than
much of that seen in the rcgular graded classes. This is becyse the
"systtin " has been in larger measure adjusted to the pupils by the
organization of their work around their life interests. .

Approximately tine -half of the sehool day- is given to shopwork
and drawingactivities that hold the itgerest of. the boys. The aca-
demic work which occupies the other fallf-dal is to a consideieble
extent organized in relation 6 the manual work. though much more
might be done in this direction. The teacher puts a good deal. of
vitality ilia:Mlle academic subjects. The geography. for example, is
largely industrial geography and is taught in its practical relations
to life, it is taken up through such books as Chamberlain's How We
A're Fed and How We Are Clothed. which also serve as material
for the retujing lesson. The subject of reading. which inchides
language work. spelling, and writing. is based, not upon format
reading or language texts. but upon such supplementary material as,
Brown's Good Health for Boys and Girls. Jewett's The Body at
Work, Gordy's American History. and such magazines as Popular
Mechanics and Popular Science. 'Even trade catalogues describing
mechanical apparatus. etc., are made the medium for learning to rend
and to spelL *Burton's Shop Projects Based on Community Prob-
lems gives a civic turn to the shopwork.

In other words, the attention of the boys is focused. mere definitely
upon a subject matter that is of direct interest to them because of its
relation to life than upon the mechanical processes of learning to
read, write, and spell. They are not particularly interested in "learn-

*. ing to read," bpt they are intensely interested in "learning to read
popular mechanics and popular science."
ciAlilabligh the above paragraphs fairly represent the evident aim
in. the special class, the aim is not attained to the extent that it,shbuld

'beThere seems to be; even here. a fear of departing too widely
from the forthal course of study prescribedlor, the regular grades.
When asked for the course of study of Chg. boys who were doing
eighth grade work..the teacher said "arithmetic. reading. geugaplay,
draining, and mammal training." The same reply was -given.regard-
ing the work of thelower grades. Wlien. asked about lilotAry,.hy-
giene, and other content subjects, the reply was that ,these were
"suppleiventary.to reading"; and this spite of the fact that
practice, so far as observatiobliirdicated c reading was really sup -
plementary to the content subjeetn.',.t' .

With a group of boys of this sort, at least, why not depart en-
tirely from theformalisliwhich.has.been a cause of their undoing in
the regulat grades, and substitute a course of study that might read
something like this4thysical development, including .bath physical
training and the study of personal. and community hygiene me--
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clanks, including both shop practice and the Study o popular me-
chanics; science, which should be related to physical development
and to mechanics and include much nature study and geography;
industry, correlated with geography, mechanics, and science, and
a tTording opportunity fob a discussion of vocations; and citizenship
or community study, based largely upon observation of the com-
munity life about them. Then let the processes of. learning to 'read
and use the English language and of mathematical calculation be-
MI110 more largely a by-product of the entire course. Why not, in
other words. give formal recognition to the principle which the
teacher of this class is trying to apply with more or less succe.s.s.with
the faulty machinery at his disposal?

TAE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

A glance at the elementary course of study (1915) gives the im-
. pression that the children of Elyria are constantly engaged from the

14 grade to the eighth with the formal processes of reading, lan-
guake, spelling. grammar, number work or arithmetic, and mem-
ory training exercises. The community has a right to expect that the
product of its schools'shall have been taught to read and use the
English language and to perform the essential arithmetical proc-
esses. Still, the reason why Elyria has a special industrial class
for boys is"noe because of a fear that these 18 boys will not use cor-
rect English or know how to compute interest, but because of the
fear that these derelicts of the school system will not be good citi-
iens. The chief concern of the community with respect to its schools
is whether they are constructively developing a 100 iper cent citizen-
ship. That the net influence Elyria's schools does make for a
better citizenship is not qu ont4, and some of their work is aimed
consciously to cultivate good civic qualities and habits. But on the
whole'the civiceducational purpose ofpublic education is obsc.ured
and even negatived by the stress laid upon mere formal intellectual
discipline.

The only direct civics instruction offered in the elementary schools
of,Elyria consists of a brief studyof the Contitution of the United
States appmided to'thc, course in American history and the reading
,of an elementary 'reader during about silt weeks of' the last
half.of the eighth gtade. It is obvious that very, little real prepara-,
tion for citizenship can be accomplished witli children in this brief
time. The comments of teachers and principals indicated that much
of this work is perfunctory. Nib the study of the Constitution the
children are supposed to learn a few cold. facts about the organiza-
tion of our Govei.iunent. In the supplementary reading the civics
treader is read thiough with a minimum of discussion, the isnount

-01504*,-18--12 4
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depending upop the interest of the teacher in the civic content as
distinguished from the reading leison. It can be said with (Almost
literal truth that there is no direct civics instruction worthy of the
name in the Elyria elementary schools. A number of the teachers
expressed the wish for something more vital.

1

Of the other elementary social studies, history affords the richest
opportunity for direct civic instruction. That pi.ovided for in the
course of studis as follows:

Fourth grade. Egiestou's Short Stories from American History (supple-
mentary reading).

Fifth grade, Eggi.ston's Short Stories from American History (supple-
mentary rending).

Sixth grade, B Alivision: Blaisdell's Story of American History (supple-
mentary reading).

Seventh grade. B division: First Steps in History of England (reading).
Seventh grade, A division : American hifetory. ,

Eighth grade, B division: American Idstory" (continued). .

Eighth grade, A division: American 114tory (completed).

American history rightly holds the dominant place in the history
instruction of an elementary school: In Elyria it is the only history
taught, except for the half-year's reailing;course in First Steps in
English History in the seventh grade. A definite civic purpose
doubtless dictates the relative prominence given to the subject, for
familiarity with the history of our c entry is supposed to 'breed
patriotism. That the subject as taught in the Elyria schools has a
certain civic value is not quasi ioned ; buethat.value is far below what
might be derived from it. This again is due to the formalism ofin-
struction, the lack of relation of the subject.to the experience of the
children apd to other subjects of instruction. The children are learn-
ing so many pages of facts each day and the teachers (generally
sPeaking) are devoting every energy to "completing the book."

The study of geography begins in Elie third grade as supplementary!
.,

reading, the reader being entitled "h.ome geography." The title of
this supplementary reading course is justified only Weause the book
used is so entitled. Few of the teachers seem to recognize that "(the
geographic world is in the neighborhood; it needs only to be dis-
covered." Excursions into the neighborhood to observe nature are
rarely made. Teachers who acknowledge the value *of such first-
hand observation say that it is impracticable utzder existing condi-
tions. The chief difficulty mentioned isthe fact that each teacher has rti.

. .two wades in her mil), and is unable to leave one to go o 'ut with the
,' other. Otte teacher-spoke of occasional excursions in the immediate
. nei rhood of the school when a practice teacher is available to 4

take Charge of. the roOm. i
Th the fourth grade geography becomes an independent subject

and so continues into the seventh elk qt is Supplemented. in the

11111.1Miimor
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fifth and seventh grades with further "supplementary reading" of
a geographical character. But almost without exception it is of the
purely textbook type. The textbooks used are among the best pub-
fished ; but the best of texttfOoks. can not vitalize the subject unless
their content is constantly interpreted in terms of the pupil's experi-
ence, and correlated with other work that the pupil is doing or has
done and with subjects about which he is thinking. Some attention .

is given to a study of occupations in connection with geography. and
the industries of Elyria are ,sometimes discussed to a slight extent.
Elyria is an important industrial center, and is in the heart of a
great industrial region. This important fact should' afford a vital
pint of departure for much eflthe geographical study instead of
being given mere casual notice.

Tlw course of study suggests that.in the sixth grade there should-
he discussions through the year in the history of Elyria. its geog-
raphy, beauties, industries, scenery. growth, institutions of most' in-
terest lid value." The suggestion does not seem to be followed in an
erganized way. This sort of study 'should not be left to chance, nor
he litnited to the sixth grade. The meaning of our national life, and
eAettof world relations, becomes vastly clearer to children when it is
interpr,eted in the terms of, and in relation to. local community liie.

In all of the schools of Elyria one full period a week is set aphrt
for the study or reading of " Current. Evenls." This exercise is too
oftenstreated as a,mere reading lesson, and too seldom with any vital
relatidn to the work in geography,history, hygiene, etc. Only a few
of the teachers make good use of this little paper, yet, as aarele, the
children seem to take great pleasure in the current-events hots.

. Initruction in hygiene is now given in all grades, varying in differ-
ent. schools and in different grades from' 15 minutes to about 40
minutes per week until the eighth grade is reached. when.the average
time per week for all schools is 72 minutes for the B division and 110
minutes for the A'division. In the fourth grade Good. Health for
Boys and Girls is read as supplemeitary teadina in most'of the
schools, and in the seventh grade a Primer of Sanitation is read in
three schools.

Hygiend instruction has a civic bearihg in two waysBecause -t. f
the close relation between physical fitness and efficient citizenship.
and because of the relation of. the subject to public hygiene, and
sanitation.
' We are only beginning to appreciate properly the civic responsi-

. bility of the school for the physical fitness of the rising generation. 1

.It is the foundation of national efficiency in times 'of peace as in
times of war. *Civics and health are.vitally related; and thkschools
of. the are gradually awakenihg to the fact. Instruction in
hygiene should be continnous throughout the school con*, as it a
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4 pears to be in Elyria, and it should be correlated closely with continu-
ous physical training, play, medical inspection, clinics, etc. The ex-
cellent, but inadequate, clinical work of the Elyria schools is treated
elsewhere in this report (p. 40). 4

Comparatively little attention is given in .Elyria, apparently; to
. the larger problems of public health and community cooperation

through government and otherwise for health conservation.
Reference has been made to the disproportionate emphasis' given

the course of study to the formal subjects (the three R's) as comparecr
with the subjects with a distinctly social content. The subject of
reading in the Elyria schools has a large social content, and could be
made a potent factor in the civic education of the child. The criti-
cism is not that reading is made a channel for social and civic in-

struction, but'that such a. large part of the social content of the course
of study is included in the reading course and then obscured by the

. -drill in.the technique q reading.
As far as could be discovered, the work in language, spelling,

Writing, arithmetic, and drawing hasslittle, if any, direct or conscious
relation to the social.life of the pupils, except jn the industrial class
for boys.

The criticisms that have been made will haven clearer meaning and
a more constructive value by contrasting the organization and meth-
ods in Elyria with those found elgewhere. Only brief suggestion
can be given here. *'

In the schools of Thdianapolis, for example, the children lw.drilled,
and drilled thoroughly, in'the use of the English languag but the
point first emphasized in the published co e of study is that ,

language lessons should be based upon the perience of the IMO. These
lessons may be connected with rending,w1th s rtes told by the teacher, with
nature study, with pictures, and with Incidents of home and school.

The aim is
to make of education, not a process of instruction in a variety of subjects, but
a process of living, of grOwth. during which the various relations of life nre
unfolded civic, geograph ?al, historical, ethical, vocational, etc.

The school lift is a life of constructive activity. 'Soon after school
opens in the fall tle children of the first grade begin making simple
Christmas present% for the various. members of their families. They
may also furnish a doll's house. Meanwhile, home stories are read
and told to the children, including home stories from nature, and
conversations are held regarding
The family: What parents do for children; how children may show their grati-
tude; herptulnems; care of toys, furniture, clothing; sharing of plessureft; re-

-sweet for age; work of each is "the service of the whole. .

This "doing things and talking about thingi " not only afford the .

iopportunity and the material for training in the use of English', hu,t
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the content relates to group activities and relations in, the home,
constituting the beginning of a continuous course of social and civic
training that runs throughout the grades. -

Frequent short excursions in the immediate neighborhood are
made, during which the children have oppOrtunity to observe the
flowers, the birds, and the animals of the home district, and the rain,
snow. frost, clouds. wind. This is the beginning of nature study.
(sadly lacking in the Elyria schools) and of geography. which are

ccontinuous throughout the elementary school and afford further ex-
periem.e materials for training in the use of language.

In the second grade this nature study and borne geography are
continued but the story of Robinson Crus6e is taken up and studied
for five weeks
the story .of a single-handed struggle with nature, emphasising by contrast our
dependence upon community kfe.

At the same time the children are studying their own home life
"in contact with activities of the community ":

now the ftminunity serves the gonle. Representatives of the community
who come to the home: The milkman, the gitrhage man, the postman. Flow
the home serves the complunIty : Care of premises; conduct toward neighbors;
conduct in stores; etc. .

Hiawatha's childhood is also studied in this grade, giving oppor-
tunity for a study of Indian family life and a comparison of it with
their own home life and the life of Robinson Crusoe.

By means of these and-other stories, historical as well as geo-
graphical concepts are introducedthe idea of ge and develop-
ment in modes of life, etc. Inciuded in Okonsillifblelist of stories
of this grade are such as The Carpente e Baker. Shoemaker and
Elves, The Flax, A Visit to the .Weaverwhich are correlated with
much of the work described -above and emphasize occupational life.
The children model in sand a tillage street or a city thoroughfare
and engage in clay work and basketry, making objects suggested by
the story of Crusoe and of Hiawatha. Meanwhile, they ae'drilled
constantly in the use of language, not as a separate thing, btit because
they have to use language in reproducing the stories of the gradO
and in conversationaelating to concurrent activities. .

Even the learning of the simple arithmetical processes is correlated to some
extent with the general civic or social Idea of the grade. The 7oung children
frequently make visit's to the grocery or market on errands for the home. In
one pecond-grade class visited the children were reporting to the teacher the
current prices of meets, groceries, an& provisions of various kinds. "Commit-
tees" of children were made responsible for ascertaining the prices of particu-
lar artfcles, taken largely from the Wee checks accompanying each purchase.
Boys Whose fathers had grneeries or meat mar4ts were sometimes called upon
to verify doubtful rtgliorta. The' data thus gathered were vied as the haShtfor
arithmetical work.
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Even'in the first grade the teachers are instructed to
teach the relative value of numbers through 10, by games, building. dr:m.1m%
and pictures. Also. Incidentally, in the general work of the school. In arrang;
Mg and distributing material, and in all situations where a knowledge of ion'
hers is necessary. The teacher must take the time to direct the activities of the
children in such a Way as to make necessary the learning of nuinbers in certain
exercises.

A description of tin, organization of social study in the elementary
grades of Indianapolis is given in Bulletin, 1015. No. 17. United
States Bureau of Education Suffice it to say here that it culminates
in the eighth grade with a course in "community civics, which is intl-

.

. mutely correlated with the other work of the sable grade and is in
truth a 'downing course'' in the organized civic education of the
child in the elementay. schools."' Front first grade to eighth the
civic value of the course of study lies in its organization around the
social experience of the children. In gathCring m.,terials for the
lessonS, whether in civics or arithmetic.; in conferring with parents;
in errands to the store; in choosing committees to do certain things;
in comparing experiences; and in many other ways, the pupils not
only get practice in group action and in dealing with real situations,
but they also acquire a fund Of experience which serves as u basis
for much of their instruction.

The formal type of textbook instruction prevalent in the Elyria
schools is inconsistentwith such group activity, and really prt:chtdes

Moreover, where 414-ruction has so little relation to the pupil's
experignce and surroundings one would itardlylexpect to find much
exhibit material, or ,other material aids, in the classroom. toile
teacher htld.in her hand a cotton pod during a lesson on the cotton-
growing States, which is noteworthy because of the excesvtional oc-
currence of such use of illustrative materials. In triudiler routs 'a
small table contained a few old magazines and perhaps a doien An-
cient stereoscopic views of no particular educational value. The
teacher said these were for the ainuSement of the children in leisitie
time and not used in connection with instruction.. Lt a first-year
high-school history classroom, a machine for projecting images.of
opaque,objects upon a screen waslobserved.- The teacher. said this
war 'used by a science class that oecupkd the same room at another
period; it had'not. occurred. to her Chat it could be a valuableally in
her own work. The,teachers of Elyria have apparently not learnedt

* The Board of Education of indianaimilli publishes pamphlets containing the courses
of'study Ip the sererpl subjects of tho curriculum English, mathematim autography.
ltfstory, civics with foci instructions to teachers as to method of handling.

The 'chapter on civic eddcation In the report of the United Motes Commissioner of
Education on.ths schools of Ran Francisca discusses Ifi'datall the minim of social study
and-the methods of instruction.

SoA! also-"The Teaching of Opmmunity Civics," Bulletin, 1915, No. h, std." Social
Stones in liecondsry Education," Bulletin, 1918, No. 28, U. R. Boman of Education.
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of the rich variety of material aids available to keep the children's
minds centered upon the realities of life; or the methods of instruc-
tiOn preclude the use of such material except in an artificial manner.

THE 'HIGH SCHOOL.

THE COURSE OF STUDY.

The Elyria IIigh School
fir,t Year.--Generzji history,

pean history; et tire year;
NIcolid Yr g.English history

Brit ish Nation.
Industrial history; second

of the American l'eopi

offers the following social studies:
including.ancient, medieval,- and modern Euro-
textbook, Myers's'General History.
entire year; textbook, Wrong's History of. the

hale-year; textbook, Moore's Industrial history
e.

-Connie on.ial geography; second half-year; textbook, Brigham's Commercial
Geography.

Commercial law first half-year; textbook, Goro's Commercial Law.
Third Year.co soelal study offered.
Po/alb Year.--American history; entire yettr; textbook, Channieg's History of

the United States,

Many pupils defer second -year subjects until the third year, and
some third-year pupils take American history.

There is no separate course in cjics or govoiment, though some
;attrition to the subject in American history. Neither is
there a course in economics, though there are three.courses of definite
economic content.

The high-school pitEtils have choice of four curricula which are
designated in thettst published course of study (1915) as "classical,"

science," " commercial," and " industrial." At present there seems
to be no definite recognition of the science course, 'a " mixed " course
being mentioned instead, which semis. to include pupils who are not
definitely enrolled in any of the other three courses.

Of 600 pupils responding to. an inquiry, 216 reported taking' the
classical, 89 the commercial, 198 the industrial, and 89 a " mixed"
course.

The curricula differ little with respect to the social studies included.
Generalhistory, is required of all pupils, except that it. is said to be
optional with science in the commercial course. English history is
required of classic`al pupils only. It is 'elective for all others. Sub-
jects that have a peculiarly important relation to commercial- and in-
dustrial training, such as commercial geography and industrial
history, are elected equally, and in some cases -to a greater extent, by.
classical pupils.

Thi following tables are based ogoeturneobtained directly from
the pupils. .Theyare not absolutely accurate. It was discovered
rate to be remedied that some piipils reported twice frOm different

.4
,
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rooms. Such cases are probably not sufficiently numerous to vitiate
the general conclusions. At thetime of the inquiry the total enroll-
ment i.n theschool was close to 650; the number of individual reports
receivedis 600.

No table is shown for general history, inasmuch as it is said to be
a required course except for commercial students, who may clod
science instead. Conflicting statements were made on thin point.
From the returns obtained the following facts appear: 95 per cent
of all first-year pupils are taking, or have had general history; 9'2,
per cent of all second-year pupils and SS per cetit of all third and
fourth year pupils are taking or have tiiken the subject. The subject
is taken almost as generally -by pupilsin the commercial. course as by
others (90 per cent in the first year, 91 'per cent in the second year).

TABLE.1.English historflNumber of pupils in each of the four curricula ;rho
are taking or hare taken it.1

Pupils!

Classical. Commercial. Industrial.

Num-
bon re-po;tod.

beNrtrak.

Ic the
njeet.

nth

Nom-INnm-
bcrre-

ported.,
iber lak-

isublet.

Num-
ber re-

ported:

Num-
ber talc
bag the
subject.

'Eteon I year:
Boys 23 18 6 0 46 I I
Girls 35 32 18 0 15 0

Total ..... 21 0 GI

Thiel year: iI3
Boys
Girls

14
38 27

0
.1

2;
14

2
6

Total., 40 10 39

Fourth year:
Bob 4 2 0 15
Girls 24 17 3 . 0 9 4

Total ...... 0 T.-2T31 21 6 5

Mixed.

Num. I

be,r /"L4
ixi--"subject.

12
12

4

To IL

bNumre: bur tak-
ported. rinugje!:.

87
so

33
431

21 es P'71 67

15 8
14 II

60 23
70 45

2'1 19 130 68

11 4 35 9
13 8 49 29

24 12 CI 39

I Only 2 first-year pupils are tem; the subject.

° Although English history is ". required "' of classical pupils, only
about two-thirds of the present fourth-year classical pupils have
taken it. Only 1 cut of 39 commercial pupils and 24 out of 64 indus-
trial, pupils in the last three years of the high -school course have
taken the subject. English history is more popular. with the girls
than with the boys. In the second year, 34, out of 80 girls live .

electdd the subject, as against 83 out of 87 boys; in the third year,
46 out of 70 girls, as against 28 out of 60 boys; and in the fourth.,

'..,year, 29 out of 49 girls, as against 9 out of 35'boys.

ti
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TABLE IAmerican history Number of pupils in each of the four oursioula
who are taking or. have taken it.1.

Classical. Commercial. I Industrial. Mixed. Total.

Num-
1. 4: re-

I Num-
.bar tak
lug the

subject.

Num-
ber re-

ported.

Num-
ber tak-
ing the
subject.

Num-
Z.1

P°

brrutlii.
I log the
subject.

Num- lNum-
ber re-

fiber
thePort' abject

Nurn-
bar re-
Ported

Nnin-,,

ubje,A.

'chird year
Boys 14 1 6 25 1 15 6 60
Girls 38 4 14 0 14 i 2 - 70 0

52 i 5 In 39
0.

1 29 130 14Total ...
Fourth

Boys 7 4 2 1 15 4 11 4 35 13
Girls 24 0 3, 0 i 9 4 13 49 19

Tofu! ... . 31 13 1 1 24 8 24 10 84 33

I Only 4 of the first and soconl year pupils have taken the subject.

Only 3,2 of the 84 pupils in -the present fourth-year class and 14
out of the 130 in the third-year class have elected American _history.
The Tecords of the classes graduating in the past five years show
that fully 50 per cent of the pupils entering the high school do
not reach,Che third year and therefore have no course in American
history. However. those who take the course in industrial history
get an aspect of,United States histo'ry (ore.Tablk 3.) '

'FABLE 3.Industrial historyNumber of pupils in each of the four curricula
who are taking or have taken it!

l'ilial.!

Clas. Leal.
1

!"
Commercial. Industrial. Sated. Total.

il;Neet7teni-. sbueinir::::::-4 phoSeirratmedre--,

Num-

hribr:thkt.e.

Nwn,.

pbeert.r edr°1

Num-
ber tak-
inc the
subject.

Num.
be

r re-
P°rted*.subject.

Num-
ber tak-1
Ins the

Num_
Der re-ported.

Num-
ter tak-
Ins the

bject.

Bccond year: 23 3 8 1 48 0 12 1 87 5Boys
Girls

Total

35 1 18 1

. 2

IS

11c-
0 12 0 ,

58 4 24 0 A 24 1 167 7

Third year:

?X
14
38

I
7

6
4

I
0

23
14 1

415
14 2

60
70

7
10

. Total :. 52 8 10 1 39 2 29 6 130 17

Fourth year: -
Boys.... 7 , 0 2 2 15 13 11 6 35 20Girls 31 1 3 3 9 0 13 7 49 11

Total 31 1 S 5 24 13 34 , 32 88 31

1 No pupils In the iirst year have taken industrial hIstory.

1
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Industrial history of the United States is offered as a half-year
course in the second year. Only 7 outLof 167 .pupils in the present.
::econd-year class are taking it ; 4 of these are classical pupils.'! cons--
mcreial pupils, and no inditstrial pupils. Of the 17 in the third year
who have elected this subject S are cl'assical (7 of them girls). 1

commercial, and 2 industrial. The other t; are not classified. In the
'mirth-year class, four-sevenths of the boys have taken this sub-
ject, and less than one-fourth of the girls. (J the 31 fourth-year
pupils who are now taking this subject, 13 are industrial, 5 commer-
chil. and only 1 classical ; 12 are. unclassified,

The teacher of this class asserted that i i composed largely of
pupils who hawe- failed in geometry. That 1. it teems to be 3 sort
of refuge for those who have marked inabil. in th9 hitter subject
hut who must have soniething' to do, itHem of a positive oppor-
tunit for those for whim.' industrial history might have especial lin-.
port auee.

V

,TAIII.E 4.Co n c rei al ,grography. -.Vitiators of pupilx in ear h of the foor
curricula- who are 'taking or ha IC fakca

hipli.5

-

13e01541 year:
ltoy4
Oirls

Total ...

Third year:
11075.
Olrb e

Total

Fourth year:
Boys
Girls

Total

Classical.

Num-
her re-,,"'"''''

2t5

Commercial. Wu

Num-ber
ported .

trial.

Num-
her talc-
ine the
ubject.

"Mixed. Tot O.

Num-
ber tak-imit tho
subject.

Num-
bet re-
ported.

Num-
her talc-
Inc the,elbject.

Num-ber
Ported.l'""s.

Num-
ber Wk

the
subjecl.

Nymber
ported.

Num-
ber tat,.
nut the
subject.

6
18

1

2
46
15

0
0

12
12

1
0

87
60

2
2

58 0 24 3 61 0 24

_.....
1 167 4

14
38

0 6
4

6
1

25
14

1
0

,15
14

, 4
1

C4)

I- 70
- 11

-

52 0_ 10 7 :'d) I 29
.

11
13

5

4
6

130 H

,
II

1

7
24

0`
0

2
3

2
3

15
- 9

2
2

35
49

81 Al 5 5 24 4 24 10 84

No pupils In the Ant year hsve tskeu tbls subject.
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Tan!: 6.CommtrdaislawNumber of pupils in each of the four curricula who
arc taking or have taken it.

Pupil.

Fird vela:

Girls

Total

second year:
lines
Girls

Total

Third year:
Hors
ciiis

Total

Fourth year:
Boys
Girls

Total

. Classiest. I Commercial.

I Nuns- 1 I Num-Num-ber re- her talc-, ',rt.": ter tak-
port ed. '_inF. the . ported. I itiv the

suelee41 subject.

I

I I It 0
39 I 10 i 39 1

75 1 II ! 50 . 1
_-,,,--__= ==-___---- =_-_--=_-

23 0 6 0

____
'2 0j 18 0

.,9 1 0 . 24 0

I

6 2
Ts I 3.1 4 3

52 43 10 5

7 3 2 2
Z4 15 3 3

31 18I 5 5

Industrial. Mixed. I Total.

.Num-
Num- set t,16-been"- , ing the
Petted! 'subject.

I Num- Num- I Num-Num- !her tak- her
re- i frig thebar re- I ;Tie the! ported.

suweet.
,oetcd. sithjeet,

I I

4R '5 9R
28 2 1 113 I I

74 3 12
1 1

211

46 2 12 0 ! 87
15 0 12 0I

(2)

01 2 21 0 107 2

25 . 16 15 9 GO

4.14 12 14 .11 70 AlA

39 29 29 20 130 9°

16 3 11 . 2 35 10
9 5 13 5 49 28 et

24 8 21 7 84

An interesting feature of t lis table is the remar table popularity
of commercial law shown. amo ig the girls, and especially girls of the
classical course.

TABLE 6.sonoyer of social studies taken by the inembers,of the present senior
class during their high-school course.

Pupils.

0 papll has taken
of the 35 boys and 1 of the 49 girls bare taken
of the 35 boys and 14 of the 49 girls have taken

7 of the 35 boys and 17 of the 49 girls have taken
the 35 boys and 12 of the 49 girls have taken.

4 of the 35 boys and 5 of the 49 girls have taken

Pool
61 idle,.

,
All '11

6
4
3
2
1

It. is clear from this table that the number of social studies offered
indicates little as to the numbertakerny the pupils. Nearly one-
half of the boys have taken only two social studies, and only one-
fifth of them have taken'three mitt of the ,six offered. The girls
have taken more; more than one-third of them have taken theme, ufld
two-sevenths of them'have taken four...But almost one-fourtli of the
girls have had but two.

4
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The members of the present senior class have made the follovtiing
combinations of their social studies during their high-school course :

TABLE 7.Combinations of social studies by the members of the senivtelass.

HistoryGeneral, English, American, industrial; geography; law. Boys.

Combinations of 6 social studies:

General, English, American, industrial history;

.

ti

...

0

1

0
1
0
1

0
1

r)

1

1

1

1

0
.0

1

3
7
2
3
0
0
0

0

1

0
3
0
2

0

2
7

2
4
0
0
0
1

1

1

0
2
1

1

1

3
'0

1

0
1

geography:
General, English, American, history; ttv.-geography;

Combinations of 4 social studies:
.

General, English, American, history; law;

General, English, American, history; geography;
C., English, American; industrial history;enerali

.; .General English, industrial history;, geography;
General, American, industrial history; law,

General, industrial history;I , geography;
General, American, industrial history;, geography;

American, industrial history; law, geography;

Combinations of 3 social studies.

English, American, history,General,
English, history; lawGeneral, ,
English, industrial history;C neral, ,

American, history; lawGeneral,
General, American, industrial history;,

(;eneral, industrial history; law;
General, industrial history: --, geography;

history; lawGeneral, f geography;
industrial law1 , history; geography;

Combinations of social studies.

English, history;iml, --If--;
American history;erter ai ,

General, industrial history:,

history;General, gekraphy;
history; lawGeneral ;

English, history; : law,
American, history; law

industrial history; law,

Those taking I social study.

history;General,
English, histgry;-----,

A iCan hisffry;, M er
industrial history;,

history; law-;

Number of boys and girls of present senior class taking history course.
411mm.-

;:i! 1,1,, Of 35
boys.

Of 49

General liktorr is taken by
A merit au history
English history
American and English hist ory .

American and industrial history
Industrial history of the United States
American, English, and industrial history

31
13

4. 9
6
6

20
3

43
19
29
10
2

11

0

onebbstion,I.The foregoing 'tables indicate that, while the high-
school course of study is organized in several curricula apparently
to provide for the requirements of well-marked groups of pupils,
and while several social studies are offered tbat have special relation
to induastria1 an commercial life, subjects are not elected nor cam-

.
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binations of subjects made by individual pupils with sufficient re-gard to their relation to each other or to the pupils' own aims and
requirements. The tables also show the wide divergence betweenthe social studies offered and those taken.

Too few pupils are receiving instruction in American history.This is especially significant from the standpoint of education for
citizenship.

No instruction is given at all in modern or recent. European his-.tory, except a very. inadequate 'amount atthe end of the course ingeneral history. Social study, other than history, is very inade-
quately provided for.

METHODS OP INSTRUCTION.

Whatever their other values, the social studies. including history,present rich opportunity to prepare the pupil for citizenship. Theextent to which this opportunity is realized depends in part vponthe organization of the course of study, as discussed in Ate previoussection, but even more upon methods of instruction.
Undoubtedly more attention should be givp to a consideiation of

our governments than is given casually in the Elyria /High School inconnection with American history. Yet much of the instruction in
government given American high schools is of relatively smallvalue as a means of training for active, effective citizenship. Themere introduction of a separate course in government is of smallimportance as compared with the development of the full civic valueof the social studies already offered.

American history." To produce a fine type of citizen" is givenby the teacher of American history as the chief aim of instructionin that subject. Frequent observation of the work of the classes, fulldiscussion with the teacher, 4nd some slight discussion with thepupils themselves, indicated that an intelligent effort is made torealizelhis aim.
Opportunity is found to teach the pupils dohmething aboiit thenature of our Government. Biographical study, which may be afruitful source of patriotic and civic inspiration, also finds its place.But the chief point of excellence is that, although the purpose ofhelping the class to understand past events and conditions was ap-parent, a purpose Was even more evident to interpret present conditions

and problems in the light of the past. Instruction in these classes islimited by the scope of the textbook less than in any others observed.The startiig point of the lesson is just as likely to be a situationc.xisting to-day, or an occurrence of, yesterday, as an event 'of the,per?od under consideration. And whether the starting point is inthe present or in the past, whether it is something in the textbookor a piece of news in the morning papar, the relations between pa*
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and present are emphasized. It is this interpretation, not merely of
the present but especially of the pupil's present experience, that gives
to history instruction one of its chief civic values and opportunities.

A second point of excellence in the American-history instruction is
the conscious development of civic traits and habits. There is noir.
discussion in these classes than in most of the classes visited; disyu-
sion of a kind to develop judgment and initiative on the part of tit:
pupil. An unusual spirit of cooperation prevails. The community
spirit is marked, and the relation between teacher and pupils.is that
of cordial cooperation for class ends. For example, when the teacher
was asked for certain data regarding pupil activities her pupils were
called into service at once to compile the information, which was
placed at the disposal Of the investigator the next day. and the class
was interested in the effort. 'This method of obtaining information
may not seem remarkable. hut the point is that it seemed to be habitual
in these classes: it was a matter of course. that all had an interest in
the question in hand.

Even in the American-history classes: however, there were times
when "information for its own sake.' seemed to be the only end in
view.; there was not so much spontaneous discussion as there should
be: the lack of reference books and other equipment prevents the
fall devOopment of initiative and cooperation in the preparation
of material for class use, and the pupils are thrown too much upon
the textbook ancrnpon h the teacher tells them.

It is to be regretted th the training afforded by this work in
American history reaches uch a small number of the pupils in the
high school. Perhaps o reason for it is that all pupils have-
studied American h in the grammar grades. This point was
discussed by the observer with one of the American-history classes.
The pupils showed an unusual appreciation of the relation- that
ought to exist between the grammar-school work and that of the
fourth year of the high school. They felt that there was not, and
should not be, any duplication. Their greater maturity and widened
social experience give them a perspective that the-grammar-school
pupil can not have.

.

English history.There are four classes in English history.
Three of these'art taught by the teacher of American history, and
the work is characterized in general by the same methods observed
in the American-history classes. But there is an appreciably greater
suggestion of information for its own sake. The, fourth class in
English history was more narrowly a textbook study.

In general it would. seem- that English history is overemphasized
in the Elyria Iiigh School, especially in comparison with American
history, while at'the same time its full value as a .factor in the
social rand eivic eancation of the pupil is not attained. On the other
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hand, there is almost complete neglect of the subject in the educa-
tion of the pupils in the commercial departinent. which is .unfor-
tunate, in view of the wealth of material, which it presents in close
relation to the interests of this group of pupils.

General lti.tory.The course in general history includes the en*-
tire range of European history from antiquity to the .present time.
One of the teachers said, " Owing to the immense amount of ma-
terial to he covered, we give very inadequate treatment to the period
from 1813 to the present. The plan followed Is esstintially thatof
the textbook." The textbook is to a very slight ex-
tent by outside reading: there is very little'reference Work, and that'
largely by pupils with special topics. There are not enough. maps
for all the rooms where history is taught. and other supplementary
helps are inadequate.

The work done has little relation to presenC life. In one class
visited the subject was the invasion of Europe by the barbarians.'
It was entirely a memory lesson, and the pupils oxpe.rierced great
difficulty in remembering the names of the different invaders: and
they.did not seem to care. The observer asked the.class; " Why are
you studying these barbarians?"
' After the first manifest surprise at such a qiuTtion, one pupil re-

.

plied, "Statesmen need to know.,,hecausp history repeats itself." -
"But you are not a statesman. Why do you need to know?"
After some hesitation others replied, "To learn. the origin of our

language; to learn about the development of civilization." .

When pressed, the boy who gave the last answer deified, that he
had any particular interest in the development of civilizatithi: Think-
ing of the other answer, the ,observer asked, "Have you ever heard
the word vandal' before to =day's lesson/ " No one replied to this
for sonic tithe. and then one girl said she had heard'ihe word "van--
dalism," and agreed that it came from the name of the Vandals, giv-
ing a satisfactory reason for it.

" How_ many of you read the newspapers? " Many'hands went up.
" How many of you 'hare seen the word 'Hun ' in the newspapers

in connection with the great war in Europe?" None had.
"Are any of you descended from the Iluns, or the Saracens, or the

Iberians, or the Teutons, Or other barbarians mentioned ?" The idea
X.. seemed an ,entirely new onq to the class, and for some time no 're-

sponse came. One boy fina' IlY said. that " probably" he was descended
from the Teutons.

This particular incident may have little significance, and certainly
no generaljzations can be made from it. But it illustratesithe impres-
sion gained:that most of the work these pupils were doing in general
history is ivinattet of uninteresting routine, with no direct value intheir present:processes of growth.
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should be said that the teachers themselves, as well as theprin,
Opal and the superintendent, are highly dissatisfied with the general
history course and contemplate a change. They feel that " the period
covered is far too long for any adequate understanding by 14-year-
old pupils in nine months' study." and that "the time we can give
ttl any one topic is too short to permit any but the most fragmentary-
treatment." The teachers complain of " lack of freedom in selecting
and omitting topics rind in apportioning thetime needed for a topic
without being hampered by the necessity. Of reaching a certain point
at sonic stated day."

Ee0 /Wilde Sub/cc:4.AI the.tinie 9f the survey there was one class
each in industrial history and commercial geography. The content
of these subject, is Vitally related to life and toother subjects in the
curriculutn. Instruction in such subjects should be based largely
upon observation and experichce, and should contribute
directly ana indirecit,l, to civic training. In fact, however, the work
seamed to have little civic value. It is doubtful if ;it even gives :tho
pupils much usable information. Even from the standpoint of Men-

, tag discipline. these particular-courses are ineffective.'-in ono lesson,
for example,. die subject' in commercial geography was " cohcentra:
lion. of industry-in the'United States.', A half dozen pupils .ere
sent to the blackboard to put on an outline, ;consisting of a list of
cities with their characteristic industries. The outlines were placed.
on the board in bad form with many errofs, It was entirely memory
work, poorly done. One boy know nothing of the subject, and copied
freely froni.11is neighbors. These pupils were at the board during
most of the period, getting no benefit from the recitation that was
going on simultaneously, and theiroutlines were not, referred to dur-
ing. the period. Meatiwhile the pupils in their seats were engaged in
recitations, in which no thought.whatever was apparent, no discussion
tookphice, and little interest manifested either. by the one reciting or
by the class. Words were used without understanding. Difficulties
weroput off to be "looked.trp to-movow."

(91fisr; work of this kind, taken in connection with the fact' )fiat
pupils are. placed in the,.clnss in industrial hister?..for no better
reason than that they. liace failed in geometry) raises` the 4ilestion
of the utility ot offering these. courses, tt least.in their present form.
Yet t Ile commercial and industrial`aspects of geography.and history,
or the geograPhieiii..and historical rehitioris of economic 'life,. should
occupy an important place in education. They netd reorganization
in 'relation to the other etudes of curriculum and to the life inter-
est? of the pukile.

-,;

. .
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snoor.sTioNs FOR A COURSE Q) STUDY.

A thorough reorganization of the course of study in both elemen-
tary and high schools is desirable. The following suggestions are
offered with -particular reference to the social studies or those whose
content has a direct civic bearing:
::The organization of the, -12 years of elementary and 4condary

education in three "cycles," as suggested in the report of the com-
mittee on social studies of the National Education Association' has
decided advantages. It is in conformity with the present tendency
toward a 6-1-3 organization, with provision for junior and senior
high schools. But whether this organizatio'n is adopted throughout
or not, the cycle arrangement of social studies still' holds good. One
of its chief advantages is that it provides for-a certain comprehen-
siveness.and completeness of civic training through social study for
pupils who do not complete the entire school course. It also con-
forms. roughly to well-marked periodi,of physiological and social
ile'velOpment in the child.

Grade 1-6: The elementary eyelr.In this period as little em-
phasis as possible should be placed upon the division of the child's
work into "subjects," especially the formal "disciplinary subjects,"
and as notch emplia-is as pos.-ible placed upon the child's life expe-
rience as the organizing 'principle of all his school work.= Through
observation. experience. story. and di- -ion. the child in this
period should acquire a familiarity with the natural worlds about
him and man's struggle with it : with changes tha,t have occurred in
customs of living: with occupational life and the.necessity for indus-
try and thrift : with group relations as seen in the family, the school,
the neighborhood. and the community at large, and the necessity
for order, organization and government.. Thus, in this period the
whole field of social science 4though not as science) is covered ,\"
in elementary and concrete terms----geography. 'history. economics,

'civics. .The formation of civic hAitscand the accumulation of civic
,experience by means of varied group activ=ities bear an important
relation to the instruction given in this cycle. .

Grades 7-9: 7'he junior eyele,--Onaimporant reason for grouping
the first year of the high school with the two grammar grades is to
give real 'continuity to elementary and 'secondary education.. Tice
Work offered in both seventh and eighth4, grades and In 'the ninth
grade should supply thv pupil with -ix motive for continuing .hiS:
schooling..-Thi:Should be its relation to real life and experience,
'7;The same aspects of life that. have.entered into the study of the
earlier cycle slionlirenter into this, but morh prominently and inter-.

i Bee U. 8. 13u. of 166uc. Hal., 1810, No 28. pp. 11-14. .
'See page's 175 and 116, above. Also U. S. nu. of &Inc ,11ul., 1915, No. 17, and 1010,

No. 28, pp. 12t 48. 180.
,:

61664*-18---18
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sively. Observation and activity should Still afford a basis for t
work. -A well-organized course in communityaics should be devel-
oped in the grammar gradesnot a formal e$book study/imder
that name but a real study of the children's odlike-community, with
observation, analysis, inference as the controllink method/ National
concepts should also enter into the study. Both .aropean and
American history should contribute to the child's unfierstanding of
life in these grammar grades, and geography has its relations to both
history and civics as to life itself. .

In the ninth year the course in general history should be dropped.
If itny...history as such is offered in this year, it should either cover a
shorter period or it should concentrate upon fever phases of human
development for commercial and industrial pupils; for example,
upon commercial and industrial aspects of history, and especially of
American history.

It is urged, however, that no bistery be. offered in the-ninth year,
nd that instead a course be deyAoped drat will grow naturally out
f the work of the two preceding grades, and that will take as its
oint of departure the economic interest that is developing in prac-
ically all boys and girls at this age. It also should be based as

fully as possible upon observation and experience. A course of this
sort will be more difficult to formulate than a history course, becauke
little suggestion can be obtained from existing textbooks, but its
value will conmensate for the effort.

The course should be based upon observation of the occupational
activities of the comquinity, the Vocations of the children's parents,
or those in which the children show conspicuous interest. It would
ciime to include national and world-wide aspects of industry, trade,
and transportatinn. It would afford opportunity to consider the
geographical relations of commerce and industry (commercial geog-
raphy) and the historical changes that have occurred in these fields
(economic history). This would obviate the necessity for separate
courses in these subjects later, while giving to their subject matter
the spark of life. Withal the course should have a distinct and con-

./staat civic bearing, including not only certain elements. of commer-
cial law but such questions as the health of the worker, child labor.
etc., and tfie necessity for Government control.

A. course 'of this ekind. should not be limited to coin vial and
industrial pupils, but should haye peculiar value for them.

Grades 10 -If: The senior cycle.For the senior cycle the eneral
eecommendations of the National Education Association co mittee
oh social studies are suggested, as a It: is urged that the
principles there discussed be carefully considered in planning. k
reorganization of the Elyria High School.

&U. S. Su. of Mu. But., IOle. No. 28, pp. 86 -68.
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PUPIL ACTIVITIES.

195

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

The school presents the essential- conditions of community life;
it should afford practice in community living. Class exercises fall
short of their opportunity as a means of civic education unless they
stimulate initiative in matters pertaining to group heeds; cultivate
a sense of personal responsibility for the group welfare, train in
habits of cooperation, and by their very activities afford the starting
point and the materials for much of the instruction.

Manual activities play a very small part in elemettary education
in Elyria. This is the more surprising in view of the elaborate shop
equipment of the high school. '!'brie value of manual work lies not
merely in the manual dexterity it cAvelops but also in the basis of
futility which it may afford for all the other work of the school and
in the opportunity which it presenpr for group action. This is
recognized in the special industrial elasS for boys, half of whose timo
is given to manual work. In the elementary schools a small amotait
of manual work is provided in the seventh and eighth grades.
Drawing is taught throughout the grades, though the special teacher,
in this subject has recently been eliminatek Most of this work is
stereotyped and artificial; it has little relatiowto the pupils' interests,
to the life of the community, or to the other work of the school.

In Pittsburgh the children have made, in connection with their
drawing work, working plans for the improvement of their door-,
yards and kardens.I. that is; they have used their drawing as a means
for actual participation in a movement forcommunity improvement.
In Indianapolis several years ago the school children of the-city
wrote competitive compositions regarding the site of local historical
interc:St twist worthy of commetieration by a tablet. This involved
local; historical study. When The site was thus determined, the
pupils in the art departnients of the high schools made designs forthe tablet. The design adjudged the best was adopted for the tablet
that now marks the spot wheili Lincoln made an historical addtess.

The "busy work" of the children in the early grades of the Elyria
schools is barreii. Certain well-known devices are used (colored

'pasteboard' disks, etc.) for teaching number and perha s for knse
deVelOpment. But they 'are so used as'to deaden, rather to stimu-
late, initiative, cooperation, etc. Little opportunity is era for
natural ife activities, such as Chihli:en engage in, which might be
ntijized as n meang of social education., and as a basis int' the more'formal instruction of theschool.

The list of activities in which the children .of the primary, grades in
Elyria engage outside of 866°1 is surprisiigly long. As the children
reach the upper grades the range of this outside activity. broadens;

.
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and occupational activities enter in increasing. proportion. The
children enter more. and more into the actual current of the com-
munity life. It is just at this time when the social studies. geography.
history, civics. become a more definite part of the school work. hill
there is. in Elyria. little relation between what the children do in
eichool and what they do outside of school. The schools of Elyria arc
working hard by certain methods. to prepare for life, but they are
doing practically nothing to participate in life and to make the life
of reality educational. It is only by doing the latter that the former
can he accomplished effectively.

Ahich of the child's :1(.61 ity outside of school is play, activity. tl
is as much the business of the school to pros isle for c;.!Linized play as
for organized instruckift. It has deep significance in relation 'to edu-
cation for citizenship.

The playground supervisor and the special teacher of physical
training were eliminated last year because of lack of Tuads. The
elementary schools of the city are well provided with playground
space. In some cases it has not been properly thanked and is prac-
tically useless in wet weather. Playground apparatus is inadequate
and it has been allowed to deteriorate. Ice:skating ponds and tennis
courts have been provided in some of the playgrounds. But there is
no supervision of the play of the children except by the principal and
teachers. and this consists of no more. in sonieeases. than watching
through the windows."

Until u year ago five of du:711mo] Playgrounds were kept open in
the summer and were in chage of a woman superv'isor who 'organized
folk danees and gave special attention to the girls. There was also a
man supervisor for each playground to direct the activities of the
boys. All of this was eliminated as one of the first acts of retrench.
ment. The importance of the public playground as a civic educa-
tional factor will increase with the growth of Elyria as an industrial
center, and with the rapid ine reuse of the foreign populatibn.

The value of gardening as a direct means of civic education is no
less than its value in other directions. It ,represents (1111' of the :some-
what limited number of activities in which children can make an
appreciable contribution to the economic and civic progress of the
community at the present time. The beautification of neighborhood
and city, the utilisation of idle land, the conservation of:natural re-
sources, an appreciation of industry and thrift, responsibility for
the care of public property and of property belonging to others, co-

., operation with the departments of public health, public works, parks,
etc.:--these are ailiong the thing's of civic importance for which gar-
deniug presents an'opportunity. , .

A school sayings-bank system has just been installed in the ele-
mentary schools-of Elyria, and will Intel' be extended to the high

'*ot
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school. The civic value of this department of school activity, if
wisely administered, is obvious.

In some of the elementary schools ti good deal is done.bytPrincipals
and teachers to cultivate a real comutunity spirit among the pupils:
'Flare is in no school any organized form of pupil governeht; but
in some cases effort is. made, with succe;s. to develop.in the-pupils
a sense of their own responsibility for the welfare of the school,
the care of its property. and the safety of younger children.

This kind of civic influence maybe illustrated by the McKinley
school. where. perhaps. more of this sort of thinOris done than in
o:lier schools. The principal is justly' proud of the. condition of the
toilets and other parts of the basement. Nvhich,are scrupulously clean
and xvit no sign of defacenain . This is.in part due to. excellent
sanitary arrangements and to good janitor service; but the pupils
have a recognized, part in it. The principal gets her results by
friendly talks with the boys and girls, and loy the dissemination
through the school of a wholesome family cir community spirit; for
which she most. of course, have the sympathetic cooperation of the
teachers.

There is in lids school an organization known as the " Cut-K-Gs"
(clean-up-an:imp clean). compesed of pupils of the .hree tipper
grades, with a ea pt a i n . 1 t looks after the school ,grounds in the
spritig. and in it measure polices the-selakl. One boy is reported as
Having been tratisfloilned, by the captaincy of this organization,
from a rather lawless individual into a leader wif unusual genius
for .contTol.

There was formerly ad' cent to this school a frog pond which
made e access 'to the buildin difficult in bad weather, and would, -se-.. mirding to the principal. have made it difficult foi the fire depart.
'molt to render effectiveservice in case of fire. ,,.1.xlio boys of the
school went to the chief of police and to members i!ff the coUtteil. and

--atained a remedy.
At, thisschitol there is also. in the spring. wh.atlitc,imown as "-Bunt-

ing Day." On this day a fireman from the city department is ae-
iled to supervise the boys in burning the weeds frvm vaCtint areas

in the neighborhood (4 the school. In this school there is, as iii all
others, a monthly- fire drill. ' ,

.,Excellent relations have been establish&l between the 'Oticcitnc1::-.
lire departments of the city and the wthlic echo*. The chiefs or
loth departments IN% taken pains;46"Cultivate.7tlifr.fAndship of
i he schoolChildren. They give 'occasional talks in theschoola regard-
ing public safety and the work of their departmentsourd otheiwise.
cooperate in whab is really a good piece of.sivic Wueation. On the

. other hand, the. children cooperatewith the fire ,department in the. ..spring "clean up."
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. These sporadic activities are among the most valuable civic- educa-
tional influences in thechools of Elyria. They 6hould be organized
and. extended. They- sTould also be connected with regular instruc-
tional work bearing on cOnnnunity life and based on observation. It
sho'uld especially be related to such work as that suggested' in the
course of study for the sixth yea'r, "Discussions * * * of the
history of .lyria, its geography, beauties, industries, institutions."
In other words, a real course in-community civics. Organized work
of this kind would be no small factor in justifying the city's slogan,
" Elyria, the 100 per cent city."

II ICI I 5C11 001. ACTIVITIES,

The high school of Elyria 'offers an elaborate course of nmnital
training. with well equipped shops. A course in domestic science i3
offered for the girls. Although the boys learn' tht: use of tools and

. the processes °Kite machine shop, there is no evidence that the work
is.related in any definite way-to the act tad industrial life of the. coin-
!nullity. Nor is it related to the other work of the school. There is,
for example, a course ht industrial history; lint if is given by a
teacher who has nothing to do With the. niatotal work and who makes
no point of connection with it. The economic and civics aspects of
industry, which Might find an effecti,ve point of departure in the
school shops, receive practically no attention.

What the girls learn of homemaking h ,-as, of coursea definite civic
ihie; but it is doubtful whether there is much organized effort to

ma them conscious of it.
The ggricultnrol courses given in the school are too academic', and

are'not onneded definitely with Retina farming or gardening activi-
ties. N idler is sufficient attention' given in these courses or in rein=
tion t them, to:the xonimunity problems of rural life. The teach( r
in el irge say's that. in one course some attentions given to coopers-

'. tis niv,fties, Such as cooperative buying and selling; and that in
oi Alier course, largely for girls .who expect to teach, about two weeks
a the,end of the course are given to .a discussion of coffin-minty
n eking.

''he Elyria'lligh School iA.not administered on a basis of pupil
sel governpient. 'Pie principal expressed the opinion that the
pIt its are not prepared to is,tune any large measure. of responsi-
bility for the management' of the school. It would not be safe,hit
thinks, to leave the study ball, for example, withbut a teacher in
Charge; chaos would reign, And yet the study hall 'as observed
at certain periods '.whin.the,00 or 200 pupils present were quietly
at work with paconfusion, allhough the teacher in charge, was absent
iron'. the room. This apparent' fehtation of the general statement
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of the principal may be explained by the personal influence of cer-.
rain tacliers.. It was note that 'the teachers whose influence 'was
in the: direction of pupil responsibility in the study hall are those
who have developed the highest degree of teamwork their regu-la closes.

If high-schoolpupils do not know how to assume responsibility
for conduct, it sugge.sts that they need training in this respect. 1f
the high school has one obligation more than another, it is to pre-
pae its pupils for participation in a democracy. Such training
can be had only by practice. The high school should give experience
in self-management in the largest measure, possible, and should in-
crease the opportunity for it as the pupils show themselves com-
petent for it.

-In the cases observed where there was a larger degiee of self-
numagement than usual there was a suggestion that the motive was
perhaps chiefly that of personal loyalty to a particular teacher.
This motive is much better than no 'naive. but it is better if right
ciminiunity conduit spring fromlproper perception of the nature
and meaning of conumaity life. This. can be developed effectively
only by inst:-:etion, based on observation, analysis, and inference.
Instruetionand practice in connnithity life and community control
are needed side by side in high-seliool. life.

The allegation that high - school piipils are incapable of self-
a Mfgement is further refuted by the fact that in their own organiza-
tions they do exhibit. capability, sometimes remarkable capabijity, for
self-managenlent. In practically every ligh school (here are pupils
with talent for leadership. Why boys and girls organized in a club
almost unerringly discover their capable leaders and proceed to
organize and manage their business effectively, while °they need
Ivathing and havt; no sense of respdnsibility in a study hall or class
is a question worthy of consideration. It is doubtles.; largely a
matter of motive.' 'The club they recognize as theirs; while th
have been brought up in the tradition that the responsibility for t1:44,1e

t class is the teacher's.
There are in'tlie Klyria4ligh School D1 pupil organizations that

are - managed more or less completely by. the pupils with 'varying'
Alegrees'of teacher supervision.

I. Athletic usliociation.Every pupil is a Member. Meetings, two or 'threea year. Pupil officers elected by' the association: PresW.nt, Nice-president, sec-
retary, pup:I manager. The litt ter has charge of all konteste, schedides,and
tickets, and accompanies the teamson all trips.. The principal, acts as treasure ,and the conch Is a teacher.

There- are five.school- teams: Football, basket ball, track, tennis, and swim,.
ming. There are also class teams In football, basket ball, and track.. Inter,
class and interschool games occur?" Elyria High School belongs to the Northern
Ohio High - School League, . a .
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The lathiedos Ls self-Supporting, no contributions being sought from busi-
ness men or others1,$500 now in treasury. A movement Is under way to ac-quire in lithietIc field. Alumni Interested.

2. 114-y clubs. Y. M. C., 7t. clubs for high-school boys: One for freshmen and
sophomores with ((but 50 members. anti one for juniors and seniors with about
70 members..

Purpose, as statO 'by -a member: (1) "To clean up the school and the Ity
outman' of all profaitejatiguage. dirty stories, cliques of bad character, and the
cigarette." (2i "Ty help theoboys, throiigh talks from business and profete
siopal men, public officials, and others, to decide on a life work." (3) Billie'study. (4) Closer fellowship. s

Meetings weekly at the Y. M. C. A., with a dinner and a talk by some man,
billowed by Bible study in charge of a high -sel teacher. A number of sixial
functions during the year.

Each club elects officers from its own members. Speakers are chosen or rec-
ommended by the boys. All business conducted by the boys. All work and
wwial affairs planned and managed by committees. All service at meals, under
direction of a committee.

t;eneral supervisiou by boys' secretary of the Y. M. C. A. Bible class in charge
of a high-school teacher. No other high-school supervision, though the prin-cipal and the superintendent attend many meetings and are in sympathy.

S. Y-111 clubs. Y. \V. C. A. clubs for high-school girls: One for freshmen and
sophomores with about 60 members, one for Juniors and seniors with 35
members.

Purpose, as stated by a member: "To aid each member 'to be her best self ;
to help the other girl to be her best self ; to promote true friendship; to maip.
lain a good seboiarship and democracy throughout the school; to have the right
kind of a good time and engage in a definite social purpose."

Meetings weekly at the Y. W. C. A. similar to ,those of the HI-Y clubs.
Classes in "Christian citizenship" are mentioned. The wild functions seemto he fewer than to the III-Y clubs.

Each club eleits officers and has committees. Among the latter is n com-
mittee onsommunity work, under which are mentioned missions and giving and
grade-KUM' visitation.

The Y. W. C. A. secretary has general supervision and directs Bible study.
Usually a high-school teacher acts ns general adviser.

4. Beta Phi' Club. About 50 members.
Purpose: " To devejop the literary taste and abilities of the members. How-

ever, this purpose is not carried 'out, and there is talk of reorganization along
the original lines."

Weekly meetings with literary programs. 'Two of three parties during theyear.
Elects fts own officers. " Is supposed to be under the general supervision ofthe faculty."
5. Bnah Club, With 58 members, who are "passing" In in 'subjects and

have a grade of 90 or above In English.
Purpose: "To promote good English among the members,6to spread the gospel

of good English In the school, to create a taste fosgood literature.
Two meetings each month, Had charge of school Christmas entertainment

and gave a.Christmas mask.
111Rilcers'elected by the club. Committees arrange programs, ,

The English teachers are honorary members, and one of the awaits ;wetswith the program committee.
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6. "The Elyrian."The school paper. "Niue literary editors, three artists,three business munagers. All of these pupils of high standing, elected by

the pupils but recnnimended by the English teachers, who have supervision.
T. Orchestra. Has 23 members. Plays at all school functions, gives a con-cert on Me first Monthly of each month in the chapel, gives a public concert

every year to raiw money, and gives concerts in knall neighboring towns.In charge of I lie music director, who consults the members regarding music
and engagements. A pupil is secretory and treasurer and manages all financialbusiness. The principal has gvneral supervision.

S. Glee clubs. One for boys, one for girls; 20 members in former, 30 in thekilter.
Practice once a week : sing in chapel; give one concert.
Pupil officers and committees to work with the music director who has charge.
Pupils may get credit for graduation for work in the orchestraand glee clubs, and for literary or society work when approved by

t instructors.
It is obvious that such organizations as these present opportunityfor the training of pupil's in group action, in parliamentary proced-ure, and in modes of self-government. Doubtless they could do much

more in these directions than 'they do. It is noteworthy that most of
these organizations have in the firegrodfid of purpose the interest ofthe school as a whole. The allgetic and musical organizations es-pecially tend to develop "school spirit." Pupil organizationshecomedangerous only when they divert attention from the fundamental
interests. purposes. rind ideals of the school, or when they tiner-wine that democracy for which the American high school stands inprinciple. -

It is saidsthat there are no secret societies in the high school. There
1.0 two officially recognized school social functions each year *the

.senior-junior reception and the junior-senior receptioW These arearranged for and managed by the two classes, with faculty super-vision. It is said that other "parties" have frequently been givenby and fortys and girls who attend high school, which have beencaned high- school affairs, but which have tended to* interfere with,rather than to promote, the interests of the school: The school au-hofhies have endeavored tomake it plain to parents that responsi-bi lily for them does not rest with.the school. The pupils themselvescould do much more to regulate a situation of this kind than can bedone by mere prohibition on the part of the authorities;. and theydoubtless would do it, if they were made conscious of the generalsocial situation involved.
Organized debating has absolutely no place in the Elyia HighSchool, as far as could be discovered.. There are no debating classesor clubs of any sort, it is said flit a former administration of thehigh school was positively opposed to theta, 'Tor. some reason. As a*means of civic training public discussion and debate have they high-; est value beesuse of the stimulus to study public questions, and be-
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cause of the opportunity presented for practice in team work, in the
management of the necessary organization, in public speaking, and
in. the use of public documents and other source materials. .

The Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations are
among the most: potent influences for good citizenship in Elyria. The
work they are doing for the boys and girls of the high school, as well
as for young men and women outside of school, is most comiendable.
It is unfortunate, however, that a high school rts well equipped in
other respects as that in Elyria should be wholly dependent upon
these association4for the physical training of its pupils. All high-
school gymnasium work is done in the gymnasiums of the two asso-
ciations, under the direction of their physical dirpctom The work
is elective, and at present about 50 boys are enrolled. The numf)er
of girls enrolled was not stated. The board of education pays to the
association $2 for each pupil enrolled.

Tr Y. M. C. A. also attempts, With a fair measure of success, to
provide for another need which the school itself should look after
more carefully. -'this is in providing a 'place during the lunch period
for boys who do not go home. These are principally boys wit; attend
the high school from surrounding towns and rural districts. The
Y. M. C. A. has a rural club for such boys, who take lunch together

similar
for the girls.

About one-third of the high-schooVpupils are tuition pupils, which
means that they come from outside the city limits. The care of these
pupils during their idle time while in town is a matter of supreme
impOrtance. There are in Elyria certain well known loafing places
which threaten the citizenship of boys who come within their in-
fluence, and which tend to counteract whatever civic training the
&hoots may afford. The Y. M. C. A. is doing a great work in this
particular direction; but the high school should do even more, not by
formal prohibitions against these places, but by providing an effec-
tive substitute.

'In the first place, the lunch period of an hour and a half is un-
necessarily long. An hour is ample even for pupils who go home to
lunch. Those who lunch at the school at the near-by Y. M. C. A.
have time on their hands. 1.37it the long lunch period would not be
so bad if the school provided adequate means of spending it profit-
ably as well as enjoyably. The school gynasium should be a Valuable
asset in this connection, turned into an informal recreation room at
this time. So also wbuld a well-equipped library and reading room,
with 'current literature, newspapers, "and books, and a place, in the-
gymnasium or elsewhere, for games of the quieter sort and fOr con,.
VersationitAll of this should be tinder supervisions but the kind of
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supervision that allows large freedom and, the opportunity for self-
government.

The high school has a lunch room which is operated by two mem-bers (pupils) of the domestic science department selected by the
domestic .science teacher. Milk, cocoa, soup, and sometimes otherarticles of food are provided at small eest. The proceeds are turned
over to the principal, but the girls themselves keep the accounts.
About 200 take lunch in the room, though all do not buy. The girls
who manage the lunch room receive school credit for it.

Of the 16 credits required fo'r graduation from the Elyria IlighSchool, one may be secured by accessory or home tasks. The list. of
such tasks for which credit may be received is rather extensive andof wide range (see Course of Study, 1914-15, pp. 32, 33): An exami-nation of the records of 84 boys and girls who have received suchcredits shows that the following activities have been accepted forfrom one-eighth of a credit to an entire credit:

Clerking in store, farm work (sometimes stated in general terins and some-times as specific farm tasks), working in shops, mowing lawn regularly thratughthe season, care of an automobile. regularly preparing meals, making beds, do-ing the home laundry work, care of horses and cows, poultry raising. d tingIn factory, operating machines, nursing, office work, building, painting, shi ing,acting as time keeper, selecting and testing seed corn for 5 acres, sign bit-ing. bookkeeping, sewing, teaching basketry,'cannIng fruit, entering hat indomestie contest, work in mill, making cement steps, making tennis court,travel ,with description, work on a lake boat, attending furnace in a schoolbuilding, work in canning factory.
This list is not exhaustive. In some cases vague statements aremade, such as "worked every day in the week," "home work,'?....ete;

The list does not include regular music lessons or work in the gleeclubs and choruses, for which a large number of pupils receivedcredit. The largest number of credits was giving for Jerking inStore (27 pupils), and the next for farm work (16 pupils.). Next tothese come mowing lawnskshop work, and home work (5 pupilseach).
An attempt has been made to safeguard the giving of credit's forthis outside work by requiring advanceapproral from superintendentor principal, by requiring vouchers from instructors or parents or em-ployers, by inspection of work done,' or by requiring an essay on thesnbject of the Work done. It is difficult to see, however,' why high-school credit should b9 given for some of the things done. Whyshould' credit be given for the Inere fact that a boy or a girl hasmowed a lawn every week for an entire season? 'If credit is to begiven for outside work it shoVd depend absoltitely upon what thepupil gets out of the 'work in educational values, and this can hardlybe.safely determined by tile mere written statement of an employer.or even of a parent.
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The country boy who is taking a course in agriculture in the high
school should find a laboratory in the farm on which he works, but
the educational value of his farm work will: depend upon how the
school uses his actual farm experience in connection with the instruc-,
t ion given in the school, and also upon the supervision he receives in
his farm work front some agricultural or gardbning supervisor pro-
vided by the school. The farmer has little time to give organized
instruction tq the boy, even if he knew how to do so; in most cases
he does not. The same thing is true of the boy'orsirl who findS em-
ployment during the summer, or at other times in the commercial or
industrial life of the Community. The school may do more harm than
good by merely giving credit for work done outside; but if it uses
the experience gained by the boy or girl in the course of such em-
ployment as a basis for its own educational work it will make the
education of the youth vastly more vital.

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY. .

Elyria has a good public liHary of 30.000 volumes; which se.eins
to be kept very well up to date by the annual acquisition of new
books in all fields. But it is badly housed, and at the present time
is serving the schools and the community only to a slight extent.
The terms fixed by the donor of the building have prevented the
library board from selling it or .devoting it to other uses, thereby
perpetuating its use long after it has been outgrown. The build-
ing and site are said to be worth about $25,000 or $30,000. There
is an endowment of $10,000. The first floor of the building is'rented
to the electric light company for office. use. And until the past
year (1916) the board of education has.made an annual appropria-
tion of $4,000 to the library.

The shortage of funds for public-school purposes last year led
the hoard .of edittation to discontinue its appropriation for the
library. This resulted in placing the library on a subscription basis,
an individual membership fee of $1 a year being charged for the
privilege of drawing one book per week, And a family membership
fee of $3 a year for the privilege of drawing three books of fiction
and two o-oftters per week. The card holders fell at once frinn 4,000
to 400. Moreover, the library staff was reduced. from three assist-
ants one full time to two on half time, in addition to the librarian;
who gives all her time as formerly. The hours during %%jell the
library is open have also been reduced materially. Teachers form7
erly held cards which entitled them to 10 books at a time for the use
of their classes; now they have no privileges other than those of
regular members. Boxes of books (traveling libraries) were for-
merly sent to the grade schools and exchanged two tn. three time a
year; but this is no longer done,
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It seems remarkable that a city enjoying the reputation for public
spirit possessed by Elyria, and as generous as it Iris been con-
tributing large sums of money for public enterprises, should have
allowed the almost complete, even if only temporary, destruction of
the i,efulness of its library fOr the lack of a few thousand dollars.

It is said that the legal technicalities preventing the disposal of
the old library building are about to be overcome, and that a site
ha,: been selorted for a new building. The librarian, who was trained
in the "New York Public Library and served there and who was
librarian at Oberlin for several !ars, is enthusiastic about plans for
the future in spite of the diseouragements of the present. In her
report for 1915-16 she recommends the development of a branch
system. There is great need for a branch in the industrial and for-
eign district of the city.. Practically no provision has 'been made
by the city for the peculiar educational needs of this section of the
city. Through the cooperation of Jewish citizens a beginning has
been made in the collection of a library of Yiddish books, Similar
enterprise in behalf of other foreign groups is desirable.

The librarian reports that the library is used by elementary school
children only to a very slight extent. The discontinuance of the box
libraries for the grade schools was a misfortune, for they had an
important influence on the reading of the children. Yet these box
libraries were never made as useful as they might have been. There
were not enough books to supply the demand. The teachers had
nothing to do with the selection of the books for the box libraries.
No attempt seems to have been made to select books relative to the
work that was being done in the schoOls by the children.

The high school has a very inadequately equipped library of its
own. Under xi), circumstances, however, the public library should
he in a sense el annex of the high school. The public librarian re-
ports that the high-school pupils do-use the library to a considerable
extent, especially in connection with the work in English and . his-
tory, which confirms the reports obtained at the school. The public
library should perform a much larger and more definite service in
the education of the youth of Elyria than it has ever performed.
With the erection of the new building, it should be possible to de-
velop a plan of intimate cooperation.

In connection with the community study recommended by this re-
port for the schools of Elyria, one feature of 'the new library might
well be a- department devoted to the history, industries, and social
and political life of Elyria and Lorain County. Such department
shOuid have not only all available literature relating to local life;
but should be arranged for the display of exhibits illustrative of that
life. The civic value of such department might be made very great
not only for the schools but for the entire population.
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S. EDUCATION OF THE FOREIGNER.

A new Elyria is growing up west of the river; 'of which the old
Elyria seems hardly conscious. This is the factory district. Its
population consists of recently arrived foreignerA, chiefly of Slavic
extraction. This new part of Elyria will inevitably modify, is al-
ready modifying. the community life of the.city as a whole. The
importance of the problem which this new population presents can
hardly be overestimated. It is the problem of assimilating the new
population int the citizenship of the community to the myttial ad-
vantage of both.

The -problem is in large measure an educational one. So far,
Elyria has done little to meet 'the situation. There is no §chool in
this western district of the city.. At present, these foreign children
are concentrated almost entirely in the Franklin. School, with tt few
in the Gates School. In the Franklin School almost 100 of them are
reported, four-fifths of them in the first three grades. Why there
are not more in the upper grades is not clear, but it may suggest
elimination because of retardation; for many of, these non-English-
speaking children are overage for their grades. These non-English-
speaking children are enrolled in the same classes with the native
born, and are subjected to the same instruction. The foreign chil-
dren are unable to keep up, and the native-born children are kept
back by their slower classmates.

Until a school building is provided for the disfrietoccupied by the
foreign population. separate classes should be -organized id the Frank-
lin School for the foreign children in the lower grades until they have
acquired facility in the use of the English language and are able to

.compete on favorable.ternis with the American idren.ct But there
is the greatest urgency for a school in their own istriCt. A tempo-
rary schoolhouse has beenr_suggested, but it has not met with the
approval of the board of education. A course of study should be
developed that is more closely adapted to theyeeds of this group of
children. The aim should be to keep then in schiiol as long as possi-,
blo and.to fit them with care for American citizenship. It -must be

.remembered that these children afford one of the most effective chan-
nels through which to reach their parents. Instruction should be
given them as soon as they are able to understand it, which they will
take home and discus's there. It should include 'work in community
civics adapted to their own conditions of life.
.Excellent but inadequate work is done for this foreign population

by the social settlement in the district, and by the night school con-
ducted there under the auspices of the board of education. Such
evening classes for adult foreigners shoilld bb increased, espepially
for teaching English and citizenship, SO arrangements should.. be
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made with the employers whereby more general and more regular
attendance upon these classes may be secured. e

Another problem is presented by foreigners, many of them girls
and young women, who live in.surrounding towns but come into
Elyria to work. Exact information is not available on this point, but
there is evidence that there are many foreign girls who come into
Elyria every day by electric lines and work in industries where the
eonditioni of' work and life are not always good. It may seem that
Elyria has no fesponsibility educationally fbr those who live outside
of her limits. But these girls (and me too) work in and' for
Elyria ; the industries in which they e employed belong to
Elyria ; they contribute to the commune y life of Elyria. Some of
them will marry and remain in 'Elyria. The community life -of
Elyria is not limited to its own boundaries, but ramifies into and is
influenced by that of the surrounding region in a remarkable manner.
There is a civic problem here of the utmost importance and interest.
If the public-school authorities can not Handle it effectively alone,
they should at least, cooperate with the Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A.
and other available agencig, first, in securing the best possible work-
ing conditions for this class of 'workers, and, second, in securing the
cooperation of. employers in the organization of industrial clubs and
civic clubs for.both young men and young women, through which a

-considerable amount of instruction could be given.

eoN cLGSToNS.
..

.

1. The schools of Elyria make little provision for organized con
structive training for the responsibilities of citizenship, except as a
by-product of fOrmal studies.

. ..2. The course of study and the methods of instruction. greatly over-
emphasize mental disciplin6 as a means of preparing for life, while
failing to make the. present citizenship of the children educational.

3. Definite, direct instruction in regard to the civic relations and
the agencies of civic life should be given in both/ elementary and
high schools to a myth larger_ extent than is now the case. It
Nhoirld be based as largely as possible upon observation and ex-
perience. But the entire curriculum s'hould makaitscontribution
to the civic education of the pupil.

.
4. The single textbook occupies a too controlling' place throughout

the elementary and high 'schools.
5. The educational value of pupil activities, both in and out of

school, especially gom the standpoint of education for citizenship,
is not realized nor fully appreciated in either elementary or high

(in
school.

of liboar equipment and, material aids to instruction. But they
6. The here of social studies are greatly handicapped by lack

-.
The
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are apparently unappreciative of the wealth of material aids avail-
able and that could be accumulated largely by the pupils themselves
to their own profitaand interest.

7. The public library should be, but is not at present, a valuable
asset in *the civic education of school schildren- and of the -com-
munity at large:

8. Little pr scion is made to help and supervise the teachers in
service. It is ptluliarly important that such provision be made in
relation to the vital work of civic education.

9. There is some exceptiolally goodhistory instruction in the
high school. But in general the social studies of the high school
are not organized or taught in a way to develop their full in-
trinsic civic value or to meet, ttle special needs of distinctive groups
of pupils.

10. The chic welfare of Elyria demands prompt provision 6f
adequate and appropriate educational advantages for the recently
arrived and rapidly growing foreign population.

11. A thorough reorganization of the course of study in both
/ elementary and high schools is desirable.

RECOMMENDATION S.

It, is recommnded-
1. That a committee be appointed by the superintendent of schools

to reorganize the course of study in both elementary and high schools,
with a view to making civic education a ,more conspicuous aim.
Especial attention should be given to the continuity of high-school
work with -that of the elementary school and to the cycle plan of
organization. The committee should include teaehers as well as

1111- supervisors of bOt .lementary and Secondary schools.
'2. That commit civics be made definitely a part of the work of

the grammar grades or junior high school.
3. That special attention be given to the development of. course

of social study for,the ninth year (first year high school) along the
lines suggested on page 193.

F. That'dming the time necessary for the development of t,li. said
ninth-year course, a course in community civics be given also in tho
ninthnth year. The nintii-year pupils will not have had community

i civics in the grammar grades. This means that for one year, while
the new ninth year course is being developed, community civics 'would
be taught in both grammar grades and first-year high school.

5. That a department .of social studies he created in the high
school, including history With the other social studies.

.6. That a head of the department of social studies be appointed
...wlio would have supervision over the orkani zat ion 'and tetiching'of the
social. studies in the grammar school as well as 'in the high School
(juniOrand senior cycles).
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It is.. probable that a competent person for this position can be se:-
lected from the present high-school staff pf teachers, and that by re-
lieving her of a part of her class work, time could be found for her
,upervisory duties. without greatly increasing the expense. Sont:
additional contensation should be given, however, for this super-
visory work.

7. That frequent conferences be held for the teachers of the social'
studies in the high school and grammar grades (or junior and senior
high schools) for the discussion_ of organization, methods, material
aids. available literature, etc. These conferences should be under
ihe immediate direction of the heat] of the departnient of social
i tidies.

8. That the teachers of social studies be provided with mtuth-
needed equipment, both in library facilities and material aids.

9. Vat closer' and more effective cooperation be established be-
tween the public schools and the public library.

10. That the special industrial class for boys be provided with
,otter equipment (furniture, books, pictures, etc.), and, that the
teacher of this class be included in the conferences of teachers of
social studies.

11. That separate classes for non-English-speaking children be
organized in the early grades of the Franklin school.

l2. 'That classes or clubs for debate be organized in the high school,
Nv i th pupil management under faculty supervision; and that all de-
bates, discussions, and business meetings be conducted according to
correct parliamentary procedure.

13..That a large degree of pupil participation in school manage-
input bo. aceorded.

H. That evening classes for adult foreigners. to include instruction
in 'American citizenship, he organized as rapidly as possibles and that
teps he taken to secure effective cooperation in the matter from ern,
ployers of foreign labor.

15. That tlut community center and connnunity forum be develorid,
and the use nf the school buildings for this purpose be granted.

1G. That supervisors of play activitieebe reinstated, the summer
playgrounds reopened, and the playground apparatus be sumile-
mewed to meet actual needs.

61:44*--18 14.
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Chapter IX.

SCHOOL AND HOME GARDENING.

.PARM PRODUCTS OF LORAIN COUNTY.

- , Lorain County i§ a county a cities and villages. In 1910 the total
population of the cities of Lorain, Elyria, Oberlin, and Amherst was
50;179, and that of all other incorporated villages and of rural dis-
tricts in the county was only 25,858. Because of this large city popu-
lation the farmeis have excellent local markets. A comparison of
the farm products of the county shows that general fanning, cereal,
forage, and live-stock production rank highest. SpeCialized and in-
tensive cultivation of.vdgetables for the markets of the' cities of the
county has not been developed. The farms are large; and computed
on the basis of cash value given in the 1910 Census, the county
produces only $5.83 worth of vegetables per capita, or a very small
proportion of the local consumption. Vegetables are high in price

^ because of the lack of local production. Prices are without.doubt'
regulated to a"large extent by the large city markets in Cleveland, not
far away. A good ilea of the status of vegetable growing in the
county may be obtained from:the following tables of size ()Warms
and cash value of the principal crops:

Size of farms in Lorain County.
ite

Under 3 acres .1 7 100-174 acres 7603-9 acres 233 175-259 acres 205
10-19 °acres_ 256 260 -409 acres 5020-49 acres 750 1,000 acres or over 1
rp0-99 acres 1, 291 500-999 acres 7

Money value of principal farm products of Lorain County.
.Cereals .. $1. 448, 097

Other grains and seeds 12,915Hai and forage 916.290
Vegetables 443.654
Fruits and nuts ..- 218, 892
All other croThs

167, 719

Totii1 3;207, 567
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CHARACTER OF '11-1E SOIL OF ELTRIA.

The land area of 4,075 acres within the corporate limits of Elyria
is ideal for gardening. With-the exception of the cuts made by the
two river valleys, thq area is comparatively level. Three slight ele-
vations run across the town, marking the original. positions of the
lake front. The soil is generally fertile, although it differs in the
several sections of the city. The level plain. much of which has been
recently used for grain farming, is heavy; the tops of the lake-front
ridges are lighter, and ideal garden soil is to be found on the lots
near the rivers. This is 'especially. true where the river banks are
lowest along the \Vest Branch.

Even in its present condition, practically all of the land-in the
city is well adapted to vegetable growing. and with soil improve -
inen't. including drainage on the level areas, yew large crops Might
be produced; Thlring most seasons, the rainall is ample for the
production of crops, if the moisture is conserved by cultivation. To
irrigate a garden for any length of time would reduce the profit
greatly. for water charges are made at the meter rate of 20 cents
per thousand gallons.

LAND AVAILABLE FOR II04E GARDENING.

tAlthough the industrial progress of the city has been marked,
land values have not increased rapidly. There is still much room
for expansion, and the.building lots are of generous size. The ma-
jority of the lots range from 40 by 120 feet to 50 by 150 feet, al-
though some of those in the Gates School district are smaller, alit
the older homes on Middle and Washington Avenues have much
largo. grounds. 'Very few. apartments have been. built. In 1910,
there were 3,239. dwellings for housing 3,519 families. Only ,280
families were then living in apartments or in dwellings withother
families. The population increased from 14,825 in 1910 to 18,618 in
1916, and the increase in number of dwellings seems to have kept
pace with that of population.

The only section of the city that might be considered congested is
the Hungarian village,o the west of the Fair Grounds. The streets
in -the older part of the city are planted with shade trees, and many
of the homes are well decorated with flowering vines and shrubbery.
The newer section still lacks these attractions which help to make
a homelike neighborhood. There are -few Alleys, and back lots
are comparatively free from shade that .word interfere. with 'pro-
ductive gardening.

The school districts were used as units in studying the availability
of lend for gardening (see table on p. 212). Reports were received
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frunl 1,431 children. Of those only 75 lived in flats, tenements, or
lipartments where the lafid must be used by two or more familie;;
practically all other children have sonic gardgn space, 'mid.in many
eases the space is large. The space available for gamiciljng4in the
home back pird was measured by t)86 children. The average num-
lo.r of square feet per child was found to be.4.791.

The only available nmp of the city had not been corrected to date
and the two district::: omitted were not platted in house lots at the
iine the map was inade. !loose lots of all 40 blocks eve Meas.

ured. sliming that there is an averago. of 1.64. items Of available
12.:irden hind per block. If this land were cultivated to produce as
lowtan average as 1 cent per square foot of veg'/'.talile foods. tho
total production per block would be $714.:3S. With well-directed,

' ..carefiil work, this amount c:41 be increased tenfold. The public-
school teachers staled that nearly all thiCen could have.a home
garden and that it would be comparatilily easy to. find vacant lots
for all children who have no home ground. Large !racts for school
gardeA are also available and could be secureil for small rentals.
Till,. grounds of inoA of the schools are largo. hut this land .Ivoidd.
',env the greatest number by being left for playgrounds.

Irnifufdr food for pa rdcnium

Children
reporting.Schools.

Ilaniiiliiii ... 193
Franklin . 340
14cRiniey. 20n
0 arfned 88
lodge s 120
(:afro .* 222
Jeffers -n 202

thing ;

in flats,
We' I hall nomenu, lotsiutheand

apart dLstri.t.
aletw

4 40 by 120
30 50 by 150
19 50 by 130
0 in by tas

50 by 120
3 : 20 by 120
7 150by 150

Average
Children ; number

who of 30 tlare
inen.smit . intro(
bark yard birk.caril

Spare. spa 'e [Mr
Child..

170
247
158

28
99

137
147

5,517
4,381
2,695
4,790
8,444
4,018
3,738

NtLphor Aver
of blikks I manlier
stgdial of .a

from mop, per
of city. !hock.'

9
12

3
C,)

10

I...1
s

I. 36

'r, 131, i, 431 75 l 988 4,791 40 int
/ I_ .. .

I Mencireinents made by high-srbool students In the mechanical drawing classes.
Not puttod.

.0sr or 1r:of:TAB1.E FOODS FOR AN ELYRIA. FA 3111,Y.

in r to determineNhe cost of -vegetables to Elyria families, the
place of production, competition of salesmen, and methods of fur -

. chase of vey,etables aml small fruits we .e considered. These facts
have a, direct influence on the price of the olds to the.-ron er, anal
t'be attempt has been made to obtain re iable figrires three
soure!,es.. Nine grocers were interviewed; qi tionnaires were sent to
280 housewives; and the public-school teache = ere asked to investi-
gate and report on the cost of veRtaliles, th canoed and fresh,
used in one year by a flintily of five person
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A study of the grocers' reports shows a very great variation
the place and method of purchase. The large stores in the cents of
gala obtain their supplies principally through commission hot ses,
iind small stores in outlying sections of tire city purchase lar ely
from- the farmers. An average of the answers of all grocers it ho
reported shows that 35 per cent of the vegetables sold are p r-
chased of farmers and 62 per cent are furnished to the storekee ers
by commission men. The city of Elyria does not have a far "iers'

rket. TIle retail price of vegetable is fixed as a rule I the
groiprs. :City ordinances permit farmer's' to sell farm prodti with-
out a licenses. but the number of farmers who take advanta a of the
privilege in a systematic way seems to be very small. In .easons of
ii%ersupply of certain crops. the farmers s'ZdI directly to he homes,
latt such selling is intermittent. The grocers are unanimous in
Iating that from ' 66-to 75 per cent of all vegetables coyismned intha

city are sold through their stores. On this point the/avei age of the
ho.mTwives'statements.gises 65 per cent to the groc s, 11 4 per cent
to I he farmers. and 22.6 per cent as grown in the I me garden.

Although the individual estimates of costs of ve( gables varied, the
a verares of the reporti,of grocers, holisewives i teachers are re-
markably uniform. The grocers' estimates t veraged $138.91 as
Ilse cost of canned and fresh kgetables for a mily of five persons
for one year; time housewive7estitnates aver ged $135.05; and the
teachers" estiimaies averaged $133.57. When compared with other
food studies, these figures seem high. but av rages here given were
taken directly from statements received fro the sources above men -
t ioned. A similar study was made in Richmond, Ind., in April, 1916.
I. eyries were included with the canned and ;fresh vegetables, and the,
total cost for a family of five persons for ne year was estimated by
grocers end housewives of Richmond at 38.88.
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OCCUPATION OP THE 5CI1001. CIIILDRE. OUT OF SCHOOL HOURS.

Fnder the direction of the teachers, 05 boys and 741 girls of the
fourth, fifth, sixth, sqventh, and eighth 4rades reported on their occu-
pation:4 after school hours, on Saturday, and during the summer
vacation. These occupations. were clasOified. Those requiring a def-
inite amount of time each day, such jis delivering papers, work in
stores, etc., were listed as regular employment. It should be noted
that many of those require only sm/11 portions of children's time.
Those that were indefinite and irregufar, such as odd jobs, picking of
berries, etc., were listed as irregular imployment. fifit children also'
stated how many hours they were aimed in.home duties per week
and whether or not'they were Paidllforleir home work. The re-.
ports of boys and girls are'shOwn iniseparateltatdee.
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Boys. Of the 685 boys reporting (see table on page 215)486 claim
to have some occupation after school and on Saturday. The occupa-
tions of 40 of these boys were classified as irregular, while those of
the other 147 were of such a nature as to constitute regular duties.
Only 27 per cent of all the school boys have occupations that add
money to the family treasury, and only 21 per cent had regular occu-
pations. During the slimmer vacation a larger number of boys are
engaged in gainful occupations. Of the 302 who are employed, 21S
!Ave regular duties and 84 work only a part of the time. In the
summer, 44 yer cent of the boys help the home-income by earning
money and in 32 per cent this earning is replan The average weekly
earnings of the boys after school and on Saturday was $1.74, and the
average during the summer vacation was $2.28 per week.

With the elimination of agricultural activities of the home, there
seems to be very little home Work for the city boy. The care of a
furnace is winter and the mowing of lawns in slimmer are theonly
possible." man's work" in many city homes. When these occupations
become the duties of the boy they require only a few minutes two or
three times per day or a few hours once or twice per week. Forty-
one per cent, or 2S0, of the boys in/the upper grades of the Elyria
elementary schools state that they Ave absolutely no home employ-
ment. The average time that boys are employed at home is 43 min-
utes per day. One hundred and eighty-five boys receive some pay for
home work.

Girls. Of the 741 girls reporting, 40 claim some after school or
Saturday occupation outside the home by which money is earned. In
the case of 24, this employment requires a definite time each day,
while 16 worked at irregular intervals, The average earnings during
the school term were $1.01 per week. In the summer vacation, 112
girls had gainful employment, that of 63 being classified as regular
and of 49 as irregular. The average earnings per week during the
slimmer were $1.71. Two hundred and seven girls had ddfinite duties
tilikome, requiring an average of six hours per week. If it is assumed
that the girls who work at home and in gitinful occupations outside
the home are in all cases different individuals, there are then left
422 girls who have no employment whatsoever.
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Number of c ildren employedBy schools.
BOYS.

215

BchosL

Alter school. In motion.

0

ismilton
FrAnk
Mc A inlay
;srlurd

Ride.
Gatle
JeffeIson

Total

91
109
152
29

98

885

23
52
52

3
4

29
22

186

0
O O

2

1
.

O

ra

a

F
a

0

I
9.

j.-
?

A

eg

9z
19 6 IL 68 62 36 26 SL 79
39 13 1.65 93 65 25 2.99 4241 11 2.03 69 49 19 3.26 27

2 0 1.50 4 4 0 1.88 7
4 0 1.38 5 5 1.66 1526 3 2_ 1 1 25 24 2.54 2s15 7 1.60 41 35 2.26 26

146 40 1.74 302 213 54 2.28 ItS

7
4

63

5

GIRLS.

i
Hampton 102 1 1 6 SS 00 23 8 15 51.42 82 6Frunk lin 171 13 13 6 1.09 20 15 5 2.22 SO 6eNI c ay 143 5 5 0 1.05 37 22 15 1.54 53 ac ao 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.00 7 960 2 2 0 1.00 7 3 4 1.37 21. 4Gatos 124' 5 2 3 .59 11 4 7 1.70 29 43Jeilerson 112 14 1 13 .36 13 10 3 2.66 35 7

Total 741 40 24 16 1 1.01 112 MI 49 1.71 207 6

Occupations of boys.

OocupsUon. After
school.

In
vacation. GocupatMn. After

school.
In

vacation.

90114 newspapers 88 . 64 AS 'locator boy IWork In stores 31 49 ' Al errand boy 8 2Work in factories 1 9 8hopwork 3Work on farms 35 Caddying 2 4As delivery boy 31 43 As stable boy 3 2Printing 1 Boiling vegetables I , 3AsUnitor 8 Bolling seed 1meals 7 1 EMptying ashes 2 2
,Carrving
Ni o r k la restaurant t 2 Game work 1Work on Ms wagon 1 Distribute !landfalls 3licking berries I 5 Mee boy 1

,
As messenger boy 1 Apprentice brick mason. 1Mowing lawn 1 89' Driving team 1*Holing 1 Other occupations not eon-A a usher in theater 1 Intended 24Bowling alloy 1
(harden work I TotalDriving cows

,* 2

The total number of boys reporting its Mi.
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Occupations of girls.

Occupation.

Housework
Store work
As errand ffirl I
Nursing
Carrying lunches..
Picking berries
Office work
crocheting
catching fish to self
4:tilling tickets In theater
ilardening

After
school.

6
12

4
4

6

In , Oren petion.vacati..11-1
After

sehrial.

1

1

1

1

2I

In
road i

19 I Car?ying wash
23 Work on farm
17 I Work In shop
13 d Work in laundry

i. Wrapping gum
16 . Canvassing

1 : Selling moody
2 Other occupations
1 i

1 , Total
2;

:iI

3
2
4

. 1

1
ii

40
1

11 2

1
,

The total number of girls reporting wits 741.

Juvenile court offense, from the several municipalities' of .Lorain County.

City.
rapids.
tion in

1910.

Lorain 2.6 A.S3
Elyria 14,625OlicrlIn 4. 365Amherst 2.109
Other incorporated tillages and rural districts. 25 655-- -Total In county 7G 037

l'er cent
of total
popula-

tion.

35.0
19.5
5.7
2.8

34.0

Percent-
age of

juvenile
court
cases

57. 2
15. it
11.3
5. '2
7.5

100.0 100 0

4
RELATION OF WIEN ESS TO JUVENILE OFEENSES.1

Since the establishment of the Lorain County juvenile court April
14, 1913; official cases have been tiled against 247 individuals. A per-
son haying more than one case charged against him has been counted
but once. Of those before the court, 177 were boys and 70 were

That juvenile delinquency has increased with centralization
of population is shown conclusively by the fact that 57.2 per cent

. of the discs were from Lorain City, 18.8 per. cent from Elyria, 11.3
per cent from Oberlin, 5.2 per cent from Amherst, and 7.5 per cent
front all other, incorporated villages and rural districts. When the
1910 census was compiled, the population of the four cities was
50,179, while that of the other villages and rural districts was 25,857,
and yet the relation of juvenile court 'cases is 92.5 per cent for the
cities and 7.5 per cent for the villages and country districts.

In studying the individual official cases, the causes leading up to
the offenses have been more interesting than the cases themselves.
Of the 247 cases before the Mart, the cause of 155 was given as bad

.associations, gangs, or rdlene4s;. 68 per cent Were brought up before

The Juvenile court Judge and chief probation officer cooperated In the preparation
of this section. Both spent much time In studying and tabulating the court records.
part of this seta is an abitract of their report.
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the court thrinigh drink of parents, poor home conditions, or deser-
tion. In more than half of these last cases, the children were very
young and the fault rested with the parent and not the child. Desire
for adventure was given as the contributing cause for court action
tprainst 10 children, drink for 5, immorality and degeneracy for 6.

stubbornness for 3. Idleness, which has fostered the formation
had associations, has been the cause of 62.75 per cent of all the

I. recorded and of 86.5 per cent of those that were clearly the
.,itilt of the child.

Causes of jurcnile court cases.
Children.1,csertion or poor home conditions 58

Idleness, bad associations, gangs _.... 155
Ad% enture 10
Drink 5
Immorality .... 3
Degeneracy 3
Stubbornness 3

Total '47
Aside from the definite court records, the juvenile court officials

have furnished the following tdditionat information: .
The foregoing official cases represent only a part of the work of

t lie juvenile court officials. During the same period there have been
about 600 unofficial complaints covering truancy, minor offenses
Against law and order, and slight acts of misconduct which have not
been taken up by the court, but have required personal interviews
and official calls by the probation officer. No official record is made
of these minor offenses, and only cases of severe and semisevere na-
ture are called to the court's attention. Of these. trivial crimes and
petty offenses, the probation officer estimates that not over 25 are
from the strictly rural districts, 100 from incorporated villages, and
the balance of 475 from the larger villages and cities of the county.

The number of official cases increases with the age of the child."
As the child becomes older, the offenses become more serious, and the
court must deal more severely with them in t4e interest of law and
crtler. From birth to the 14th year (see table on page 218) oftly 05
cases arp recorded, and of these 48 were the fault of parents or
guardians. From 14 to 18 the records show 152 official cases. In the
case of the unofficial offenses, the larger number, 450, .are committed
in the 11th, 12th, and 18th years. In the majority of these cases the

- child is not consciousof wrongdoing and, what to society is a mis-
demeanor, is to him only the spirit of play. It is interesting to note
in thisconnection that the height of the unofficial court offenses coin-
cides exactly with the height of the period of psychological interest.

. ill gardening.
- .

..
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Ages of the children brought to the attention of the juvenile court.

Ages of children. Official Unofficial
CMOS, 1 C9303.

Birth to IA years of ago, Inclusive
I 49 6011, 12, and 13 years stage 49 45014 and la years of nee
f 72 6010 and 17 years of age \ 841 30

Total ,,,
247 600

EFFORTS To PROMOTE GARDENING.

The many garden6 at Elyria homes and the comparatively large
number owned and cared for by the children themselvesmay be attrib-
uteri in great measure to the work of the members of the Elyria home
Garden Association. Very few of the children, however, do garden
work to earn money. This association was organized in March, 1907,
and its aims are (1) to make wast places of the city useful and
beautiful; (2) to give knowledge of gardening for pleasure and
profit; (3) to children to cultivate the soil and to call attention
to the educational and economic value of soil cultivation.

For the first few years prizes were given for the best home gardens
and committees from the association visited and judged the gardens

which trained
gardener was,employed to oversee the preparation of the soil and to
give advice to those who entered the contest. As the city expanded
over a wider area, it was impossible for the visiting comattee to give
the time required to visit the gardens of all contestants. The prize
contests wow then reorganized, A fair was held in the height of the
productive season and prizes awarded for' the best displays of flowers
and vegetables. These garden fairs are usually held in the Young
Men's Christian Association or some other centrally located building.
Ninety-six exhibitors took part in the contest in 1915.

The Home Garden Association has also distributed packages of
seeds to the school" children, 14,000 packages being sold to them in
1915 at 1 cent each. Because of the unfavorable weather conditions in
1916, the exhibition contest was not held, and the prize money was
used to purchase 700 flowering bulbs,.which were given to the schools
for school-ground decUra.tion.

AGRICULTURAL INTEREST'S OF TILE HOMES THAT MIGHT BECOME SCHOOL-
DIRECTED PROJECTS.

1

Of the 1,431 children, 435 have gardens of their own at home.1
'40, At- 770 of the homes of school children reporting the parents or chil-

Few of the children consider gardening u t4i employment bringing financial returns.
Many of them stem to have limited their garden work to the demands of the pelts
contests.
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dren made a garden last year. It was impossible-to gtt an exact re-
port on jhe products of these gardens, but the average money value
seems 6 have been small, for the gardens were planted to crops which
take much ground,' and companion and succession cropping was not
pract iced.

Poultry was kept by either parents or children in 185 homes,
pigeons in 48, and rabbits in 91.

Agricultural interest,' of the thatthat mrght become 'Moor-directed projects.

Schools.
Children reported. Parents

or chll
d COD'S

gardens.

Children
IIwho cm Va

den.-garden.garPoultry.
Other home interests.

Boys. Girls. Total. Pigeons. Rabbits.

Hamilton 91 102 193 116 66 24 5 13Franklin 169 171 340 190 86 21 8 1611cItinley 152 144 396 151 91 32 7 19Garlord 29 29 56 21 21 7 1 2Ridge tO 60 130 74 34 22 4 16Geis,
le9er., n

96
90

124
112

222
202

124
131

67
71

41
38

13
10

9
16

Total 689 792 1,431 770 435 185 48 91

LABOR INCOME OF ELYRIA woaKiNoutx.

The earning power of the wage-earning members of a family has
much to do with the possibility of educating the children of that
family. If this wage-earning power is low, the chances are that the
children will be obliged to leave school to become wage earners be-
fore they have received sufficient education to make efficient citizens.
The labor income has increased during the past year, but in most
cases it has not kept pace with the increasing prices of commodities
and the cost of living. In the poorer families any money that can be
earned by the healthful, educative employment of the- children during
vacation hours will tend to increase the length of schoOl attendance
of the children of that family. The following table of labor in-
comes of workingmen has been compiled from information supplied
by the leading employers of labor in Elyria:
Unskilled labor, lowest type, 10 or 11 hour day 82. 25
Unskilled labor, average type, 10hour day 8.00
Unskilled labor, higher type, 10-hour day 4. 00
Mechanics, 8-hour day _ 4. 00 to 5.00
Bricklayers, 70 to 80 cents per hour, 8-hour day _ 5. 00 to 0. 40
City employees, many of low efficiency, 8-hoitr day 8. 00

210 Middle Western towns vegetable gardens are usually planted on fold -crop plans
and yield less than one-third of the amount that could be produeed by intensive methods.
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NUMBER OF -CHILDREN WHO LP NAT SCIItIOL BEFORE COMPLETING THE
ED:liT GRADES.

The reports of school principals show that !In average Of about 20
pupils, near]; 1 per cent of the enrollment, leave school each yeelr.
The principal cause of leaving is loss of interest in- school work or
financial necessity. CoiNidering the size of the city. this number
not large. The grade schools lack iii special interests and activities
that hold the " hand-minded child. This work is specially featured
in the high school. but Ilut is too far away to seem attainable to the
vtanled pupil, especially at the time when he fails to gani promo-
con. Only a small number leave because of financial nece-,silt'. but
it 1.-; important to make an effort to continue the sehool life of the fey..

aiding them to earn while still in school. The recognition by the
schools of the special active interest of children would do moult to I

retain those who leave school because of lo' of interest.

nov11000 6CCUPTIONs OF succEssrui. BusINEsS MEN of ELYRIA.

Mr. Patterson. president of the National Register ro.. of
Dayton, Ohio, makes the following statement in regard to the gall-
ing of children's gardens by that company:

After an Investigation of the successes and failures of the men who had boon
boys with nie, I was hapresed by the foci that there had been scarcely a fail-
urn among those boys Who had been ro,poisilrle for some farm Or gArlen
;' chores." I decided that In n very rounli nekthhorhood I would make the ex-
periment of using the surplus energy of the boys in practical garden work 411.11
let Them have the products of their steady work and business .ever*'. So ;r:il-
fylin: was the result that the garden is to-day a markcd feature of the we11;,1,,
work for the employees of the :11ionnl Cash Itettlsb`r Co.

In order to compare the boyhood Occupations of the successful lm-,i-
ness men of Elyria to-day with the occupations of children, now in
s, hool. question blanks were sent to H business men whose name, i were
furnished by the secretary of the thamber of commerce. Replies were
received to 29of these questionnaires. Five men spent the period of
their youth between the ages of 9 to 14 in the city, 12 liVed in. vil-
lagessand 12 lived on farms. Eleven boys were .employed in °count-
tams outside the home. 3 of whom were farm boys working in
town. Oldie 29 boys. 24 state that they had regular home ditties
and only 2, both filial the city. ctiln that they had no regular duties
either' in the home or outside. It is interesting to note that, of the
12 farm boys. all had regular farm chores and 3 earned extra money
in the village. Of the 12. village boys,. 11 had hoine duties, such ilk t1.0'
care of a horse, cow, poultry,.ora garden, ad the twelfth had em
ploymentoutside the lime.

In regard to the duties of his early life, one of the men added tiv,
following note to his ryncstionnaire:-"As-far back as I can renz'.emis
theie was something to dO about the house and .garden. There wore
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no idle boys in those days. Every household contained one or more
boys who were kept busy."

i BE OBLIGATIONS OF THE CITY HIGH SCHOOL IN TR ININO PUPILS FOR
COUNTRY LIFE.

In the Elyria High Schoof there is each year a large group of
tuition-paying students from the surrounding country districts. In
1910 there were 161 of -these students; in 1911,487; in 1912, 171; in
1914. 166; in 1915, 202; and-in 1916, 183. Of the total enrollment of
1;02 high-school studenis in the fall of 1916, nearly one-third, 183,
were out-of-town students. All of these students' come from farm
homes or small rural villages and should have the opportunity to
study vocational agricultural subjects. City students are well, rep-
resented in agricultural classes, as one-half of the number enrolled
are Elyria boys and girls. One high-school teacher gives his full
teaching time to airicultue. The agricultural courses now given in
the high school do not .foram the center of a completc, course of study,
tut studtnts in any of the four courses of study (classical, scientific,
commercial, industrial) may elect the subject during the junior and
senior years. Five courses are offered..one in general agriculture,
three in horticulture, and one in animal husbandry. Because the sub-
ject is elective in the last two years of the course,the same students
eldom complete more than two courses, and it is impossible to lead

the pupils to a definite., end by a series of progressive interrelating
:.:eps Agriculture htti become subordinate to other courses and it
is not taught as a major course. from a vocational standpoint.. This
lack of systematic arrangement of courses and the fact that home
projects are not required has led, in sonic cases, to the election of agri-
Ilture simply to make up a required number of credits. Fifty-nine
per cent of the students taking agricultural courses state that they
elected it for it cultural value,- 28 per cent for its vocational valise,
and 13 per cent because the State law requires all teachers to studythe subject.

The agricultural classes were visited to determine the relation of
the agricultural teaching to the out-of-school activities of the pupils.
Of the 112 students present on the days the classes were visited, ex-
aetly half live in the city of Elyria and half .were from the country
districts. Of age city students, 26. were employed in money-eaminf
oecupattions outside the home, and 15 had some regular work at home.
Not any of this.work had direct agricultural bearing. Of the am-.

(et<try students, 45 had home work and 1 was ployed away from hope.
.None of the city students have home pr eets from Which they receive
the profits, .while 30 Country .students have some form of home
projects,_ and 18 carry the work throughout .the year and receive

tithe profits. Sixty-five of the students stated that they desired tko
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conduct a home project under. the direction lif-the agricultural
teacher.

VALUE OF SCHOOL-DIRECTED HOME GARDENING TO ELYRIA CHILDREN.

- Economic.Reports were received from 1,131 children, 986 of
whom could have home garden plats of 1,000 square feet or more. All ot
children who have no back -yard space could be supplied with space
on vacant lots. If all the 1,431 children were taught to make gardens
and each child grew an average of $20 worth of vegetables a:total
value of $28,620 would-be produced on waste land by children who
now waste most of this time. Considering the amount of land avail-
able, many children might, net as high as $100 per season for their
garden work and the average for all might very easily be made as
much as $50. a total of $71,550.

(The teacher is able to direct the garden work of from 150 to 200
children. acid from 6 to g trained teachers would be needed to work
after school, on Saturdays, and during the summer vacation.. An
additional salary of about $250 would probably be sufficient for the
extra work of each of these teachers, or a total cost to the school
department of from $1,500 to $2,000. From a purely financial stand-
point, an.expenditure of from $11500 to $2,000 for a return of fromir $28,620 to $71,550 should be good business. ,fin case the children
average a net return of only $10, the net money value to the com-
munity would be $14,310, or from seven to nine times the cost in
teachers' salaries.

Health.To improve the health of the children through out-of-door
exercise would be of enough value to warrant all expenditures for
garden teaching. To be mentally strong, the child must be physically
healthy. A child working with feet in the soil, head in the sunshine,
and lungs filled with fresh air will have redder blood coursing
through his veins, eat better, sleep better, and grow into stronger
manhood than one who works in mill or shop or idles his time away.
The most real of all 'experiences comes to the child through accom-
plishing.a worthy task that has definite relation to his life.

Mental training.MV of the resent-day city occupations o en,
to children usually cease to be educative when they become prodt c-
tive. In the shop and factory, the same thing must be done in eitac y
the same way, day after day. In the street trades, there is very lit le
chance for real occupational growth, and the acquiring of the "Itisi-
ne.ss sense," commonly spoken of, is often really the formation of
habits of taking advantage of, or defrauding, others. In the garden,
on the other hand, conditions are not the same from hour to hour.
Each day brings new duties and problems, and each year old meth-
ods must be and new products may be added. The child
is not faking vantage of another for his own gain,but is coping
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with nature's forces and learning nature's innumerable lessonsl and
at the same time contributing much to the comfort and pleasure of
of hers.

Habits. of industry.Of the total number of children, 1,426, who
reported. on c,cupations, 15.8 ver cent worked during the out-of-
school hours and 29 per cent were employed in the vacation' The
time of both boys and girls was occupied less than one hour per day
,by duties in the home. Studies of the out-of-school employment of
children seem to show that, as the city grows in size, the possibilities
for productive occupation decrease, and that the decrease is in direct
ratio to the size of the city.

The boy without regular work is apt to become the man without ajob. In order that the man may be a successful worker; the child
needs real occupation when in the habit-forming period. The cul-
tivition of the back yards and vacant lots of the city would furnish
regular occupation for many children who have no occupation or
have been excluded from harmful pursuits by child-labor laws.etThe making of a successful garden requir ally' work. Weeds
must be subdued, the soil must be mulched, an crops must be har-
vested at 1F right time. From such regular work the child forms
early the habit of industry.

Moral influences.No other one thi g reveals %lite so clearly= to
the child his place in life's plan,as wor with living, growing things.
Through the use and sale of garden pr ducts, he learns to value dol-
lars in terms of labor. To learn to earn ono's own living honestly
is a fundamental basis of morality. The evil: of community, Statc,
and Nation come not from those who have leArned to live by their
own labor, but from those who wish to profit only from the labor of
others.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS.

I. The farming district about Elyria does not. furnish enough veg-
etable food to meet the demands of the city. Thus, there is a good
opportunity for vocational training in intensive gardening.

2. Within the city of .Elyria the greater part of the ground is
fertile and well adapted to the production of vegetables under inten-
sive methods of cultivation.

3. There is enough land available for all children in the public
schools to have all the space which they are able to cultivate. Only
a small percentage of the children live in apartments, flats, or tene-
mehts, and it would be comparatively easy for teachers to find enough
space for these children on the large platted areas which have not
yet been built upon. The most congested area, the Htingarian

lags, has open areas on all sides, besides a laige plat owned by thd
public, school department, which might be used for children's gardens
or hinny garden plats. The schools are se located that teacher

t
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could visit all the gardens of the children without traveling long
d ist ances.

-1: The cost to an Elyria family for vegetables is such that it would
be of great economic value if a large part of this food were produced
in the back yards or on near-by vacant lots.

5. Twelve hundred children have no yegular money-earning work
after school helurs and 1.012 are not employed during vacation.

6. Idleness hasaused the largest number of the official juvenile
court. cases by the association of the boys into gangs or with older
turn or women of bad repute. Of the 600 unofficial cases handled by
the probation officer, the greatest number of offenses occur about the
t %velfth year, at exactly the age at which' it is easiest to arouse inter-
est in gardening.

7. Much interest in gardening has been created by the efforts of
t be Elyria Home Garden Association, but because of the growth of
the city the work now needs to be put on a stronger financial basis.

8.. Because of the large number of home gardens, conducted eith.er
by parents or children, and the large number of small animals kept
for their economic. value. it would be very easy to start home proje:et
work with the present equipment. .

!). The labor incomes of Elyria worldngmen, although higher than
formerly. have not kept pace with the increased price of Tomittedi-
tie, and are not sufficient to itay what ought to be considered neves.
sary expenses for their support of their families.

1,0. The childrft leaving school each year because of the economic
conditions of the home might be retained in school if these children
could help support their parents by their work during out-oftsehool
hours.

11. During their boyhood. the 'business men of to-day were very
largely engaged in home duties of an agricultural nature. With the
increase in the size of the city and the elimination of agricultueal
activitie, the amount of available work for children has been very
much reduced.

12. Nearly a third of the, students erolled inothe Elyria nigh
School come from the surrounding country districts. 'Miler the pres-,
eat arrangement of agricultural classes, these students are not re-
ceiving satisfactory training for country life. The present courses
are very largely of an academic nature and have very little real. in-
fluence 0f the home work of the boys andrgirls, especially during
the vacation periods. When the direction of home project work
should be of thegreatest value.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. High school. Agriculture as a v
a much more prominent place in the -hi

oval subject shoult hare
ool 'course of- study.
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The subject should form the'center of a course rather than be an elec-
tive in many courses.

2. The agricultural instructor should be employed for 12 months
each year.

3. The full time of the agricultural instructor should be given
to-his subject, and he should not he hardened with other deities.

1. '1'1w course shouid be so arranged tliat by combining the i.stu-
(Hits graduating in 'odd years in a single class and the even-year
!mink in another class one in:tructor could direct the project work
and study of -each of his pupils dining a full half of the school time

rough a four years' course. The following diagram adapted from
the bulletin of the Alassadmsetts Board of Education, 1912, No. ,
will make this tnethod of clans grouping clear. The projects recom-
mended in thiS' chart proceed frolic the simple to the complex, and
form a logical method of Approach to theSubject. They afe: Kitchen
garden, first year; small animals. second year; farm 4nimals and
farm crops, third year; and fruit griming and market gardening,
fourth year.

A mrrtioD OF GROUPING CIASSV IN AGRICULTURB.

School years ending 1911, 1920, and othereven
years.

First and second year pupils, one-half school
time. I

.

School yeas; sadism 1190,1929, and other even
years.

Third and fourth year pupils, one-half school
time.

Agricultural science and projects applied to
a given community:

I: itchen gurdening: Vegetables, small fruits.
Ornamental planting: Shrubbery, flowering

piots, lawns.
I: n-111 qhopw urk: Making and repairing for home

sellout use hotbeds and cold frames, etc.

Agricultural science and projects applied to
a given community:

Farm animals: Types, breeding, managemein.
Farm buildings: Sanitation and conveniences,

plans, construction, upkeep.
Farm crops for keeping the animals -- notations,

balancing, cultivation, ste.
Farm machines and implementstheir use and

repair.

School years ending 1911, 1921, and other pdd
years. ..

First and second year pupils, one-half school
time.

School years ending MI, 1123, and other odd
years.

Third and tou..e year pupils, one-halt scheol
time.

Agricultural science and projects app led to
a given community:

Small animals: Poultry, peep, swine, bees
Inks, breeding, management, rations, etc.

Iltilidings and equipment for small animals
plata, cost, etc.

11 ome-grown crops for small animalskinds
quantities, seeds, rolls, place in farm crop,
rotation, fertilising, tillage, harvesting, storage.

Farm shopworli and Other construction.

61564.-18-1--us

1

Agricultural science and projects applied to
a given community:

Fnilt growing: °rebinding and small fruits not
before, dealt with propagation, cultivation,
packing, etc.

Market gardening: Markets, soils, seeds, fertili-
zers, tillage.

Buildin.gs and -applktnees: Plans, device!, im
plements, and machinescost, use, and up.
keep.

Farm aborork pad other construction.
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!. All high-school students in agricultural courses should be re-
(mired lo conduct home projects, and credits should he N i t Wield until
the projects have been completed and approved by the instructor.

G. The students in the high-school agricultural department should
give half time to the study of agriculture vocationally antilhalf to
the study of cultural subject:. The following division of time recom-
mended in the Massachu,,ett: Board of Education Bulletin, 191c. No.
23. has proved Nery satisfactory in coupounities similar to Elyria:
DryptioN TINIE'RECOMM NI FOR sTDENTs IN AGRICULTURE.

4

Part I-- Intensive Training, 50 per cent of Part 2-Extensive Training, 50 per cent itt
pupil's time. i pupil's time.

Project study and project work, centering
on-

II) Projects of the pupils.
A. At home, as a rule.
II. Near home, oecasionally;
C. Pupil responsible, but supervised by in-
ip strtart.r. '

(2) Projects of the depart met.
A. At life Sigh school, rarely.

Neichborims1 demonstration. as of onjulnr,
spraying, hotbed making, and greo4gionso
work.

C. Instructor responsible, but *uses projects
for group Instruction in observation and
'tract ice work.

(3) Substitutes for projects.
A. Work on apprmrss I farms, with agreedm pon

ediscationrif duties, au ctAbaccoilid ing
one or more cows ur 14110 or more crnos.

B. Employer chiefly responsit do, but super-
vision by Instructor.

4111.

(4) .itetnark.-The.agrictiltural instructor loud,
as it rule, rtssume full rSsponsibility
ing the "related st udy" required for the proper
understanding and execution of Ms. pupils.
Ile must generally teach his boys the situ
correlation bet ween their projects and such sub-
jects and actiVflies as arithmet lc, biology. enctu
Lstry, entomology, draw hit% sltopwork, uc-
enunthng, filing, farm journal reading, and
agricultural economies.

Cultural and good citizenship training.
selected from one or more of the regular
high-schbol courses, and dealing with such

'subjects as -
Erili$11. every year.
Social St ience, including commtinity civics and

economics.

Natural 5c icilee, including eleowmtary science.
biology, physics, and chemistry.

Drawing, free -hand and meri,^nical
Shopwork. .

Business, including typlzwrit tog, 1)1141-leas forms,
nod filing, bookkeeping, commercial r .ra-
pity anti commercial law.

Physical Omitting.
Music.
Recreations

a

Elementary schaels.-3. The high-school agricultural department
should be the central influence in the promiution and direction :of
schist rected home gardening in the clempitary schools.

2. The 1'0th-school teacher of agriculture should conduce practical
after-school classes for the training of home-garden teachers in the
grades..
. 3. One.regular grade teacher, after havinettceived sufficient gar-
den training, should direct the hOme gardening °Ube children in
the school to which she is assigned. This we should be done after
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school, on Saturday, and during the summer vacation, and the acher
should receive additional compensation for it.

-1. A part-time garden teacher should be provided for eac of the
folhiwiirg schools: lIainilton, Jefferson, age,...liPanlilin, McKinley.
One teacher should conduct the work in the Garford and Ridge
4:11001s.

5. A careful record of the money value of the crops raised sill%
be kept in order to prove the tinancia4, as well as the educational,
success.

ft The gardening should Tie trade as intensive as possible, and
should continue through the maximum number of days possible in
this climate. Winter gardening should be encouraged.

Co.4.--The only additional costs involved in the. recommendation
of this report are:

Extra salary of 1110-school teacher of agriculture. for three
. summer months $950 to $000Salary for extra tune o regular teachers working aft&

school. Saturdays, and uring vacations_A.... 900 to 1.200

Total i 1, WO to I, WO



Chapter X.
MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

THE NATURE Am" VALUE OF music..

Mag has always sought. to create beauty. In tone. in clay, in pig-
ments, and in many other media he has wrought .forms to satisfy.

come peculiar craving of his spirit. This longing is unselfish. un-
worldly. The values sought are not utilitarian. They belong to a
realm of aspiration distinct from the'world of material demands.

Music is clue to theiilenlistic nature of man, for it voices what' is
within rather thWtn what is withaut. 'It is ai voice .for the expression
of fundomental states of-reeling which neither words nor graphic
forms can so well express.

In its vooal forms. especially in opera, and in sonni. instrunimntal -
forms, music may, iwideed, seize upon ineidents aild'situations in life
andexalt and their emotional aspects. always music
transcends the incident or situation that it adds beautybeauty of
tone, and beauty\of tothil design-7-that was,not inherent in the situ-
ation itself.

Ia so far as music quitkens profound.emotional powers, it ener-
gizes to netienJor feeling is the mainspring of action; and in so far
as it elevates mood from the worldly plane to the plane of,the ideal-

. istic,.it stimulates action along regenerative lines. That it has such
4upacities makes it of no small momenyo education.

The values of music are not to he attained vicariously. Each must
experience them for himself, as listener or participant. To take part
in musical performance enormously increases the -value of music to
the individual; and the chorus singing and orchestral playing that .

have come into our public schools.are therefore agencies that work
powerfully toward the attainment of these vienCs.

Value as a socializing force." One touch of nature makes. the
whole world kin," we say. This touch of nature is simply,Semething
which evokes a mood that is goo? and universally experienced.
these broad, universal, human moods with which music detils; and
consequently people exhibit, under the appeal of music, a closeness of
sympathy and a unity Of feeling that surpass any Other nnity drdi-
narily.experienced. The fact that music can enlist the iniiticiriatinn
of iprge numbers pf people 'at the same time, though they .be young

. 228
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and old and diverse in many ways, is again a matter of profound sig-nificance. In a cosmopolitan community the hour of song in thepublic schools, or of community chorus practice by adults, may be theonly time when complete social solidarity is attained by a communitygroup.

Value of leisure.---The character of modern industrial and Commer-cial life tends toward the mechanization of human life. In many-callings men are never so little their ownlrue selves as when they areat Work. It is during the leisure hours that the individual powersand qualitie4. are restored and developed, Music holdi a safe andstrong regenerative power for the individual during these hors im-*measurably greater than the wearing excitements into which he is sooften led.
Value as a vocational subjeut.--The number of graduates from ourpliblic schools who uractice music vocationally is out of all propor-ti6 to the provision made in most schools for their instruction; andthe generous provision is made for other subjects of assumed voca-

tional importance ,which, in vocational outcoire, are. not in adyanceof music. A mtivl greater degree of attention is dile, to music as a
vocational subject -alone.

DEPARTMENTAL MUSIC PUBLIC ST II0OLS.

A- department of music in'a public - school system should be organized and should furiction in such a way as to attain the values statedor implied in the foregoing section. Its success iii such attainment
will be dependent upon two general factors, each of which is sus-ceptible of many subdivisions.

The first factor is pedagogical.' The specific ideals that charac-terize and direct the work of the department; the itlealsf the school
authorities and of the teachers who administer the course; the musical ."education and training of both special and regular teachers.; their
pedagogical knowledge 'and ability; the nature and extent of:thecourse of study as depea2tent upon the professional ideals and knowl-edge that prevail; all of these considerations mid manYk-more operatepowerfully in shaping results, both as to their extent and quality..

The second factor is one of organization and equipment. The y,, .number of supervisors and teachers employed in the department;
the plan of Organization; the equipment provided, such as musicbooks, sheet music for choruses and orchestras, pianos; organs and
orehestral histrume.nti, pitch pipes, staff liners, blank music writing.paper, etc.; these pre some of the considerations grouped under thesecond factor. -

,The first factor obviously foreessbi the possible outcome of the
teaching done, on the baste of qualitative result; the other foreeaets

it on thellefis of quantitatiVe result. ..in'
4.
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Ordinarily the two maintain a somewhat balanced relationship;
for teaching that is rich in quality is-likely to attract to itself ade-
quate equipment; and, on the other hand, quantity of provision is
likely to imply either a large present interest or'an enthusiasm toward
building up an interest that in itself promises much. In Elyria there
has been. an artificial disturbance of these relations; and because it:
seems necessary to discuss present conditions and future possibilities
in Elyria from two standpoints, the foregoing somewhat arbitrary

. division is made.

BASIS OF THE REPORT ON MUSIC.

This report is based upon observations made in visits to the seven
elementary schools and the high school in Elyria. Of the 59 rooms
in the elementary schools, 55 were visited, and in all but 3- of them
some exhibition of the work in music was given, sometimes by means
of a formal and extended music. recitation, at other times by the
singing of songs alone, or by the singing of 'both songs and sight-
reading exercises. In the high school some.as:sembly singing was
heard and several visits and conferences with the members. of the
educational staff yielded valualole information; but no opportunity
occurred to hear the high-school orchestra or the high-school
choruses and glee clubs. A parent- teachers' meeting attended at the
close of an afternoon session in one elementary school yielded inter-
esting suggestions. In .another school one of the -classes (listed as
unvisited in the foregoing statement) was found assembled, and
listening to an interesting lecture-recital given by the teacher in
charge with the aid of a phonograph just purchased. Highly val-
uable information was acquired also in conferences-with persons in-
terested and informed as to conditions who verb not members of the
regular educational staff.

MUSIC IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Elyria has had music in her public schools for a number of years,
and a competent supervisor hasr been employed during the past 1-t
years at least. Beginning in September, 1916, theservices of the
supervisor were discontinued. A survey of conditions made after a

- semester had passed. during which no, specialist was directing the
work, must necessarily be guarded against assumptions that rest upon

-ignorance of the amount of change caused by the modification in the
school system. The first fact noted was the spirit. of the teachers
under the change. There was little or no feeling of relaxation. In-
st there was a feeling of greater responsibility incurred and of
grTatec obligation for aka effort. Doubtless the teachers were
moved not only by the characteristic sense of fidelity to a trust, but
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also by inclination; for any teacher who loves children and has felt
the kinship between the spirit of childhood and the spirit of music
will not willingly relinquish it. This leads to a comment uponthe
spirit of the Elyria schools in general. It is profession :1 and hu-

nistic. In this the schools provide the indispensable condition in
which music, art, literature,, and liberalizing influences generally may
develop. School systems can be found in which the spirit is so rigor-ously hard and formal that liberalizing influences obtain no foot-
hold and can make no growth. This is not the case in Elyria.

The methods and practice of teaching do not make full capital outof this general spirit and intention (conscious or subconscious), of
the school system and the community. The method is'o ten incon-gruous with it, and with a proper plan of music inst n, in that
it approaches an. art problem in a scientific spirit, nd presentsmusic primarily as a .technical problem of staff notation and sightsinging, rather than as an art in which there Imust be richness of
experience and freedom and grace of expression. The practices are
at times misdirected. by this unfortunate bias of method, and aremarked also by. some lack of skill and efficiency. There is further a
deplorably meager equipnaent of music books and contributory mu-sical material, and the time given to music, while adequate in the
lo;-ei. grades, is insufficient-in the higher grades. To offset these de-
ficietects-- there are at' present but two influences, ,namely; the fine
spirit. of the teaching staff and the occasional presence of teachers
of tinusual musical ability and training.-

For pupils in the first year of school the course very properly pre-scribes nothing but rote songs until the last month of the school
year, when the scale by syllables is taught by rote. In. the second.
year rote singing is continued, but a parallel course of instruction in
staff notation, is begun and developed on the blackboard.

Several features of instruction that are open to criticism weregb-
served so frequently in the work for these two years that they maybe ;aid to be prevalent. The rote' songs were often nit well chosen,
'and when they were net bad in themselves they were presented oftenfrom a wrong standpoint. A. short discussion of principles is un-
avoidable here, if the rehder and the writer are to arrive at a commonbasis of understanding.

In so far as music (mainly in song) connects itself with incidents
and situations of life and dilates upon their emotional significence, it
covers a utifigeof moods that are common to all the arts, and Indeed,
to ordinary sentimentalexperience. Now, the musician cares butlittle for the worldly incident; that is but the trigger that releasAs
in the composer the flow of real tonal be au ty. But to the layman
less sensitive and less, trained to respond to purely musical heinty,
the incident itself assumes paramount impprtancts for it belongs to
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ordinary nonmusical experience. The grade teacher, quite defen-
sibly,. belongs normally to the laity. A song entitled " Snow" is
likely to appeal to her because of her interest in snow rather than
her interest in song. The tune, being a negligible factor, may COME'-

quently not be carefully scrutinized and evaluated. Many a shoddy
and vulgar tune has tires crept into school music.

But the mischief does not stop here. If music is the first considera-
tion, beautiful tone, necessitating good voice management and grace-

. fu, delicate shading and phrasing will be demanded. On the other.
hand, if pictorial or narrative funcon is primarily the aim, beauti-
ful singing-is less important than impulsive declamation. To enter
into a song, on this basis, a child, does not need primarily to train
his ear and modulate his voice accurately and beautifully so much as
he needs to visualize and dramatize a situation., It the siltation, so
visualized, is likely to distract his attention from anything tonal
that may be happening.'

.The selection of "barnyard" songs and songs of like ungentle
realisNe character, violent " motion " songs, loud and wigmusicai) sing-
ing, many monotones, and much use of the chest voicd, are some of the
signs that frequently mark the adoption of this wrong principle.

Applied to the Ekitia schools,.the most that should be said is that
there is some uncertainty as to basic principles in selecting and teach-
ing rote songs. The majority of the songs are good ; but the ocea- t
sional presentation of an unfnusical song in a dramatized manner,
often with the employment of laboriously contrived motions, implies
that choice dOes not rest upon irrevocable conviction. ,Again, songs
that were musically excellent were often given with a focus of atten-
tion upon the worldly bacident rather than upon the tonal beauty that
alone gave them merit. The vocal quality and practice was, in the
main, very good. It was vitiated occasionally by emphasis tipon the
wrong values in the manner just described. More frequently a faulty
and indefensible practice of another sort was observed. This was the
failure to use a pitch pipe. Song after song was started by guess by
the teacher; invariably in' too low a key: Probably two - thirds of the
singing heard from firstAnd second year classes was below the favor-
able range for children's voices, and so. was 'not Only.palbductive of
poor tone but was developing. wrong vocal .methods. In only three
of these rooms was a. pitch pipe, used. Often the teacher gave the
.command to sing without giving -.any pitph whatever, leaving the
guessitg of the pitch to the children. After a few measures the
group, in such cases, would unite with the strongest voice.

No desk cOpies.of rote song hooks for use by the teacher were oh-
served,' anywhere. 'Inquiry .elicited the information that none had
_ever been *provided. Prior to ,this year the aupervisorAemusie
had hectographed rote songs from various sources; anti the songs thus
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laboriously provided were the only ones generally available. The'
board of education should reflect that these songs are frequently copy-
righted and are not open to reproduction. Such songs still corn- .-
prise the course, but are occasionally Supplemented by songs of
doubtful value obtained by teachers from educational journals and
other sources.

The proportion of monotones -in the lower grades and thdiughoitt
the elementary schools is somewhat larger than it should be. The
dramatic rather than the musical and vocal conception of song and
the failure to use pitch pipes are doubtless largely responsible. Dis-
cussions with teachers disclosed no definite amt generally accepted
convictions and methods of practice with regard to mono ones. Only
the slightest trace was found of the ancient fallacy tlufr monotones
are defective of earare unmusical or tone deaf. It was generally
lc-id that they are curable and therefore are ineptoocally rather than_
defective aurally. Again, in relation to this feature of work; -the
teachers as a class were uncertain and"lacked a clearly outlined creed.
Results were, therefore, very uneven, for they depended upon such
capabilities and training as the individual teacher. might have pre-
viously accurired and not upon any present help provided by the
Elyria school system.

The, position for singing generally required of the pupils in the
lower grades was faulty. Each pupil-must clasp his hands behind his
back. This may lead to good discipline, but it results in a stiff and
i.onstrained position that is detrimental to good breathing and sing-
ing. In the higher grades the necessity for handling books led to the

.abandonment of this position.
.

The introduction of staff notation in the second year is in aecord
with approved educational practice, but the manner of study is not.
Technical study is not based upon the rote song experience previously
gained, but it becomes a separate and unrelated form of study.
Sight rending is made to depend upon analytical reckoning up and
thrwn the degrees of the staff, instead of upon unreasoned and imme-
diate knowledge gained through more and more detailed observation
upon the notationitr aspects of familiar songs and studies. The
method. followed . causes the pupil to conquer. music by the use of
purely rational processes and requires that his freedom of musical.

Lexpression (except for the contemporaneous course in rote singing) .wait upon a technical mastery so gained. It is a method that has been
generally abandoned, for the same reason that the, alphabet method
in reading has been abandoned. i .

The first two years in the elementary school should be years of
musical experience. They should give the child the use of his singing
voice and pleasure in song as a means of expression; they alluld ac-

. custom his ear to beauty. o tone and store his mind with-memories..,....
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of pure tonal procedure as it lives in a wide repertoire of beautiful
rote songs for childrenmany of"them folk songs, many of them by
such writers as Schumann, lleinecke, Taubert, Nevin, and Mrs. Gay-
nor; they should bring to him in the second year a view of the staff
and of staff notation,-and his attention should then be called to the
correlation between tonal 'processes and the visual symbols of .the
staff,. until the musical forms- symbolized are called to his mind
quickly by the appearance of the notation. Sight reading as a mathe-
matical computation of staff relationship from which musical feel- 3
ing and intuition are absent or in which they play no helpful part
is not then or at any later period a necessary or appropriate prac-
tice. This does not mean that children are not to be taught to read
music; for all can and should be taught. to read it accurately and
fluently It means only that musical feeling and study of the tech-
nic o ic should never be divorced, especially in.the earlier years.l

In hird year in the Elyria schools music books are placed in
the hands of the pupils, and the course assumes in general the for-

.

Mal outlines within which it is to.ba,developed during the succeed-
ing years of the elementary school. It is unnecessary-to discuss the
work of these years separately. The impottant comments are gen-
eral and apply to all years equally. Comment applying to features
characteristic of specific years will be explicitly referred to those
years. .

Beginning in the third year the presentation by the teach rs of
music in many keys naturally brought about a more frequ use of
pitch pipes._ It is of course, impossible to do the work well without
constant use of the pitch pipe, but such use is not yet fully estab-
lished in Elyria, even in the.later years of school life. In fewer
than two-thirds of the rooms in all the higher grades was the pitch
pipe used. The singing was frequently below pitch and of wrong
vocal quality in consequence.

The spirit and manner of technical instruction begun in the sec-
ond year is maintained throughout the succeeding years. An as-
sumption that underlies this method is that eventually a scientific
technical power will be attained that will be at the service of the
student for the adequate ekptession of his musical nature. Inci-.
dentally this implies that musical feeling is already in the student,
needs no special exercise for its development, and will lie dormant
without diminution until technical attainment unlocks the doors and
permits it to step forth in joyous freedom. But musical feeling, like

. musical technic: must be developed step by step; and again, there is
the ominous possibilityihat a technical mastery may never be gained,
and that all ijoayhe lo4. Exaetly this is happening, in moderate

degree, in Elyria. Technicodivorced from free musical expression,
endeavors, to fit itself as .a 'vehicle for that ,oapreagoa, but remains
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always below the point at which the student's musical nature must
be seized for its proper development. There is consequently in
Elyria not enotth joyous singing nor enough live interest and vig-
orous development in technical work. Music stands defeated by
technic; and technic has lost" its old faith in its ability to reach the
goal of union with music, and is dejected.

The cure is to reverse the process and expect musical practice, with
study of that practice, to lead to technic rather than to expect a
study of technic to lead to musical practice.

The lack of joyous, beautifully finished singing was, as may be
supposed from the foregoing. more conspicuous in Elyria than the
lack of technical knowledge or.even of technical ability. Some beau-
tiful stnging was heard, especially in lovier-grade rooms; but. since
singing. especially in the higher grades, is restricted to the range of
technical conquest, the pupils are not trained to use the ear as a
corrective and guide in their singing. but only the rational intellect.
Until it informs them of error they remain seemingly unconscious of
error, or at least. unresponsive to the testimony of the ear. If they
sing altogether by ear, as I heard some few classes do on a song or
tw.o. the la& of their .familiar scientific means of measurement and
evaluation puts them again at a loss. The remed s to approach
music as an art of tonal expression, and carl e a refined sense of
hearing. The eat should first recognize right from wrong; the mind
should provide explanation of the cause.

Knowledge of elementary theory,, that is of kinds of notes and
rests, measures, key signatures, keys, chromatic signs, etc., is very'
--good and fairly uniform. Ability to sing at sight is excellent in some
rooms and quite poor in others, but the average is very fair. These
two phases of study are properly inseparable, butin many cases they
were treated separately. For instance, a feature of instruction fre-
quently observed was a preliminary quiz on some song to be' sung
as "to its kind of measure, its notes and their length, its keys, etc.
Often this was followed by concerted reading, not'singing, of the
syllable names of the notes. There is no harm in such a quiz, pro-
vided the knowledge essential to the answers is not purely academic.
If it yepresents a memoriz'ing process only, and the knOwledde im-
Aed does not spring out of extensive liractical experience in singing
at sight, it is nothing but a formal memory drill, representing no
musical power,,nd for which practice in using the knowledge talked
about might be well substituted. As to thellItitlees naming of syl-
lables, it is a barren and time-wasting ppocess. The syllable names
to nil the notes in a book might be so named without giving the
slightest increase in mugcal power to the student. Syllables are.
valuable when associated with.tones to such a point that the syllable
suggetts the tone. and the tone suggests the.syllable. If the pupils
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-would merely look at their books and sing silently, as a preparation
for singing audibly, they wobld probably think both syllable 'minds
and tones, and rhythm iu addition. Mere speaking of the syllable
names is certain to drive the thought of the tone from their minds;
and the rhythmic movement is of course not considered. The sequel
to such preparation was often what might be anticipated; the pupils
answered the questions and spoke the names correctly and then failed
to sing the song.or study in time and in tune. The preparation had
not prepared; it was merely doing something else first. When the
pupils did not fail after such preliminaries, it was evident that they
would not have failed anyway, as they could invariably sing other
studies equally well without such formal preliminaries.

Two-part singing is successful, though not uniformly so. The aver-
age accomplishment; however, is good. Three -part singing, with
treble voices, is less uniform, and the average attainment is moderate.
The work observed, indeed, was below the standard of moderate, but
it would be unfair to estimate net results from the vPork heard. No
phase of school music is more seriously disturbed by the shifting of
pupils at the beginning of a new term than part" singing, and this
survey of the music was made just following the beginning of a new
semester. Power, however, may be estimated at such a time much
more accurately than Ittainment; and from the power exhibited as
well as some attainments noted it is probable that the three -part sing:
ing is better than moderate,.rather than poorer.

Although part singing is successfully developed in the schools of
Elyria, it is yet open to one fundamental objection. The general
practice, systematically carried Out, places all the boys on the lower
partor parts, all the girls on the higher. Whether the pupils are
assigned such parts by the teachers, or whether the classification is
left, as I was informed it is, to the choice of the-pupils, with the re-
sult stated,"the plan is seriously faulty. It begins by affirming, or at
least. condoning, a palpable untruth, namigly, that the unchanged
voices of the boys are different from those of girls and are lower in
pitch. It proceeds then to warp the voices of the boys toward their

lower range' and consequently towarda mode of voice production
-fundamentally vicious for children. Meanwhile the girls; although
safe vocally, are weakened negatively in their growth in musical
power to a.deplorable degree; for training in carieying a lower part
is of inestimable value in any system of instruction in music. There
is absolutely no basis in fact for this scheme of classification, for the
voices are equal, boys and girls alike. Any group singing a second
ptili of one song, or throughout one week, should sing the first part
for an equal period following. All would thus develop their entire
normal vocal range and have opportunity bTtlevelop equal musical
power. In three.:part singing a similar plan should be adopted and
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applied to all voices except an occasional unusual. one, perhaps a
changtftl voice or a treble voice of exceptional register. In the sixth
yea,, and still more in the seventh, there will be such voices and they
should be individually examined and classified. All the others, lack-,
tug distinctive features of range. should be treated uniformly..

There is no plan in theory or practice, so far as could 'be seen, forcaring for the changing voices of boys in the seventh and eighth'plinks. The work 'with classes that include such voices is below
iiirmal standards. Such splendid gesults can be obtained with theseboys undei expert management. that it. is depressing to see ability and
interest come to naught through lack of guidance. There is inurethan a present musical loss, more than a musical loss present or to
conic, in such fwiluret, To change a boy from an embarrassed humili-ated person, possesSe'd of a growing conviction that he is unmusical,
and a consequent growing distaste for music that may even lead to
rebellion :igainst the 'music hour ,and the constraints of the school ingeneral, into an unashamed lad. filled. with interest, proud of his
knowledge and new-found vocal technic, somewhat overeager and
overconfident, indeed, about singing. and certain that he is -quite
usicalto do all this is to do much more than merely secure a
present satisfactory musical result. Often it means to awaken a
new personality; and at the least it means to add some calcity for
enjoyment to a boy's life at just the time when he was about to re-nounce it with disdainful bitterness.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

An aspect of aridity a ears in the elementary schools, with respect'
to music, because of the small proviSiOn made for musical instru-ments. One good new piano was sCen; and one school principal had
herself provided a piano in the room in which she was teaching. and
was giving to most of the classes in her school lessons in her own
room, where the piano could be used greatly to enrich the lessons.
The ,seven kindergarten pianos' were not examined. Use 15f such .pianos is ordinarily restricted to the kindergarten alone, but if thosein Elyria are in good enough condition to be used, they might other-
wise be put into service, for the kindergartens have-been abandoned.
No reed organs were 'found. Five schools were found to possess
phonographs, but: these serve other purposes than pianos or organs
and can not be considered as substitutes for them.

A piano or organ in the schoolroom lends to the music in that roomexactly what it would lend in a home. Its mere presence 'adds in-
terest and charm to the atmosphere, and its use not only brOadens
the musical horizon and adds to musical enjoyment, but is also an
invaluable aid in giving technical instruction. The development a
community relationships in the school, through'informal recitals by411
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individual pupils for the benefiX, of the' other pupils, isan additiontil
value:

No report was obtained of the numbakof pupils in the elementary
schools stud3.ing orchestral instruments, but the number of such
students in the- high school probably implies a largo number among
the younger pupils. Beyond permitting some eighth-year students;
to play in the high-school orchestra. no systematic encouragement is
given to orchestral playing among elfmentary pupils. This field,
which is important though not large, is consequently undeveloped.

No printed coursekf study in music has. been provided in .recent
years. So long as a supervisor of music was employed, the lack of
an official outline probably worked but little harm. Wip Out a super-
visor the lack of an outline is sure to lead to chaotic conditions.

MUSIC IN TILE 11IGII SCII0O.L.

All music in the high school is elective. Chorus practice, orchestra
ensemble, boys' glee club, girls' glee chit, the study of music under
outside teachers, and the practice of ensemble music in organizations
outside the school are the forms of work open to election. All are
credit courses, and the credit is equal to that ofTere.d in other subjects
for an equal amount of effort and accomplishment.

The plan is th(woughly modem in its point of view, particularly
with reference to its recognition of the study or practice of music
outside the school.' In breadth it loses only by the lack of instruction
in haeanony and musical appreciation within the school. With the
addition of these the ground plan of work would be equal to that of
the most advanced schools.

The high-school enrollment as reported for February, 1917, was
635. This number, and the fact, that music is elective and tepre,
sents an unconstrained interest on the part of the pupils electing it,
should.be kept in mind in connection with the following discussion.

Chorus practice within the school receives one 45-minute period
per week for each group enrolling for it. There are four groups, one
for each of the high-school year's. The election within these groups
fp` February, 1017, was as follows: Freshmen, 42; sophomores, 41;
juniors, 60; seniors, 48; total, 191.

The boys' glee'club abthe same period numbered 20, the girls' glee.
club 28. Each of these organizationS devotes about one hour and a
quarter per we4 to practice. .

In this same semester the high-school orchestra numbered 26
members, the instrumentation includih all the, string parts, first

second clarinets, first and second -cornets, one horn, one trotn-
bone drums, and piano. This instrumentation is exceptions*. good
'in its inclusion. of :viola and horn, unusual in its lacking flute. Fur-
ether discussion: of this !natter instrumetitatiOn. will follow later.
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An investigation was made as to the number ofstudents to the high
school A-tidying music under outside teachers or participating in
outside musical activities, as singing in choruses or choirs, or playing
in orchestras or bands. The results were astonishing. They are sum-
marized in the following: Studying or practicing, piano, 44; violin,
11;; viola'. ;'cello, 2; bass, 1; clarinet, 4; cornet., 2; Irtuns,-2 ; total,
72.. Reporting orchestra, not specifying -instrument, 3; reporting
music lessons, specifying instrument, 1; reporting instrumental
(prol,ably piano), 1: grand total; 77.

Front tht: total. 77, should he subtracted 7, as one pupil reported
(and was counted for) both piano and c-ello, one reported Piano and
violin. one piano and viola, two piano and clarinet, and one piano,
bass. and drums. The number of individualsengaged is therefore 70.
To these may he added 1 practicing mandolin until practicing banjo,
nilt counted because these instruments ore not recognized in serious
musical literature. Also 1 student reported practicing the ukelele;
but as this student reported Ritmo also, she was not disqualified.

Turning to those following exclusively sonic form .of vocal .prac-
litice outside the school, this report 'was compiled : Singing in choral
organizations--church choir, 15; Sunday school, 2; glee clubs, 2;
total, 19; taking voice lessons, 1; grand total, 20. 1' ' .

In addition, seven in the instrumental list also reported member-
ship in skaaie outside choral organization, thus' adding to thehigh-
selonol membership of outside. organizations, but without involving
any more high-school pupils.

0.ne student reported " music in school andalso outside of school,"
but without specifying its nature. s

- The whole report shows that 91 high-school students engage in the .'
study or practice;pf music outside of the school, and in doing this
fill by double activity about 100 places as students or participants in
concerted practice. This is about one-seventh of the total enrollment

.of the high school.
1If it is assumed that all the -91 are included in the choruses, glee 4"

clubs, and orchestra within tlt school, which is probable, and that, in
addition, .the glee clubs are composed of members selected frotrethe
high-school choruses, thus, further lessening the total number of indi-
viduals enlisted, it appesars that at least 217 individual students elect
music in or out of school, or both. This is over one:third the entire

voluntarily embraces music in some fo ; and this, notwithstanding .

rncqihigh-school enrollment. Iii other words, e out of everythree pupils

that music is not vigorously-pmmoted by the school systeni, is.very
meagerly supplied and equipped in both the elementary schools and
bigh school, and has been. abandoned as of comparatively little itn:
portancosinee.the sehooltrpasurk.began to run low.. No subject upon
which.paronts spend so much effort pd money in an endeavor to
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educate their children in it has so remained outside the circle of
studies recognized as essential in the school curriculum.

The high school owns a piano, one horn, and drums. The horn was
mentioned in a foregoing paragraph. It is safe to say that its tones
would not,..be there to enrich the orchestra if it were not owned by the
school. I! urther progress in wealth of instrument: on is only pos-
sible if additional instruments, such as oboes. bas,4411Ts, and timpani-,
are owned by the school. Parents will not hoe them, htit once in the
school students can always he found to study and play them.

The horny:mil drums were purchased with the proceeds of concerts
given by the high-school orchestra. Music stands and the orchestral
music used have likewise been purchased from funds similarly raised.
Yep high-school orchestra plays for the graduation exercises of theI
school, for which otherwise a professional orchestra would be hired.
In addition to this material contribution, it gn,cl%. many 'school
functions, engages conimunity interest for the school, and gives the
essentials of a valuable musical understanding. not only to the mem-
bers of the orchestra but to the entire school as well. Its work has
been serious and of high purpose. The music studied, as repliented
in the programs of the :Antal concerts is of very high stanaR.1. If
school support were at all commensurate with the benefits received by
the school the orchestra would advance to a point that
would Make 41 the pride of the city. -

The chorus work, like the orchestra work, is conducted .on part
of the time of one teacher. Like the -orchestra .work, also, it is
seriously and ably conducted and meagerly supported. What was
said in the foregoing paragraph of the functions md. values of a
school orchestra may be applied as well to school. choruses. Even
hioc than the orchestra,:vecause of the greater numbers involved,
they help to socialize,a school and foster a desirable school spirit,
all the while maintaining their function of educating the students
musically. The interest of the students is shown in Elyria by the
numbers electing the various classes. Incidentally a g\Tat number
of these reported that they did not need the credit gien for the
work, but were taking a full course to whioat their music Was added.
If such interest and endeavor were -properly encouraged, sonic 'notable
chorus work could be done; and with a well-supported orchestra,
which could play the accompaniments, a delightful field of\mitsical
endeavor would be opened.. Meanwhile, deSpite present conditions,
tTio ,chorus manages to be of much benefit to the churches and the
choral music of the city generally. It need not be doubted that addi-
tional support would bring forth disproportionately large dividends.

Specialized study of music tinder outside teachers-by high-sChool
pupils is coming very generally in the.United States to receive credit,
and that ..this. provision is-made by the Elyria schools is a m .tier

. .

tt\
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for congratulation. No feature in all schoo"1 administration, however,,
requires greater safeguarding than this, if the schools are to be pro '
tected in their standards of work and in the values of their crec t
awards. One of two plans is usually adopted. Either an accredited
list 'of outside teachers Is made, or a list of standard music material
is prescribed for all teachers and pupils. Both plans are open to
"object:on. If teachers are accredited. the line between tlEf4cepted
and rejected teachers soon becomes difficult to draw and more difkult
to maintain. If the material for teaching is specified, and at best this,
can be done only for piano, there will be numerous objections to it
from the 'teachers, who. will be alienated.

Examination of the work done by the pupil is indispensable to
the proper working of the first plan. This plan is followed in

but 'examinations of the pupil are not given. The teachers
must have the approvil of the Conservatory of Music of Oberlin,
Ohio. and doubtless their ability is duly -ascertatnea. But if there
be not further supervision, no renewal of the aecrediting of a teacher
front time to time. it is.obiLious that poor work may be- done and
never be disclosed.

-Examinations should certainly be given; but they may cause
expense. which either the school or the pupils must bear; and they
may cause protests from id1 the teachers of examined pupils except
those who are for the time serving as examiners. Local spirit alone
will solve the question of expense; but the examinations can be made
aecepoitle by a plans now suggested:

This plah requires that written reports be made each, month,. by
pupil, parent, and teacher, of the lessons,`Matefial, hours of practice,
etc. The report should be made in duplicate on a blank form pro-
vided, and one copy is signed by pupil, parent, and teacher, the du-
plicate copy is returned unsigned. -An identification number is on
each copy.

All supervisiOn and criticism of the course laid out, and all exami-
nations overthe work of the course are conducted from observations

the unsigned copy of the card. In the examinations the pupil
should be kept from the view of the examiners, who judge of his
work. by ear alone. The most authoritative musicians may and
should be the examiners; and they can usually be. secured because

. no accusation of unfairness or prejudice can be raised against them.
All verdicts are written on the backs of the unsigned cards and are
transmitted to the teacher of music throUgh the high-school 'prin-
cipal's office. The office alone, therefore, can Connect. the verdict
with the particular teacher or pupil involved.

It can not,be said that the %pia 'schools are crediting bad work;'
but it must ho.sai&tharthey are creditin# work regarding the value
of WhiCh they have no positive knowledge.' The school has sit right-

61564°---1£0-1-16
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to know ,exactly for what its credit is given, and it is its duty to
know. The practice in'Elyria, admirable as it is in general intent,
is subject to criticism in thik respect.

THE SCHOOLS IN RELATION TO THE COMMIT/CITY.

As the Elyria schools are not now 'prOmoting music vigorously,
either in the elementary, schools or in the high school, it is perhaps
superfluous to make -comment or suggest possibilities with reference
to community music. A better financial day may dawn, however, and
in that case the few suggestions made here may not be useless.

The socializing value of music need not again be asserted. It re-,
mains to point out that in the public schools alone can the people meet
on an equal basis, as equal owners and proprietors, and undertake
with entire appropriateness an educational effort in their own behalf,
at their own expense. s Choruses and orchestras, groups for the study
of theoretical music pr seeking to attain appreciation of music, tray.
well be organized and may meet in the school buildings after day-
school hours. The cost is not great, for instruction and conducting
will often be donated. The school system need, therefore, provide
little but the _schoolroom and light and heat, as a minimum. If even
'this be impossible, opportunity should at least be given the communit*
to use its school buildings at cost of service, if it,oe_taishes, and public
announcement of this opportunity might.be made..

That the community at large has much community spirit and is if
sympathetic relations with the .sckool community wqte,evident at sev-
eral points. In one elementary school the .pupils of the eighth grade
sang for a parent-teachers' meeting held in the school at the close of
the afternoon session. The ghat interest with which' the singing was
received and the cordial cooperative spirit Manifested between par-
ents and teachers revealed xleerly an altost ideal social solidarity.
The parent-teacher asspciations hive also cooperated with schools' in
raising funds by school and community programs; for the purchase
of one new piato ana five phpnorraphs,that are distributed among
a like number of elementary, schools. In such endeavors it is not the
purchase itself that, alone is imporqnt; the cooperative effort is of
such value that if no funds were raised the community' would be
hardly less the gainer. The close association of the high-school

. mtisical organizations with t':e community. has already been noted.
° following:much comments ld.much criticism, one comes back

to the reflection With which this rdiew began,- that the fine com-
munity'life in which music, -the most social of the, should find
its most fertile soil, is present in Elyria. Also the usic
revealed'in individual interest and in the ranking accorded it inethe
high schqol; but yet:it is singularly undeveloifpcli The cause seems
to be lita expenditure has been made for* maintenance and
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velopment, an expenditure small in former years, and reduced almost
to pbthing at present. Whether such extreme economy was wholly
unavoidable the writer can not judge, but certainly almost all the
shorkomings criticized in this review were due either to lack of
supervision or lack of supplies, or equipment and such criticisms
cannot be. held to reflect discredit upon themembers of the teaching

J-" staff in whotn the fault would otherwise seem superficially to lie.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

SECTION I. IMPROVEMENTB POSSIBLE AT SLIGHT EXPENSE, THROUGH EXTENSION OF
THE ACTIVITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT AS AT PRESENT CONSTIi ulk.u.

ElemenAry schools.-1. A detailed printed manual and course ofl
study in music should be prepared forihe elementary school-teachers.. This course of study should be prepared by one thoroughly con-
versant with present conditions, preferably the former supervisor of
music. It should outline basic work for each ggtde, by weeks, and
give instructions and suggestions as to methods and practice. In
short it should take the place, as fares possible, of the supervisor.of
music.

The manual should prescribe the time to.be given to music in each
grade. Not less than 75 minutes a week in lower grades .and 100
hlintites in seventh and eighth grades is recommended. The manual
should give all possible directions for the examination, classifica-

.tion, and treatment of the changing voice and for the treatment of
monotones.

2. Supplementing the manual, meetings of teachers by grades
should be held. A competent instructor, preferably the former super-
visor of music, should be engaged to instruct the teachers in these
meetings in all details of the work in music for a comitg period of
weeks. One meeting a month for each grade would be sufficient, if r
the printed outline recommended were also. prided; but one meet-
ing a semester would be better than none.

3. A copy of each of several rote song books should be provided
each teacher of the first and second grades. The songs in these books
that are to be used should be outlined in the printed course of study,
br in some other competent, official way. Classifications by grades
(first or second), by seasons, and as to practicability-of use without
instrumental accompaniment should be included in the information
given in the outline of the song work.

4. Pitch pipes, preferably such as give Almost all tones of the chro-
matic scale, should be provided all teachers. For hygienio reasons
pitch pipes should be assigned to teachers, not to rooms, andin cases'
of transfer the pitch pipe should go with the teacher, The teachers
should be instructed to use the pitch pipes sufficiently to be sure that
every song is sung at the pitch in which it is written.
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5. All rote songs outlined should be good as music as a first con-
dition. The words should also be good as literature. A wide range
of topics and interests can be covered. by songs that meet both these
two conditions. Rote songs should be performed in such a way as to
make them beautiful, vocally and musically. .

6. A more systematic effort to cure monotones should be made.
This effort could best be directed through the outlines and the teach-
ers' meetings recomthended. Each row of pupils.in a primary school-
room should be graded, the monotones being assigned the front
seats, the good singers the back seats. The monotones Should be
assiste4 by the teacher and _by the children who sing correctly. to
abandoli the speaking-voice level in favor of the light, high, singing-
voice level of the child.

7. The position of the pupils for singing should be improved. The
forearms, to the elbows, should rest upon the desks. The pupils
should sit lightly and easily erect, be " tall above the hips,"forward
on the seats, so far as the curve in the seats permits, and keep their
backs straight,. but not necessarily perpendicular. They should not
incline backward from the perpendicular, but rather forward.

8. Technical study should be made specific rather than general
and abstract. It should result from the desire to master a song,
should spring frqpi the song and be undertaken in relation to the
particula.song, and should not precede whole groups of songs As a
general basis from which the songs take rise. Itshould proceed from
the particular to the general, instead of the reverse, as now.

9. In two-part and three-part singing with treble voices each row
should contain some boys and some girls, and no one group of rows
should be assigned any one particular part for a longer continuous
period Ulan a week. All pupils in such classes intwvell sing to-
gether, first on the alto, then on the soprano, in working put? a song.
nm,j then diNtide when the parts are to be sung together. The same
plan should be applied to praCtice on three-part songs.

'10. Systematic individual. singing should be practiced in all the
first six grades atiettst. The plan should insure hearing each pupil
in a room at least. once a week. Music that has been mastered by the
class as a whole shouldbe used for, such practiCe.- Instruction of each
pupil, asllis turn comes, should'not be attempted. Errors should be

a toted, but.the effort should not be made to drill the individual until
the letiors are overcome. Drill should be secured by the repetition
by different' pupils of the sttme'phrase or period of song. Self,eon-
seiousitess will not be generated, but will be obviated or overcome, if
this practice is adopted from the first year on. In rooms where part-
singing is a feature, twd pupils or more, one for each part, in par-
allel seats of adjoining I`OWS should sinttogether,lormin,g -duets,
trios, or 'quartets,
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11. Changing voices in the seventh and eighth year classes should
be studied individually and should be assigned to appropriate and,
practicable parts. Teachers of these classes should receive specifiC
instruction from the printed outline and in the grade mettiiigs.

12. The organization and development of orchestral groups in the
elementary schools should be encouraged. In schools which have
some teacher who is musical and knows the rudiments of orchestral
technic the orchestra could be rehearsed once a week by this teacher,
who should receive additional compensation for such service.

13. The requirements in music for elementary school teachers.
should be greatly increased. At present 10 lessons only are required
in that part of the prospective teachers' training which precedes a
finishing term of six weeks in a normal school; and the 10 lessons
are considered extra and are not given integral credit.1 In addition
to the present requirements, at ,least one year of music in the high
school should be a prerequisite of admission to the teachers' training
class, the course to lead to certified knowledge of elementary theory
and ability to read music at sigpt. In lieu of this course, satisfac-."
tot'y evidence of an equal attainment gained elsewhere should be
accepted. No teacher should be accepted ity the elementary school
system who does not give satis6ctory evidence of the possession of
this same measure
ment is doubly necessary when no supervisor of music is'employed.

'lligh school.-14. All music for the orchestra should be purchased
front school funds, and the provision of such music should be liberal.
;klusic stands should-be purchased out of school funds, as permanent
equipment for the high-school auditorium. Each contribution of
money frinn the orchestra, acquired by giving concerts, and used for
the purchase 6f school-owned instruments, should he increased by the

'contribution 4tin equal amount- from the school funds, the whole to
be devoted to the purchase of school-owned instruments. Music for
(he glee clubs should be purchased from the school funds.

15. Chorus practice should receive two 45-minute periods perweek
for each group rehearsing.

16. Supervision and examination of the specialized study of music
(ide,- outside teachers should be far more strict and searching.
Some plan of authoritative examination which would be above criti-
cism as to its impersonal and unprejudiced character should be im-
mediately adopted and followed.

The community. -17. Official printed announcement should home&
by the school authorities to the effect that the high-school auditoriuin
will be open one night per week throughout the school year for- the .7
use of a large community chorus, devoted to the practice of serious-'
choral music. The school system should provide tlte7conductovfor

I See Course .of St0q, High School, Iti17r1 a. Milo, ,1016-11;1).
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this chorus out of school funds, by increasing the annual salary of
some competent member of the present staff of teachers or by en-.
gaging a conductor on a part-time basis. High-school pupils should
be eligible 'to this chorus if recommended by the high-school teacher
of music. Expense to members of the chorus should be for music
only. Th 0.11 the school 'system can not create a public attitude to-
war ch a community activity, it should at least provide oppor-
tut tv for its developinent if popular interests should exist.

Sim or announcement should be made regarding a proposed com-
inunits lestra,.tabe operated under the same plan and provisions
as the community chorus.

SECTION 11. IMPROVEMENTS POSSIBLE. ONLY AT CONSIDERABLE EXPENSE AND INVOLVINt1

RECOit STRUCTION OF THE DEPARTMENT.

1: Provide a piano for each floor of each elementary school.
2. Provide a portable reed organ for each elementary school.
3. In addition to the teachers' desk copies of rote songbooks recom-

mended in Section I, supplementary books of songs graded in har-
mony with the textbooks now in use should be purchased. A set of
45 or 50 copies of each of such supplementary boolis should be pur-
chased for each elementary school. A set could be made to serve sev-
eral rooms of appropriate grade in each school by carrying it from
room to room. .

4. At least one set of such supplementary publications should be
avfilable for every class of grades two to six. At least two sets of
such supplementary publications should be available for classes of
grades seven and 'eight. The supplementary books for the latter
grades should present material appropriate to a wide range of vocal
condit ions.

5. A supervisor of music sh6uld be employed who should be in gen-
end direction of all the music in the, elementary schools and high
school. In addition to issuing a printed outline, and instructing ele-
mentary teachers in grade meetings, the supervisor should visit each
schoolroom once a fortnight or once in every three weeks. In these
visits the supervisor should give model lessons, supervise lessons
given by the regular teacher, and give counsel for the improvement
of such teaching.

6. The supervisor of music should teach some of the high-school
classes in Music.

7. An assistant teacher of music should be employed on part time
in the high school.

8. A course in harmony and a course in musical appreciation and
history should be added to the present offerings. These purses
should be electiNce and those who take them should recite three lours
per week in each course, and should receive cieffit equal, hour for
hour, with academic shbjects.



Chapter XI.
DRAWING AND ART EDUCATION.

Art education means the appreciation and practice of those prin-ciples of order and beauty that are 'everlasting, with the quality-ofsincere and loving expression, to the end that boys and girls maygrow up to love beauty and express it in all phases of their existence.
Thus will our homes become objeets of artistic creation, our dress
more appropriate and tasteful, our manufactured products enhanced
in value, our pikes of business more attractive, our advertising and
printed matter more pleasing, unfrl sthole communities express their
;esthetic nature in towns and cities that speak beauty on every sideand rival those beauty spots in Europe that have found art quality
such a precious and profitable possession.

A SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING.

Elyria had for some years followed the practice, adopted in most-cities, of engaging a supervisor of drawing to take charge of thisspecial work in the grades. Visits were made and instruction givento both teachers and pupils on alternate weeks, with the exception ofthe seventh grade, where lessons were given Weekly. Fof financial
reasons this supervisor, with others, was discontinued during the
past school yeare. In order that the work in this subject might notsuffer the full cfrnseqttences of such elimination, the superintendent,
with commendable sympathy and intelligence, made arrangementsfor a supply of one of the best of recent drawing-book publications.
These were ordered by the school board and purchased by the pupilsin each glade from the first to the seventh, inclusive. These booksare regarded as a temporary expedient: They are successful to the
degree that the teacher is able to interpret them to her pupils. Some
teachers with more experience'use them to great advantage, while inother cases less confident ones reduce them to most servile copybooks. In this latter case, the free spontaneous expression of child-
hood is restricted and confined, perhaps for all time, since this'Periocl
of flexibility and spontaneous impulse is such a fleeting one.

The grade teachers, without'exception, deserve the greatest com-
mendation. for their good spirit, interest in the subject, and their

247
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accomplishment under circumstances which have 'made the work
difficult for many of them. As a rule grade teachers are trained to
feel confidence in their ability to teach writing; but drawing and art
expreSSion have not been made a feature in the equipment of many.
Nearly all the grade teachers of -Elyria expressed regard for the
value of the work. a feeling of Joss that the supervisor's help and
inspiration had been taken from them, and a hope that such help
would soon be restored.

AltT tTRUCTION IN TIM EIGHTH ORM&

The entire omission of any art expression in the eighth grades of
the city is exceptional-and contrary to practice in other cities. This
condition was occasioned by a belief that under existing circum-
stances a partial substitute was offered in the shopwork for the boys
of this grade, and the sewing wank for the girls. Such elimination
is to be deplored for the more mature expression possible in this
grad* should link the previous work in the krades with the special
opportunities of the high school. This link-is broken, and the con-
tinuity and sequence disturbed. Refined expression and appreeia-.
tion of good design and .color shoo* be regarded as a necessary
equipment in the productive lives of these boys and girls.

There is some variation in the time allowance for art work, but the
average is about as folloiVs: Three 30 or two 45 minute periods. a
total of 90 minutes per week in grades 1, 2, -and 3; 60 minutes per
week in..grades 4, 5, and 6; 45 minutes per week in grade 7. where
art expression in the school life of the pupil in Elyria eng. In iio
cases this loss is never repaired in later life.

ELEMENTARY INDURTRIAL ACTIVITIES.

There has been, for years, a generally accepted belief that joyous
self expression is essential to childhood and Mild growth. Primary
rooms have become hives of happy industry where children tell in
picture language the stories they have heard and had; wher:e they
learn rdality through plastic...clay, and model many things as man
did in the childhood of art; where sand tables express some pluis:
of primitive lifethe farm, the harvest season, or possibly tin'
children of other lands. With the exception of a very little pipe:
cutting,_ such opportunities are not provided for the children in th.

ana their absence is recorded with particular rvrei.
This condition-is due in part to meager equipment and suppli...:,
which would prevent. even the most enlightened teacher from secur-
ing the charming product which these are capable of crent-. ing, and in the creation of which they would experience such rich
development,
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. CORRELATIVE EXPRESSION.

Articulated expression not only adds interest to any subject, but isthe vehicle by Which mere information may become permanentknowledge and reality itself to the learner. This vital knowledgecomes by the way of experience, and this articulated expression issuch experience. This principle, generally recognized in map draw-ing, should not t stop there, but should be applied all through geog-raphy, language, and literature, history work, etc. Instead of ab-stract words real images are formed, and thus the pencil becomes aninstrument with which to visualize and think into the very realitiesof life. The lessons of neat ifess and order. learned through gooddesign teaching. should likeWise be translated into beautiful schoolworkbetter placing and spacing in written work, and a neatness,care. and real art quality in everything produced.
Included under thisheading are all the opportunities for attractive

cover designs for numerous booklets, from the spelling lessons andnature leaflets in the primary grades to the history and cooking notesin the advanced grades. Very few of such opportunities are graspedas they should lie in the schools of Elyria. This is due in part toteachers' training that may have been defective in this respect, and inpart to inadeVate supplia.4. and to lack of supervision.

SCITLIES AND EQUIPMENT.

The grade Poems of the city are supplied with comparatively in-expensive manila drawing paper.' Some water colorshave been sup-plied in each building but in such meager quantities that severalrooms are required to use a single set. Colored crayons are pur-chased by the children. Supplies purchased directly by the indi-;vidual naturally cost much more than supplies purchased and sup-plied by the school board.
The ,variously tinted drawing and construction papers that aresuch an incentive to art expression and contribute somuch to theattractiveness of. the result are greatly missed; likewise are objectsof interesting form and color that would furnish material for gen-

eral representative drawing.
Sand tables are in but one or two classrooms in the city. AS aconsequence the children have no means for community-expr nsuggested by so much of the language, nature study, and ge.work in primary grades. The single table observed was a g I I a ICC8of work by an interested and handy janitor.
Elyria has had good supervision in the past; the ability of herteachers to give elementary instruction in art is as good's the aver-

age; her children are as able as any; but their possible accomplish-
ment is limited to the degre that worthy and adequate supplies are
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SCHOOLROOM INTERIORS.

We must aim to create a beautiful environment for our boys and
girls if we would have them grow up and respond to beauty and ex
press it. The schoolroom which offers nothing but bate walls has de-
parted little from the schoolroom of the past.' The walls must be
cheery and supply backgrounds of charm for worthy pictures appro-
priately framed. Some plants and a viise or two, exprdssiveof good
design and color, are necessary factors in creati this very desirabler4r.4._

environment. Wall paper should be barred from s hoolrooms. Walls
should be tinted with soft-toned water colors or painted with,oil to
giN e a hard washable surface.

A number of rooms are well supplied with pictures,.amtin 'num-
ber of cases these have been procured with money raised by exhibi-
tions. The manual-training department has rendered commendable
assistance by framing some of the prints. Teachers deserve great
credit for purchasing and caring for the many plants which give such
a softening and cheering impression in otherwise cold and formal
schoolrooms. In some rooms, principals and teachers, with the assist-
ance of janitors or.manual-training teacher$, have erected exhibition
panels for school work. These invite the orderly and effective display'
of drawings, written work, etc.

HIGH-SCHOOL ARTS AND CRAFTS COURSE.

This work is offered for four years in what is known as the indus-
trial course. The course is elective, and is provided for girls only.
As a consequence the boys of Elyria, after leaving the seventh grade,
reccIve no instruction in free-hand drawing, design, color, and art
appreciation, which is so vital in developing the taste that one should
find manifested in school shopwork and later in home building and
furnishing and in modern business life and in manufactured prod-
ucts. Under the circumstances, the sympathy aticl. intelligent efforts
of the dean pf the manual-training department to supply this need
in a measure is recognized as very commendable.

-The number of girls electing this course is fairly proportionate to
The number electing classical or commercial courses, and commen-
surate with such optional choice in other cities. This enrollment,
however, appears to be falling off rapidly. Continuity of good art
work through all the grads, with special attention paid in the eighth
grade and a-sympathetic guidance for all entering high school, would
develop And direct the natural inclination of a larger number, both
boys and girls, toward these excellent art courses.

The course offered in the arts and various crafts is .carried out
along .the lines of the best thought and practices in other cities. The
intimate 'correlation with the work in household arts is to be espe-
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cially commended, with the hope that other articulation with the boys'vhandwork may be equally well established. The two teachers en-gaged in this work are well trained and capable,. and they are en-
dowed with capacity for growth that shoUld mean a continuation of
good sincere efforts and progressive ideas.

RECON131 EN DATION S.

The restoration, at the earliest possible momerit, of 'a superviiprof art instruction is recommended.
The most fascinating material for inducing expressionishould beprovided. A course of study shoUld be arranged that would win there:pectful attention and appreciation through its application to the

home, the dress, the school and its varied interests, manufactured pro-ducts even to town planning and civic beautification.
Through exhibitions ofrschool work and through other means of

appropriate publicity the entire community should be kept informedand made appreciative of the intrinsic value of art education.
Serious consideration should be given to the profit such a super-visor makes for a community, as ell.as to the saving effected throughhis judicious and economical choice, purchase, and distribution ofsupplies.
The blackboard should grow in favor as a means for the teacherto elucidate her thought and give graphic expression to her ideas.The pupils likewise should use it as a means for securing freedomin drawing.
At least one hour of art work per week should be required in theeighth grade. This work should embody to some extent design and

color related to the boys' shopwork and the girls' home arts work.In the eighth year, as well as in the fifth, sixth, and seventh years,
additional time should be given to drawings illustrating importantfats in history, geography, and science work. Lettering, design, andcolor should be aptdied to appropriate covers for these notes.Some art study should be planned and continued through thegrades that will create a love for the world's best art, and some
acquaWance with the principles and facts underlying it.

Elective courses of such nature should be offered in the highschool that any boy or girl may select, under guidance, any work indrawing, design, color; or any of the crafts that would be of service.
Consideration should be given to the probability that the tune al-lotted for the arts and crafts in the industrial course is dispropor-

tionately large, compared with the needs and glower prOcesses in thedomestic arts.
Some of the pottery products of the craft shop should be donatedto some of the grade schools to supply the need for drawing modelsand.school decgration.
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There should be established and always 'continued the closest un-
derstanding, articulation of effort, and harmonizing spirit between
the work and workers in the high schools and the grade schools.

Students Niho expect to become teachers should be required to re-
ceive preparatory art instruction in the Itigh-school, and later in the
training course they should receive instruction in methods and prac-
tice in teaching art. That instruction should be at last Commensii-
rate with the oflePiars and requirements in other lines. Much of the
promise for art educairolt in the future depends upon the ability
and interest of the grade teacher.

While the general aim is a broad, democratic one, watchful care
should be given to discovering and conserving those who have special
gifts. and would, Through their higher attainments, bring credit to
themselves and the city that made suck high attainment possible.
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Chapter XII.,

HOME ECONOMICS.

ENISTINO CONDITIONS.

Sewing is a required study for all seventh and eighth grade girls.It. is also given to the small group Of girls classified as retarded.Sewing was in the course for girlsefthe sixth grads until the de-mand for retrenchments in-school expenditures.nccessitilted its elimi,_nation. The board of education, finding it impossible to employ anextra teacher for induslial training for the boys of the siXth grade,
also abolished the sixth-grade sewing.

Cooking is given in the high-school course, and only to those who
elect the entire hone economics course.' Sewing and. millinery aroincluded in the home-economics work of the high school. Owing tothe fact that the home-economics course of the high school is of
scent inauguration,*not all lines of work have been fully developed..

SEWING IN ;ME SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES.

Teacher, Miss Geneva E. Chamberlain; salary, $000; employed 10 years.Time. 1 period (1i hours) per week.
Grade 713.-1. Mtidel of hemstitching. 2. Application. Hemstitched guesthovel or' dresser cover with design in cross stitch. 3. Model of 'seams.French scams. Overcast seams. 4. Making of !amorl-nightdress.
Grade 74.-1. Buttonhole model. 2. Making of kimono. 3. Making of largedress nprod.
Grade 88.--l. Mailing of underwear set. (a) Drawers. Fell seams. (b)Petticoat and corset cover or princess slip. (c) Crocheted trimming for setand embroidered design if desired.
(trade Making of Molting uniform (a) Apron. (b) Cap. -(c)Half-sleeves. 2. Middy blouses.

HIGH-SCHOOL COURSE IN' HOME ECONOMICS.. , .

Tcachers.One instructor in fond preparation and dressmaking, salary, $750;
employed 2 years. One instructor In applied design (metal work, clay, linen,millliterS). salary, $830: employed 3 years: one assistant, salary; $800; em-ployed 8 years.

Periods per teeek.FIrst year: Art, 3; cooking, 2. Second year: Art, 2;millinery, 2; sewing, 1. Third year: Art, 3; household economics (chiefly nil-vowed food preparation), 2. Fourth year (elective) : Millinery, 2; advancedsoing, 3; advuuatd art, 2- -cue teacher; advanced art, 3-- another teacher: .

-
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First year.

Domestic science.Cooking: First and second semesters.A. Use of textbook.
B. Practical cooking lessons. C. Housekeeping. D. PersonV hygiene. E. Fam-
ily table service and menu making. F. Excursions to local markets.

Fine arts. General: First semester.A. Plant study., B. Pottery designing
and application in clay. C. Designing developed from study of unit. (a)
Square. (b) Circle. (c) Border. (d) All-over pattern. (c) Field pattern.

Second seidesler. A. Freehand perspective. B. iniject drawing. C. Art his-
tory. D. Basketry. E. Lettering. F. 'theory of color. G. Pose/Arawing. H.
Stenciling. I. Flower drawing.

Second year.

Fine arts.Desigsp and crafts: First semester.A. Review of principles of
design. Theory of color. .11 Costume desigiffng. C. ,Bookbinding. I). Applied
design, leather.

Second semester. A.- Costume design. B. Applied design, textiles. C. Ad-
vanced reed work.

Domestic art.Millinery: First semester.A. Drafting of patterns. B. De-
signing of winter hut. Its application. C. Designing and making of ornament.

Secondisemeste&A. Wire frame making. B. Designing of spring hat. Its
application. C. Embroidery designs c piffled.

Second semester. Sewing : A. Machine and hand work. B. Fundamental
stitches; making of samples for notebooks. C. Use of commercial patterns. D.
Making of undergankients. (a) Choice of material, trimmings, and pattern.
(b) Estimate of cost. E. Making of middy blouse '(from design made in fine
arts class).

Third year.

Fine arts.Desigd and crafts:-First setuester.A. Review of principles of:
Design and theory of color; house plans; period furniture; censtructive and
applied design; metal.

Second semester. A. Interior decorating. B. Constructive and applied de-.
sign ; jewelry.

Domestic science. Household economics: A. Advanced cooking. B. Invalid
cooking. C. Luncheon box.. D. Planning and serving meals. E. Marketing. F.
Fuel value of foods and requIreinedts. G. Household management H. Family

sbudgbk..
Fourth year.

Domestic art.A. Revieiv of,potebooks of second year. B. Alteration of com-
mercial patterns. C. Drafting of underclothes patterns. D. Study of textiles.
E. Dressmaking.

Advanced millineryFirst semester.A. Winter bat. B. Making of flowers,
berries, ornaments, bows.

Second seniester.A. Renovating of hats, ribbons, flowers, feathers. B.
Spring hat. C. Wholesale and retail shop study.

Fine arta.Advanceil design; crafts: A. Advanced costume. B. Advanced
interior. C. Posters. D. Figure and Still-life study. 'E. Advanced work in
Crafts.

FAULTS IN THE MOH-SCHOOL HOME ECONOMICS COURSE.

The courses in arts and crafts are of vital importance to the-home
economics work and of necessity closely corrdasted with it; but arts
and crafts should not be considered a part of the home economics
department. It should be organized as a service department for the
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entire school, and its classes should be open, alike to the young 1114%and women in all courses.

Under the present organization and division uf time, the art studiesabsorb time rightfUlly belonging to the home economics studies
proper, -leaving far too IN le time for food preparation, clothingand textiles, cure of the home, care of the sick, and home administra-I ion.

The con e is an art course with a borne economics inclination ; itis not a horn lilies course strengthened by accessory courses inart. the 'kelation o art instruction to home economics should besimilar to that of ch nistry, physics, botany, and physiologyabso-lutely essential but separate and independent. Art should not. en-.
croach upon,the time rightfully belonging to purely home econoacs
instruction.

It is unreasonable to require that students spend two laboratoryperiods for one entire y ttr on millinery, when sewing is requiredhut-one lear and but once a week in that year. The chief functionof a mil very course is to teach intelligent choice of materials, andto give' to the student ability to handle hat fabrics and trimmingswith deftness. One semester of feachint,hould accomplish this, andfurther courses should be offered as electives if at all.
Since the students c. ter without elementary school preparation.cooking, the present food preparation instruction.is too limited inextent.
There is on entire absence of courses in household sanitation, per-sonal hygiene, home nursing, and meal service.

SCHOOL LUNCHES.
A

.One hundred and fourteen mothers who answered the question-naire sent to them believe that a noon lunch served at the school
would be adviintafttous, __A casual visitor in Elyria can not fail tonotice the large nunibbi of unoccupied students who frequent the busi-
ness district during the long noon period. This noon idleness presentsother olijectionable possibilities. than the waste Obtime during the .best part of the school day.

A lunch served at the high_ school by the school authorities wouldhave Many advantages: It would make possible a shortt.r noon. periodand consequently a shorter school day; it would care for the non-resident student in a better manner; and. it would make possible
the most desirable type of practice in food preparation for the homeeconrnnic students.

In schools in which the neon lunch is under the direction of the
home economics teacher and the regular.classes prepare some of thefood, it hai been found that the food can be Sold:At a slow price andis of excellent quality. It is usually necessary to have some hired

hob
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help in order that the time. of students need not be used for the
heavier tasks.

Zhe roan now used by the students as a lunch room' would be
ample and. satisfactory for -the purpose. Dr. Bobbitt was right in
saying:

is suiliclently absurd for the high school to teach tel.tbook dietetics at one
hour during the day, and then violate eery dictum of such dietetics at the
luncheon bout. The domestic science people need to be put in charge of the
preparation and the serving of the luncheon. The schools can not afford to
throw away such an excellent training opportunity'

ROQMS AND EQU11'NIENT.

Elementary schools.The sewing in the seventh and eigia.h grades
is done at two centers: The one in the Gates School; the other in the
old high-school building. .

The room at the Gates School into which the classes were moved
in October is suitable in every way. There is a good floor. ample
blackboard room, an abundance of light. sufficient space, and from
it the students have access to water for washing.

The room in use in the old high school is not clean, is heated with
difficulty, and the sanitaryconditions in the baseme& make this
building a menace to health.

These two centers are reached fairly easily by all children, and the
going to and from the classes works a hardship in but few cases?.

The tables in use are but temporary, and improved ones are under
construction by the boys in the woodworking classes. The chairs
are unsuited tb the purpose and unsuited to the size of the children.
11111hf9rtable chairs are essential for sewing.

At the time of inspection the number of sewing machines was
limited to four. Two of these were so old as.to be valueless.

The present arrangement"; that students in sewing conic for One-
half of the morning or one-half of the afternoon session, makes the
transference from the regular classroom to the sewing room fairly
easy, for the students make the change from building to building
either at the beginning of a session or at recess..

High school.The present inclusion of art instruction in the home
economics department results in four so-called home economiq class-
rooms in the Technical High School building.

One of these is on the third -floor and is fully equipped with
modern desks,'stoves, and utensils for food preparation classes.

These desks are arranged in the usual hollow square, ancLare sup-.
plifd with individuaj.stoves.

'Adjoining the laboratory is a room evidently designed as a dining

'Page 42, " The San inter& Public School System," Bobbltt.
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There is--a small hall or entry leading from the dining room tothe'main hall and a supply pantry is connected with the foalabOra-tory..
One room used for art is on this floor, the others are on the firstfloor. The room used for sewing and millinery is not so large nor sowell lighted as a room devoted to these .purposes should be. Theequipnit.nt is fair for existing needs.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT.

The present sewing room- in the Gates Scholol or one equally good
should be permanently given to (he sewing teacher. This roomshould be supplied with enough machines to have at least one good ,machine for every four girls. Comfortable chairs of different heightsshould be supplied, so tha the children" need not sit in fatiguingposit ions.

In the Gates building the e is considerable space not now profitably,used. This is practically rue of the teachers' rest row* on boththe first and second floors. The rest room. an the first floor is largeenough for the teachers. Practice apartments or houses are nowconsidered an essential p. t of home economics equipment; it is sug-gested that the rest roon on the second floor of the Gates buildinghe converted into a pr. dice apartment for the eighthigrride girls..Practice in housekeeping, meal service to teachers, and Practical les-
sons in home nursing could thus be,given. The rooms_should serveas sewing rooms when so needed. The room adjoining the rest room
on the first floor is not in use at present and could be arranged.. fop
the use of the medical examiners on.their regular visits.

If the old building, on'the Gateg School ground is not unsafe, aroom in it should be equipped for generaL cooking classes. Thefact that it does not heat veil should he less objectionable for cook-ing classesilian for classes in 4hicli the children are quietly seated.In any room arr' or general cooking classes there shoUld. be;if.poible, a go coal er wood range which may be used for teaching
the managetne of such stoves trod for giving Irdditional heat invery cold w ther. '.

The pre. t, sewing room in the Lincoln building should be aban-doned inlets' better sanitary conditions can be obtained.. If theplumbing of the building can be-made modern and sanitary, thepres-ent sewing room- can be converted with little cost into an admirable
practice apartment, and other -rooms can be used for general cooking
and for sewing. If this building can not be thus adapted, other ar-
rangements should, be made immediately..

When a building is placed on the school property in the Hungarian
village, especial consideration should.be given to convenient and'auit
able rooms for home economics teaching. If this locality furnisheakl_ 616x4'- ltd -17 . '
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-considerable number of school children who do not reach the high
school, accommodations should be arranged for classes devoting one-

-. half of each day to home-Making lessons. Llere, also, classes for
adult women and employed-girls cohld profitably be arranged.

In this locality a Ira clic° cottage should be constructed whie'll
would exhibit good sanitarr living conditions such as would be
within the reach of workers earning the average wage.

In the high school certain adjustments of rooms could readily ho
made. If the art 'courses be restricted as suggested, one room could
be made available for other uses. The first-floor room, now ttteil
as a sewing room, is too small for tke kind of sewing that should
be given. There is on the third floor a most desirable room now a ,-e1
as a study room. This room should be equipped with sewing tables,
cutting tables, lockers for students' materials. wardrobes for hang-
ing partially made garments, and sewing machines in sufficient num-
bers to enable .the students to work with system and without delay.

With the equipment of the present dining room and with a slight
addition to the present laboratory equipment it will be possible to
give practical courses in meal preparation andikv,ice. In all schools
where this type of work is introduced. it has been found possible to
secure a number of teachers who are willing to take their noon meal
regularly at the school, and thus afford an dpportunity for the stu-
dents to practice in marketing. cooking, and seving food under
conditions approximating those of a home.

Experience in the care of a home should be a part of the home
economics course. In the Elyria High School the only$ractice place
easily obtainable is the room now-Used as a teachers' rest room.
Using this as a practice room Gould interfere but little with its
present use and would afford an opportunity for actual practice in
household decoration and care.

DESIRABLE CHANGES.

Home economies should be so taught in the grades that an
gent girl may discover her special abilities and be able to decide
whether dressmaking. housekeeping er% food preparation is 41tfli.
ciontly interesting to her to influence her to take vocational courses
along any of those lines.

It should be so well taught that the girl completing the eighth
grade should command the requisite technique for the satisfactory

'discharge of simple household duties, and be intelligent in her choice
of materials and processes. . _ ,

The high-schoolcourse in hoMe economics should establish in the
minds of every high-school woman right ideas concerning, horite
administration; the expenditure of. money; the principles which
sioohs gov ern the choice of home Otes; the furnishing and, the
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proper maintenance of a home; the relation of the individual home
to the community at large; the protection of the health of the occu-
pants of the house and the care of the sick. Her knowledge of food,.
its choice, purchase. preparation. and service, should be increased,
and based on a scientific foundathi 1. Her taste and skill in the fab-
rication of garments and the choice of textile's should be developed.
Her sense of social and economic responsibility and a recognition of
her duties as an American citizen should have been awakened.

To arcomplish all of this a different type of course in home
economics must. be established in the Elyria schools, and the follow-
ing is recommended:

116l'ifth-grade girls.Three hours a week in sewing and simple lessons in
houseImiping.

Sixth-grade girls.Three hours a week In clothing and small recipe foodlu parat ion.

;4(.11,1101-grade girls.Onc-hnif day, twice a week in'clothing, food prepara-
ti.n. and lessons in sanitation and personal'hygiene.

Eighth -grade girls. One half day, twice a week in clothing, meal proirtra-
Ltion,onarketing. and care of the home. ,

Selected group of students.Overage or retarded and thbse who will prob.
nhly he unable to enter the high school with profit. One-half of itach schoolday In thoroughly practical work in sewing, 7o()(1 preparation, and house-keel ing.

:Math ;,ionde or first -year high school.Two hours daily required of all girlsIn all courses. This year should be a survey course with time equally divided
between foods, textiles, and clothing, and household sanitation and care. .

TRANhITION FROM THE PRESENT TO THE NEW CONDITIONS.

Recognizing that so radical a change with its increased cost cannot le accomplished within a year, or even two, the followingsug-
gestions arc offered that it may be attained by the end of three years:To establish the course as suggested, fifth and sixth grade stu-dents will need the same instruction during the first year, and this
may consist entirely of sewing done in the classroom by classroom
teachers under the direction of the home economics supervisor. This -will obviate the need of extra teachers for this work in these classesfor the first year.

The seventh-grade students may be given food preparation only
during one-half of this first year and sewing only for pne-half year,and the same arrangement. can be made for the eighth:grade stu-
dents, thus decreasing by one-half the teaching 'force required for.
these classes.

. .

During the first ,year of reorganization the "survey course" may
be given to all first-year high-school girls, and but two lines of .eleC-
tive home economics'may be offered to the advanced students, One,
a 'strong course in textiles and clothing,.,five times a week. Two' reci-.
tation periods and three double periods for laboratory, equal' -one'
credit,. The other course should one-half year. is food
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tion and service, with time divided as before, and one-half year in-
'dietetics and meal service. ,

During the second year of the transition period the incoming sixths-
grade students should have a special' teacher and be taught the use
of the sewing machine and simple housekeeping.A he incoming fifth-
grade class should' be taught by the regular teachers as during ,pre-
%ions year. The seventh and eighth grade work hould be managed
as during the previous year. The high-school courses should con-
tinue as during the first year, with a third year of electives offered
for those who have finished the previous two years' elective. This'
third elective should be devoted to the home. Home administration,
home sanitation, hoind ntfising, householchfurnishing, and decoration
should compose this course.

By the third year the complete and well-organized course shOuld
be inaugurated with full and regular work thronglinut the upper
four elementary grades and four-high-school years.' First-year high-
school work will,then need to be modified to fit the better prepared
students coming from the eighth grade.

The fourth-year.high-school elective should consist of advanced
dressmaking and advanced work in marketing and food preparation.

For theihree years above the first, all homeeclifimmics should be
elective and should be." recommended especially to those students who
will probably not enter a college offering a home economics course.

REQUIRED TEACHING FORCE.

The changes described will necessitate Six special teachers of home
economics in the grades and three special teachers in the high school,
with a supervisor who will teach one-half time. At present four
teachers and a part-timesupervisor will he sufficient.

One year of art should be required of all students majoi;ing in home
econoniics and should be elective for all students, both young inert_
end young women. Under the present. financial conditions in the
Flyin schools the desirability of offering so many lines of work in
fine arts.may well be questioned. It seems probable that for one and
perhaps for two years-one teacher of fine arts will be able to admin-
ister all required work and also offer one or two lines of electives.

OPINIONS OF =THERA.

A iquestionnaire sent to the mothers of students in sewing glasses
in the grades and in home economics classes in the high' school re-
sulted in 134 answers. Of the mothers who answered, 110 'were. born
in the Unitell States, and 24 were foreign born. Many mothers stated
that they knew Athing of the work given and hence could not ex-
preSs an opinion as to desirable improvements. The-real test of home
economics teaching is the degra ee to which it 'functions in ill*" home

4 _+
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life .of the girl. If its effect is unrecognizable by the mother, there
must be some weakness in the teaching.

One hundred mothers thought ,cooking.the most important gehoolstudy in home economics; yet no food instruction is given below thehigh school. Only seven considered millinery most important; yetthe Millinery coarse is required twice a week for an entire year and
is. elect ive in the senior year. for an equal time. 4ixty motherg em-phasize the value of sewing'; yet it is given but once a week during

,one'year in the high-school home economies course. Only one mother
rap ks arts and crafts as of great importance; yet the home economics
course requires three days per week in the first year, two days per1.(:k in the second year; three days per week in the third year, andoffers IWO elective art courses inthe fourth year.

The greater majority of mothers expressed their appreciation ofthe need of hot lunches, if they are well prepared. At present 183,
tuition-paying students in the high school remain in or near the
school buildings during the noon intermission: These facts_ indicate
the impcirtance of the opportunity offered the home ecnomics depart-ment to give practical instruction ill preparing lunches.

ANSWERS BY MOTHERS TO CERTAIN Ql'ESTIO,NS.

Question. What do you consider the most valuable part of the home eco-.mimics instruction in the high school?
Answers. One hupdred mothers replied, cooking; 60. sewing; 18, honk.-o keping; 7, millinery; 7, baking; 4, dressmaking; 4, buying; 2, mending; 2,Interior decoration; 1, nursing; 1 art and craft work; 1, canning; 5, meal\pre pa ration.

Question. What improvAlent do you suggest? #
Answers. Eleven mothers replied, devote more time and work to home
onomics; 10.better equipment for sewing and cooking; 8. make work morep mticahle ; 8, ,have..have cooking and more general housekeeping. in the grades;4, adopt the best methods; 1, eliminate Jewelry and metal work; 1, furnishall materials free; 1, substitute sewing for art inthe first year if parents sodesire; 1, coordination with the home; 1, improied sanitation; 1, improvedtwins.
'Question. Should the school provide hot lunches for the pupils?
Answer. One hundred and fourteen mothers replied, yes; 13, no.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING CLASSES.

A. personal investigation lends to the conclusionfRaNkrthe bun-
.

dreds of women workers in Elyria's' factories not more than 3 per cent
have received high-school education, and very few have a knowledge
of home economies..It is true that these workers are not the product
of Elyria's schools, and in the majority of eases are not residents of
Elyria, but come and go on the interurban and steam lines; yet it
is probable that many of these young women and others like them
will establish homes and rear families in Elyria and thus become
contributors to the problems of the schools of the city.
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Elyria has also a rapidly increasing number of wives and mothers
who htA,e little knowledge of the English language and but slight
familiarity with American ideas of sanitary and attractive homes and
American standards for the education and care of children. To these
ne# comers Elyria owes assistance and instruction, since Ameri-
canization must start in the home life if it is to be genuine and
coniplete.

Afternoon or evening classes should be. maintained for the mothers
in different parts of the town. With the right woman in charge,
much valuable instruction could be given in the Hungarian sect on
and other. classe,s, for young housekeepers would receive support in
different sections of the city.

The Y.c,ung, Women's Christian Association is doing genuine edu-
cational work. It may be questioned if it is good policy to leave
for a philanthropic association work which is really a community
responsibility.

Saturday afternoon classes and perhaps evening classes should be
established for the young wo'nren in manufacturing establishments,.
A reasonable charge might be made for instruction given to non-
resident students, but to residents of pyria these extension courses

_should be free.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. Make of arts and crafts a separate elective course in the high
school, open to boys as well as girls.

2. Give a prevocational aspect, to the instruction in home economics
in. the grades and in the first high-school year.

3. Make home economics a required subject' for all girls from the
fifth grade to the first high - school year, inclusive; an elective ii7 the
second, third, and fourth high-school years.

4.'Make The necessary changes grailually over a period of three
years.

S. When the new conditions. are fully established, employ ono
supervisor of home economics teaching part-time, six specialeachers
of home making in the gages, and three special teachers for home

.econornics in the high school and for night and special classes.
6. Shorten the noon intermission, and.povide hotilunehes to high-

school teachers and students. -
7. Organize -afternoon and evening /classes for adults and for

young women. employed dling.the, day.
8. Provide more sewing machines,. better equipment in irartictilars

enumerated, and make specified changps in the use of looms.
9. Include laboratories for home economics in all Plans for new

buildings. -

10. Consttuct a "model cottage" in the Hungarian section of the
city and equip a "practice &pulp:tent" in the high *pot



Chapter XIII.
MANUAL TRAINING.

Thalatest published course o? study for the elementatl schools for
the year 1914-15, under the caption " Incidental Instruction," states:

All boys in the-sixth, seventh. nod eighth grades shall be given one lesson each
weok In mechanical drawing and benchwork.

Tbe girls of the same clasoes and at the same times shall be given lessons to
prmtival sewing.

During the school year 1916-17 the teaching force was reduced, and
the work in manual training was limited to the seventh and eighth
grades. .

Iland'vork is not mentioned in the outline of studies for the lower
grades. Consequently, nothing is attempted in this direction, with
the exception of the occasional experiments of a few of the more ener-
getic and progressive grade teachers.

GRADES I TO S.

111i le there is considerable dive Ity in methods of introducing andcarrying on the work, there t idespread recognition among edu-
at ors of.the importance of t e manual arts in the elementary school.
Elyria has followed the example and practice of many other cities
in ,selecting the seventh and.eighth years as the point at which to
introduce manual training into the elementary school. Nevertheless,
a letter method of procedure would be to introdute the work first in
tin' lower grades. The more important reasons for this course may
be enumerated as follows:

(1) The handwork of the lower grades cost very flitch less for ma-
terials and equipment than the shopwork of the upper grades, and the
enrollment in the lower grades is larger gian that of the upper grades ;
consequently a much larger number of pupils can be benefited by
the expenditure of a given amount of money in the lower grades
than in the upper.

(2) The more intensive manual arts courses of the later years lose
much of their effectivert6s unless a suitable found ion is laid. in
UN elementary handwork courses.

(3) Even under the most favorable conditions it difficult to de-
velop numerous pointa of contact between the shopw k and the other

ads

t 4'
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studies of the seventh and eighth grades and to bring about a natural
correlation between the activities of the shop teacher and the regular
grade teacher. It is much easier to accomplish these ends in the light
of the experience gained in administering the handwork of the
earlier (Trades, where the points of relationship between the bawd-
work and the other phases of school work arc more numerous, more
patent, and'more susceptible of development.

S AND PITOSES.

I fa fidlyInrk in the elementary school may be employed for the ac-
complishment of at least three distinct educational ends:. (1) To de-
velop manipulative skill and the ability to " do Alin'gs"; (2) to
impart knowledge of materials and processes of construction; and
(3) to vitalize the instruction in various subjects of study, such as
geography, history; and language.

Young children have mil her the muscular control nor the interest
to enable them to follow spontaneously a program confined chiefly
to the accomplishment of the first of these aims. A high degree of
technical skill can be acquired by young children in certain direc-
tions, but only at the 'sacrifice of other values. Nevertheless, the
child enjoys the manipulative processes, and although results are
crude at first, his ideals are capable of cultivation, and from grade to
grade increasing emphasis may be placed on accuracy and precision
of workmanship, a juogressive technical control keeping pace with
developing muscular ssstem and a growing subjective demand.
Necessarily the work also contributes to the child's growththongh
knowledge of materials and processes employed.

The methods and processes which are utilized to accomplish the
third of these aims are well adapted to. the instincts and capacities of
children in the lower grades. Most children have the ingenuity'and
the imagination to enjoy these activities and to participate in them
with profit. The work includes the arrangement 'on the sand table
of the settings of various stories which form part of the instruction
in reading and of scenes and events selected from the fields of his-
tory and geography. It includes also the making of small articles
that serve some purpose in.the schoorrobm, as well as the representa-
tions of a considerable variety of objects taken'up in the course of the
regular -studies; such as, the implements used in carding, spinning,
weaving, etc., methods of transportation, typps of tools and utensils,
and the like. ,411'.

Work of this character, like that of the typo first mentioned, has a
twofold educational' value for young children: It serves to illustrate
and. vitalize the instruction in the regular studies by giving a rkh-
ness of meaning to words and ideas through concrete' expression, thus,
making; the instruction more effective; and it also serves in a very
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definite way to extend the child's field of knoiyledge and experience
through acquaintance with a variety of materials, their most obvious
pr6perties and uses, and, to a limited extent, their sources and
methods of preparation for commercial use."

In general, it may be said that worlojef the first type is of value
ehielly its discipline, for the development of technic, muscular co-
ordination and control, and fol. the developmerreof ideals, not only.
of artist ic excellence and fitness of an object to its purpose but also
of good workmanship arid the relation betveml effort and achieve-
ment. Isis important in handwork whin!' has these objects in view
to maintain constantly _progressive ideals of excellence in workman-
sip and design and to 'undertake only such constructions and proc-
esses as are reasonably within the capacities of the children. Activi-
ties of the second type are of value elliefly.for the contribution to the
effectiveness of inst ruct ion .in other subjects and for the opportunity
afforded for the free play of the child's imagination in self-expression
and selfqlirection. Here ago,pogressive _starrdards of technical ex-
cellence should be applied, but not to the extent of discouraging the
chin from thinking andiracting independently. The emphasis should
be on spontaneity and the general effect to he produced by the repro-

4.`'.'ent at ion rather than npon.precess and technic.
Beth types of work, as suggested herein, have important places

in the education of'young children, and should be provided in all the
elementary schools of Elyria. .

CIZADES 7 AND S.

The most serious criticisms that have been directed against curlint
practice in manual training in these grades are that the work tends
to, become too formal. and that the range of activities_covered is too

. narrowly, restricted. The practical diflieulties involved in adminis-
tering a shop under school conditions have frequently led to an objec-
tionable formality in instruction and rigidity in method of pro. -
(-educe, and too often the shop instruction has been limited to a course
in woodworking.

With respect to the first criticism, it must be evident that manual
training loses much o4 its educational value when it is reduced to a
routine in which the instructor does most of the thinking and plan--
ning, while the activities of the pupils consist chiefly in following
detailed. directions. With respect to the second criticism, it is to be
said that, if time permitted, manual training could be made much
more interesting and. profitable by adding.to the woodwork a vailety
of proc. eases selected from a number of other fields, such as printing
and bookbinding, sipple metal work, electricity, cenient, and concrete.

These criticisms apply to the manual training in the Elyria schools
toa certain extent, though it should be made clear that the criticisms
apply to the conditions under *filch the work is done, rather than
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to the efficiency of the use which is made of existing facilities and
opportunitjes.

TIME T.Low A NCII.
4

No provision is. made during the curreilt year for handwork 1)e1ow.
the seventh year. In tlw seventh and 4)ghth gradei one le.;son 14.1.
week is given, nominally 10 minutes in length.

With LI =r11001 y0:11* Of :IS weeks the arYrrenate 111:1 xi intlitl amount
of time for .-:hpwork is 57 hour; per year. or i days of S hour; cavil.

Even this small amount Of time subject to diminution eeatr-e.
of occw:ii4ulal int6rrup.tions. It sient:.; clear, therefore: that the
proper t'( 11 1l t 1t1T1 1111 vy not /ell provided to in dire LIM ma 1111111111
benefits front manual training.. The tart that re-tilts devtned Nvni't h
Wilk are :if taimble even undo! this- ill:(141(16:th, allow:11) of t imo

fi, (mot nt ion that more and better re idis may he expected
lvith more time. A

111,11.11'M I..NT.

.The equipment for nianital training for the Qeventh and eighth
grades con-i-t;, of 1%.ko shop center,, out. in the 11114-11-,eltol buililing
;Id the other at the Gatc, School. Thc former is in three entire
morning, each veek. OW' entire afternoon. and half time (in tour
fiernoon.; in the aggregate ahout three- fifth Of the remila

tittle. 'flit1:11ter ti-e two 11 lOrni102:S 0:14'11 Wer.'k. (1 ',WWII one-.
'Ho. limo (I% (tied to manual I rainfifth of time t.egular schoill *tine.

t1)(1.e graly, C0111(1. 111(.'ll'f(lise 1)0 (14i1billd the
(1111ipinent 10 11'4 full (.311WitY.

;11(111!". aro 11 t \V it II \viol.: henci le, a nd Qui :1(111 21 ell to the
kitick of Nvorli that may Iv, profital)ly undertaken with classes of boys
in the time al-lowed. The shop the high-:-:,chool
factory. 11 i, near the Other sliop. in the same !Milli i 11(r. and
:1111' 111'111 Of- C(11111)111(illl la Ckilig in the grade 51101) may be readily
pro, .1 I red.
. The Gates School shop is located in the (Ad which has
all the unattrarthene.s of outlived w:efulne.Ss. The rooms occupied
for manual trait imz are, solliewhat crowded. A' power drill, to
grinder, and eirenl r-sa W. bench are located in an unheated rqoto,
(kindled from the slnp in which the Malik work.

Tar,, COURSE Off ST 1 -111Y.

The course of study for the -evei and eighth grades consists of
the construction of a series of objects intended for personal or
home use. As outlined for 191647, these include L. First semester.
pen tray, paper cutlet', coat hanger,itie rack ; second semester- -brush.
broom holder, cup-and-saucer neck, pressing board, tool box, and two
small pieces of simple furniture, u be selected by the pupil. Eighth
yea. First semestersled, cutting board; second seiraestertaloret,
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jewel box, and a piece of simple furniture, to be selected by the pupil.Each boy pays the cost of the material in each article. he makes forhimself. These projects are supplemented from time to time by theconstruction of various articles of furnit are mid apparatus for the

sometimes individual and sometimes -community
Oh wt.

The course has been planned.to introduce the use of the principal
woodworking hand tools and processes, simple wood finishing. And alow processes in cold metals. The course of study and .methods of
in-troctumi are similar to those observed in many other cities. thet;ii.lity of N1 ork Icing ,,Jurewhat above he average. l'inler the pre-

i ng corvl it ions of large classes. 1 Unit ed time, and restricted facili-ties it is difficult to devise coursys and irrethod that will involve agratt,r variety of activities and accomplish more for the time and.
energy expended..

The department is making a commendable effort to Work out a
pro!rrato for a speciill ungilided elms of boy:.,, meeting One period

minutes) daily in the shop. .This experiment would undoubtedly
he more fruit ful of results if the amount of time ete doubled orrehled. and the instructor permitted to make on Aggressive attack oilhi, problem.

The prevocational aim receives no in the
nutnitabtraining program, and the same is to be said of vocational .guidance.'

TIIE

The announcement of the Elyria High School for 1916-1 7 contains
out tines of the following courses:
..(1) Classical course, college preparatory offers the possibility of ,

elect big, in Ili e freshman year. one credit in general science or manual
training or arts and crafts.

. (2) Commercial course: offers the,. possibility of electing. in the
freshman year, one credit in manual training or arts and craft

(3) 'Indust vial course, preparing for the engineering college, or for
indmitry: 4.5 credits in meChitnical. drawing and .shopwork, and 11
credits in language, history, mathematics: itnd science.

(4) In addition to the high - school course there is offered a special
or yocational course, six years in length; beginning in grade 7.
Approximately one-third of the time in grades 7 and 8 ids assigned
to shopwork, and one-half of the time in grades .9 to 12 is assigned
to shopwork and mechanical drawing...

According to the announcement, bays are assigned to thiS special
course by.the superintendent " after careful consideration of each
case, including conference With the teacher and parent of the child.".

The aim Is to fit boys who would otherwise drop out of school for eflacienN
dustrial work. It is not preistuued that graduatei from it will have coveted
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full npprenticeship course In any line, but it is hoped that they will lind an
oempatiou in which they may become good wol;kinen.

The course of study theoretically covers .the seventh and eighth
grades and fout.years in the high school. The 13 elementary school
Aboys in:attend:dice, however, were doing sixth as well as _seventh
and eighth grade work. The is divided equally between aca-
demic and manual work: Arithmetic is effectively 'correlated with
shop problems. # history recitation observed was stimulating and
full of interest. The discussion turned on our relations with (hr:
many; and'the pupils raised all sorts of questions pertaining to our
international relations. They were evidently reading the papers and
thinking, and they needed no prodding.

The equipment in the high school biiiltling includess the following:"
Grade nuthuid intioioy.shop, already ine4oned, approximately

48.,y 3S feet; occupied three entire mornings and one afternoon
pet iod weekly by grade classes, one afternoon period daily by lagh-
l-eltool classes; contains 21 single work benches, grindstone, band-saW,
demonstration t heater.

Calloct shop, upproximikly 40 by 25 feet; occupied one - period
daily by special ungraded claNs; contains 16 single benches.

/Mite and pat teen 8110r, approxiinately 40 by 25 feet ; occupied si4
periods daily by igh-selool classes, except last five weeks of year,
when one class takes foundry practice two periods daily; .contains
15 single benches, 11 hood -t Inning lathes, demonstration theater.

F000dry, approximately 40 by 25 feet ; occupied two periods dailf
for five weeks by high-school .class; contains small iron cull'ola and
equipment for 16 students.

Fury(' shop, approximately 45 by 30 feet ; occupied two periods
daily in the morning and two period's daily-in the afternoon; con-
tains 16 down-draft forges, with anvils and tools.

Mechanical drawing -room, approximately. 50 by 25 feet; occupied
eight periods daily; contains 24 single drafting tables.

. The cost of equipment, including the Gates School -shop, is ap-
proxiately as

Gates School shop.
Gilde manual training shop 014-school building) 1!5(7)(111

Cabinet shop 55)
Lathe and pattern shop 1, 700

',Foundry- `900
Forge ,shop 1.200
Mill room St- 1,200
Mechanical drawing-room (including additional equipment In,

"storage) 400

Total __$7, 700
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The number of Wood-turning, lathes appears to be somewhat in
excess of the requirements of the present enrollment of students and
course of study, and a.rearrangement of the equipment, as suggested
by the,instvctor in charge of the lathe and pattern shop, has been
approved'. Aside, from this, the benches, machines, and tools havebeen well selected and arranged; and the equipment generally shows
evidence of careful use.

The facet that a part of the equipment is not used.to its full capacity
appears to be due, partly at least, to the reduction of the teaching
staff. The foundry and forge shop will not be used to capacity for
some time to come, but -if more liberal and aggressive policy were
'inaugurated it is doubtful if the remainckr of the equipment would
prove more than adequate.

A room approxiMately 40 by 100 feet has been ,et aside for amachine shop, to be equipped at a inter date, when fourth -year
cla-es are ready, and when prices for equipment return to normal
levels.

corn,. di ..y.
The arrangement of courses of study in the Elyria high school

does not. encourage boys generally to take the work in Manual train-
ing.. Since students in the classical and commercial courses are
limited to the possibility of electing one credit only iuJnanual train-

. ing, it practically means that only those take this Awn.). who electdither the industrial course or the special : vocational course. Theindustrial course is intended to prepare for the engineering college
or fb entrance into industry, andthe special vocational course is ...planned for boys " who would otherwise drop out of school," and
who presumably are contemplating employment in the industries. de ..It may be assumed, therefore, that with few exceptions only those '.
boys elect these courses who already have reason. to expect to follow, eindu4rial careers. For such boysThe work has a'ineasure of woes-
tional value, so far as it goes.

The..policy appears to ignore (1) the potential value of manual
training and mechanical drawing as a part of the general eiltiCat ion-
itf all normal boys, and (2) the prevocational value of these linesof work when properly presented to boys Vic, desire .to discovertheir own native talents and how to make the laost of them.

The same courses and methods can not well be made to serve all
three aims: Vocational, prevccational, and general education. If
the dominant aim is to continue to be vocational; it is advi4able`to
modify some of the work in order to bring it in closer accord with
the rcquirenients of the industries. The courses in forging, pattern:
making, and architectural drafting, as now given,.seem to meet these7 ,
requirements better than the others. Observation of the work in
machine design suggests the possibility that the student occasionally

I
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may accept a principle and produce a drawing which he does not
; fully understand. The methods followed in the cabinetmaking

course are better adapted to realize the general education aim than
the izocatianal aim. In both oflhe courses just mentioned, and, per-
haps, in certain others, there are indications that the pressure of
anxiety to cover the ground of the course has caused the instructor
to dd some of the thinking and planning and preparation of material
that should form a part of the student's experience.

The special, or vocational, course represents a progressive move.
and with proper encouragement! should render a valuable service.
Its advantages should be made available to more pupils. Boys who
enroll in this course spend ts,4) periods (90 minures)..d.aily in shop-
work. and devote the remainder of the school time to reading. writ,
ing. arithmetic, and geography in the seventh yAr, and to reading,
arithmetic, physiology, and English in the eighth. Beginning with
the ninth year, one-half of each day (2.5 hours) is spent in drawing
And shopwork, and one-half in. academic subjects. As outlined in
the prospectus, the drawing includes mechanical and architectural
drawg: the shopwork includes wood ,turning. gas fitting, plumb-
ing, forging, electricity, pattern making. molding, foundry, machine
shop, cabinetmaking, machine woodworking, tough not all of these
courses are actually given. About one hour daily is devoted to arith-
metic and indiptrial geography, and the remaining hour and one-
half-is msigneI to reading, writing, spelling, history, civics,- simple
accountS, and elementary science.

Tlie special course is an adaptation of the plan of the elementary
industrial school or prevocational school, which is being tried in a
mnnber.of cities. The Elyria authorities kre to be commended for
their progressive attitude. Further additions t. the equipment
available will be necessary ,before the plan can be carried out in its
entirety.'

THE it N 13A L-TRAIN I NO STAFF.

There are ve instractors, of whoin one teaches full -time, mechani-
cal, architectural7 and .rmichine drawing; one teaches full time, pat-
tern making, cabinetmaking, 'irnd foundry; one teaches full; time.'
seventh and eighth grade manualtraining, and one class in advanced
cabinetmaking; one teaches half time, forging; one teaches one class
dailythe special ungraded class.

=AMINO AND IIMPERTENCII.
-

. ei . ..
Of the five members of the staff, one repotts no scheoling above

isiglr-school grade; three.have had some profe.ssio41 nodal train-
ing; two have had brief courses in business college; three have taken

a
" t
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correspondence-school courses; and two have had some college or
universitx work. Disregarding the correspondence course, and esti-
niatingoti summer school courses as one-fourth year, the average
amount of schooling above high-school grade for the five members
of the staff is 1.4 years..

'The staff includes one instructor now teaching in his first year. one
who has taught 5 years (prior to September 1, 1916), two who have
taught 9 years each, and one who has taught 27 years, the averagebeing 10 years.

EXPERIF.NCE IN CYVHEII OCCUPATIONS.

The possibility of develIping at least a limited variety of voce
tional courses is suggested-Ay the record of experience in occupations
other than teaching, Twc instructors have had 1 year,one has had

years, one has had 7 years, and one has had 4-3 years of experience
in occupations other than teaching. averaging 11.2 years each. The
list includes 12 different' occupations, as follows: Blacksmithing,
cabinetmaking and furniture factory, carpentry, clerking in store,
farming, foun machine-shop tvork, Millwrighting, paper millwork, patter making, selling subscriptions and advertising, stone
quarry work.

TRAINING SINCE ENTERING THE SERVICE.

In response to the question," What courses have you taken in nor-
mal school, college, university, correspondence schOol, etc., for the
purpose of improving your work, since entering the service of the
'Elyria school?" three instructors report as follows: One has taken -I-
fi e summer-school courses ,in institutions offering special courses for ,the preparation of manual arts teachers, and four Correspondence
courses; one has taken a nine weeks' course in a flormal school; one
has taken three summer-school courses irra State university, one-half
year in a business college, and twq correspintlence courses. Ttris is a
very creditable showing for the three instructors, and indicates a
commendable disposition to study the special problems of the manual
arts and to endeavor to keep abreast of progress in this rapidly de-
veloping field. One of the other twoierructors is teachilt this year
for the first time, and the other has the Elyria school system
only four years.

The board of education would be justified in taking the position
that)he "spirt evolution of educational ideals . and practices lays
upon every teacher the obligation of following some plan of deft,.
nits and systematic study of education. If such prijesslOnsl study
be desirable for regular teacherst it is practically indispensable fos,
teachers in the special field of.thi manual arts, where much expergr
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mental work remains to be done, especially in relation to programs
and methods of procedure.

PROFESSION AL REA D I NO, %./

The Members .of time manuarrnsining staff were asked to state the
titles of a few of the most impvtant books on education which
they had read during the past two years. In response to this
question, pee instructor gave no report, while femur reported a total
of 13 books read, as follows: Standards in Education. All the
Chitch; of All the People. Forging. Foundry Practice. Social
Nt;chology. The Modern School. Vocational Guidance.. The
Teacher tend the Chill. high School Problems. Schools and Ad-
ministration. How to Study. Rural Problen Is. The Portland
Survey.- .

Of the four instructors. one reported one book read, one. repbrted
two books, one reported three, and one reported 'seven. No two in-

.

structors reported the same book.
In.respense to the question; What educational periodicals do

you read regularly?" the five instructors reported an average of
three magazines each. One instructor reported one magazine, one
reported two magazines, one reported three, one reported four, and
one reported five. The list. -which includes eight different magazines,
is as follows, together. with the number of teachers' bY whom each is
read': Architectural Record0 ; Industrial Arts Magazine, 3; Man-
ual Training Magazine, 4; Ohio Educational Monthly, 3; Ohio
Teacher, I; Pathfinder, 1; School and Society, 1; School Century, 1.

The fttets presented in connection with the two foregoing lists
may, be accepted as evidence of a desire for improvement on the part
of the manual-training teachers. This disposition should be en-
ouraged by.thpse.in 'authority. 'TA supervisor could' accomplish
much by .organizing the staff into a study class'for the purpose of

- systematic reading and discussion.. The number of books read shout i
be many times greater. .

Additional evidence of.a wholesome professional, attitude is fauMf
in the memberShips in educational, organizations reported. Of duP
five instructors, one is it member I one profeasimfal association,
one is a member of three associations, two are members of four asso-
ciations each, and one maintains

reps
in five associations.

Six different organizAtiaislire rep bed. The list, together with
the number of teachers reporting membership M1 eadh, is as follows :
Cleveland ;Manual Training Club, 8; LOrain County Manual Train-
ing Club, 2; :Lorain County Schoolmasters' Club, 6; Northeastern
Ohio Teachers' Association, 4 ;. Ohio Industrial Arts Atiociagon, X;
Ohio State fetchers' Association, 2.

.

4
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RECOIL MENDATION8 OFFERED BY THE STAFF.
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Four members of the staff, in response to a request, offered sug-gestion as to ways in which the work of the department might beimproved. Their suaFestions may be summarized as follows:
Relating,lo organization and administration: 1. A 'supervisor needed. 2.Niore instructors needed. 3. Too many pupils, and too many classe4, perteacher, in some cases. 4. More and better coordination of work nee&d.

5. Insufficient time to do required work thoroughl.. (Oro° many retarded andincorrigible boys in special classes. 7. More conferences of shop teachersneeded.
Relating to course of study a.nd methods: 1. More judicious selection ofmaterials. 2. More reference material needed. 3. More efficient use of refer-unte material available. 4. Textbooks for supplettentary work In shop.Relating to physical conditions: 1. More money needed for equipment .andmaintenance. 2. More judicious selection of equipment. 3. Better arrange-ment of equipment 4. Stereopticon or reflectoscope, or both, needed. 5. Ath-letic ,field and gymnasium needed. \
These suglgestions afford material with which the staff itself could.firoceed at once upon an aggressive program of improvement and de-

\ clopment of the department, if given the right kind of leadership.
In the attempt to establish a new line ei work in the schools, likethe manual arts, it is a misfaken pqliey tb:isave mopey" by elimi-
nating efficient and authoritative supervision. The members of the
manuallraining staff arc agreed in the opinion that their work is
seriously handicapped. without a supervisor.

6171CM ARY.

The impressions of the man al-trainidg Staff May be summarized
as follows:

(1) There is a consi rabl*srange of individual qualifications inrespect to professional preparation and .experience.
- (2) In respect to professional ability, personality, and potentialstrength, the staff is probably equal, if not superior, to that foundin other cities of Elyri a's class. -

(3) The inspiration that might be 'contributed by he leadershipof a comp'etent supervisor is conspicuous by its absence. Not- is the work of the several members of the staff imperfectly coordi-nated but there "lack of definiteness and direction in thee individ-
ual efforts toward building Up the department as well as toward pro-.
iessional self-development., r -

(4) The professional reading and study reported by the membersof the stuff suggests a lacloof definiteness of method and purpose,as well as lack of atuaintance with some of the best of 'the recentliterature in this special field.
61564',48-18
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. AI EN DATIO S..

1. Superriflor.Tbe next step to be taken in connection with
manual training in the Elyria schools is the appointment of a capable
supervisor, who under the direction of the superintendent, should be
responsible for the adtuinistratiOn of all the manual training and
vocational classes from the first grade through the high school. Be
should personally direct the details of the work in grades 7 to 12.
inclusiVe. An assistant supervisor.- preferably a woman, should be
nl)Pcinted, to whom shoulll be a-*,,c,i1 the IA; of introducing and
directing the handwork in. grade, 1 lo u. under the general direction
of the stipervisor.

The duties of the supervisor Should be to organize the department,
to supervise and direct Ihe work of the instruction in mechanical,
architectural, and machine draxving, and shoowork. to secure better
coordination of the work of tte various emir-es. to arrange regular
conferences of the special to hers for di-ells:ion of.the problems of
the department. to organize the staff into a group for professional
reading and stody. and to make necessary hrrarigetnents 'for eqpip-
ment and supplies. Ile slumild be a plan worthy of a salary of at
least :41.2'40. and should not give lucre than ludf time to teaching.

The.duties of the assist antstiperiser should 1.). to confer with the
regular teacherz in grades 1 to 6, assisting them to introduce such
type:, of handwork as they are now prepared to handle. and to meet
the teachers in small groups for the potpoe of instruetine. them in
the` technic of such additional lines of work as it may 1w decided to.
introduce. She should also preppre, Outlines of courses. detailed,
directions for procedure, and arrange for neeessnry equipment and
snpplies. She should give not more than half time to teaching. and
the salary for this position should be at least $1,200.1

2. Eleint'wory handwork.-7Steps should be taken'to bring the
Elyria schools in line with eillicational progress through the'intro-
duction of a well-organized scheme of handwork for grades 1 to 6.

This work should. have\ in yiew the aims suggested in the foregoing
In the begiptiing the- lities.of work should be telected to

meet the capacities of the various teachers to handle them, but notice
should 'he given that after a reasonable time (say September 1, 1921)
grade teachers would be ex,pected to teach the handwork outlined in
the course of study. A departmentalized system in grades 4, 5, and

.6 may be encouraged, by which one teacher in a' building would be
,regnotisible for the handwork for the boys. another the handwork for
the girls, another the music, and so on.

41'.This s.commendation becomes inoperatlipt the recommendation made In Chapter. III,
Adminletration and Supervision, be saqpiled, namely, that a' primary supervisor be
appointed Who Is onalleed tedtrect the handviork In grade' 1. tea 8.

t
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3, Time allotment.During the introductory period from 30 to 60
,des per week sho:dd be allowed for handwork, but the 4chool

program and course of study should be readjusted gradually to a
more liberatallowana.. At first it may be objected that it is im-
po,sible to add handvork as a new subject to a curriculum already
.crowded. That this is nut a fair statement of what is proposed, how-
ever. will become evident after the teachers have had opportunitx.to
experiment with the work under favorable conditions. Ultimatelyn'vould be found practicable to set aside not le'ss than one-tenth to
ore- eighth of the present school time in grades 1 to 6 for hand-

ork ; that is; front two to three hours per week, divided up into
from three to five periods, Iccording to program conditions.

Tn. grades 7 and 8 (and 9 if the junior high-school plan he
adopted) the fnanual arts should receive not less than one-fifth
to one-fourth of. the 'Present: school time, or five to seven hours
Icrkly. The program should be flexible enough to provide an even
h;rger proportiOn of time for this purpose, up to one-third or one-

, half. for groups of selected pupils under special conditions on an
(elective basis.

4. Reorymoi.s.ation.--As already suggested, a plac'e for elementary
h;41,41work should be fottnd by a reorganization of the course o study
and modified methods of instruction mid not by the mere mechanical
process of displacing something old in order to add something new.
P is sufficient to indicate those features of reorganization and method
Which would affect the handwork:

(a) To the 'extent that handwork is used to illustrate apd reinfoice
the instruction in other subjects (as language; arithmetic; geqgraphy,
bizstory), it. becomes a method of teaching these subjects and does not .
rctinire n special allotment of time of its own. By thus making the
iistruction,in'these'subjects more vital And concrete; and hence more
efficient, the Same ground can be covered-in less time._

Cour.ses of study in the public schools ate to a certain extent
an inheritance from a period in which the determining factor-in the
organization of the curriculum was the analysis of the subject matter
that it was deemed important for tfiesindividuel to learn. Current
scientific studies of education are animated by the disposition to
examine the processes of development going on in the child, the
essential factors of adjustment to environment, and the necessary
preparation for complete functioning. as an adult individual; ahuman being, 'n citizen in a democracy, capable of maintaining him?
self and those dependent on him. The course of study is being ex-amined with the view to determining its fitness to contribute to

. thlifikla rather than the conwieteness with whichitkeovera there indamentil fields of knowledge. This analysis has already
proceeded far enough, to identify certain lionesontial

iv

I . .
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several, school subjects. The elimination of nonessential material
makes for more effective instruction and for economy of time. `.-

(e) More time for handwork may be had by a redistribution of
subjects in thevarious years of the elemendry school. For etample, arithmetic: Handwork involves all the fundamental opera--
tions in arithmetic, and affordsa most natural and concrete method
of instruction in these operations; this fact, together with the serious
questioning, on other grounds of the necessity of having ,formal.
instruction in arithmetic spread over so many years of the elemen-
tary school, suggests the possibility of accomplishing the desired
results in arithmetic with much less expenditure of time fur formal
lust ruction.

(d)-The introduction of handwork and other features of the mod -
crn as-physical exercises, games; dramatizations, serves
to make school work more interesting and inure enjoyable, so that,
even if the aggregate time actually devoted-to instruction is not ma-
terially increased, more can be accomplisheil with less fatigue and
lith greater satisfaction to both' teachers.atid

(c) There is an observable tendency i-/the direction of 'a longer
school year and a longer school day. By a proper distribution of
work periods and recreational features it should be possible to ac-
complish the -following ends: Afford more time for proposed new
activities; eliminate largely, if not entirely, the necessity for home
work for botrtteachers.and pupils; make school work less burden-.
some than.unifer the,dxisting program.

(f) There is also an observable tendency to.segrellEte in special
classes (1) pupils who are makin iore rapid progress through
the grades than the normal rate o one grade per year; (2) those
who arc slower turd retarded; and ) those who are below normal,
physically or mentally. Pupils of these types constitute special
problems and should have special treatment. The segregation of
these pupils, theirfore,makes for more effective, and more economical
use of the time of concerned.

5. Scope of work.The object in view should be a well - organized
and articulated scheme of handwork running through the entire sys-
tem, incorpowiting the best features applicable to toga conditions
that have beep developed by progressive cities, with lines of work
of. sufficient variety and scope to meet the approval of modern edu-
cational thought, and adapted to the capacities and needs of ehil--
dren at successive stiggs of growth. *

The work 'should connect intimately and efficiently with the .ac-
tivities.of.the,itihdergarten.and the training of the home op the one
side and with the practical demands and actual conditions of the life
careers into which young people go when they leave school. on ihe
ot her.
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The work in the first four years should be adalfted as closely aspossible to the requirements of the reorganized-course of study, and
should involve the manipulatidn of materials and processes in paperand cardboard, textiles, basketry, wea'ving, and drawing. Beginning
with the fifth year the lines of work may' well diverge with the vary-

'nig interests of boys and girls, and for the boys should include oppor-tunities for work in.thin wood, and elementary processes in book-
binding, printing, clay, cement, plaster, and such other groups asfurther study of conditions may indicate.

In the seventh and eighth years the boys should carry still further
the ptoblems in printing and bookbinding, and to these should beadded suitable work in copper, brass, iron, leather, cement and con-
crete:electricity, benchwork in wood, and mechanical drawing. Thewoodwork might well include some simple framing and carpentry.
All the shopwiirk should be made as practical as possible. The cor-
responding* work for girls is discusged elsewhere in this report.

More systematic and determined effort should be made to study
and provide for the needs of special groups of children, such as those
n lug are for any reason retarded in physical or intellectual develop-
ment or in their progress through the grades.

With the increase in time available, it will be possible to devote
:Ancient attention to. mechanical drawing in the elementary schools
to enable all boys to make and read simple working drawings, and toprovide for a few an introduction to the elements of architectural ormachine drafting. All the inerhanical dr a should be practical,
in character and in accordance wi appr standards of drafts-
manship. This work sbodld be un he direction 04 the supervisor
of manual training, and taught by shop teachers, or by teachers who
are familiar with shop conditions and keep in close contact with the
school shopwork.

6. Aim and purposes. It should be expected that the entire school
system will assume a new point of view, and that manual training
will be introduced, not so. much as a new subject with its claims and :deMands, but with the distinct purpose of contributing to the effi-
ciency of the whole system.

The service rendered to children by the manual arts should not belimited to its contribution to general education, even in the elemen-
tary .school, though this :may properly be the primary motive.. Solong as children are permitted to abandon. permanently their birth-
right of school privileges at the immature age of 14 or even 1,6 years,
there can be no adequate clefense of an educational policy that
neglectasto offer in the school some rational preparation for the life
struggle ,which these' children are allowed to enter.

Unquestionably, therefore, beginninig at the latest with the seventh'
.year of school, tze *vocational aim for most children and**. votes

"
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tibmil aim for some children, should have definite recogniti6n
the public schools. While the influence of these aims should not Ls
limited to the work in the manual arts, it is here that the most favor-
able conditions will be found for its expression and development.

By "prevocational aim" is understood the attempt to assist boys
and girls to study their own capacities and the possibilities of their
envilonment, to "find themselves," and to make an intelligent choice
at the right tittle of- a -future career based upon some adequate
understanding of these considerations instead of drifting helplessly
into whatever dianctind ignorance may offer.

The " vocational aim" will be served by any course of activity
whicli may be carried on in the school or encouraged elsewhere under
the supervision of the school that assists boys and girls to make
some progress 'preparation for an occupation that is definitely
anticipated.. -

7. Equipment.The equipment and arrangement of the ,shops for
grades seven acct eight (and nine, if the junior high-school plan
udbpted) should be sontewliat different from those now in use. The
ty,pe of shop that-has existed in the past developed under the influ-
ence of traditional schcai-ideals of class units and rigid pr.,..ains,
and although there has been iituch more freedom andflexibility in tine
shop than in the usual classroom, there is need. of still further
flexibility. -

. The-new type nf,,Iihop is conceived as a laboratory in which real
protdelmt miry belonsidered and solved bF the pupils. Such tWol,-
18ms may frequently involve other processes than those :found in
woodworking, and it is. desirable to provide equiliment in sufficient
variety to. prevent the work from; being confined to too unrrow
The transformation in ships and equiliment should liKronglit About
gradually to enable .teaclaN to prepare themselves foe taw new
conditions. Nothing is gained by adding tools or materials which
teachers are not qualified to use advantageously and elliiently.

It is not necessary that all of the desired lines of work be carried,
on in any one shop, though a 'considerable variety of work may be

' thus provided. The object in view is to provide pupils with as wide
a }amp as practicable of useful experiences, and this may be acorn-.

plished in various ways. A
8. Course of study:The suggestions made herein contemplate

emphasis upon problems which require constructive thought on the
part of the pupil,.stiinttline' the development of ingenuity 'and in-
itiatite in dLaling with new situations, insure the formation of cor-
rect habits of technic tuid.craftsmanship; and. occasionally demand 6'
cooperative effort. in. which the students work together in groups on
a single project. To often school training has teiaed to repress

l''.depelidence andresoupzefulnese in the child, a* to discourage the
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cooperative spirit, through the teacher's preliminary analysis of
processes, and through refinement in details of directions for pro-. cedure. These 'faults in method have often resulted from over-burdening the teacher with too many pupils, and from the utter in-sufficiency of the time allowed.

provide problems to be solved by the pupils instead of by theteacher is much more difficult than to outline courses of models orexercises. Nevertheless, it is an ideal toward which public schoolwork in they manual arts is tending, and as an ideal it has the advan-tage of re' -esenting a type of Nvork"that, produces the maximum ofinterest anc profit fur both teaherind pupil.
At the saine time, supervisor and instructor must-not be permittedto lose sight of the value to both teacher and pupil of careful analysisof every -imlividual problem, and of definite and orderly prpgressionin the year work. Too much enthusiasm for the freedoni and fas-cinat,ion of -the.praetical-problem method of work, unrestrained byinsistence upon thoughtful analysis and systematic procedure: cannot be expected to produce results of educatiopal value commensuratewith the amount of energy displayed. The best teachers will befound to depend much on the analysis of each problem into its sue-cessiVe steps, and a study of the history ofmannal training will showthat tke content value, or etucational value, conies only after suchanalysii has been made, or in the process of making it. For thisreason, successful teachers endeavpt to have the work of analyzing

the problem do,ne by the pupil, so far as possible, though theyrecognize that in the earlier stage, -it must necessarily be done by theteacher.
The industrial course in the' high school should be continued, andmodified to permit students who do not expect to enter college toelect a larger proportion of shopwork. The shopwork courses offered,and methods of instruction, should he based on the opportunitiesopk to boys and young men in local industrial plants.The special vocational course should be continued, and facilitiesprovided as rapidly 'as possible for offering an increased variety inshopwork. The student in this, as in other shop courses, should

produce many articles of equipment and furnishings required bythe schools.
The regular college preparatory curriculum of the high schoolshould be modified by the introduction of more electives, thus tak-ing advantage of the tendency on the part of colleges and universities toward a more liberal interpretition of -entrance requirements..Among. these electives should lifiincluded as wide a variety- as pos-sible of courses in shopwork anddrawing, in as mipy, grades of the ,curricUluin ss practicable, in view of the prior demands of the tech-nical curricula, .
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9. Library:Steps should be taken as early as practicable to pro-
vide, for the use of both teachers and pupils, a carefully selected
library df the best current Tatrature in the fields of the manual
arts., 'vocational guidance, and voitional education. Shim of the
important items should be duplicated and supplied to all shops or
classrooms where their use is appropriate. In addition, there sliould
be a small collection i each school building and a more complete
and comprehensive reference library at the high school. An initial
appropriation of $300 and an annual appropriation of $50 for this
purpose is suggested.

r



Chapter XIV.'
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

a
For many years it has been evident that the public school offers

more definite and more effective service to the boy or girl who can
Ese this schooling as a stepping-stone to further training-in college

(iniveisity than it does to the one who must make the best of it
as preparation for a life careen without the higher education. The
records show that many boys and girls. of high-school .age have
dropped. out of school. While the significance of the reasons fol.
-these withdrawals is still more or less in dispute, there is reason to
believe that' emphasis upon the aim of preparation for college has
operated as a selective force, attracting and retaining pupils who
.an beheld to this aim and tending to eliminate others.

With the development of the ideal of itemocFaCy in education,
in the sense of equality of edueation$ opporidnitY, there have come
numerous attempts to adapt the school to the needs of all children.
There has been a, tendency at times to confuse the issue by assum-
ing that the proposal to make education vocationalthat is, to make
it prepare definitely for some useful occupatiot is without .preco-
dent and therefore dangerous. Theoretically, however,'the primary
aim of education is to prepare for life; our higher 'education has
always had specific vocational. value. This value is not dis,counted
in any way by the fact that -higher education has also cultural and

. , genera.l. values.
One of the great educational proUleems of the day is to add vt

tional valaos to education of secondary gradOin order to,bring them
within the reach of the great mass of boys and girls instead of only
the, few who now go to college, without sacrificing the essential ele-
ments of cultural apfd general education.

The experience of a number;of communities has suggested the pee-
, sibility that one notable result of an adequate solution of this problem

will be to hold in school many boys and girls who now dropout under
ono pretext or another, and thus to provide the schools with a new
clientele. One method ofiNproath to this p Mom, therefore, is a
study of the boys and girls .for .whom it is oposed to make pro-

<-
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A STUDY' OF PUPILS 13 TO 15 YEARS OF AGE.

A number of school surveys hive called attention to the signifi-
cance-of a study of those pupils in a school system who are 13, 14. or
15 years of age. (1) Boys and girls both begin to drop out of sdhool
in large numbers soon after the age of 14 or 15 years is reached: so
that at or before this period is the latest. opportunity to study a cross-
section of the school population before it is affected seriously by
selective elimination. (-2) The dist ribution'of the pupils of these
ages through the grade--; gives some indication of the success of the
school system in classifying the pupils: (3) The study also-indicates
the extent .of the schooling which in. of these boys and gm, Ilre
likely to'receive before dropping out of e sy0tem. (4) Information
concerning the nativity. of the pup their' parents, and older
brothers. and sisters has a bearing on the probable stability of /lie
population. (5) information concerning the occupations of fatliev.

.-brotlfs, and sisters, and- the occupations which the pupils. theni-
selves exiatt to 'enter is significant in any study of a program for
vocational education.

An inquiry along Somewhat similar lines was conducted in the
Elyria High School and is reported in tht chapter on that. school,
consequently this study was confined to the elementary schools. It
may be noted Here that pupils of these ages were found in the high
school as follows: Thirteen .veari*of age, 7; 14.Ars of age, 59; 15
years of age, tal, 181.

Complete in mmarizing the facts found in this inquiry have
been prepared ant submitted in manuschpt to the Elyria Board of
Edwation. To save space, some of these tables are omitted front the
following pages.

TABLE of impiht, 1.7 lo 15,1fis of tow.
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..
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34;
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III 1
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I 15 ,pirs.
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.

Fifth
81411,
Fev...)1.11
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11

, i 1

Iii
22 1

1

1

3
19

20

2 111

3d
74'

5
19
4.1

82. 67 40 W 171 i 1'1

Assuming that a tld utters school at 6 years of age. and pro-
gresses throtiglt one grade each 'year, the normal age at entrance into
the eighth grade is 13 years. Of 171 boys 13 to 15 years of age. 91; or
56.8 per cent, haVe not yet retched the eighth grade; of 151 girls, 70,
or 46.4 per cent, have,net yet reached the eighth grad&

The birthplaces of the.' pupils Ind of their fathers are shoo' in
TaWii: Only 6.5 per cent of the children are foreign bOrn, andOnly
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.21.2 per cent of the fathers; 82.3 per cent of the children were born
hi Ohio, and 43.4 per cent were born in Elyria. In 'view of the
small proportion of foreign-born children, it is evident that foreign
birth is not an important cause-of retardation among the'322 children
studied. Its relation to elimination can be determined only by a
corresponding study of children of these ages who -hare left school.

.TAnTs: 2.Birtholores of pupils and their fathers.

Places of birth.

Number of porcona born In places
specified.

Boys.
Fathers

of
Tides.

Girls.
Fathers

of
girls.

1 Tin, 01110 r 54 15 1 S6 17here in chin
61 71 61. 61I here in United %Tiles
17 26 In

rez..) ill l'nited States. .,16.; 115 136, WS

5
_ ..._.

2 3.
! 1 inteirF

'''% 1 '
: i ' 11 41A

1 2I -1..t
6 4 9I eonntry not et% en) ,

2
15 6

1 I

1Islands..
1

3 2f.,
I 2c

2W..!,
1 I

Total foreign Ii 34 15 40
llirtliplare not roportel

14 5
1.r.uel total

171 I 171 ' 151 L. in-----
N.

Pupils were asked for a statement of intentions regardipg further ,
schooling. Of the boys. 91.S. per cent di:finitely intend to cotnph'te
the eighth grade before leaving school; 74.2 per cent intend to'go to
high school; Ivhile only 50.9 per cent have any pions for school-
ing heyond the high school. 0 he girls, all but one intend to com-
plyte the eighth grade; 79.4 p cent intend to gcete high school;
Ivhile only _55.0 per cent have any plans for schooling beyohd the
high school. . .

Many boys and girls report intention to complete. the eigheh
giade and to attend high school, which ,in all probnbilit, will not
he realized. Many boys and girls have formulated no &Spite plans
for the future, either as to school or occupation, chiefly because they
have received no intelligent and timely assistatice in this direction.

.

These factisuggest something of the complexity of the task of the
school in designing _courses of instruction that will be practicVy,
Iklpful to boys and girls, who leave -school at any {Specified point.
Thet rilso with** the iiiiieirtanee of staulating yotnig perlyns,
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to consider more intelljgentry the uses that may be made of educa-
tion, and to plan ahead.

TABU: 3.Employmcat of boys and girls,13 to 1.5 years of age, outside of
school hours.

411.

Employments.

Chores. odd lob
Clerks in stores, etc.
I telivery, messenger service
I lelpers
Tlouset,ork

ous
ttud delivering papers

Total number reporting employment

Tlepor t Int: no employment
Nut reporting

BQys. Girls.

Total

10
13

9
I S

29
25

7
23

sl 16

130
54

Ill 151

Iru.ludes helper to bagragemnn, 1; Laker, I; barber, I. Janitor, 2.
a Includes caddy, I; farm v. orker, I; laundryman, I; ploy% r in band, I; static boy, I; telephone operator,

1; muskrat trapper, 2; usher, 1.
a Includes candy maker, I, caring for child, 2.

In reply to the question about 'plans for earning a living, nearly
one-third the boys (32.1 per cent) areundoeided or fail to re-
port a to of occupation, while fewer than one-fon?th Iof the
girls (23.8 per cent) fall in this class.

Of the 116 boys who express a choice, 90, or 77.5 per cent, are
almost equally divided between the manufacturing and mechanical
industries (4) and professional pursuits (46). Of the 115 girls
twho express a chipice, 93, or 1;0.8 per cent, prefer professional pur.
suits (55) or clerical occupations sK 3S). The largest single group
animas. the boys comprises 36 mechanics; among the girls, 19 teach-
ers (or, including 16 'music teachers. 35 in all).

ConTharison of the occupations chosen by the boys and girls and
the opportunities open in the community shows entire lack of rela-
tion between them. Of 1110.116 boys who express a choice, 37.9 per
cent prefer the manufacturing and mechanical industries and 39.G
per cent the professions, whereas the proportions of these groups
among males employed in Elyria are 61.2 per cent and 3.3 per cent.
respectively. Similarly, of the 115 girls who express a choice, 47.8
per 'cent prefer profes.sionallpursuits and 2.6 per cent domestic and
personal fervice, whereas the proportions of these groups among
fehinleS employed in Elyria are 18.7 percent and 18.9 per cent, re-
spectively.

It is not to be assumed that all persons will necessarily And employ-
ment in the:communities in which they grow up turd receive their
ed_u_e4tiOnl neverthelessinany of them will inevitably be disappointed
if-lreit education does notnelude some study of the vocational op-
pOrtuaities..within reasonable' distance.
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Of the 114 reasons for choice of occupation assigned By the boys,

78 per cent are included in four groups: A liking for the work,
advice of relatives, earning a living, and the money in it ; 84.5 per
cent of the 110 reasons assigned by the girls fall in the same groups.

A study of the occupations chosen by these boys and girls and
the reasons assigned for the choices leads to the conclusion that they
were, for the most part, without adequate data upon which to base
such choice: Only within very recent years has the public school
begun to appreciate its responsibility in vocational guidance, and it
is not yet common to find groups of boys and g:rls who are properly
preptued to facethe momentous problem of choosing a life work.
If the school is really expected lo offer an education that prepares
for life, it is difficult toexplain, much less to justify, a program that
omits all study and discussiop of the practical methods by which
men and women earn their living.

A STUDY OF THE OLDER BROTHERS AND SISTERS.

Pupils who were 13 to 15 years of age were asked toggive the names
and 'addresses of older 'brothers and sisterslrito were " imder 21
years of age and at work." To these older brothers and sisters a
questionnaire was sent.

Information was obtained from 24 brothers and 19 sisters who
filled and returned the blanks. The facts may be briefly summarized
as follows:

Of the 43 brothers and sisters, 2 are 16 years old; 6 are 17; 13
are_18; 15 are 19; and 7 are 20.

Only 17 have had any schooling beyond cite eighth grade, and only
5 have graduated from high school.

Only 5 brothers and 5 sisters report that they draw books from the
public library.

Forty were born in the United States, and of these 1,8 were born
in Ohio and 14 in Elyria.

Thirteen different occupations ate represented; 8 'are working in
factories and 8 are clerks; no other occupation has more than 3
individuals.

Of the 43 individuals, 31 report an aggregate of 78 positions held
t:itice leaving school; 13 have held 3 or more positions each.

Of the 43 young persons, only 6 (1 male and 5 females) report
that they have taken courses in evening school since leaving the
public schools, and -only 7 (4 males and 3 females) report enrollment
In correspTdence courses. Of the 13 courses reported (evening
and correspondence), 8 were business courses..

The number of older brothers and sisters involved- (43) is too
small to form.the basis of valid conclusions. The facts presented
are of interest, however, as confirming, sojar as they Iv, tha.find-

tk-
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ings of studies made elsewhere and indicate the gravity of the proh
lemsof vocational adjustment confronting boys and girls who leave
the-public schools without completing the high school and without
definite preparation for some useful and congenial occupation._

Many boys and girls who leave school under these conditioes
have not e-tablished studious habits, nor have they the ability o4
the disposition to analyze th.; various factors of the situations into
which they. may be thrown and to think out the solution. They art
frequently the ones who must need sympathetic and rtelpful dircr
tion in a study of themselves, their native capacities and interests,
and the relation of these to vocational opportunity and demand.

STUDY OF OCCUPATIONS IN ELYRIA.

An analysis .was made of the distribution of wage earners by occu-
pation in Elyria and 10 other chits of the same population class as
reported in the Elyria city directory and the .United States census
roports. The results may be summarized briefly, as follows:

More than half of the occupations reported in Elyria, 58 per
cent, fall in the Manufacturing and mechanical industries group.
This is more than three times the proportion found in the next
largest group, 'trade (commercial) pursuits, 16.7 per cent. This
prepondertince in manufactures and the industries is due to the males
rather than the females, the larg t group of the latter being found
in clerical occupations-24.2 per eat.

Aside from laborers, mcchani and factory operatives, the largest
groups of occupations amt males are: Proprietors and man-
agers of stores and other establishments, 4-12; presidents, superin-
tend6ts, and other company and corporation officials, 232. (.)1
the-38 remaining classifications only .5 have more than 90 individuals
reported in each.

Among the females the largest groups are: Accountants, book-
keepers, cashiers, clerks, stenographers, 268; domestic and personal
service, unclassified, 197; teachers, 114; retail store employees, 111.
Of the remaining 18 clar.sifieations only 3 have more than 36 indi-
.vidttals reported in each.

Compared with other cities of somewhat larger total population.
Elyria offers lioys and men much greater opportunity, proportion!
lady, in the manufacturing and mechanical industries, .somewhat
greater opportunity in trade (commercial) pursuits, bid rather
meager opportunities in the other principal groups of occupations.

Elyria offers girlt and,wofnen substantially equal vocational oppor-
tunities in five different groups of ocCupations:- Clerical, manufac-
turing and industrial, doniestio and personal, professional, trade
(commercial).
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The number of employed females is proportionately much less than
the number of employed males in Elyria as cpmpared with other
cities. The number of females is 34.8 per cent of the number of
mules in the 44 cities; 29 per cent in the 10 cities; but only 16.9 per
cent in Elyria.. Vocational opportunities for girls and wonfen in
Elyria are not so numerous as those open to boys and men, though
they are much mom diversified.

The particular occupation in which the largest numbers of oppor-
tlinities have been found are as follows: MalesFactory operatives,
laborers, mechanics, steam and electric railway employees, officers
and proprietors-of corporations and businesses, retail store employees.
FenialesRetail store employees, teachers, domestic and personal
service (cooks, domestics, housekeepers, maids, seamstresses,.
dresses, cateresses), cle'rical occupations (accountants, bookkeepers,
cashiers,, clerks, stenographers).

MANUFACTURES IN ELYRIA.

The Bureau of the Census reports that the amount of capital in-
vested in manufacturing establishments in Elyria was $7,324,000 in
1909 and $9,486,000 in 1914, an increase of 29.5 per cent during rive
years. During the same period the amount. paid for salaries in-
creased 31.2 per cent; primary horsepower utilized, 19.4 per cent
amount paid for wages. 11.8 per cent ; cost of materials consumed,
11.6 per cent; value of products. 9 per cent; value addtd by manu-
facture (value of products less cart of materials), 5.8 per cent.

Elyria is lilt a single-industry center, since no one industry is so
prominent as to' dominate the field. On the contrary. for a com-
munity of its size the variety of factories and of manufactured prod-
ucts is unusual. Some of the more important of these products many
lie enumerated', as follows: Automatic rtlachinery; automobile en-
gines, parts, and accessories; belting; bicycle and motorcycle saddles;
canned fruits and vegetables; concrete blocks; drugs and chernicais;
dyes; enameled ware; flour and feed; furnres and stoves; golf balls;
ice; iron andsteel (castings. forgings, plates, tubing,-tools. etc.) ; lace,
machine parts: stockings; talking machines.

Many factories and other places of employment. were visited and
milt)yers.and workers elonsulted as to -the most immediate educa-
tional needs. As 110 result of these conferences the following sug-
geNtions were formuiated:

o, 1. Very few workers under 18 'years of age were found. The
imployers consulted were almost unanimous in their preferencii fur
beginners at least 18 years old,. except for definitely juvenile.
occupations. ...

g: While there are many occupatiOns for which the public schools
as now. conducted offer practically nothing in the way of debits:
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preparation, employers were of the opinion that it is desirable to
have boys and girls remain in school at least until graduation from
high school.

3. The opinion was frequently expressed, howeer, that the schools
can do much more than they are now doing to insure the future
vocational success of young people.

4. It was suggested that there should be more thorough grounding
in the so-called fundamentals of education on the part of young.peo-
ple as they come from the public schools. Especially is it felt that
iliese subjects might be taught in such a way as to function more
effectively in business and industrial life.

5. A knowledge of chemistry and mathematics would be of definite
value to many employees in chemical works, laundries, dry-cleaning
establishments, and others.

6. By the use of such devices as stock tickets, time and cost records,
and job routes the work in school shops can be made more practical,
and boys can thus be sent into the factories with better understanding
of nidustrial shop methods and requirements:

' 7. It is believed that real need exists for practical evening courses
for. skilled workers in a number of trades, including carpenters,
machinists, plumbel's, pipe flaw's, electricians, as well as for em-
ployees of gas and electric light- plants, electric railway companies,
retail stores, and others.

8. A part-time arrangement of classes for younger employees in
retail stores seems practicable. During the several busy periods that
occur annually, groups of extra workers may be employed for two
or three weeks at a time, the remainder of the year being spent in
school.

9. In Elyria factories, as elsell'here, many occupations -do not fur-
nish Material for definite courses of instruction, and make no re-
quirements ukon the workers for which specific instruction can be
given outsiderof the factory. In many establishments the skilled
workers do not exceed 10 per cent of the total.

10. There appears to be great variety of experience in respect to
labor turnover. Some employers report a very stable working force,
and others just the reverse. In one faCtory morethan 50 per cent of
the workers had been employed two months or less.

PRESENT PROVISION FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Aside from certain courses offered by the Young Men's.Christian
Association whibh have Rome vocational value, the opportunities for
vocational educition at pie-sent open to young people in Elyria may
be brietly.summarized as follows:

1. The special vocational course in thol.blic schools, six years in
length, I3eginning with the seventh grade.
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2. The techniiial courses in the ptiblie high school, which have
vocational value for certain pupils.

3. The commercial- course an the'pnblie h- igh School. In this course,
which is four years in length, the student spends from one-half to
three-fourths of the time on commercial subjects. The course is,'
administered by two teachers, one of whom teaches stenography,
typewriting, bookkeeping, commercial law, and business forms, and .

the other teaches commercial geography and commercial arithmetic.
The course does not include banking nor instruction or practice in

the use of such office appliances as the mimeograph, multigraph, and
computing machines. For several* years past the graduates of the
commercial course have averaged about 15 annually, one-fourth of
the total number graduating. It is said that the work of the instruc-
tors is so heavy that no attempt can be made to follow tip lose] the
work of graduates or to keep in touch with spec demands.of the
positions in which graduates are likely fa go.

4. The normal training course in the public high 'school.
5. The Elyria Business College, a private institution which was

estahlished in 1896 and incorporated in 1899. This is a coeaca-
t ional school of secondary grade (for white pupils only), offering
two principal coursesbookkeeping and stenography. Two years of
high-school work are required for entrance, and is must be not
le-s than 16 years. of age. The courses are paned to occupy 6'
months, and most students actually complete them in front 6 to 6}
months. The school is open 12 months in the year for day classes
and 10 months for evening classes.

The classes offered include.the following subjects :'Bookkeeping,
special penmanship, special class for teachers of commercial branches,
laenography, stenotypy, commercial law, cmmercial arithmetic, busi-
ness correspondence, adding machine, multigraph, filing devices,
hank work. In addition, a number of special courses in the common

:branches are offered to meet the demand of pupils from the public
schools who wish to "make up" work. Four teachers are employed
for the work of instruction.

The quality of work observed in the Elyria Business'College was .

very good. There was more evidence here than in the public high
school of tin effort to connect the instruction definitely with the aseer-
tained demands of business, positions to be filled, and to follow up
graduates in order to judge of the efficiency of the instruction.

PROGRAM. FOR NOTATIONAL EDUCATION.

The steps to be followed 'in the fUrther development of a program
for vocational education may be anal fazed as follows: (a) Vocational
guidance, 6) prevocational Oucationt (c) vocational schools or
classes.

015046-18-19
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10CATION AL OUIDANCE.

One of the significant phases of recent progress in e neation isItt
in the develypment of a type of school or department designed to
assist boys and girls approximately from 12 to 16 years old to a
better understanding of (1) their own abilities, (2) of the oppor-
tunities afforded to do the world's work, and (3) of the best pos
sible use to be made of such abilities and sach opportunities. When
work with this object in view has been undertaken in a more or less
formal Nva, as a 'classroom study and through individual confer-
ences between teaeher and timid, with or without visits ,to industi'ial
and commercial establishnu.nts and individual studies and researches,
it lias been referred to as 4 vocational guidance."

The Inipinlance of this work. when conducted by properly pre-
pared teachers and directors, and the prIetieal value of the results
achieved, have been demonstrated in numerous loellities.

It is recommended that work Laving these objects in view be
begin' in the Elyria schools on a small scale, and that it be encour-
aged and extended as rapidly as suitable persons can he found or
prepared to direct it. The responsibility for the work in vocational
-guidance should lodge primarily with the scooLoirteee%41rInes--.
charge of the work in manual arts and vocational subjects. to the\
end that there may .be unity of aim Ind coordination of effort in
these closely related fields.

l'It OC %VONA!. F,DUCATION.

When the studies in \ 'm aims are developed to the extent that
special equipment is -provided. so that the student may participate
in practical shop and laboratory activities on real projects selected
from a number of -typical or fundamental 'vocations, with sufficient
time assigned to the practical work, it is believed that 'the pupil
may be able to form for himself an intelligent relative estimate of
his fitness for the various types of vocation in which he thus engages.
as the basis for the choice of a life career. To special school
or class he - been given the title-of "prevocational school" or "pre
vocational class." Tn the Elyria schools the earlier years of te
six-year special vocational course, noted above, are intended- to nice
this need.
. The pretir."-pre-" implies a special kind of training that precedt:s

vocational, training,nnd hence is not itself vocational. It is designed
/kr the youngiperson. who has not yet made a choice of vocationor a

choke alAng several opportunities for vocational education that are
-offered,.and who ie presumed to receive therefrom defitiite assisitande
in the(making of such choices.
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The latter part of the term, "-vocational," implies a considerable
variety of 'activities and a broad outlook into possible future careers.
In order to be entitled properly to the use of the term, a program
for prevocakional education should embrace a variety of activities
suflitient to ihclude some ,repeesentation f each of the important
groups of possible vaations, front among which it is assumed that a
choice is to I e made. There should be included something orre-
sponding to the introductory phases of each of the main subdivisions
of vocational education , (professional. agricultural, commercial, in-
dustrial, and home making), the opportunity to enter,upon a definite
vocational course in some one of which presumably will be open as
soon as a choice can be made.

The importance of practical work in this field is realized by re-
. fleet ing upon the increase in the efficiency of the vocational school
that would follow from limiting, its efforts to those who come- to it
after having made rational and fairly definite choices of future
careers, based upon such trying out as might be afforded in a broadly
conceived prevocational school. It is the common experience of the
vocational schoolwhether the trade school. the business college, the
normal sch.001. or the divinity school to find that *any candidates
apply for admission whose determination to prepare for and to pur-
ve a given vocation is based upon chance considerations, 'rather than
upon an ascertained or demonstrated fitness for success in the chosen
calling.

In the aggregate, a. vast amount (if time and energy. and vast sums
ot money, have been expended in attempts to prepare persons for
occupations in which they can not be successful or contet4ed. :1. con-
t.iderable portion of this expenditure might be saved to the individ-
Ad. to the school, and to society by a well - organized plan for assist-
ing young persons to "find thentselves."

The studies reported in the precedingiages suggest. that the fol-
lowing lines of prevocational work should be introduced: For boys
doopwork in metal, wood, and leather; electricity; salesmanship;
and business organization and methods; for girlscommercial sub-
jects, salesmanship, mid business niethods; cooking:sewing, and
home making. It is recommended that experiments be undertaken,
especially in grades 7 and 8. tp determine what additional types of
prevocational classes will be most helpful to Elyria boys and girls.

Plan for prevocational clam08.7,-The speCial vocational course
beginning with the seventh school year, now in operation in the
Elyria (hools; affords an excellant basis on which to build, a pre-
vootional school orgu nization. a course of training is to be for-
mulated, hOweyer,'which will help .boys'and girls j.o find themselves
and.enable.them to make an intelligent. choice of their,work for de
future, it must be a-varied one. What is needecthroareftilly Orgahized :-
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training in practical activities, which will include experiences from
all of the fields of employment mentioned above, and from such other
fields as further study may determine. The plan should include a
series of jobs, projects, or enterprises. which, in their accomplish-
ment, will give to the pupils an appreciative understanding of the
fundamental proce-ses and requirements in these.typical groups of
occuprn ions.

hattireN.Exie enee in Other school systems has shown
that certain conditions are essential to success in this'undertaking:

1. At least one-half of the time in school should be devoted to the
various lines of practical activiy. Sufficient time must be allowed

accomplish definite results in each occupational field. A six-hour
school 'day, with two sessions of three hours each, has found favor

. h. a number of places.
Y. (ne-half the time should be given to related work in language.

mathematics, elementary science, industrial . geography, industrial
history, and, in .general, to preparation for intelligent mulerstiinding
of and active participation in civic and social responsibilities.'

3. The work should be offered, in the beginning, at least, on an
elotttive basis, but all boys and -girls who are likely to profit by the
instruction should be encouraged to tale it. This department should
be 'Plaint:tined on the same basis of diaitified and serious endeavor
Ps any other, and-should not 10(' l'onSINIVed aA a special provision
for incorrigibles or for pupils-physically of mentally backward.

I. As already indicated, there must be variety in the practical'
activiti(s undertaken, -in order to give- insight into it ninber of
typical vocational fields.

5. Teachers slrould be chosen who have had sufficient experience
in the oecupatiohs rppresentea in the course; of study to relate the
instruction to actual conditions in the industrial and.comniercial
world. The closest relationship should be maintained also between
the shopwork and the related work. The success of prevocational
work is dependent in large degree upon the teacher's power to hold
ton interest, the pupils and upon his qualities of adOptability, origi-
rah y, inilinu re, and keen interest in the successful handling of the
pro lent.

. There should be not less than one year, alul preferably two
ears the seventh and eighth), during which the pupil engages in

several .typical lines of shopwork or laboratory work, successively,
followe& by n period of-mfe year or more in which he may specialize--
in a chosen line.

7.- The pupils should be grouped in sections of not to exceed 15
to -18 each, in. order ,to 'permit 'a degree of .individual. instruction.

Courec of study.:The outline of the course of study suggested. for
So seventh and eighth years is as follows':

I
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SEVENTH YEAR

11(.3: Woodworking, half year, three hours per day. Metal work, half )car,
Three hours per day.

I iris: Home ecoaomie, entire year, three bours percltty.
Boys and girls: Itelated subjects, entire year, three hours per day..

YEAR.

1:y: ',rather Nvtrh, one-fourth year., Atom's per day. Electrical con-
straction. one-Conti h year, t hive hours per day. Commercial subjitts, half
,)ear. three hours re day.

girls; Commesial subjects, half year. three hours per ilay. 1 Tonle eF.!onomics,
half yeas. flaw hours per day.

11,ys anti girls: Itchtted subjects, entire ycai, three hours per day. .

1M.wTICAl. Iv)111:.

,,,,, (I) bench work anti vallincthinkjtig, construe*
lien. -and repair of furniture and equipment for the schools; .(2) carpentry,
Poldlas in laying out and erecting 11 frame ottires, such as garage,
inalltry house, and repair ivOrk; 13) study of tools, machines, materials,eineth-
pits of production.

Mc lot imrk.To include (1) bench wort: in cull metals; (2) forging. simple
toolmaking; (3) foundry practice; (-I) pipe cutting, threading, and fitting;
omitted so far as possible to practical problems In construction and.repales
which may develop in connection with the equipment of the sittups,

Lea flier tw-NTo include (1)i study of the processes of producing commer-
cial leather from the hideeleaning, curing. tanning. splitting, dyeing.

et.; (2) construction and repair of articles made of leather-hi a few
lines such as belts and purses. harness, etc.

L'iccfrica/ cons( ruetion.To Include elvitentary work in battery construc-
tion, magnetism: induction, wiring, eleclical theasturentents, and teiting; ex.
peritnents Alth batteries, Induction .coils, mitt the wiring of bell, ,telegraph,

-and teleplAte circuits.
subjects, To include a viiricty of !mils sufficient to give a broad

insight into the important subtlivisigns of commercial employment. 'without
attiapting, to develop specialized technic in anyllitte to the point of eneourug-
Mg premature entrance upon occupation. The 1111)I24 should include typewrit-% tag. stenography, bottlikee:ting, accounting, filing systems, °Me devices and
poctice. commercial forms, elementary commercial salesmanship, business
methods, and organization.

broing.Eleilientury In character, practical. mid related directly to the
projects undertaken by the pupils in tits various shop and laboratory courses.
. Home ci,onotteics.--;To include clenientary work in a variety of units designed
to give it brand insight Into the problems of bometeakingfoods anti cookery,

4
textiles and clothing, household tut-nit:Magi:, marketteg, household accounts,
house planning anti decoration, household sanitatiotiyidelt dering, hemp. nur$g,
Pure of children, and general housewifery.

RELATED

tftmlish.T.anguage wOrk:based on reading, lunch of the reading to bear
upon occupations, Industry, and bualness. Composition, dealing with the prac-
tical activities carried on In the school,*busluess correspondence,.busIness forms,
sPelling, penmanship.
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MothematIs.Tp be of a eery pr )cal nature. Including fundamental pro-
t.e..a."4, short methodA used In toistaks, 'business and industrial mathematics,
with emphasis on immediate ripplication to the-practical activities of the Stiuhol..

II Worn and guyruphy.elosely Interrelated. and dealing primarily with iitoIndustrial and commercial de%elopment of the city. State, and country.
ire, and sorifir dutim.Itelittiont of the individual to the country. State

community: the \\ iitioir to his work. to his employer. and
bisfellow xvorktpen: duties stud responsibilities, civic and social, with special
rcfercnce to mailittition. tiers 11 hygiene. lit.

Srit'/ICC.To include eitlaienta twits of work dealing with the more im-
p rtant rhemIcat, physical. and biological preidene: nrieing in connection
the practical activities of the school into everyday life. Each unit of project
should have for its nine the st tyly still inastiry of some scientific principle hay-.
ing n practical mpplicatittn.

41gyr,1/4ted 411;1'7 rfrar.-1,' or pupils %vlio can not lit induced to follow
smile one of the, four-year high-school curricula it is siqlgested that
a third year of work Int provided based on the two years of preeo-
cational- instruction outlined Iet. aJove. This class may take one or all
of the following founts:
r (1) A day eaaliaaal rice., In which the pupil definitely specializes.
in some one line. chosen by himself in concAtItation with his advisors,
in-the light of his experience, during the first two years. From one
half to two-thirds of the time should be taken up with intensive
work in the shop and draft nig room. and the remainder with surf)
related studies aswill best 'aid him to prepare for the vocation in
which he has chosen to specialize.) mop( slice chrvx. In this plan the pupils are paired, one
pupil being in school wliile his mate is in the store or factory. Each
individual thig attends school on alternate days, weeks, or fortnights,
as the case may be, and works in store or factory the remainder of
tht. time. The successful administration of this plan. 111q 'tires the
careful and syMpathetic gdoperation of the school, employ's,
and intrOtts. If has many other advantages besides that of .prolong-
iv the period of education for boys and girls who would ptherwise
drop out of svhool.

.

. (3) .1 pat, -1;me rlao, to which boys and girls would conik,
their 'Awes of cniployme'nt for one or two half-days' instruction per
Weal". In this plan the school time may be devoted entirely to book-
work or divided between bookwork and shopwork, or otherwise
adapted to the 'special needs of the group.

Relation td the rOular Rrhool work.---The prevocational school is
planned primarily for boys and girls of normal capacity and attain-
ments who look forward to leaving school at a relatively early age
in order to go to work and who desire the help of the school in reach.
ing a decision as to what line -of work they may enter with the great-

prosped of success. Instruction of the type contetuplated. will
umloobtedly.he of service even to boys and girls who subsequently
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go to college a6trniversity, but ittshould make ibil greatest appeal
to.those who Will probably go no farther than the high school.

The dound t( be covered corresponds to the last two years of the
rc!mlar element iiiry school course and requires the game amount-of
time for its completion. In general, completion .of the regular sift IL
,..,ir's work sho ild he required- for entrance, but liberal exceptim:s
deadd he unite! in favor of pupils 13 or 14 years of age who art'
manifestly able to ploofit by the advantages offered.

Provision she uld be made for admitting graduates of the two
years' prevocati nal course to the technical and commercial courses
of the high scho 1 upon the rectonmendation- of the principal Of the
prot wational se wail and the superintendent of schools. If at any
lime in the four the public school system of Elyria should he reor-
o:inized so i to provide for an intermediate or-junior high school,
cocring the we ith. eighth. and ninth years, the plan here proposed
for a prevoea it at school is well .adapted to tit in with such
i et )rga n i zation.

VOCATION AL ssEq.

A suffieient numbir of employer.: and wtoliers were interviewed to
demonstrate. the existence of a demand 'for more education. both
general and specific, although no employer was found who was pro-
.6ding for or encouraging the education of his employees in any
effective way. Both employers and workers welt-owed the pre,-
ion that the public sihool can and will adapt itself to the needs.of

adult workers.
The public-school system has organized a few, evening classes for

employed workers. anti the same is true of the Elyria linsiness
legoe and the Voting Men's'Christian Association. More determined
effort..better correlation of plans. and more adequate facilities are
necessary in order to meet the needs of the situation.

It is'recommended that the technical_ pmeses in the high school
and the spaciatvoeational course beginning with the seventh year he
strengthen&I and extended. The former should pot make prep.tra-'
ilea for the engineering college :igen. chief aim.'hut should adjust
themselves. more definitely to they of int,lustry and Imsincs:.
end address themselves to the twofold task of assisting Young people
to determine the directioni in which they are most likely to succeed.
!Ind of preparing them for high -grade positions in itkinstrial anti
commercial life. The latter slionld aim to 'retain itg pupils as long
ns possible, but should recognize the fact that many boys and girls
will not remain to complete a-six .years' course, and should:consider
the desirability of making numero*definite connections with the
vocations.. Suggestions. concerning modification of the work of the
first two years of this course are offered in the discussion of the pre-
vocational school .in preceding section.
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While ai ing at "practical utility and helpfulness to young people,
all voctliotral courses should give due attention to the requirements
of preparation for intelligent-citizenship and discharge of individual.
and social obligations: N.

It js recoinmended that tit commercial course in the high school
be modified somewhat so as to connect more dfrectly'with available

tptaces of employment. The following niodifications are suggested
especially: (1) Establishment of closer'relations with employers, in-'
yoking records of graduates of the commercial course, definite
knowledge of the conditions under which they are working, and the
progri;ss the-y are making; (2) introduction of instruction in the use
of mimeograph, multigraph, computing machine, filing devices') and
other, modern office appliances.

The possibility of having the routine business of the board of edu-
cation and of the offices of the superintendent of schools and the
principal of the high school transacted by the pupils-of the commer-
cial department,. under proper direction, should be considered as a
means of providing practical experience for pupils in the advanced
classes.

EVENING CLASSES.

The largest sel'vicc that can be rendered at present in vocational
education is through the organization of evening classes. Without
doubt all the available equipment of the high schobl, including shops,
drafting rooms, physical and chemical laboratories, would be used
to capacity If an aggressive effort were Made to supply in evening
courses the umpet'needs of mature wage earners iu Elyria.

It is recommended that the initial steps be taken in the develop-
ment of practical courses froTir-nmong those named below. Ex-
perience with these courses will be the best guide in determining
what other courses to add-inter: (1) Chemistry and mathenjaties
for employees of chemical works, laundries, dky-cleahing establish-
ments, rubber factory, and others. (2) Blue-int.reading,

and nuithematics for carpenters, machinists, plumbers pipe
fitters, electriciani. (3) Practical shop'or laboratory classes for the
foregoing and for employees of garages, gas Mid electric light plants,
and electric railways. (4) Salesmanship and business methods fiir
employees in retail stores. (5) Cooking, sewing, and home-making
courses, some of which may be given during the days for tlfbse wlact
are actua y engaged in home making.

By fences with individuals and by bringing together groups.
of pective students the actual needs should be ascertained. as
definitely as possible, before .details -of courses of. instruction, are

.determined upon.
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Instructors sho&jld be .sought. ainong the public-school teaching

staff wherever individuals have had the necessary commercial or
industrial experience, and among employers and skilled employees
in the occupations concerned.

It is recommended that, in addition to longer courses, a number of
courses be organized, 10 or 12 weeks in length, two evenings per week.
Experience seems to show that short intensive courses, aiming at a
definite goal not too far in the distance, frequently make an appeal
and meet a need better than longer courses.

It is recommended that'small'advisory committees representative
of employers and employees in the various occupations be organized
to assist in the development of plans andcourses of study, in Secur-
ing competent instructors, and in guiding the progress of the work.

PART-TIME CLASSES.

In many lines of business extra help is required for short periods
at certain seasons of the year. It should be possible to adjust the
courses of study in the commercial and industft departments so
that students could be free to accept employment for these periods
'o it 110ilt loss of school work, and thus to supplement the instruction
by practical experience in the occupations.

The experience of ninny coMmunities in time development of day
continuation schools .and classes, operating under systems of State
aid. and Ids° without such stimulus, should- be drawn upon fcr fkr-

.ther suggestions. I.:1.ria is not ready for an'all-day trade school, and
pn,liahly will not be for sonic years to come.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. Instruction in t ie fundamentals of education should be related
more definitely to the development of ability to meet real life salm-

i tions.
2. Instructors in the manual-training shops should keep in mind

the desirability of giving boys more adequate understanding of
indoEtrial shop methods and requirements.

3. Systematic work in vocational guidance should be inaugurated,
and (Itveloped as rapidly as circumstances permit.

4. Responsibility for the work in vocational guidance should lodge
primarily with the same school officer who has charge of the work in
manual arts and vocational subjects.

5. The special vocational course beginning with the seventh year
sho.iild be strengthened and Wended in scope. The Silt two years
of this course shoUld be organized as a prevocational school, as out-
lined in this chapter. This course should makifiumerous definite
connections with the vocationti.
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.'6. The technical Coursesin the high school should also be strength-
ened and extended. The chief purpose of these courses, should be
the twofold aim of assisting young people, to determine the direc-
tions in which they are Mose likely to sneered and of preparing them
for high-grade positions in industry and commeiTe.

Z. All vocational courses should give due attetilion to the require-
ments of preparation for intelligent citizenship and discharge of
individ,uai and sociaobligntions.

8. The con,,,,,,o course in the high school should be modified so
as to connect more directly with available placts of employment.

9. The routine business of the hoard of education and of the offices
of the superintendent of schools and the principal of the high school
should lie transacted by the pupils of the commercial department.

10. The initial steps sleuth! he taken in developinAbevening classes
for employees,, in which the subjects of instruction shall he the fol-
lowing: (1) Chemistry and mathematics: () blur-print reading, and

:drafting: (3) practical sl.nip or laboratory cou4s; (4) salesmanship
and business methods: (5) cooking, sewing. and home. making. By
conferences with individuals-the actual needs should first he ascer-
tained as definitely as possible.

11. Instructors should be sought among the public-school teaching
,staff and among employers and skilled employees in the occupations
concerned.

1. A number of courses 10 "or 1 weeks in length, two evenings
per week, should be organized.
. 13. Advisory ocimittees representative of employers and em-
ployees should be organized.

14. Part -time day classes should be organized for younger em-
4 ployees in retail stores and in other employment.

15. The experience of other communities in the development of
day continuation schools and clakses should be drawn upon for
suggestions. ,
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